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I like
Amperex tubes
because"..
takes a lot more than 25 words to
sum up all the reasons engineers
prefer and specify Amperex tubes.
For example: the engineers of
Induction Heating Corporation
specify Amperex 833-A power tubes
and Amperex 872-A rectifiers for
their Model 43 induction heater
because they find that Amperex
It

The Model 43 Ther-Monic

Induction Heater
manufactured by Induction
Heating
rporation is
factory
uipped with
Amperex 833- power tubes
and Amperex 872-A
rectifier tubes.

tubes have longer

eve a

minimum of t, , ble and help
produce satisfi customers. Too,
they like thatrlFfía engineering that
goes with the Amperex name;
those little differences that make a
big difference
and they also
like the application engineering of
the Amperex staff which is theirs,
and yours, to command.

...

re-tube

with Amperex

AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC

CORPORATION
25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

In Canada and Newfoundland: Rogers Majestic Limited
11-19 Brentcliffe
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toad, Leaside, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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ocidr4-&-=...get out the distortion

and

variations in your incoming line voltages

with 1\A SORENSEN
ELECTRONIC REGULATORS
Wherever you use line voltage for
precision operations, whether it be in the test

laboratory or on the assembly line, a Sorensen
unit can provide regulation accuracies to 2/10

of

This Nobatron is being used to test

operated Movietone

battery

1

% with quick recovery time.

News

cameras. Nobatrons provide a source of

Arrange to have a Sorensen engineer analyze vol-

voltages at high currents previously available only with batteries.

tage regulation requirements in your plant. He can

regulation

select one of the standard units or suggesta special

DC

The Nobatron maintains a

accuracy of 0.25 % ripple voltage
% and has a recovery
IRMS max) of
5 of a second.
time of
,

design to handle your unusual applications.

1

1

'

7,47,6 A/ook

at this PerformAhce a/

Wide input voltage range: 95 to 125 volts or 190 to 250

write

today for your copy of the

new Sorensen catalog. It contains
schemotics, curves, application data
and a special section on "Principles

of Operation."
Represented in all domestic and
foreign principal cities.

Address of Sorensen office in your
area furnished on request.

volts.
Low harmonic distortion: less than 5% in basic models, and
2% in "S" models.
Insensitive to input line frequencies between 50 and 60
cycles.
Power factor variations from 70% lagging to 90% leading
have little effect on regulation accuracy.
Recovery time of 0.1 seconds under the most adverse input
and load conditions.
Regulation accuracies from 0.1 % to 0.5% depending upon
model chosen.

n- SOREN5EN

The FIRST line of standard ELECTRONIC AC Voltage Regulators and Nobatrons

& COMPANY

&

COMPANY, INC.

STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
February, 1948
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So clearly and unmistakably are draftsmen able to express their ideas on
paper that their drawings have re -shaped the world. Through line, figure and
symbol, draftsmen define the work to be done by the labor and machines of a
nation. Assisting them to attain precision and clarity are drafting instruments
that act almost as living extensions of their own hands...iinstruments that function
figuratively as their partners in creating.
For 80 years Keuffel & Esser Co. drafting equipment and materials have been
partners, in this sense, in shaping America, in making possible its swift-maving
highway traffic, its speed in conducting business, its victorious might in war
...So universally is K & E equipment used, it is self-evident that every engineering
project of any magnitude has materialized with the help of K & E. Could you
wish any surer guidance than this in the selection of your own "drafting
partners"?
You will find special advantages, for example, in PHOENIX* Tracing Cloth,
which K & E has made almost "ghost -proof." Here is a cloth from which you

partne rs

in

can erase either pencil or ink lines without
untidy "ghosts" on the prints, a
cloth practically immune to stains from
perspiration and water. You can even
soak it in water for ten minutes at a time
without harm! For further details about PHOENIX* Tracing Cloth, write on your
letterhead to Keuffel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

nrskg

creati

*REG.U.

S.

PAT. OFF.

...the world's
greatest highways

... best known
calculators

Ir.\
Drafting, Reproduction,
Surveying Equipment

and Materials.
Slide Rules,

Measuring Tapes.

KEUFFEL

csL.

ESSER

C.O.

Et TAM!
197

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

ST. LO J S

LOS

ELECTRONICS

-
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pays off

DOHERTY CIRCUIT

The Doherty Circuit for AM broad.
cast transmitters was the first to
achieve high efficiency and economy
and still retain the following important advantages of linear and grid

face it in the circuit. So getting the
most out of tubes is a matter of getting the right impedances.

bias modulated power amplifiers:

Amplifier Circuit has two tubes. Unlike them, it has a network which
automatically changes impedances
to best meet changing needs. Both
tubes receive the signal, but-when
the carrier alone is on-only one
tube is operative. The second tube
uses no power. Not until modulation is applied, raising the input
voltages on both tubes, does the
second tube start up. It then does
two things: it contributes more
power to meet the added load, and
it automatically changes the impedance faced by the first tube so as to
throttle it up to full output, too.

no high -power audio tubes required
(1) A simple tube complement

(2) No modulation transformer re-

CONDITION 1: Nearly zero modulation, so amplifier has to handle carrier wave alone.Tube A is sufficient
and-seeing just the right impedance
in network-operates at maximum
efficiency. Tube B, not needed, lies
idle.

quired-savings in space and apparatus
(3) Freedom from transient or over-

modulation surges-can be heavily
overmodulated at any audio frequency for long periods without

damage
(4) Adaptability to large amounts

of feedback derived from the final
output envelope, resulting in low
noise, low harmonic distortion, and
low intermodulation distortion over
wide variations in tube character-

istics and circuit adjustment
(5) Negligible carrier shift, assuring

CONDITION 2: Carrier being modulated.Tuhe B, now needed, kicks in,
adding its quota of power to handle
the increased load and changing the
impedance so that Tube A also steps
up its output. Both tubes work to full
capacity and at high efficiency.

Broadcasters

full utilization of the assigned carrier power of the station

Gearing tubes to circuits
How a tube acts in a circuit depends,
of course, upon the impedances which

Like pre -Doherty linear amplifiers, the Doherty High Efficiency

For the Broadcaster, this means

that the Doherty Circuit consumes
only half the power required by old
style linear amplifiers-a real triumph in circuit engineering.

It is just one of many Bell Telephone Laboratories developments
which have contributed to improved
efficiency, greater economy and
higher quality in communications.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
World's largest organization devoted excliisirelv to research
and development in all phases of electrical communications.
February,
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The 5 KW AM transmitter,
like the 1KW and 50 KW, has
the famous Doherty Circuit.

Eleven years of experience
proves this High Efficiency amplifier operates continuously
for long periods with no need
for retuning.

G

letrl
Wegtern
ers
smrtt
------transmitters
1i1.Y

AM

br°adca st

5¡.5
11w

C ircu+

Doherty
the
p1C1N
have

Today the Doherty Circuit is being
used by hundreds of broadcast stations-making possible the use of
smaller circuit elements, saving
space, giving increased stability and
greater ease of adjustment, and reducing the outlay for auxiliary
equipment.

Other features
In Western Electric 1, 5 and 50
KW AM transmitters, you also get
two other famous Bell Laboratories
developments-stabilized feedback
and grid bias modulation. These, to-

gether with the Doherty Circuit, are
your assurance of superlative performance at rock -bottom operating
cost!

Get full details

If you're thinking about a new AM
transmitter, remember this: only
Western Electric has the Doherty
High Efficiency Circuit-unmatched
today in performance, dependability, and economy! For full details,
call your local Graybar Broadcast
Representative or write Graybar
Electric Co., 420 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17. N. Y.

The Y KW AM transmitter, with the
Doherty Circuit, is extremely compact-requires floor space only 44"
wide by 42" deep.
IIISTRIRUTORSt IN THE U.S.A. -.Graybar Electric
Company. IN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

-Northern Electric Company. Ltd.

-QUALITY COUNTS

-

Wesrern Electric

Manufacturing unit of the Bell System and the
nation's largest producer of communications equipment.
ELECTRONICS

-

5
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brief specifications
PURITY:

99.9+% pure molybdenum

OTHER QUALITIES:

Callite molybdenum tubing is readily machineable;
be worked and shaped within reasonable
tolerances; welds to iron, nickel and similar materials; will not react with hydrofluoric acid and
hot aqueous solutions of sodium and potassium
hydroxide. Molybdenum tubing will also withstand
high tensile stresses at elevated temperatures
when sustained in a protective atmosphere.
can

GRAVITY: 10.2
MELTING POINT: 2,620° C.
SPECIFIC

TENSILE STRENGTH: From

180,000

- 250,000

psi,

depending upon diameter
HARDNESS: 160-185 Brinell (10 mm. ball 3,000
Kg. load)
THERMAL EXPANSION: 25° to 500° C.
(4.7
5.7) x 10.6 per °C.

-

cm/°C.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:1.46 watts per
at 20° C.

-

SIZES
Now being produced in standard production diameters up to .500". Other diameters, with
smaller wall thickness, to meet your individual
requirements on request. Available in lengths
up to 9.0".

O.D. AND I.D. FOR VARIOUS SIZES

Outside
Diameter
.500"
.427"
.375"
.312"
.250"
.187"

Inside
Diameter
.290" to
.257" to
.220" to
.182" to
.142" to
.104" to
.040"

Outside
Diameter

.295"
.140"
.262"
.110"
.225"
.090"
.187"
.075"
.147"
.060"
.107"
.050"
.022" to .023"

Inside
Diameter
.077"
.062"
.051"
.041"
.033"
.027^

to
to
to
to
to
to

seamless
molybdenum

tubing 99.9+

%

pure

Available in Commercial Quantities
in all diameters up to 0.5" in lengths to your specifications

Seamless molybdenum tubing offers you many
opportunities for improving the efficiency of your end product or in the actual processing of materials. Callite
engineers developed it to provide a superior molybdenum
tubing without seams and in sufficient quantities
for modern mass production techniques. You can order
all your requirements on pin -point delivery schedules. Our
engineers will be glad to consult with you on specific
applications. Samples on request. Callite Tungsten
Corporation, 544 Thirty-ninth St., Union City, New Jersey.
Branch offices in Chicago, Illinois; Cleveland, Ohio.

-

-

.079"
.064"
.053"
.043"
.035"
.029"

eifez

MOLY TUBING

6
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NOW!

lOcps to lOmc

...with the New -hp- 650A
RESISTANCE -TUNED OSCILLATOR

... another -hp- "first" ..

a new
resistance -tuned oscillator that not only covers a
frequency range of 10 cps to 10 mc, but brings to

HERE IT IS

.

the r -f dnd video field all the speed, accuracy and
ease of measurement traditional to famous -hpaudio oscillators. And, this important addition to
the -hp- line incorporates all the family characterno zero setting,
istics of other -hp- oscillators
virtual inoperation,
during
minimum adjustment
streamand
calibration,
dependence of line and tube characteristics, accurate
lined circuits for long, trouble -free performance.
The result is a highly stable, wide -band precision instrument which provides
output flat within 1 db from 10 cps to 10 mc, and a voltage range of .00003 to
3 volts. Output impedance is 600 ohms or 6 ohms with output voltage divider.
LIKE OTHER -hp- resistance -tuned oscillators, the new 650A gives you the
advantage of decade frequency ranges, a 94" scale length, and a 6 to 1 microcontrolled vernier drive. A complete vacuum tube voltmeter, included in the
650A circuit, monitors output in volts or db at the 600 ohm level. A continuously variable output voltage ís obtained by means of an output attenuator of
50 db, variable in 10 db steps and an amplitude control which adjusts the level
to the monitor vacuum tube voltmeter.
Where it is desirable that the measurements be made with a low source impedance, an output voltage divider unit is supplied. This attachment consists
of a cable, which may be extended to the point of measurement and provides
an internal impedance of 6 ohms. It also reduces the output voltage 100 to 1.
THE COMPACT, efficient -hp- 650A is available now for making a wide
testing television amplifiers, wide-band systems,
number of measurements
filter transmission characteristics, tuned circuits, receiver alignments. And ... it
serves admirably as a power source for bridge measurements or as a signal
1495
generator modulator.
For full information...write today
Hewlett-Packard Company 1495A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, Calif.

...

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 cps to 10 mc
FREQUENCY CALIBRATION: 0.9 to
Multiplying factors are:
Freq. Range
MF
9 to 100 cps
X10 cps
90 to 1000 cps
X100 cps
900 to 10,000 cps
Xlkc
9 to 100 kc
XIOkc
90

X100kc

to
to

10.

1000 kc

mc
kc; ±3%,
100 kc to 10 mc including warmup, line
voltage, and tube changes.
OUTPUT: 10 milliwatts or 3 volts into 600
ohm resistive load. Open circuit voltage is at least 6 volts. 600 ohm re-

Xlmc

STABILITY:

0.9

+2%,

10

cps to

10

100

flected impedance. Output impedance
of 6 ohms also available.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat within ±1
db, 10 cps to 10 mc.
DISTORTION: Less than 1% from 100 cps
to 100 kc. Approx. 5% from 100 kc to
10 mc.
MONITOR: Vacuum tube voltmeter monitors output level in volts or
db at 600 ohm level. Output response
beyond monitor is accurate within ±5%
all levels and frequencies.
OUTPUT ATTENUATOR: Output level attenuated 50 db in IO db steps, providing continuously variable output voltage
from +10 dbm to -50 dbm, 3 volts
to 3 millivolts, or down to 30 microvolts
with voltage divider.
HUM VOLTAGE: Less than 0.5% below
maximum attenuated signal level.
POWER SUPPLY: 115 volts 50/60 cps. Consumption 135 watts. Plate supply electronically regulated.
MOUNTING: Cabinet or relay rack. Panel
size 19" x 10/=". Depth 13".

OUTPUT

...

Engineers!
-nt
FM on
the new -hp Attention

ation
Full íTìfFM
EQUIPMENT
on Request.
Available
Write Today!
ELECTRONICS

-

k,khar

Y

d
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"LIVE WIRE" PERFORMERS
are wired with
J

Jise of the IL:; permanently insulated wires,
dery loped by Rockbestos.

eitles and cords

ROCKBESTOS ALL-ASBESTOS APPLIANCE LEAD WIRE

ROCKBESTOS

Available in several types to tit t he electrical
and mechanical requirements of your product.
Solid or stranded copper, nickel or monel conductors insulated with .030" or .040" of impregnated felted asbestos in black, white and
colors.

FOR THESE

ROCKBESTOS A.V.C. 600 VOLT SWITCHBOARD WIRE

This wire was designed to make complicated
wiring jobs permanent. The impregnated
felted asbestos wall beneath the flame -proofed
cotton braid is heat, flame and moisture resistant and assures fine appearance of boards as
it gives on bends to prevent braid -cracking.
Sizes 18 to 4/0 AWG with solid or stranded conductors in black, gray and colors. Rockbestos
A.V.C. Hinge- and Bus Cables have the same
characteristics.

SIX REASONS

ROCKBESTOS A.V.C. 600 VOLT MOTOR LEAD CABLE

Use this apparatus cable for coil connections,

motor and transformer leads exposed to overloads or high ambient temperatures. It makes
a permanent installation as it is resistant to
heat, flame. oil, grease and moisture. Sizes
No. 18 AWG to 1,000,000 CM insulated with
two walls of impregnated asbestos and a high dielectric varnished cambric insert, with a
heavy asbestos braid covering.

1

<'-

The best sales force can't up your sales curve if your
product's performance is "short circuited" by wire
failures due to high operating or ambient temperatures.
Rockbestos wires, cables and cords have permanent
insulation of impregnated felted asbestos which gives
you six advantages:
(1)

It won't bake out, crack or flow when exposed to
high ambient or operating temperatures.

(2)

It won't rot, bloom or swell when exposed to

(3)

It won't bake brittle under conductor overloads.

(4)

It won't burn
tection.

(6)

It won't deteriorate under age or oxidation.
It won't fail to deliver greater current carrying
capacity.

These advantages can mean the difference between red
ink and black in terms of good will, reduced servicing and
replacement. You'll find them in 12.5 different. standard
Rockbestos constructions. For recommendations or
samples for your product write:
ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS CORPORATION

corrosive fumes, oil or grease.

-

(.5)

provides definite wire -fire pro-

456 Nicoll St., New Haven 4, Conn.
NEW YORK

BUFFALO

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

ROCKBESTOS

The Wire

8

CLEVELAND

PITTSBURGH

OAKLAND, CAL.

with Permanent Insulation
February,
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$4v
be PRECISION...

COPONENTS
1

Precision standards are
set in the laboratory.

Accurate performance of your product is limited
by the precision of its component parts. It is only
through selection of precision components that superior performance can be assured. Hi-Q Ceramic Capacitors, for example, can be held to a minimum tolerance
of .25 MMF. Constant surveillance throughout every
stage of manufacture ... from raw material to finished
is responsible for this uniformly high
product
quality of all Hi -Q components. Specify Hi -Q compoyour assurance of precision performance.
nents

...
...

I
I

Hi
ELECTRONICS

-

Zeaceetotee

FRANKLINVILLE. N.

Y.

&tfr

>

Ptanu: FRANKLINVILLE. N.Y.-JESSOP. PA.
ANGELES
YORK, PHILADELPHIA, DETROIT, CHICAGO, LOS

Sale* Office» : BOSTON, NEW

9
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Presto Presents

Something New
in Recording

Amplifiers

...

The new Presto 92-A is a 50watt amplifier designed specifically for recording work. It
answers the need for an amplifier of exceptional quality
and performance, and includes
a number of outstanding features thoroughly proved in operation :

Selector switch and meter
provide both output level indicator (not for "riding gain")
and plate current readings for
all tubes.
1

«2 Chassis is vertically mount-

ed. Removal of the front panel
gives access to all circuits without removing amplifier from

rack.

«3 The output stage has four
807's in push-pull parallel with
an unusual amount of feedback.Thisproduces ample peak
power with low distortion and
an extremely low internal output impedance for best performance from magnetic cutting heads.

Push buttons select any of these
recording characteristics: flat,
20-17,000 cps, 78 rpm, standard
NAB lateral, NAB verticalall within an accuracy of + 1
db. Distortion is only 1% at
full output.

FREE! Presto will send you free of charge a con.; lete

RECORDING CORPORATION
248 WEST 55111 STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.
Walter P. Downs, Ltd., in

Y.

bibliography of all technical and engineering articles
on disc recording published since 1921. Send us a
post card today.

Candi

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT &
DISCS
10
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FM
you can't beat Federal's
COMPLETE "ONE -PACKAGE" STATION ED
that's FM by Federal all the way-from
microphone to antenna offers three exclusive features that
assure maximum coverage at minimum operating cost, and
A broadcast station

-

maximum performance with minimum maintenance expense.
1.

FEDERAL'S SQUARE -LOOP ANTENNA!

The coverage of an FM station depends primarily on the effective
strength of the radiated signal. And Federal's 8 -Element, Square Loop Antenna gives an effective radiated power more than 8 times
the transmitter rating. Actual installations have repeatedly proved
its ability to give outstanding coverage-and to withstand high
winds and heavy icing loads.

2. FEDERAL'S HIGH-FIDELITY TRANSMITTER!
All Federal FM transmitters feature the exclusive "Frequematic*"
modulator for outstanding fidelity and performance. Maintains
center-frequency stability within 0.001% reduces signal-to-noise
uses simple all -electronic circuits with standard
ratio to 5600 -to -1
to align, simple to maintain.
easy
receiver tubes

-

--

-

3. FEDERAL ENGINEERING ALL THE WAY!
Complete FM by Federal means FM at its best, with all components precision engineered to work together. Transmitter console,
everything
studio console, transcription units, power supplies
from microphone to antenna-designed and coordinated for maximum over-all performance and economy.
When planning your new FM station, remember these exclusive
advantages. And if you
Trade Mark
want to get on the air
fast, Federal can now
make your complete
installation in record
time! For further information, write to Federal, Dept. B613.

-

With this Federal 8- Element
Square- Loop Antenna, now
on theair at StationWMRC-FM,
Greenville, South Carolina,
listeners more than 200 miles
away- including cities in 6
different states-report excel-

lent reception. Lower photo
shows WMRC's transmitter
room, with Federal 10 -Kw
transmitter, console, monitor
speaker and power supply.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

KEEPING FEDERAL YEARS AHEAD... is lT&T's world-wide
research and engi leering organization, of which the Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N.J., is a unit.

ELECTRONICS

-

Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N.Y.
Export Distributors:
In Canada

11
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MIR AG LAS
ELECTRICAL INSULATIONS

'MIRAGLAS

IS THE

NAME FOR

treated and untreated TAPES, TUBINGS, SLEEVINGS,

CORDS

and CLOTHS

with the stamina, strength, power and energy to resist the destructive forces of overloading, extreme
high and low temperatures, moisture, corrosion from vapors, fumes and acids, oils, grease, dust
and dirt that play havoc with ordinary electrical insulations.
Miroglas Tapes, Tubings, Sleevings, Cords and Cloths have the stamina that adds life
to the electrical apparatus they protect
they feature fewer breakdowns,
less maintenance, reduction of waste, savings in labor and materials ...
and in every way they prove the standing they have earned as the optimum
in electrical insulation protection.

...

Take note of MIRAGLAS ELECTRICAL INSULATIONS

electrical insulations woven of Fiberglas Yarn
details and characteristics.
in

.

.

...

they stand for the ultimate
write today for
.

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION CO. n
A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS: FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TUBING, TAPE AND CLOTH
INSULATING PAPERS
AND TWINES CABLE FILLING AND POTHEAD COMPOUNDS
FRICTION TAPE AND SPLICE
TRANSFORMER COM.
POUNDS
FIBERGLAS SATURATED SLEEVING
ASBESTOS SLEEVING AND TAPE
VARNISHED CAMBRIC CLOTH AND
TAPE
MICA PLATE, TAPE, PAPER, CLOTH, TUBING FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING COTTON TAPES, WEBBINGS AND
SLEEVINGS IMPREGNATED VARNISH TUBING
INSULATED VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES
EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING

12
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/

-and you'll
come back for more!
THE NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC

It's just
this size!
8 -INCH LOUDSPEAKER

Available immediately

-in

quantity!

Here's more quality than you ever thought possible in an 8 -inch speaker!
This new Western Electric 755-A gives you
wide frequency response-exceptionally brilliant
tonal quality-ample output-all at surprisingly
modest cost.
The relatively small space required to obtain
such high quality with this 8 -inch speaker makes
it ideal for broadcast station use, wired music,
program distribution and sound systems, home
radios and record players in fact everywhere
for top quality reproduction !
Brilliant performance is possible with an 8-inch
speaker. Prove it to yourself by putting the 755-A
through its paces. We'll bet you'll be so pleased
you'll come back for more!
Call Graybar today!
Get your 755 -A's quickly-call your nearest Graybar representative right now-or write to Graybar
Electric Co., 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

-

Specifications
Power Handling Capacity
8

watts continuous

Frequency Response
70 to 13,000 cycles

Input Impedance

4 ohms
Efficiency
Sound level at 30 feet on
axis is 81.5db above 10-16

watts per square centimeter at 8 watts input

-

Coverage Angle
70 degrees
Weight
43/4 pounds
Dimensions
Diameter: 8%"
Depth: 3W'
Baffle Hole Diameter 7"
Enclosure Required
2 cubic feet

Western electric

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A. -Graybar
Electric Company. IN CANADA AND NEW.
FOUNDLAND-Northern Electric Company, Ltd.

ELECTRONICS

of the 755-A

-QUALITY COUNTS-
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Centralab reports to
Inner and outer electrodes
protected against damage
by electrolytic plating of
pure copper.

Metalli: silver electrodes
immutably bonded to CRL's
Ceramic -X tubes to prevent

separaion.

.050" tinned copper feed
thru terminal for extra
strength and lower internal
inductance.

Electrodes soldered directly to mounting bushing and
feed thru terminal for positive electrical and mechanical connection.
ACTUAL SIZE

4 TIMES ACTUAL SIZE

Made with high dielectric Ceramic-X, CRL's new FT Hi -Kaps
now eliminate structural and electrical damage during installation.
Two special bonds are reason: 1) between inner feed-thru terminal and inside diameter of tube, and 2) between mounting bush -

ing and outside diameter of tube. Capacity from 55 to 2,300
mmf. 500 WVDC. Flash test, 1000 VDC. For use in high frequency circuits where, in addition to feed-thru, a capacity ground
to either chassis or shield is desired. Write for Bulletin 975.

"Filpec"
Actual size

2

Ampec is CRL's newest application of
its revolutionary "printed electronic circuit" (PEC). Complete 3 -stage audio
amplifier. Order Bulletin 973.

3

Using the "printed electronic circuit", CRL's Filpec combines up to three major components into one tiny filter unit, lighter and smaller than one ordinary capacitor!
Capacitor values from 50 to 200 mmf. Resistor values from 5 ohms to 5 megohms.
Write for Bulletin 976.

14
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ELECTRONICS

Electronic Industry

4

6

-

Let Centralab's complete Radiohm line take care of your special needs. Wide range
of variations: Model "R"
wire wound, 3 watts; or composition type, 1 watt.
Model "E"
composition type, 1/q watt. Direct contact, 6 resistance tapers. Model
"M"-composition type, 1/2 watt. For complete information, write for Bulletin 697.

-

In its new Lever Switch, Centralab
guarantees a minimum life of 50,000
cycles. Reason: an exclusive, new coil

spring index. Write for Bulletin 970.

7

5

For quality and dependability, more
and more manufacturers are switching
to Centralab's line of ceramic capacitors.
Order Bulletin 933.

Centralab's development of a revolutionary, new Slide Switch promises improved
AM and FM performance! Flat, horizontal design saves valuable space, allows short
leads, convenient location to coils, reduced lead inductances for increased efficiency
in low and high frequencies. Rugged, efficient. Write for Bulletin 953.

LOOK TO CENTRALAB IN 1948! First in component research that means lower costs

for the electronic industry. If you're planning new equipment, let Centralab's sales
and engineering service work with you. Get in touch with Centralab!

DIVISION
ELECTRONICS

-

OF GLOBE -UNION INC., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
16
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PERMANENT

MAG

Here
Permanent
Magnets
are Designed

N

E

T S

MAY

DO

IT

BETTER

Results that pay off in performance are the results you
get in permanent magnets made by The Indiana Steel
Products Company. Here permanent magnets are functionally designed and manufactured to meet exacting
specifications for more efficient and economical performance
of the device or instrument they serve.

This Is No Secret Formula...

The chart shows the typical demagnetization and energy
product curves on which our engineers base their calculations.
It shows the characteristics of various kinds of
permanent magnet materials which can he expected
RESULTS!
in our production, and from which the optimum
designs can be determined. Such fundamental
information permits us to engineer the inside of your
The Indiana Steel Products Company
magnet so that each one will give you a maximum result.

-FOR

offers you the advantages of the largest
facilities in the world for the manufacture of permanent magnets and complete permanent magnet sub-assemblies.

ALNICO (Cast and Sintered)

CUNICO

CUNIFE

VECTOLITE

SiLMANAL

;NAALLO'

Watch for Indalloy

e 1948 The Indiana. Steel Products Co.

03«

.---

PERMANENT MAGNET PACKAGE ASSEMBLY

Eliminate one of your most costly sub -assembly
operations by allowing us to supply you with
complete magnetic packages ready to install in
your equipment. We accept the responsibility for
assembly casualties and test procedure. The handling and shipping of brittle magnetic materials is
vastly improved and losses reduced. Consult us
for additional information and cost analysis.

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
PRODUCERS OF "PACKAGED ENERGY"
6 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO 2, ILL.

SPECIALISTS IN PERMANENT MAGNETS SINCE 1910
Valparaiso, Indiana
PLANTS
Chauncey, New York

February,
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OHMITE Solve Your
If you have a design problem involving rheostats or
resistors, Ohmite engineers will be pleased to work with
=ou. Because of their specialized resistance experience,
Ohmite engineers are well qualized to help analyze your
requirements Eni select the correct units to fit your
specific application. If circumstances warrant, it may be suggested that your equipment be &nt to us so that the necessary
data can be ab .wined ir_ our laboratory.

Resistance Problems

Years of experience in building deremdable rheostats
and resistors, ana in helping others solve specialized
resistance problems is your assurance ttat Ohmite engiwhatever your problem may be.
neers can help you

i*kW.0

RHEOSTATS

www.americanradiohistory.com

...

RESISTORS

TAP SWITCHES

aeie's

w1'1 Yon get

JOBS

13

Ohmite rheostats are engineered to give long, trouble -free
service and unmatched smoothness of action. Following are
a few of the features that make possible their outstanding
performance :
VITREOUS ENAMEL BOND-Core and base are bonded together
by vitreous enamel into one integral unit. Each turn of wire is also
permanently locked in place by vitreous enamel.

METAL GRAPHITE BRUSH-Perfect contact with negligible wear
on the wire is insured by the metal-graphite contact brush (varied
to fit the current and resistance) and the large, flat contact surface.
LARGE PIGTAIL SHUNT-Current is carried directly to the slip ring by a pigtail shunt of ample size, assuring an uninterrupted
connection at all times. Large slip -ring minimizes mechanical wear.

INSULATED SHAFT AND BUSHING-High strength ceramic hub
insulates the shaft and bushing from all live parts. Underwriters'
Laboratories listed models are available.

UNIFORM CONTACT PRESSURE-Tempered steel contact arm
forms a long steel spring which assures uniform contact pressure. Universal joint action of the brush maintains "flush -floating" contact.

Y
Y
Y
Y

ALL CERAMIC AND METAL CONSTRUCTION -Ohmite rheo-

stats have a ceramic core, base, and driving hub. There is only
ceramic and metal in their construction-nothing to char, burn,
shrink, or deteriorate. They are designed for long, trouble -free life.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Write on corpcny letterhead for Ca -aloa and Engineering Manual No. 40.

4816 Flournoy Street, Chicago 44, Illinois

www.americanradiohistory.com
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YOUR PRODUCT GIVE GREATER

nHE manner in which

SAli SFACT%ON
It's good business to "ASK G.A."
whom o small gear problem is in.

mechanical device performs is often determined
by the excellence of the Small Gears you employ. Unless those Gears
are .. 1. correctly designed, 2. made from the right materials, 3. uniformly
cut to close tolerances, 4. and if required .. finished and polished to flawless
smoothness . excessive noise and vibration tray shorten the life ar.d ruin
the performance of the product. Don't tike chances Only the finest Gears
are good enough! You'll do well to entrust YOUR needs to G.S... Specialis.-s
in production tuns of better Fractional Harseçower Gears exclusively for
more than 30 years. Let our skilled Small Gear craftsmen aid you in prcducing a product that will give utmost satisfact.on!
a

volved. Or write today for Ilse free
G. S. Bulletin describing almost 700
G.S. Small Gears and applications.

.

Spurs

ELECTRONICS

Hleiicals

WEST

MEMBER OF

W

Spirais

WORLD'S

-

LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE

Bove

s

Internals

MEDiLI AVENUE
MANUFA[TURERS

February, 1948
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Noce

Wcrm Gearing

Thread

Grilling

CHICAGO 47, ILLINQI

ARK

FRACTIONAL

HOTSEPOWER

IEAR3
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MIGHTY Fidget!
._

Despite small size,
handles

30 affips.!

It's the

new ADLAKE

No.1110

RELAY

AMS b WESTLAKEtO.
ELKHART, tN0.
P

SEA.b

Thirty amps. is a big load, but the new Adlake No.

It is small
enough to fit in one hand, yet it makes and breaks
30 amps. easily, and with low operating current.
Like all Adlake Relays, No. 1110 is hermetically
sealed against dust, dirt, moisture and oxidation;
mercury-to -mercury contact prevents burning, pitting and sticking; it's silent and chatterless, absolutely safe and requires no maintenance. And it's
cushioned against impact and vibration.
Both contact and coil leads are fastened to the
terminal posts. Block is equipped with compression
type terminals to simplify installation.
Write today for free, illustrated Adlake Relay
folder, giving full details on No. 1110 and other new
Adlake Relays. Address: The Adams & Westlake
Company, 1107 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana.
1110 Relay is rugged enough to handle it.

THE

USES:
power circuits
motor controls
heater controls

traffic controlsand a host of others

Adams & Westlake

Established 1857

ELKHART, INDIANA

New York

COMPANY

Chicago

Manufacturers of Adlake Hermetically Sealed Mercury Relays for Timing, Load and Control Circuits
February,

18
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Learn the valuable details

about this versatile Du Pont plastic

Do you know

for better electrical products
of all types

all these facts

about NYLON?
Why Du Pont NYLON covers
%

U. S. Rubber's

WIRE AND CABLE

and hundreds of other
electrical products today employ the properties of Du Pont nylon. This Du Pont plastic
can be molded or extruded, and colored to fit
specifications. And because of its outstanding
combination of properties, Du Pont nylon
can help fill in many an electrical engineer's
blueprint blank spots.
For your own good-don't overlook the
remarkable properties of nylon. We'll be glad
to send you specific factual data on
nylon. And Du Pont technical men
will gladly work with you in applying nylon to solve specific problems.
Write for free booklet, "Du Pont
Plastics." Filled with helpful facts
on nylon and other interesting and
versatile plastics by Du Pont. Just
write E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. (Inc.), Plastics Dept., Room
142, Arlington, N. J.

wire

-NYLON COVER
.NEOPRENE JACKET

X..COMPOUNDED RUBBER

-

CHECK THESE 7 BASIC FEATURES

INSULATION

OF NYLON FOR ELECTRICAL USES

`..ALUMINUM OR
COPPER CONDUCTOR

1. Good

flexibility.

2. High tensile strength.
3. Resists abrasion.
4. Extremely tough.
5. Resists permanent set.
6. Resists chemical attack.
7. Can be molded or extruded...
colored or natural.
BUILDING WIRE
SMALL -DIAMETER, LIGHT -WEIGHT
WITH NYLON
BETTER WORKABILITY
GETS PROTECTION AND
NEW

Called the smallest -diameter,
lightest -weight building wire on
the market, U. S. Rubber Company's new "Neolay" is a better
building wire and a better -looking wire thanks to DuPont nylon.
Supplied with copper or aluminum conductor, this new wire is
insulated with compounded rubber, jacketed with neoprene and

finished with a smooth, tough,
flexible nylon cover. Its small
diameter and light weight give it
special advantages, of course, for
raceway and other wiring. The
nylon surface is seamless, bril-

liantly colored

... and

extra -

smooth for easier pulling. Nylon
also provides extra strength and
resistance to abrasion.

ELECTRONICS-February, 1948

REG. U. S. PAT. Orr.

?/astics
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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CLIENT WILL

DEVELOP AN IDEA
ANew England

client, with extensive de-

velopment facilities, will handle the final development
and commercialization of items which have both a
wide commercial market and a strong patent position
in the fields of
RADAR

TELEVISION

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

SERVO MECHANISMS

ULTRASONICS

ACOUSTIC DELAY

Suitable financial arrangements will be made with the
owner of the patents.

Our client is accustomed to design and construct
electro -mechanical and electronic equipment ranging
from small items up to units of great complexity.
Your inquiry will be handled confidentially by our client.

New England Industrial Development Corp.
80 FEDERAL STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

er

February, 1948
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anøt4 aP6;rsìt/
NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE
PAPER TUBULAR CAPACITOR

C -D's new "Vikane" impregnated tubular capacitor-Type
GT "Grey Tiger"-has won wide industry acclaim.. "Remarkable durability"-the unanimous decision after many
rigid laboratory tests. Write for samples today. Cornell.
1)ubilier Electric Corporation, Dept. Hi, South Plainfield,
New Jersey. Other plants in New Bedford, Worcester and
Brookline, Massachusetts; and Providence, Rhode Island.

new "Vikane" impregnation assures extra long life at high
operating temperatures,
new moisture seal and tube impregnation designed to withstand temperatures to 100°C.,
high insulation resistance: at 25°C. above 10,000 megohms
per unit or 2,000 megohms per mfd.,
low power factor; averages .35 % at 1,000 cycles,
eliminates need for stocking high and low temperature units,
excellent capacity stability over wide temperature range,
excellent electrical stability over life of unit,
available in all commercial capacity and voltage ratings for
maximum flexibility,
one line to meet all your production requirements-whether
for high or low temperature and humidity applications.

..MM

1910

OM

WI

"GREY TIGER"
Capacity and DC Voltage Ranges

Capacity
Volts
100 Volts 200 Volts 400 Volts 600 Volts 1,000 Volts 1,600
Mfd.
.001

GT -601

GT -1001

GT -16D1

.002

GT -602

GT10D2

GT -16D2

.003

GT -603

GT -10D3

GT -16D3

.005

GT405

GT -605

GT -1005

GT -16D5

.01

GT -451

GT -651

GT -1051

GT -1651

.02

GT -4S2

GT -652

GT -1052

GT -1652

GT253

GT -4S3

GT -653

GT -1053

GT -1653
GT -1655

.03
.05

GT -1S5

GT -255

GT -4S5

GT -655

GT -1055

.10

GT -1P1

GT2P1

GT -4P1

GT -6P1

GT -10P1

.15

GT1P15 GT -2P15 GT -4P15 GT -6P15

.25

GT -1P25

GT -2P25

GT -4P25

GT -6P25

.50

GT -IPS

GT -2P5

GT -4P5

GT -6P5

GT -1W1

GT -2W1

GT -4W1

1.0

GT -10p15

I.

® 1948

;

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORPORATION,

CORNELL-OUBILIEROF
WORLDS

MICA PAPER
DYKANOL
AND ELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

LARGES1

MANUFAC

IURER

Department K-2

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

GENTLEMEN:

Please send Bulletin Number NB116
describing type GT tubulars

Catalog Number 200.

CAPACITORS

Nome

Title

Firm
Address

21
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THE MOST RADICAL

IMPROVEMENT..
IN POWER SUPPLY
FILTER CIRCUITS...
Ne

104

:

C

.

ï
est" 1

..r

... employing two same

type universal
chokes that provide more efficient filtering.
Here again,

is

another triumph in Thordarson engineering skill.

Thordarson engineers have developed

a new

universal type

choke in sizes to meet all power requirements! This achievement

offers the best possible filtering and regulation in a minimum size
Actual Laboratory Measurements Made With
The Conventional Type Filter Circuit A
(Swinging and Smoothing System) and
with the New Universal Choke Filter Circuit
B Show A Decrease In Ripple Throughout
The Useful Current Range of Power Supply

- -

For Matched Power

Supplies, see Your

New 400GX Catalog

consistent with conservative design! One reactor may be used in
a single section

filter with all the advantages of

the radically
swinging type. Two similar units may be employed in a two
section filter more satisfactorily than the obsolete "swinging and

smoothing" system, and deliver far better performance.

Now Available.

Furnished Free Upon
Request.

Let us know how we can put these new universal chokes

to work for you

Export

- Scheel

International Inc.

Chicago 18, III.
4237-39 Lincoln Ave.
Cable (Harscheell

-

...

Send us your requirements.

TIIORDARSON
Manufacturing Quality Electrical Equipment Since 1895

500 WEST HURON

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

A Division of Maguire Industries

22
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When you specify test loads do you ... hope for them? .
or make sure of them THIS WAY ?
grope for them?

...

EACH LOT OF EVERY ITEM
AS IT CLEARS HUNTER
F NAL NSPECTION

i

RANDOM
SAMPLED

for

SPECIFIED

LOAD TEST

with
RESLLTS RECORDED
IN THE FORM CF A
FREQUEn1C" DISTRILUTION

II
;,

kE'Cñ'

,.%irl
EL

FIE

11

R

HUNTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY

SPRINGS, METAL SIAM

WIRE FOR

ff

MECI-ANICAL & ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES'.

PRIVATE
CORNER
for

NiPECTf5

HUNTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
806 MAPLE AVE.
LAMSDdLE, PENNSYLVANIE

QUALITY bU3S

Nare

SPRING USER

fifth

NON -SPRING LSEF.S
AN`r ONE

a_

Conpcny None
Street Addres-

Cit
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Gerrlenen: l're interested. Prase send re .-ithcut obligation
includcopes of "The $tat.tcci Method for Cortr9 cf
ing or explarat on o= t e Hinter Gaol ty Repot 5ervio..

Zone

°tote.

MODEL

. the new Model

"S"

Modern styling

*

MUSIC

-

smart,

shield -shaped base

Here is welcome news to manufacturers of radio-

RECORD CHANGERS

FEATURES

Sturdy, single -post changer

Lightweight tone arm

phonographs-Seeburg announces the addition of a
new, single -post record changer-the Model "S".
This new Seeburg Changer has been designed and
engineered to bring important competitive advantages
to your table model and popularly priced consoles.
For while the Model "S" is moderately priced, it is
Seeburg quality throughout, possessing many of the
features found only in more expensive changers.
Plan now to give desired appeal to your instruments
with new Seeburg Model "S" Record Changers.

i iS

Automatic shut-off after last
record is pllayed
Recessed

J

turntable

Strong, quiet motor assures
constant turntable speed

Plays twelve 10 -inch or ten
12 -inch records. May also
be set for manual play
Shock-mounted center spin-

.11

dle for minhmum center hole
wear of records record

-

load stacked in horizontal
position

SYSTEMS

J. P. SEEBURG CORPORATION

1500 N. Dayton St., Chicago 22

24
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of oscilloscope to fit
any job or budget
,'with

i

t

new versatility, stamima, accuracy,

Heavy-duty, general purpose (WO-60C)-A "work horse"
that withstands shock, dampness, dirt, fluctuating voltages.
Plug-in (5") C -R tube permits change to various screen persistencies. Vertical and horizontal amplifiers practically identit al:
Useful range: 0.5 to 300,000 cycles. Frequency response: +10%
from 5 to 80,000 cycles. Sensitivity: 0.056 teak -to -peak volt per
inch. Exceptionally good phase -shift characteristics. Shown
above measuring the vibration of a synchronous motor.

Portuale, wide sanye (WO-79A)-Packed with laboratory
features. Ideal for h -f circuits, television. Range: vertical
amply. -r2 db from 10 cycles to 5 mc. Horizontal amplr: +2 db
from 10 cycles to 500 kc. Vertical deflection sensitivity: 0.1$
rms. bolt per inch.. New (3") C -R tube features small bright spot
and distartlonless focusing, Triggered sweep with delay netsaw -tooth time base. Easy signal expansion to twice
work
screen diameter. Shown above testing a television receiver.

and low -frequency a -c (WO -27A) This oscilloscope also
observes a -c and d -c simultaneously.Frequency range: 0 (d -c)
to 100,000 cycles. Flat to zero cycles. Uses direct -coupled balanced amplifiers. Timing range: 1 to 39,000 cycles. Single sweep and blanking circuits permit observation and photographic recording of one-time, high-speed transients. Vertical
amplifier sensitivity: 0.084 volt (d-c) per inch. Shown in picture
above measuring strain of test specimen in tension.

Last werd in versatility (Laboratory -type 715-B) -Permits
close study of very short, sharp -fronted pulses and unusual
wave forms. Steady, clear traces even of random signals. Vertical amplr: +1 db from 5 cycles to 11 mc. Horizontal amplr:
+2 db from 3 cycles to 500 kc. Vertical deflection sensitivity:
saw -tooth and triggered sweep
0.06 rms. volt per inch

D -c

...

...

..

time- Interval markers (one microsecond). Handles almost any
job in oscillography. Shown aligning a distribution amplifier.

Available from your RCA Laboratory Measuring Equipment Distributor, or write Dept. 31.8

TEST ANO MEASURING EQUIPMENT SECTION

AMERICA
of
RADIO CORPORATION
DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.,/.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
25
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MAINTENANCE

WESTON Electronic Analyzer-Model 769. Incorporating: 1. A conventional Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter with self-contained power source. 2. A high impedance electronic Volt -Ohmmeter using 115
volt, 60 cycle power. 3. A stable, probe -type,
Vacuum Tube Vo=tmeter, for use to 300 megacycles.

WESTON

Multi -Purpose

TUBECHECKER- Model 798. This universal
tubechecker offers within one instrument provision for testing: 1. Receiving tubes. 2. Volt-

age regulator tubes. 3. Light duty thyratron
tubes such as 2A4 -6D4-884-885-2051. Scale
is calibrated "Good -Bad" as well as in mutual
conductance readings.

These portable Westons are specifically designed for
expediting electronic maintenance
for doing the job
better- faster. All are engineered and built in the strictest
traditions of Weston accuracy and dependability. For further details see your local WESTON representative, or
write ...Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation,

...

Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Direct Reading Insulation Tester -Model 799.
Compact, one -hand -operated insulation tester with .1
to 10,000 megohm range, usiing a test potential less
than 50 volts d -c. Indicates: 1. Insulation properties.
2. Leakage resistance. 3. Conductivity of insulating
materials. 4. Leakage due to moisture absorption.

618

WEBTON
=Ltrutnenb-

26
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Can?ter of Thermocouple cornFcr.a with ordinar,e Pin. TemFerotures only register of point of

Ti-e. mocouple Junction.

O RECORD the temperatures at specific points
in the anatomy of a "jet" is a tough assignment, but

this small -diameter thermocouple, manufactured by
Precision Tube Company of Philade''phia, does it.

Thin as a thread, it can be employed effectively
in lengths up to 20 feet-laid along surfaces,

snaked around obstructions, pushed down channels, fed through tiny apertures, sealed in walls
and left protruding into space. Temperatures are
only registered at the end where the thermocouple
junction is located. Thus when inserted into pressure and exhaust chambers of jet engines, it can
be maneuvered in any direction to obtain temperatures of gases with pin -point accuracy at different
points.

-

small heat storage are characteristic of this thermopermitting accurate readings to be.
couple
obtained almost instantly. Moreover, its small
proportions render it ideal for use with midget -size
mechanisms.

Whether your product be small or large, if its
successful operation rests upon application of
special purpose alloys, send your specifications to
us. We will supply the alloy with electrical and
physical properties best suited to your
requirements.

Top performance has been achieved by use of
Advance* Wire-because, in its finer forms, it has

negligible temperature coefficient of resistance,
only +.00002/°C; develops maximum and uniform
thermal e.m.f. against copper; is extremely ductile;
is resistant to heat and corrosion. An insulated
winding of Advance is inserted into a seamless
a

copper tube, and themocouple junction is made by
cutting the assembly to length and bracing or
welding the wire and the tube at one end.
Rapid

Driver-Harris
COMPANY

HARRISON, N.

J.

Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
Seattle
Angeles
San Francisco
THE !l. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, LTD.
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

BRANCHES:

response to temperature change, and

Los

Trade Mark Reg, U.
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For any kind of oscillographic
DU MONT TYPE

271-A

and/or

recording...

DU MONT TYPE

314

Øiei/kq,aph -fecord
CAMERAS
to convert your oscillograph
into a recording instrument
AND/OR
TYPE 314SINGLE-FRAME
CAMERONTINUOUS-MOTIOA

the
-frame exposures,
addition to single
Camera
314 Oscillograph-Record
RecDu Mont Type
-motion photography.
continuous
provides
changing
continuous,
ommended for recording
to be studied
variations
where
processes, and
Film speed
time.
of
period
inch
require an extended
within range
ho
electronically controlled second. Applicable
of 1
per
feet
5
to
minute
per
such as study of Welding,
widest variety of uses
Shavers, Synchronous
Biology, Switches,Electric
Guided Missiles,
Lamps,
Motors, Fluorescent
Nuclear
Voltage Stabilizers,
UnbalOscillator Drift,
Dynamic
Mechanics,
Physics, Hydraulics,
etc.
Acoustics,
ance, Cylinder Pressure,

In

1217-E
Camera, Cat. No.
Type 314 Oscillograph-Record
$1,155;
lens)
(f/1.5
Cat. No. 1366-E
(f/2.8 lens) $980;

TYPE Y71_4

For

51 NGLE

single -frame

FRgME CAMERA

exposure
or
family
multiple
of high-speed
of curves,
exposures
of
, the Du Mont Type
record a
An the
And
27
cost is Camera
Y°ur ideal A Oscil-

instrument
is
Within
reachselection.
advantage budget. May
of the modest
also
Du
be
With
Calibrator
to
T Pe
°d
264-A
urements.
amplitude and wave
tsEor
Equipped
ardd 35
-form
with 1/3.5
ms.
measrn.d
re
And remember,lens.
standUses
rober, this
to any
5 -inch
Type 271.
oscillogra ca niera is
A
1

fittedn

Osci//ogroph-Record
$162.50 delivered
Ph.
d Cornera.
in U.S.A.
Cat. No,
1216.E

delivered in U.S.A.

Typical high-speed
recording: 2 me transient (with Du Mont
Types 281 and 286
Cathode -Ray Oscillographs using Type
271-A).

Output voltage of Type 0B2 Voltage -Regulator Tube,

with sudden applications of resistive load, using Type
314 Continuous-Motion/Single-Frame Camera.
C ALLEN

B

ALLEN

DU MONT

B.

e DETAILED
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR EACH CAMERA,
SUPPLIED ON REQUEST.

Plot mode on Type 314 of starting current of small
synchronous motor. (Note variation in current as the
rotor "hunts" for its synchronous speed).

Triple exposure made with Type
271-A while varying constants of
peak-clipping circuit.

LABORATORIES, INC.

DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY

CABLE ADDRESS: ALBEEDU, PASSAIC, N. J., U.

February, 1948
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Bend'
DYNA

T

d economy

the vital voltage link
erever mobile radio is used!

89 DIFFERENT MODELS
Covering all frame sizes and
voltages
Bendix Dynamotors cut down

on service requirements-are
designed for easy servicing
with standard tools, and feature
complete interchangeability of
parts. Write for details -there's
a Bendix Dynamotor tailormade for your installation!

Wherever a mobile radio operates from a storage battery,
Bendix* Dynamotors can add materially to efficiency and
economy. These precision -built units have a remarkably
long life-operate day after day with virtually no service,
providing the vital voltage that is the key to efficient
performance. If you are designing a new mobile radio set
or replacing dynamotors, specify Bendix Aviation Quality
Dynamotors-they're priced right and built by the foremost producer of mobile power equipment. Available for
quick delivery in all standard frame sizes and voltages.
''REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Dynamotors

Inverters

RED

BANK DIVISION of
RED

ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948

D.C. Motors

Convertors

BANK, N.

J.

Carbon Pile

:

Voltage Regulators

2;
AVIATION CORPORATION
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MORE THAN 50 GRADES OF G -E TEXTOLITE LAMINATED PLASTICS ARE AVAILABLE
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Textolite grade No. 11500
extensively in heavy-duty
motors where high temperatures
and high mechanical str
have caused complete disintegration of cellulosic slot armor insulation. It is composed of cotton
cloth and a phenolic resin and
was developed for use as slot
insulation for those applications
that require a semiflexible material having a smooth, hard,
glossy surface. It is made in
thicknesses of 0.007 in., and
0.012 in.
G -E

is used

3
w

U..

ZUMMIIIIIMIN11111.11

TAKE YOUR PICK
G -E Textolite grade No. 11500 was developed to
reduce insulation maintenance costs on heavy-duty motors.
However, it isn't the only grade of Textolite manufactured.
There are more than fifty grades available, and EACH has
an INDIVIDUAL COMBINATION of properties.
Some grades excell in heat resistance, some in dielectric strength, others in loss factor. And you need this large
assortment to select from if you want to produce your
products in the most economical and satisfactory way.
Then, too, these many grades of Textolite are supplied
in five different forms. Again you get a choice which can
pay you dividends in many ways. Plastics Division, Chemical Department, General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
GET THE COMPLETE STORY!

Send for the new bulletin G -E

TEXTOLITE LAMINATED

PLASTICS which lists grades,

r---1

I

Name

1

SHEETS, TUBES,

AND RODS

-These standard shapes
are available in thousands
of sizes. Up-to-date manu-

facturing methods facilitate
quick deliveries.
FABRICATED PARTS-G.E.

has modern fabricating
equipment to machine Tex tolite laminated plastics
parts to your own specifications.

MOLDED -LAMINATED
PARTS-Textolite is custom

about the five forms of Textolite.
Fill in and mail the coupon below for your free copy.

Please send me the new G -E Textolite laminated plastics bulletin.

1

IN FIVE FORMS

properties, fabricating instructions and detailed information

PLASTICS DIVISION, CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY (BA -2)
ONE PLASTICS AVE., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

I

TEXTOLITE LAMINATED IS SUPPLIED

molded directly to shape.
Molded laminated products
are among the strongest
plastics parts produced.

-

OW -PRESSURE MOLDED
Extremely large
PARTS
L

and irregular Textolite
shapes are custom molded
by the low-pressure laminating process.

I
1

Firm

I

Address
City

I

GENERAL
30

POST -FORMED LAMIN ATES

-Sheets of Textolite lami-

State-_

ELECTRIp

nated plastics are custom
formed into simple shapes

by this very inexpensive
method.

February,
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How up-to-the-minute engineering
at Sonora Radio
uses Centralab Couplate to improve

manufacturing efficiency,
and reduce servicing.

Senora engineers take advantage of Couplate's long
íí11e, high efficiency, mechanical strength and resistance
ht:midi'y. Result: more dependable performance,
s mpl fled production for Sonora Radios.

t

Chassis courtesy of Sonora Radio and Televnion Corporation

*Centralab's revolutionary Printed Electronic
Industry's newest method
Circuit
for stepping -up manufacturing efficiency!
and Sonora is just one of the many famous radio manufacturers
who are designing Centralab's revolutionary printed interstage
coupling plate into their 1948 sets.
The reason? One look at Couplate's design and manufacturing advantages gives you the answer. 1) Couplate requires only four soldered connections instead of eight, simplifies wiring and production.
2) Couplate saves space and mass weight, makes possible more compact and dependable finished equipment at lower cost. 3) Couplate improves set performance by lengthening life, gives you a complete "printed"
interstage coupling circuit engineered and manufactured by Centralab.
First commercial application of the "printed electronic circuit",
Centralab's Cou plate is a complete interstage coupling circuit which
combines into one compact unit the plate load resistor, the grid resistor,
the plate by-pass capacitor and the coupling capacitor. For all the facts
on how Coup/ate can simplify your production problems and cut your
costs, see Centralab's local representative, or write for Bulletin 943.'
yEs,

ACTUAL
SIZE
Integral Ceramic Construction: Each Couplate is

an integral assembly of Hi -Kap capacitors and resistors closely bonded to a steatite ceramic plate
and mutually connected by means of metallic
silver paths "printed" on the base plate. Note
schematic diagram below.
Coup n9l',op.
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Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
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There's

el ipot

Beckman

a

(Trade Mark of the

HELlcalOTentiometer)

to simplify YOUR Potentiometer-Rheostat Problems!
HELIPOT'S Wide -Range, High -Precision Control
Advantages Available in Many Sizes of Units

p of

original helical potentiometer

-

-the
FIe l i
has proved so popular in modernizing and simplifying the control of electronic circuits, that many types and sizes of Helipots have
been developed to meet various potentiometer-rheostat problems. Typical production Helipot units
include the following

...

B -Case diameter-3.3";
Number of turns -15; Slide wire

--

Number of turns -10; Slide wire
length -461,-1"; Rotation -3600°;
Power rating -5 watts; Resistance
ratings -10 to 50,000 ohms.

length -1401/"; Rotation -5400°;
Power rating -10 watts; Resistance
ratings -50 to 200,000 ohms.

WIDE CHOICE

Power rating -3 watts; Resistance
ratings -5 to 15,000 ohms.

SPECIAL MODELS

FEATURES

OF DESIGN

available

Not only are Helipots
ratings, but
sizes and
design
range of
with various
supplied
requirements
meet individual shafts, flatted
length
with special

in a wide
be
also can

features to

.

shafts,

screw

permit
Available
at each endto
etc.
extensions
devices.
driver slots,
with shaft
other
three.
nts or
supplied
of two or
Can be to
instruments
to indicating
ganged assemblies
coupling
in
t
provided
shaft l%-and even less.
May be
from a commonf
o
tops
tolerances
additional
units, all operating
with linearity modified to include
Avail
be
can
B
Models A any
on windings.
features. gained by
many other special
to s.
at virtuolly
bs,

In

addition to the above standard Helipot units, special models

in production include

'advantages
important
electronic
Hé ipotlii n your
using hee
your problem.
i
outlining
'Write

'ea

gained

...

MODEL D-Similar to Model B, above, but longer and with greater
length of slide wire. Case diameter
Number of turns
Slide wire length -234"; Rotation -9000°; Power rating -1S
watts; Resistance ratings -100 to 300,000 ohm..

-25t

-3.3";

MODEL E-Similar to Model B, but longer and with greater length
of slide wire than Model D. Case diameter -3.3"; Number of turns
Slide wire length -373"; Rotation -14,400'; Power rating
watts; Resistance ratings-150 to 500,000 ohms.

-40;
-20

'

i

MODEL C -Case diameter -1.8";
Number of turns -3; Slide wire
length -13.5"; Rotation -1080';

MODEL A -Case diameter -1.8";

MODEL

Send

THE

for HELIPOI Literature!

He pot CORPORATION

1011 MISSION ST., SOUTH PASADENA 2, CALIFORNIA

February,

32
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SNC TRANSFORMER

"A}e «A
Place a rule against the stack of an SNC No. 8P189

transformer and the extra width clearly indicates the
added quality built into every item in the complete
SNC line.
Skillful engineering, latest production techniques and

highest quality materials

... backed by careful work-

manship, exacting step-by-step inspection and rigorous final testing

... are just a few of the reasons why

SNC transformers keep rejects at a minimum and give
Join the increasingly large number
of manufacturers, retailers, hams
and other component part buyers
who rely on SNC for quality,
trouble -free equipment. Write for
catalog today.

MAN

outstanding performance.
Remember! SNC gives MORE applications with

SMALLER inventories for GREATER

CTURING CO., INC.

WEST LAKE AVE. NEAR LEHIGH

Ta,freo

GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS

Export Department: 308 W. Washington St., Chicago 6, Illinois, U.

ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948
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ERIE "GP" Ceramicons are small and compact, even in high
capacities. Tubular in shape, they require less space than rectangular condensers. They can be wired into position more easily
and quickly where space conditions are close, and thus are
basically easier to handle in any type of installation.
The wide range of adaptability of ERIE "GP" Ceramicons
simplifies the inventory problem, reduces "out-of -stock" bottlenecks, and saves confusion generally.
The enormous popularity of "GP" Ceramicons is the result
of a combination of their superb performance and economical
cost. Their inherently simple construction results in higher resonant frequencies that are so important in by-passing applications
for FM and Television.
ERIE "GP" Ceramicons are made in insulated styles in popular capacity values up to 5,000 MMF, and in non -insulated styles
up to 10,000 MMF. If you haven't switched to "GP' Ceramicons
for by-pass and coupling applications, write for full details.

eeetepukau V ia4rOK
ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA

*Ceramicon is the registered
trade name of silvered ce.
ramic condensers made by
Erie Resistor Corporation.

February, 1948
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A size, type, style
"Half

a

Century of Instrument Know -How

Is Built into These Fine Electrical Meters"

... in sizes from 2" to 7" in a wide
variety of case shapes and mounting
arrangements.

No matter how specialized your requirements may seem, the chances
are that Triplett has already engineered and tooled up for a design so
nearly akin that a few inexpensive
changes or additions will suffice.
Triplett

....

A Self

Contained

Electrical

... From

screw machine parts to plastic moldings, from
moving elements to dial faces, all are
fabricated in Triplett's modern airconditioned factory. Equipped with
special humidity and dust controls
in assembly rooms. This self-conInstrument Factory

I

o

for every need

tained factory means one overall
profit markup with better quality
control and consequent savings to you.

Complete meter satisfaction is yours
in performance, appearance, and dependability. Let Triplett add lustre
and give precision performance to
your instrument panel.

..

Triplett maintains a field engineering staff
available on short notice. These engineers are ready to help you with
your problems and to bring you the
latest practices in instrumentation
from the Triplett laboratories. Complete facilities for shock, vibration
and humidity testing as required
under JAN specs.
"Complete Engineering Service"

.

Sizes 2" to 7"

Round or Square
A.C., D.C.,
R.F., Rectifier or Dynamometer

Triplett can supply on short
notice electrical meters in
2", 3", 4",S,, 6" and ?"sixes in
round, rectangular, square
andfan shapes; wide flange,
narrou'flange, fllush,projection and portable. Molded
and metal cases. Rear illumination, special dials
and otherfeaturesavailable
on most models.

Be sure your files are up-to-date with current Triplett catalog and descriptive
literature. Address, Dept. E28 and specify any particular types in which interested.

TRIPLETT, ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

CO.

BLUFFTON, OHIO

Representatives in Principal U. S. and Canadian Cities

ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948
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Minimize
Control
Size!
REDUCE COST!
WITH THESE
NEW ALLIED RELAYS
'The Allied PO and POY relays,

replacing the DO and DOY relays,
save space, save cost. These advantages will have special appeal
for engineers in electronic, aircraft and other industries requiring medium power, all-purpose
relays.

PO RELAY

This relay, shown above is the 4 -pole
model and shown below ib the 3 -pole
model, is supplied in 2-.. 3- and 4pole normally-dosed, normally -open
or double -throw contacts. Its standard
silver contacts have carrying capacity
of 15 amperes at 24 volts D.C. or
110 -volts A.C. non -inductive.
COIL RATING: A.C. 10.5 volt-amperes
nominal or =7.5 vclt-amperes maximum at 25 to 60 cycles and up to
220 volts.
D.C. Up to 1733 volts at L watt minimum or 8 watts maximum
MOUNTING. S:andard #6-32 tapped
holes. Also suppled with #6-32

POY RELAY
A semi -sensitive, dual coil relay

for operation in vacuum tube or
other limited power circuits. Same
contact rating and arrangement
as PO.
DIMENSIONS:
Same as PO.

stop nuts.

COIL RATING:
Up to 110 volts D.C. at 600 milli watts. Not supplied for A.C.

MOUNTINGS:

Standard, #6-32 tapped holes.
Not supplied with stop nuts.
The PO & POY relays are adaptations of the well-known
general purpose Allied BO relay,
and like all other Allied relays
may be obtained hermetically
sealed.
Every part in these precision built relays is designed to deliver
thoroughly dependable service
with extra long life. For complete
information and operating characteristics of the new PO and
POY and other precision-built
Allied Relays, write us for latest
Allied catalog.

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC.
2

EAS-

END

AVENUE, NEW

YORK

:1,

NEW

YDRK

February, 1948
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RF

HEATING TUBES DESIGNED

PROCESSED ESPECIALLY
NOW 3 3 3 and
FOR RF HEATING PURPOSES
To Machlett Laboratories the tube needs of the RF heating industry have
been a challenege no less than they have been a source of deep concern
to the industry itself. The electronic heating industry has now grown to
such importance as to require and merit the best the electron tube
industry can produce ... and here the "best" must mean tubes designed
and processed especially for its needs, not "hand-me-downs," no matter
how high in quality, from communications or other fields.

-

-

For this reason

..

-

.

ML -5619 RF HEATING TRIODE,
wafer cooled with automatic seal

jacket, or for forced -air cooling
(ML -5604).

Maximum Input
Maximum Plate
Dissipation (ML -5619)
Maximum Plate
Dissipation (ML -5604)

32.5 KW
20

KW

10

KW

MACHLETT LABORATORIES

aie

e1zG?2YGQLGI2Ge
their initial step in a planned program
to provide the RF heating industry
for the first time
with a line of tubes designed, processed,
and serviced exclusively
for its use

Machlett Laboratories' announcement several months ago of RF Heating Tube Types
ML -5604 and ML -5619 constituted the
first tangible recognition by the tube industry of the special requirements of the
electronic heating field. These tubes, featuring above all else an unquestioned ability to handle-without penalty to life or performance-the most severe load mis -matching and the unusual physical conditions
inherent in industrial service, marked the
beginning of a new concept of service to this
growing industry. Unmatched in mechanical ruggedness, they embody materially

electronic heating. Priced only slightly
higher than the standard communication
tubes generally sold for this purpose, they
will prove lowest in cost through better performance and materially longer life.
Write for complete technical data on this
new line of tubes and accessories. A Machlett Application Engineer will gladly visit
you at your request.

r

*

*

Machlett RF Heating Tubes will be supplied where desired with scientifically designed terminal connectors affixed to the
tubes at the factory. Flexible leads will be
permanently attached in lengths to meet
equipment manufacturers' requirements.

-

-

*

*

-

ment modifications)
Automatic seal water jacket as shown.

Springdale, Connecticut
ML -5667 FORCED -AIR COOLED
TRIODE, available for water cooling ML -5666, with automatic seal
jacket.
Maximum Input
20 KW
Maximum Plate
Dissipation (ML -5667)
7.5 KW
Maximum Plate
Dissipation (ML -5666)
12.5 KW

(Will replace Types 889A and 889RA
without equipment modifications)

AUTOMATIC SEAL WATER JACKET. No tools
needed to open and close the new Machlett water
jacket. No worry about tube breakage or water
leakage. Jacket cannot be opened unless water
pressure is off, nor closed unless tube is properly
seated. Your hand opens and closes a perfectly
safe seal with just a single twist.

*

To the RF Heating Equipment manufacturer these Machlett electron tubes and accessories will provide the first real freedom
from "tube worries" and assure user satisfaction. They will contribute to demonstrating the effectiveness and economy of
ELECTRONICS

.

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC.

heavier sections, sturdier grid, cathode

and terminal construction, and principles
of tube design and processing which assure
better performance and longer life.
These same principles are now embodied
in five new tubes-ML-5658, ML -5666,
ML -5667, ML -5668 and ML -5669. Thus
there is now available -for the first timefor both initial installation and for replacement, for all induction and dielectric heating purposes from 5 to 50 KW, a selection
of tubes, each of which is custom-made for
the job it has to do.

ML -5658 RF HEATING TRIODE
Maximum Input
60 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation 20 KW
(Will replace Type 880 without equip-

50 Years of Electron Tube Experience

ML -5668 WATER-COOLED RF
HEATING TRIODE, available with
automatic seal jacket.
Maximum Input
28 KW
Maximum Plate Dissipation 20 KW
(Will replace Types 892 and 892R
[by ML -5669] without equipment modifications)

37
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"From a dead cold start, our Dee Tee Cleaner
reaches a temperature peak of 500°F. in a matter
of second§-and that's only half of our insulation
problem. The insulation we need must bend
without splitting or cracking and resist vibration
and wear."
So said Circo Products Co. when they came to

Bentley, Harris with the design for a differential
and transmission cleaner. Here is their most recent report to us:

meets all of our requirements as well as BH
Extra Flexible Double Braided Fiberglas Sleeving.
It withstands heat and rough handling without
deterioration. Its remarkable flexibility speeds
assembly."
BH Fiberglas Sleeving can be subjected to grease
and moisture without any deteriorating effect. Unaffected by harmful gases. Cuts clean, will not
Heat resistant to 1200°F. Try BH Fiberglas
eying in your own plant-in your own product.

"Never before have we found an ins

TLEY, HARRIS MFG.

Co., CONSHOHOCKEN, PA.

BH

SL EV

GBH

GS

Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevings are made by an exclusive Bentley, Harris process (U. S. Pat. No. 2393530). "Fiberglas"

is

Reg. TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp

-USE COUPON NOW Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co., Dept. E-19, Conshohocken, Pa.

-

I am interested in BH Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleeving for

_°F

(product)

volts. Send samples so I can see for myself how
at
operating at temperatures of
as string, will not crack or split when bent.
flexible
BH Non-Fraying Fiberglas Sleeving stays

NAME

COMPANY

Send samples, pamphlet and prices
on other BH Products as follows:

Cotton-base Sleeving and Tubing
Ben -Har Special Treated Fiberglas
Tubing

ADDRESS
38
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FULL LOAD

A

STABILINE Automatic

NO LOAD

Voltage Regulator Type IE limits
waveform distortion to 3%

o
95

100

therefore...

105

110

115

120

125

130

135

INPUT VOLTAGE

a meter is not affected by the negligible waveform
distortion (3% maximum) of a STABILINE Automatic Voltage Regulator Type IE (Instantaneous
Electronic).

Investigations by Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., as to errors due to harmonics in iron -vane
a -c ammeters or voltmeters, show that waveform
distortion up to 3% in 60 cycle circuits produce
negligible errors not recognized in instrument
readings. The results are noted in the October
1947 issue of Weston Engineering notes. Since
a STABILINE Voltage Regulator Type IE has
a maximum waveform distortion less than 3%,
it is the ideal equipment to employ for maintaining a constant voltage to electrical apparatus.
However, negligible waveform distortion is just one of the many outstanding features off a STABILINE
Automatic Voltage Regulator Type IE. The STABILINE Type IE has no moving parts and is
completely electronic in operation. It delivers a constant output voltage regardless of variations in
input voltage or load current. The maximum change in output voltage due to any of these variations
will not exceed ±0.25 of 1%. For input changes only, the change in output voltage will not exceed
±0.1 of 1%. Speed of correction is in the order of 3 to 6 cycles.
Numerous models are available in attractive black wrinkle -finish cabinets or for relay rack mounting.
Complete engineering data is contained in Bulletin 547.

Write The Superior Electric Co., 402 Meadow Street, Bristol, Connecticut

POWERSTAT VARIABLE

ELECTRONICS

-

TRANSFORMERS

VOLTBOX

A

-C

POWER

SUPPLY

STABILINE

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
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For Speedier Assembly,

Smarter Appearance...

Postage Meter and Mailing
Equipment Makers Put the Stamp of Approval
on AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS

4 -WINGED

DRIVERAP

OF PHILLIPS

SUP
RED

OUT

IN PRODUCTION: It's first class assembly for mailing and metering equipment
manufacturers when power driven, American Phillips Screws provide fumble proof starts, automatically straight driving and unspoiled work. These screws
deliver-with "air mail speed" and "registered letter safety"! What's more,
they can't snag envelopes but do assure permanent tightness of fastening. Best
of all, TIME SAVINGS RUN AS HIGH AS 50%!
IN SALES PROMOTION: The jobber, the dealer and John Q. Public all like
the streamlined, modern look that dresses up products as varied as autos
and American Phillips
and radios, stoves and sofas, boats and bicycles
Screws help provide it! Write special delivery today for fastening facts
that can cut your costs.

-

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
Chicago II: 589

E.

Illinois St.

Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

AMERICAN I i I ?
PHILLIPS
44

ALL TYPES
ALL METALS: Steel,
Brass, Bronze, Stainless Steel, Aluminum,

Monet, Everdur (silicon bronze)

February, 1948
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Where there is Horsepower...

There is
Wire

What has happened to transportation? A little over
a hundred years ago Napoleon "sped" from Moscow
to Paris at approximately 3 miles per hour. Today we
talk of speeds of a thousand miles per hour.
Belden Manufacturing Company in its life of 40
years has witnessed and served a "transportation revolution." In that brief time, the automobile, the airplane,
the diesel-electrics, and now the rockets, have taken
their place in our living. All of these were made possible when wild horsepower ran into a trap of wireand when other specialized products of the wiremakers
served the inventors of our modern power.

Belden
ELECTRONICS
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Send Your Blueprints

to Karp

When manufacturers of electronic, radio and
electrical apparatus, situated as far as
and more from our plant, insist on Karp sheet metal
craftsmanship, there must be good and profitable
reasons.

One important reason is that Karp -constructed
cabinets, enclosures, housings and chassis are
custom-built to individual requirements; so precisely
and uniformly made that time and money are saved
on your assembly line. Another reason is that Karp

builds good looks and streamlined styling into
the product, giving you added sales and profit
advantages.
Remember the Karp blueprint man symbolizes blue
ribbon quality in cabinets, housings, enclosures and
Chussls. Tell us your needs. Get our quotations.

Any metal
Any gauge

Any size
Any quantity
Any finish

KARP METAL
PRODUCTS CO., INC.
-30th
124

STREET, BROOKLYN 32, NEW YORK

ef4tM2 Wiilleig~t in

teed eillefird
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LAPP GAS -FILLED CONDENSERS
AT PREWAR PRICES
.

..

There's good news for designers and builders
of high voltage electronic circuits who find
themselves caught in an inflationary spiral of
costs. No advance in prices has been announced
-none is contemplated-for Lapp Gas -filled
Condensers. Known as the most satisfactory
source of high current and high voltage capacitance, these units offer non -deteriorating, dependable performance; impossibility of punc-

ELECTRONICS

-

ture; lowest loss with consequent economy of
power; constant capacitance under temperature variation; and compact, space-saving design. Variable, adjustable, and fixed units are
available with current ratings up to 500 amperes R.M.S., power ratings up to 60 Kv peak.
Units now in service range up to 60,000 mmf.
(fixed units), 16,000 mmf. (variable and adjustable units).

February, 1948
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REVERE FREE -CUTTING COPPER ROD
...INCREASES ELECTRONIC PRODUCTION

its recent introduction, Revere Free Cutting Copper has decisively proved
its great value for the precision manufacture
of copper parts. Uses include certain tube
elements requiring both great dimensional
precision, and exceptional finish. It is also
being used for switch gear, high -capacity
plug connectors and in similar applications
requiring copper to be machined with great
accuracy and smoothness. This copper may
also be cold -upset to a considerable deformation, and may be hot forged.
Revere Free -Cutting Copper is oxygen free, high conductivity, and contains a small
amount of tellurium, which, plus special
processing in the Revere mills, greatly increases machining speeds, makes possible
S1NCE

closer tolerances and much smoother finish.
Thus production is increased, costs are cut,
rejects lessened. The material's one important limitation is that it does not make a
vacuum -tight seal with glass. In all other
electronic applications this special-quality
material offers great advantages. Write
Revere for details.

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.; New
Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y. -Sales Offices in Principal Cities,
Distrthutors Everywhere.

CUSTOMERS REPORT:
"This material seems to machine much better than our previous hard copper bar; it cuts off smoothly, takes a very
nice thread, and does not clog the die." (Electrical parts.)
"Increased feed from 1-1/2" to 6" per minute and do
five at one time instead of two." (Switch parts.)
"Spindle speed increased from 924 to 1161 RPM and
feed from .0065" to .0105" per spindle revolution. This
resulted in a decrease in the time required to produce the
part from .0063 hours to .0036 hours. Material was capable
of faster machine speeds but machine was turning over at
its maximum. Chips cleared tools freely, operator did not
have to remove by hand." (Disconnect studs.)

February,
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-the Leader

ONLY PHILCO HAS

1T !

The amazing PHILCO FM "Channel Saver" Circuit operates within a band width of only 20
Kilocycles. Its "micro-selectivity"-better than
85 db. down at 40 Kc from center frequencypermits adjacent channel operation on the basis
of present frequency allocations. This allows
higher standards of efficiency in only half the
channel width without loss in voice quality, protects you against equipment obsolescence. Only
many new developPlus
PHILCO Has It
ments in equipment design. Mail the coupon,
today, for full details.

...

...

Philco Radiophone Systems are Available
for Operation on All Frequencies Assigned for Mobile Communications.
Free Engineering Consultation Service.
Nationwide Service Organization.

1

Dept. J-2, Industrial Division
Philco Corporation
C and Tioga Streets
Philadelphia 34, Penna.
Gentlemen:
Please send me information about the new
PHILCO FM Radiophone Communication

System.

NAME_

INDUSTRIAL DIVISIO
PHILADELPHIA
ELECTRON ICS

-
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(courtesy ECKSTEIN RADIO

WHY

ARE

CORNISH

WIRE

PRODUCTS

TELEVISION CO.)

&

SPECIFIED BY THIS LARGE RADIO MANUFACTURER?
Because their

Because their

Because their

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

values their faithful performance and
ability to meet the most exacting

discovered after thorough testing

knows these

that they possess the essential qualities which permit eo.y pushbock or
mechanical stripping.

by

demands of insulation resistance and

voltage breakdown...

.

nnade by engineers

.

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

quality products, backed
dependable service, are always

priced as low as such good wires
can be made and sold....

for engineers

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, Inc.
605 North

Michigan Avenue,
Chicago 11

15

Park Row,

New York 7, N.Y.

1237

Public Ledger Bldg.,

Philadelphia
February, 1948
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ee," Relay
Type
CLARE New
Action
pösitive
Provides Sure,
Design
-Contact
Twin
Exclusive
with

He_e, at last, is a twin -contact design in which the chance of contact
failure is actually reduced to the practical limit.
Exclusive design of the CLARE Type

"J"dre. Relay allows the twin contacts
to operate independently of each
other so that one contact is sure to
close even when the other may be
blocked by presence of dirt or grit.

This sensational new relay combines
the best features of the conventional
telephone -type relay with the small
size and light weight developed during the war for military aircraft use.
Weighing little more than two ounces,
slightly over two inches in length, it
has the sturdy construction, large contact spring capacity, extreme sensitivity, and adaptability to a wide range

of specifications for which CLARE
Relays are noted.
Modern designers, working to develop close -coupled, compact equipment to meet today's streamlined
standards, welcome this highly efficient combination of capacity and
small size.
CLARE Relays are especially designed for jobs where ordinary relays won't do. If you have such a
relay problem, Clare Sales Engineers
are located in principal cities to help
you work out a Clare "Custom -Built"
Relay that will just fit your needs.
Write: C. P. Clare & Co., 4719 West
Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. Cable Address: CLARELAY.
In Canada: Canadian Line Materials,
Ltd., Toronto 13, Ontario.

CLARE RELAYS
"Custom -Built" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical and Industrial Use

...

All These Features
and
More
Provided By
CLARE Type "J" Relay

...

Independent Spring Contacts.

Dome

shaped contacts on movable springs; flat
discs on

fixed springs.

High Current-Carrying Capacity. Twin
contact points of palladium. Rated current -carrying capacity: 4 amperes, 150
watts.
New Design Large Armature Bearing
Area. Hinge type armature has new design bearing providing largest possible
bearing surface. Pivot pin turns in cylinder of different metal which is full width
of heelpiece.
Sensitive, Efficient Magnetic Structure.
Heelpiece and other magnetic iron parts
are exceptionally heavy for size of relay
provide highly sensitive and efficient
magnetic path.
High Operating Speed. Designed for
a minimum
extremely fast operation
of one to two milliseconds.
Permits Handling Large Spring Leads.
Power and sensitivity permñt handling of
large spring loads. Both single and double -arm relays available. Maximum of
20
10 springs on single -arm relay
springs (10 in each pileup) on double -arm
relay.

...

...

...

STACKPOLE

CUP CORES
DELIVER MAXIMUM "Q"
IN MINIMUM SPACE
STACKPOLE iron powder molded cup cores are
ideally suited to save valuable space and to make
important contributions to high "Q" circuits. Since
they are self -shielding, they can be mounted close to
the chassis or any other metal part.
Stackpole offers a broad range of shapes and types
-and, where required, can produce special cup cores
to the most exacting specifications. Standard Stackpole
iron powder molding materials include a broad range
of design and permeability possibilities for practically any electronic engineering need.
Write for samples. State your specifications and
probable quantities required.

IRON CORE HEADQUARTERS
Iron sleeve cores
Standard and high -frequency types
High resistivity types
Iron screw cores Side -molded types
and many special types, shapes and sizes.
WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN RC -75
!Complete Catalog Available Where Required/

STACKPOLE

CARBON

St. Marys, Pa.

COMPANY

DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS COVERING
TYPICAL STANDARD STACKPOLE CUP CORES

RESISTORS. CONTROLS
-

48
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PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE-that keeps the original sound alive:

- on a turntable free of vibration

Amite

The pounding of hooves may be sweet music to the ears of
a race jockey. But to a disc jockey-whose program's success
depends upon the undistorted high fidelity of his transcrip-

tions-any extraneous mechanical noise leaves his listeners

at the starting post. They just won't ride with him
Fairchild engineers have succeeded in eliminating the last bit of extraneous
mechanical noise in the newly redesigned Unit 524 Transcription Turntable.
Turntable noise, rumble and vibration are non-existent because of the unique
method of mounting the drive at the bottom of the cabinet
the use of a
specially designed rubber coupling to connect the drive and synchronous motor
which are spring-mounted and precision-aligned in a single heavy casting ... the
use of sound-stopping mechanical filters on the hollow drive shaft to reduce the
transmission of vibration from the drive mechanism to the turntable ... and the
use of a heavy, webbed cast aluminum turntable mount at the top of the cabinet.
In addition to freedom from rumble, Fairchild offers you a wider frequency
range and lower distortion content with its Unit 542 Lateral Dynamic Pickup,
with a stylus mounting that allows the tip to follow the minute indentations engraved in the groove from 30 to 10,000 cycles and beyond, with a minimum of
distortion. Want more details about sound equipment that really keeps the original sound alive? Address: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, New York.
!

-

-

...

Tranarrlplion Turntables
Studio Recorders
Magnetic Cutterhead.

Portable Recorders
Lateral Dynamic Pickups
Unitised Amplifiers

NOUN

af/Z:e7idZ

CAMERA

ce,
o

MENT

AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
so

February,
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BEAM POWER ACES
for Communisations Work

You just can't beat beam power tubes
for efficiency. Their low drive requirements mean less space taken up by
the driving stages, and a substantial
saving in power. Builders and operators
of mobile -radio and other communications equipment know this; they choose
beam power tubes for a clear, reliable
signal with minimum drain on the battery or other source of transmitter supply.
General Electric offers a complete line
of beam power (and other) tubes designed to meet the full range of power
outputs and frequencies in communications work. If you are a designer or
builder of apparatus, G -E tube engineers
stand ready to work closely with you in

selecting the right tubes for circuits on
your drawing -boards.
If you are an operator of police, taxicab, or ambulance radio equipment-of
a ship -to -shore, airport, or other comsame -day, often
munications system
same-hour replacement service on tubes
is available from your nearby G-E tube
distributor or dealer.
Specify G-E tubes in new equipment
being designed and built; ask for G -E
tubes when replacing present types.
It's your A -to -Z guarantee of quality,
efficiency, long - term dependable tube
performance. Electronics Department,
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5,
New York.

-

Ratings (ICAS) for typical operation, Class C plate -modulated
Plate voltage

Type

500 y
600 y
600 y
2,000 v

GL -2E26
GL -807
GL -829-B
GL -813

4I

MUM
-

ELECTRONICS

Plate current
54 ma

0.15 w

100 ma
150 ma

0.4 w
0.9 w
4.3 w

200 ma

GENERAL
FIRST AND

Power output
(approx)

Driving power
(approx)

GREATEST NAM

18 w

42.5 w
70 w
300 w

Freq. at max

ratings
125 mc
60 mc
200 mc
30 mc

ELECTRIC
tai-oº-eaeó

E

IN ELECTRONICS
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5tpank/j,, Announces
THE NUMBER

40 DUODECAL TELEVISION SOCKET

ADDS ONLY ONE-HALF INCH TO TUBE LENGTH
PHENOLIC MOLDED CONSTRUCTION

WITH RADIAL LEADS

AND THE HAND GRIP SHAPE
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

... designed and

manufactured in the traditional FRANKLIN manner...
by skilled craftsmen with the finest materials

A. W. FRANKLIN MFG.« CORP.
MANUFACTURERS OF

43.20 34th

A

STREET

COMPLETE LINE OF RADIO

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK

32
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TOP PERFORMANCES Recorded
From Stock ADC TRANSFORMERS
TWO ADC output transformers taken from stock were tested
with the following results ... check these results in your
own laboratory with your present transformer. Then check
ADC transformers in your lab too. Note the difference in
quality

ADC
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for new ADC
Catalog giving complete performance data on all ADC
Transformers and other audio
components.
WRITE TODAY

+365

N

440

Ask for Catalog 46-N.
N

Omit

T,

Distortion Measurements

2833 -13th Avenue So., Minneapolis, Minn.
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REttetots
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Circulators

Room
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Gas

and Oil

Heaters

Burners

Unit

Air

Recorders

Conditioners
enttl ators

dow

Window

Coolers

/lIliance Model B is another new,
4 -pole shaded type induction motor. It is especially adapted to fan

blades and other mechanical loads.
This motor is made in three stand-

ard stack thicknesses with vari-

able horsepower ratings for
particular operating conditions
such as fan loads-other mechanical
loads-continuous or intermittent
duty. And to futher meet varied load
requirements, Alliance Model B can
be supplied semi -enclosed as illustrated or completely enclosed with
oil tubes and oilers.

With a range of power ratings from
1100 h.p. up to 1/25 h.p. and a
speed of 1550 rpm, Model B, like all
Alliance motors lends itself to mass
production at low cost.

WHEN YOU

pecificmotor
Model g Specifications
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ALLIANCE, OHIO
ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
A.
U.
N.
Y.,
York 13,
e

Export Department: 401 Broadway, New
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The

right material for your job

...right

How

C -D

at your fingertips!

Engineering Service Gives You Unbiased Recommendations

That Help Solve Your Electrical Insulating Problems:
Let's suppose you have an electrical insulating problem that involves "tricky"
selection of an insulating material. To
whom would you rather go for specification help-the manufacturer of one, two,
or three materials- or the manufacturer
who specializes in all types of these
products?
Chances are, for an unbiased recommendation, you would rely on the latter
--the manufacturer who "has no axe to
grind"-who offers a complete range of
products with the required physicals to
meet your needs. That's why you can
always depend on Continental-Diamond

engineering service. Your insulating job
is different and it is treated individually at C-D. You'll find five different
insulating materials subdivided into
grades or combinations of grades to fit
your most exacting job. You'll also find
trained technicians ready to work with
you on any of your problems.
Take advantage of this time -saving,
one -stop source for all your electrical
insulating needs. Just contact your tiearest C -D office, and an able technician
will give you all the information you
want quickly, and accurately. Call or
write, now.

DE -1-48

BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK 17
SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
CLEVELAND 14
CHICAGO 11
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3
IN CANADA: DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO., OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 8

(Jf1ì,f,1U?1?/f1fé= Jji(1))U2'fld
Es10E!irhed 7895

56

.Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics

FIBRE

COMPANY

since 1911-:NE1V

1

h Ili
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0a,,td AERIAL
THE WARD
makes any receiver work better
Scientific tests prove that quality FM or Television
reception is difficult, if not impossible, without a good
outdoor aerial. So, don't blame your receiver if reception isn't up to par. Do install a Ward Magic
Wand Outdoor Aerial and see for yourself the almost
magical improvement that results.
These new Ward outdoor FM and television aerials
are available in either straight or folded dipoles (reflector kits also available) for the 88 to 106 me FM
band, and the 44 to 88 me television band. They do
away with bothersome weak spots, and your set
functions at full efficiency even on distant stations.
New foolproof design adapts easily to the requirements of each installation. Universal base permits
mounting at any roof or wall angle. Sturdy vertical
element revolves in base to easily orient dipole for
maximum gain. Dipole is of corrosion -preventive
aluminum, other parts weatherproofed inside and
out. Ring provides for attaching guy w:res. Sixty -foot
polyethylene-insulated lead-in of 300 -ohm colinear
transmission line included. Standoffs o- exclusive design guide transmission line down mast, and to receiver, minimizing capacity to ground and eliminating
line reflections. Complete, step-by-step installation instructions included with each aerial.
Get your Ward Magic Wand FM or Television
Aerial today, or mail the coupon below for free catalog and name of your nearest dealer.

ATTENTION DEALERS:
Powerful Ward national advertising in the Saturday
Evening Post, and leading
newspapers, now is educating over 33 million present (and future) owners of
FM and television receivers to their need for Magic

Wand Aerials. Write for
free details on how you
can best

capitalize on

this advertising in your

locality.

f-

-

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1530 East 45th Street, Cleveland 3, Ohio

DIVISION

MAIL COUPON TODAY
WARD PRODUCTS CORP.

1530 East 45th Street
Cleveland 3, Ohio
for FM
Please send me free catalog on Ward Magic Wand Aerials
and Television, and name of my nearest dealer.
NAME
ADDRESS

OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY
CITY AND STATE

Canada
IN CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp., 560 King Street, W., Toronto, Ontario,
Cleveland 3, Ohio
EXPORT DEPT.: C. O. Brandes, Mgr., 4900 Euclid Avenue,

ELECTRONICS
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WI/AT MAKE!
A GOOD
RECORDING BLANK

900D*
N?2
Jhe

RECORDING LACQUER

roacicaifer '

IO"

12"

16"

Jhe P/af/dac1
61/2"

8"

10"

16"

12"

Jhe 'Audition'
61/2"

/
he

8"

10"

12"

16"

aeiEro
12"

131/4"

171/4.

Everyone is familiar with lacquer in some form or other. Only a
handful of chemists, however, are tops in the field of recording
lacquer.
Recording lacquer consists basically of cellulose nitrate, a plasticizer to control the consistency, and a dye to blacken it. Minor
constituents and specialized procedures complete the compounding. The development of recording lacquer has been going on for
over twenty years. Fortunes have been spent improving it.
A good formula must combine properties that, offhand, seem
irreconcilable. It must be soft to cut, hard to resist wear; heavy
for quietness, light for smooth application; lubricated for low
friction, oil -free for processing. To a high degree the Soundcraft
formula reconciles these requirements. But that is only half the
battle.
Developing the formula was indeed no small task, but controlling
it in commercial quantities is a delicate undertaking, too involved
to describe here. Suffice it to say, however, that, confident of its
formula, Soundcraft puts the emphasis on control so close that the
recording engineer can predict performance.
When a better formula is available, Soundcraft expects to have it.
In the meantime Soundcraft doesn't experiment on you.
Watch this

space

for succeeding ads .n this informative series on how Soundcraft discs are made.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORPORATION
10 EAST 52nd STREET

NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
February,
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NEW!
"Insto -Start" Over -End Tension

SPEEDS

Drawing wire over the end of the
supply spool instead of from an unrolling supply overcomes the problem of spool inertia at the start of
winding.
With the "Insto-Start" Over-End
Tension, winding starts at top speed.
The operator doesn't have to "coax"
and moves to the
the spindle
next spindle without delay.
Unlike existing types of Over-End
Tensions, control of the wire on the
"Insto -Start" is maintained by a
compensator. The retention of this
time-proven principle assures the
production of tightly wound, uniform coils. Compensator control is
calibrated to permit recording of
settings, which speeds up adjustments for different wire sizes.
Guards control the "balloon" of
the wire coming off the spool.

COIL WINDING

...

The "Insto -Start" Over -End
Tension accommodates wire sizes
from No. 47 to No. 23 AWG. It was
designed primarily for the No. 102
Universal Machine but is adaptable
to other makes as well.
For further information write
Universal Winding Company, Department L, P. O. Box 1605,
Providence 1, R. I.

WINDING COILS IN QUANTITY
AUTOMATICALLY
ACCURATELY
USE UNIVERSAL WINDING MACHINES
FOR

.

ELECTRONICS
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.
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with Electronic Progress .. .
Modern Hermetically Sealed Instruments
In Step

11AMPERES
MILLIAMPERES

w

SEALED LIKE A VACUUM TUBE
100% GUARANTEED!

Progressive manufacturers of electronic
equipment declare an hermetic seal is as important in a meter as it is in any other product
component. That's because meters are just as
susceptible to the harmful effects of dust, moisture, corrosive fumes and other destructive factors as resistors, capacitors or transformers.

Therefore, hermetically sealed meters are a
"must" in achieving top product performance.
MARION HERMETICS ARE NOT PREMIUM PRICED
Marion glass -to -metal hermetically sealed meters offer you
the accuracy, superiority and extended life of an hermetically sealed component at a price no higher than most
competitive unsealed instruments. All Marion hermetically
sealed instruments are 100% GUARANTEED.

LOOK AT THE FEATURES OF MARION "HERMETICS"
DURABLE
SHIELDED
INTERCHANGEABLE

MARION
"4 for 1"

FEATURE

. . Unaffected by extremes of heat or cold . . . permanently
protected against dust, dirt, moisture . . . instrument malfunctioning minimized.
.

.

.

so

. Heavy steel case gives magnetic and electrostatic shielding
important in modern high frequency equipment.

..

. The Marion case, with its high conductivity plating, eliminates the need for separate shielding and permits interchangeability on any type panel without affecting calibration.

Interchangeable Round and Square Colored Flanges . . . one
instrument can thus fill four different needs:
1. Round
3. Rectangular
2. Round for Steel Panel
4. Rectangular for Steel Panel

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

THE NAME "MARION" MEANS
THE

60

"MOST"

IN METERS

M

MARION ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT

Manchester, New

COMPANY
Hampshire
February, 1948
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THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL

Gí2D/WC/APPLICATIONS

Series R Stepper
Three basic types of A. C.

PROVE

Series A-300 Relay
Designed far low lost
antenna change -over.
Straight line notifies
of screw terminals and
contact springs maintains equal spacing that

and D.C. operation: continuous rotation, add and
subtract, electrical reset.
First two types have 40
active positions, electrical reset has 36 contacts.
All three types follow 10
pulses per second with.
in rated voltage range.

relay from transmis.
sion line to transmitter.
Reduces impedance
mismatch to minimum.

Series 12

T-110 Time Delpy

Provides delayed operation from 10 to 60 seconds
using o resistance wound

bi -metal strip.

In

radio it

prevents damage to rectifiers and tube filaments by
retarding plate current until
rubes ore sufficiently heated.
Used widely in industry
to change circuits after a

predetermined interval.

Series 220 A. C. Relay

600 Relay
Small, compact, lowcost. Size: 2 1/8' x

Capable of breaking

Contact combina-

For

Series

Series 595 D.C. Relay

Midget telephone type
unusual for amount of

power provided. Size
only 7/16" x 1 3/8"
1

x 1". Three outstanding

--

currents up to 20 amps
at 230 v., 60 c., A. C.,

features frictionless
pivot proper copperiron balance-capacity
to carry up to 8 single

non -inductive load.
Bakelite contact block
tests 1500 v. break-

contact combinations.

minimize arcing.

pole, single throw

down to ground.

5/16" dual contacts

1

1/2"

x

1

1/8".

tions up to 4 P. D. T.
Power consumption,
6 V.A. Max. cap., 8
amps, 3 v. to 230 v.
A. C., or 3 v. to 110
v. D. C. Coil and
contact assemblies
interchangeable.

Series 100 A. C. Relay

Used successfully in

automatic home
washing machines.
It is incorporated in
many new house-

A.

C. Solenoid

intermittent and

continuous duty. Rated
at 6 v. to 230 v., 60 c.,
A. C. Stroke ranges from
1/8" up to 7/8 Series
6 D. C. rated 6v. to MI
v. Stroke 1/8" up to
.

r.

hold appliances now

on drafting boards.

Faced with responsibilities for the design and successful performance of their companieí products,
American design engineers are eagerly turning to Guardian Electric first for relays and complete
control assemblies. They find at Guardian a vast wealth of application and performance data,
on expert engineering staff with more than a decade of specialized experience solving the
most complex and widely diversified control problems. Such experience offers design engineers
an extra bonus value thru practical suggestions and valuable specific recommendations given
without cost or any obligation. Should your design call for a "special" control, Guardian has
probably built the self -same principle you seek into one of its large line of basic type units.
When such a basic type unit becomes the "special" you need thru slight variations, the savings
in time and money are substantial, you circumvent die costs and beat delivery schedules in the
bargain! Should special engineering be required, our staff is at your disposal. Write call on
Guardian for these excellent controls designed by Guardian engineers for engineers. Expert
advice is yours for the asking to help you design better products thru improved techniques
which are now so vital to meet competition.

-

GUARDIAN " ELECTRIC
1625-B W. WALNUT STREET
A

ELECTRONICS
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COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS CIRe1NC AMENICAN INDISTRT
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50 KW-One of

the
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ber! of /re G -E t-arsmiter fasiily.
NE to wide door:, prcvid n't full occessib ty for "wall -in" osa ntenance.
Lice al h ghpower G-2 ircnsmi-ters,
tfiir model uses transforrsersfil'ed with
a s,n- nfiammable liquid. -his eliminu'es iecessi'y fcr f rep-oof vault and
Icwers ns allation costs ant nsuronce.
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General Electric's
complete new line of
AM TRANSMITTERS now in production

!

:ó55

}

MN- :c woo :tnessi; cn autstandn3 duality cf the sturdy equipment.
ieliab e, iiyh-stendard performance
mites it or ideal trcrsriiter in its
.ver :leas. Now it stock a td ready
1

'or 'ne.ed-ase dePve-y.

10 VsW-Tube

switching from the
panel minimizes program outages. This model is o unified assembly
of a>citer-mod.rlator, power amplifie-, cnd rectifier -control units.

frt
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TRANSMITTER -CONTROL CONSOLE

iE

versatile unit can be used to control a transmitter of any
power rating. The de luxe version includes a separate clock
Danel for timing transmitter interruptions; also, an executive
-ype desk and chair of matching color.
TF is

February,
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are five outstanding AM units that will help you
profit from your station investment. Featuring lower
cost per hour of broadcast service, these transmitters are
built to one high standard of quality, backed by one
source of responsibility. Every detail of this completely
new line reflects the unequaled engineering and operating
experience of the General Electric Company.*
The G -E line of broadcast equipment covers all your
station needs-transmitters from 250 watts to 50,000
watts, complete studio equipment, the AM station monitor and accessory units to fit every requirement.
Whether you are planning a new station or modernizing an existing one, take a big step in the right direction
by calling your nearby General Electric broadcast representative (see list below), or write to Transmitter Division,
General Electric Co., Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
HERE

250 Watt-Highest

quality performance at lowest operating cost -you
profit both ways with this 250 -watt
AM transmitter.. Simplified circuits.
Numbers and types of tubes minimized.
Immediate delivery from stock.

G.E. built its first commercial broadcast transmitter
in 1922. Since that time the company has produced
broadcast transmitters whose combined power ratings total over 2,500,000 watts.
*

5 KW-An

exclusive G -E feature of
is the spare tube
switching of all high -power stages
from front panel. Air-cooled throughout, as are all G -E standard broadcast transmitters.
this transmitter

ATLANTA 3, GA.
187 Spring Street

DALLAS 2, TEXAS
1801 N. Lamar Street

Walnut 9767

LD

224

BOSTON 1, MASS.
140 Federal Street
Hubbard 1800

DENVER 2, COLO.
650 17th Street
Keystone 7171

CHICAGO 54, ILL.
1122 Merchandise Mart

KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
106 W. 14th Street
Victor 9745

Whitehall 3915

MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINN.
12 Sixth Street
Main 2541

CLEVELAND 4, OHIO
710 Williamson Bldg.
Eutlid & Public Square
Superior 6822
LOS ANGELES 14, CALIF.

Suite 1300-1301
Security Title Insurance Bldg.

530 West Sixth Street
Trinity 3417

SAN FRANCISCO 4, CALIF.
235 Montgomery Street
Douglas 3740

NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
570 Lexington Avenue
Wickersham 2-1311

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Bldg. 267, Rm. 105
Schenectady 4-2211

PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.
1405 Locust Street
Pennypacker 5.9000

SEATTLE 4, WASH.
10 Second Avenue

Main 7100
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
806 15th Street N. W.

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
215 W. 3rd Street
Parkway 3431

SYRACUSE 1, N. Y.-Syracuse 6-4411

Executive 3600

LEADER IN RADIO. TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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CONSTANT VOLTAGE
puts the "safety" in safety controls
Without CONSTANT VOLTAGE protection, this selfsustaining link in the chain of relay points that chart
the nation's airways, could not successfully perform its
safety function.
It is remotely located, at times almost inaccessible to
service personnel and solely dependent on local power
service. Were it not for a SOLA Constant Voltage Transformer, its delicately engineered electronic and radio
equipment would be constantly at the mercy of periodic
and unpredictable surges or low voltage levels.
Throughout the entire cross-country system SOLA
Constant Voltage Transformers maintain operating volt-

SOLA
Transformers for: Constant Voltage
Oil Burner Ignition

X-Ray

Power

ages at a constant, predetermined level and the nation's
air -men fly their courses with confidence.
If you are building electrically energized equipment to
operate at precise voltage levels, remember this: it is
more economical to include Constant Voltage protection in
your design than to install it later as a remedial measure.
standard types
Constant
formers available
31

Revised Bulletin DCV-102
available on request.
Write for your copy.

of

SOLA

Voltage Trans-

in capacities ranging from LOVA to
15 KVA.

TRANSFORMERS

Cold Cathode Lighting
Controls
Signal Systems

Airport Lighting
etc.

Series Lighting

SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Fluorescent Lighting

Luminous Tube Signs

4633 W. 16th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

Manufactured under license by: ENDURANCE ELECTRIC CO., Concord West, N. S. W., Australia
ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Walthamstow, E., England
UCOA RADIO S.A., Buenos Aires, Argentina . M. C. B. & VERITABLE ALTER, Courbevoie (Seine). France

fio
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"The fate of the world
sits on this rug"
- JOHN L. LEWIS
NOTE: Paste this editorial in your hat. Re -read it
as you start to shiver the next time John L. Lewis
cuts off the nation's coal supply.
"Labor monopoly" will mean much more to you
then. But if you are worried enough you will get
after your Congressman to do his part now -before
the shivering starts.
*

*

*

"The fate of the world sits on this rug."
The men on the rug: John L. Lewis, President of
the United Mine Workers, who made the remark;

Benjamin Fairless, President, United States Steel
Corporation; George M. Humphrey, Chairman, Pittsburgh Consolidation Coal Company; Harry M.
Moses, President, H. C. Frick Coke Company;
Charles O'Neill, President, United Eastern Coal Sales
Corporation; the late John O'Leary, International
Vice President of the United Mine Workers; and
John Owens, President, District No. 6 United Mine
Workers.
The place: Room 800, Carlton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
The time: Last July during the "negotiation" of a

new soft coal contract.
The outcome: Another whopping increase in wages
and the price of coal, another hike in the cost of
living, and a "contract" which binds the United Mine
Workers only as long as they are "willing and able
to work."
Mr. Lewis was right. The fate of the world did sit
on the rug. In fact, it sat at Mr. Lewis' feet, for, as this
editorial will explain and as the outcome shows, his
power over coal is absolute.
Without coal modern industrial civilization collapses. Without Mr. Lewis' assent coal can not be
mined. He has the nation and, in the years 1947-48,
the world at his mercy.
The Taft -Hartley Act, good as it is, does nothing
to check this kind of monopoly.

I
The Taft-Hartley Act fails to protect the public
in many major particulars.
Here are some of them.
1. Labor monopoly is promoted and protected by
its continued exemption from the federal antitrust
laws. Management has no such exemption and should
not have.
2. Industry -wide bargaining, a kind of seconddegree monopoly, is left virtually undisturbed. So
is union -wide bargaining which extends the power
of national unions far beyond a single industry.
3. Featherbedding, the art of getting paid for doing
nothing, is left largely intact.
4. The menace of having local utility strikes wreck
the health and safety of a community is left untouched. Postponement and persuasion are the only
instruments provided to deal with strikes that would
wreck the nation.
My purpose in citing these omissions from the
Taft -Hartley Act is not to belittle the act or its
framers. They did a most courageous and constructive job. They made a real start toward restoring a
workable balance in industrial relations in the United
States, so far as the law can do it. But they have
not completed the job. Among their omissions the
two discussed in the next sections of this editorial
stand out above all others.

II
The most serious Taft -Hartley shortcoming is
its failure to deal with labor monopoly.
Labor monopoly exists wherever a union is so
strong that bargaining becomes a sham and the union
virtually dictates its own terms.
If an employer or group of employers secures a
monopoly or anything approaching a monopoly, prosecution for violation of the federal antitrust laws

www.americanradiohistory.com

is in order. That is as it should be, for monopoly

means death to economic and political freedom.
But if a labor union secures complete monopoly
control over an industry through control of its
workers, that union remains above and beyond the
antitrust laws. "The fate of the world sits on this
rug." By that imperial attitude John L. Lewis fully
demonstrated how obsolete is the notion that labor
unions are weak and, therefore, need exemption
from the antitrust laws. Through the United Mine
Workers, Mr. Lewis controls about 90% of the coal
miners. (No company controls more than 5% of the
nation's coal output.) Wherever he sits he has at
his feet the welfare of the whole nation.
Great international unions exercise a comparable
measure of monopoly control in other basic industries steel, transportation, and automobiles, for
example.
These labor monopolies can destroy the nation
if they are not themselves broken up. Witness the
plight of France. There the Communists have found
in the great labor monopolies an instrument for shaking the nation to its foundations.

-

III
The Taft -Hartley Act also leaves untouched industry -wide collective bargaining, which is a
kind of second-degree monopoly.
When all or almost all of the employers in an
industry get together with the union leaders to agree
on wages and working conditions (that is called industry -wide bargaining) they set up a monopoly
control. It is a less concentrated monopoly than
when the terms are dictated by either side, as Lewis
dictates them in coal. But, nonetheless, competition
is eliminated and monopoly control is established
over wages, which are by far the largest element
in the cost of production. It follows that public regulation of collective bargaining which means the
end of free unions and free management is not
far behind.
Some employers defend industry-wide bargaining
as their only defense against industry -wide unions.
Other employers like it because it makes wages and
hours uniform for their whole industry.
For those employers who are forced into industrywide bargaining in self-defense the road to relief is
clear. Congress owes it to them and to the public to
free them from the necessity of dealing with a monopolistic union. The best way to do that is to
remove the exemption of labor unions from the
federal antitrust laws.

-

-

To those employers who engage in industry -wide
bargaining because they like it the proper answer
is also quite clear. They (and the union involved)
are maintaining a private monopoly which is offensive to the public interest. It should be prevented
by law.

IV
Congress should finish the job of eliminating
labor monopoly and industry -wide bargaining.
In the course of enacting the Taft -Hartley law
last spring the House acted to eliminate the exemption of unions from the federal antitrust laws and
to make industry -wide bargaining illegal. The Senate, however, refused to go along.
The principal reason advanced in the Senate for
deferring action was that more knowledge is required to legislate intelligently. To get the needed
information, a joint Congressional committee was
created.
It is standard Congressional practice to stall off
tackling a difficult job by creating a special committee to study it. The new joint committee is not
likely to prove an exception to this rule unless
the voters loudly demand of Congress that it get on
with its job of protecting the public interest in the
conduct of labor relations- a job which is nowhere
near done.
Helpful and effective as many of its provisions
are, the Taft -Hartley Act does not face squarely
the central principle of industrial relations in a free
society. That principle is this: Neither employers nor
organized workers, separately or in combination,
shall exploit the public by establishing a monopoly.
Do not let your Congressmen go to sleep on the
job of solving that problem or hide from it because
of fear. The perfect solution may be hard to find.
But the problem can be largely solved by making
organized labor subject to the federal antitrust laws
just as management is now subject to them. If that
problem goes by default your children and your
grandchildren will really know what slave labor
means.

-

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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250 WATT

5 KW

1KW

Want one of these f ous
AM transmitters?

You can get it...
We're all caught up on back orders for these
popular AM transmitters. So you can order
yours today with assurance that you'll get it
as soon as you want it!
The 1 KW, 5 KW and 50 KW all have the
famous Doherty High Efficiency Amplifier
Circuit that has saved untold thousands of
operating dollars for broadcasters.

(...from stock
For details about the quality, dependability
and economy that have made these Western
Electric AM transmitters so popular in so
many stations and for information on the
complete line of audio facilities and accessory
antenna equipment-call your Graybar Broadcast Representative. Or write to Graybar Electric Co., 420 Lexington Ave.,NewYork 17, N.Y.

-

Western Electric
ELECTRONICS

-

QUALITY COUNTS
February, 1948

DISTRIBUTORS: IN THE U. S. A. -Graybor
Flrctnc Company. IN CANADA AND NEW.
FO UN DLAND-Northern Electric Company. Ltd.
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SOLITE*! CAPACITORS
REPLACE ELECTROLYTIC FILTER

UNITS IN POLICE RADIOS

SOLITE Metallized Paper Capacitors offer
the designer of mobile communications
equipment a hitherto -unknown combination of compactness, light weight, and exceptional reliability of performance.

The Type QYL SOLITE Capacitor
shown above was developed for a leading
manufacturer of police radio equipment.
It replaces a conventional "Twist-Prong"
base dry electrolytic filter capacitor and
mounts in the same chassis plate.
The rating of the SOLITE Capacitor is
only 6+6 mf, 200 wvdc; of the replaced
dry electrolytic 20+20 mf. The SOLITE
Capacitor, unlike the dry electrolytic originally used, has a negligible drop in capacitance at low operating temperatures; no
difficulties arise from increased series impedance at low operating temperatures; the
power factor is better than 1% to start with
and remains low over the operating temperature range of -40C. to +85C.
Even more important to the equipment
manufacturer than the stability of electrical
characteristics, is the unique self -healing
property of SOLITE Metallized Paper

Capacitors.
This capacitor is typical of a custom-made
SOLITE unit designed for a specific application so as to take full advantage of
SOLITE's unique properties and extra dependability. Solar will be glad to work
with you in originating other designs best
suited for your individual requirements. In
police radio, in emergency equipment, and
in taxi and truck dispatching where the
message must get through, SOLITE Capacitors are a "natural." In industrial electronic
equipment, too, where reliability is of para-

mount importance, SOLITE Ca',acitors

can't be beaten.
Investigate today! Solar Manufacturing
Corporation, 1445 Hudson Blvd., North
Bergen, N. J.

* Trade Mark

oc.ag

SOLAR CAPACITORS

"Quality Above All"
66

By W. W. MacDONALD

February 1948

Most Columnists stick their
necks out around this time of the
year and we are no exception. It
seems to be catching.
Seller's market will change to
buyer's market for most electronic
equipment sometime in 1948, in
our opinion. Already being pushed
by manufacturers rather than
pulled by customers are table -type
radios, some upper -bracket phono
combinations. New things may be
the exceptions, television being a
good example.
Despite the predicted transition
from seller's to buyer's market
prices are likely to remain at or
near their present levels. One reason is the continuing high cost of
labor, with further increases in
prospect. Another is the cost of
materials, which will for the most
part be in ample supply but will
command high prices.
Business will be good because
people have money and need merchandise, but high prices will
make it necessary for the industry
to do a sales job.

On February 15 it becomes mandatory for all transport aircraft
carrying passengers at night or
under instrument conditions to
have absolute terrain proximity indicators.

in the chemical and petroleum in-

dustries.
Basic metal, utility, food, textile
and ceramic industries are making
increased use of instrumentation
to lower costs and improve products. At the present rate of
growth, industrial instrumentation
will increase 30 percent by 1950.
Tape can handle two and possibly even three simultaneous recordings, experiments in progress
indicate. Here, perhaps, is the approach to sound systems with real
audio perspective. And how about
recording a program as one channel, control voltages capable of
operating volume expanders, noise
reducers etc. on a second channel?
Movie Production Costs may be
cut as much as $5,000,000 a year
when use of tape recorders becomes more widespread, think several Hollywood technicians.

Portable Tape Recorder mentioned in these columns back in
December (p 77) intrigued quite
a few potential manufacturers,
and we've forwarded their letters
of inquiry to the designer. Anybody else out there we can help in
a similar manner?

Electronic types being

installed warn pilots of their altitude at 2,000 feet, 1,000 feet, and
any predetermined height between
300 and 500 feet.
Machine -Tool Builders in par-

ticular and designers of motor driven industrial devices in general have repeatedly asked electronic engineers to devise more
economical and efficient methods
of controlling the speed of small
a -c motors. And the boys are beginning to come up with answers.
See p 106.

Completely Automatic Factories
are still far off, but the trend will
accelerate in 1948, according to
Harold W. Sweatt, president of
Minneapolis -Honeywell. Progress,
he says, is particularly noticeable

Classified Ad: "If you own a
wire recorder, like philosophy, are
not dogmatic, and enjoy calm discussion, I'd like to know you. No
lonely hearts, religious or anti religious cranks, please." (American Freeman, Girard, Kansas).
Here's a 1948 twist on the old
letter -swapping idea, and one that
could sell a lot of electronic equipment if it clicked.

Television Today: 54 cities in
states are involved in current
television broadcasting authorizations and applications. An FCC
tabulation December 1 showed 6
stations licensed, 65 construction
permits (11 already on the air),
and 43 applications pending (25
of these are in hearing).
More details will be found in
29
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4-65A

4X100A
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4X150A

4-125A

o

4-250A

4X500A

4-400A

PERFORMANCE

LEADERS

THESE TUBES HAVE PYROVAC PLATES

4-65A

4-400A

Tops for high power VHF mobile transmitters, type 4-65A is the
smallest of the Eimac radiation cooled tetrodes. Conservatively
rated at 65 watts plate -dissipation, the tube is but 41/4" high and

Specifically created for FM broadcast service, two 4-400A tetrodes
in typical operation, at frequencies in the 88-108 Mc FM broadcast
band, will provide 1200 watts of useful output power, at 3500 plate
volts, while the dissipation from the Pyrovac plate is considerably
under the maximum rating of 400 watts per tube.

2" in diameter. The 4-65A is capable of operation over a wide
voltage range, for instance at 600 plate volts one tube will provide
50 watts of power -output with less than 2 watts of grid drive. At
3000 plate volts a power -output of 265 watts is obtained.

4X100A
Designed for high frequency applications in which horizontal forced air cooling would be an equipment design advantage. The characteristics of the 4X100A closely resemble those of the 4X150A except for slightly lower plate dissipation, 100 watts.

4X150A
An extremely compact tetrode of the air-cooled external anode
type. Rated at 150 watts of plate dissipation it can be operated at
maximum ratings up to 500 -Mc. When operated as a doubler, the
4X150A is the standout answer to the STL (studio- transmitter -link)
vacuum tube problem
.
excellent performance is had up to
.

.

1000 -Mc.

4X500A
A small, but high power VHF, external anode type tetrode, rated
at 500 watts plate dissipation. The low driving power requirement
presents obvious advantages to the equipment designer. Two tubes
in a push-pull or parallel circuit provide over 11/2 kw of useful output power with less than 25 watts of drive.

4-1000A
Currently the largest of the Eimac tetrodes, its pyrovac plate is
rated at 1000 watts dissipation, the 4-I000A has the inherent characteristics of all Eimac tetrodes-dependability, stability, optimum
performance and economy of operation. Type 4-I000A is ideally
suited for high-level audio service as well as r-f applications.
Complete data on these tetrodes and other Eimac
tube types may be had by writing direct.

4-125A
Forerunner of the Eimac tetrode line, the 4-125A is probably the
most universally accepted power tetrode yet designed. Its Pyrovac
plate and processed grids impart a high degree of operational
stability, resistance to overloads and exceptionally long life. Rated
at 125 watts plate dissipation, one 4-125A will handle 500 watts
input with less than three watts of grid drive.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, Inc.
191 San Mateo Ave.
San Bruno, California
EXPORT

AGENTS:

Frazer &

Hansen -301

Clay St.-San Francisco, Calif.

4-250A
Higher power version of the 4-l25A, type 4-250A also incorporates
a Pyrovac plate, and processed grids. In typical class -C operation
one tube with 4000 plate volts will provide
kw of output power,
with 2.5 watts of grid drive.
I
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XL -3-12 Plu
in the "XL"
Series

arm
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(continued)

this issue, back in the "News of
the Industry" department, on
p 148).

ad' Altesse
CANNON

elef,r

Television
X-3-11 Plug
in the "X"
Series

Mszteefeeds
~iacreaso 2Y iye

Tomorrow:

omy in a single peak year, providing employment for 250,000 people.
Philco's Larry Gubb believes
that $5,000,000,000 will go into

XK-3-12 Plug
in the "XK'
Series

television in the next few years
for the building and equipping of
stations and networks and for the
purchase of receivers.
Television Broadcasters Association comes up with this prediction of station equipment and receiver production:
Stations
Receivers

1948

1949

$10,350,000
387,000,000
(750,000)

$12,000,000
460,000,000
(1,106,000)

$397,350,000

03-11
Plug
in the "0"
Series

To make it easier and quicker to obtain
fittings in the above illustrated Cannon
Electric Type Connector Series, more

than 200* radio and electrical distributors can fill your requirements. Many
of these distributors carry stock items
on their shelves for immediate delivery.
They are ready to serve you and discuss
your requirements. Contact them first.
These type series are widely used on
microphones, sound equipment, in radio
and electronic devices. Their quality and
performance are assured by Cannon
Electric's thirty-three years of continuous operation under the same management. This service record is justified.
For a complete list of Representatives. Distributors and a Catalog covering these lines,
write for Bulletins CED -4A and RJC-2, Address
Dept. B-120.

TQ-1-12 Plug
in the "TQ"
Coaxial
Series

NEW
P3 -CG -11S
Plug in the

"P"

/32,f7ae,

Series

,S

CANNON
ELECTRIC

SINCE 1915

ST., LOS ANGELES

31, CALIF.

IN CANADA & BRITISH EMPIRE:

WORLD EXPORT (excepting British Empire):

CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY,
TORONTO 13, ONTARIO

FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 CLAY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA

LTD.

$472,000,000

It Is Generally Known that television receivers using cathode-ray
tubes having screens 7 -inches in
diameter and smaller have not sold
well by comparison with those employing screens 10 -inches or more
in diameter. What has not been
known is whether this means that
the 10 -inch type provides the
smallest picture with which the
public is content, or that the price
differential has so far been too
small.
The point is about to be clarified. quite a number of television
receivers having cathode-ray tubes
7 -inches in diameter are now coming on the market, at prices down
near the $200 mark.
Baby Sitters in Chicago are refusing to do their stuff unless the
home is equipped with a television

receiver, according to Tide.
*Additional distributors are being added in many states.

UGIGIOG1 121ß234G303
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NBC's

Frank Mullen thinks that television, in all its branches, will
someday contribute as much as
$6,000,000,000 to the national econ-

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Radioactive Isotopes have an
important future in industry as
well as in research, but the speed
with which they are adapted to
manufacturing operations generally is largely dependent upon further reduction in cost.
Originally turned out by cyclotrons in quantities almost too
small to be seen with the naked
eye, such isotopes cost millions of
February,
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dollars per gram. Today they may
be produced by atomic piles for
thousands of dollars. When someone finds a way to again reduce
the cost by a factor of ten they
will really come into their own
commercially.

OW SHURE

have
Employee Suggestions
saved General Instrument 730,000
man hours since 1944.

Wire Recording Heads

Writes R. W. Hutchinson of General Motors, Detroit, relative to
our plea for more complete broadcast station weather reporting for
small boat owners (November,
p 77)

.

:

"Throughout the summer of
1947, WJLB offered a special
weather report to small boats and
small aircraft operating on the Detroit River, and in Lake St. Clair
and Lake Erie. Temperature, pressure, relative humidity, ceiling,
visibility, wind velocity, and wind
direction were given."
Other stations please copy.

offer unusual versatility of mechanical and
electrical adaptation
.

CHECK THESE FEATURES FOR

Marine Radar Licenses issued
by the FCC, as of October 4 last,
totalled 288.

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
Versatility of playback and recording circuits.

As Most Readers Know, we pub-

lish a special directory and buyers'
guide issue each year. Work is already under way on the next one,
scheduled to mail in mid -June.
Questionnaires have been mailed
to all the manufacturers and consultants we know in the business,
asking what products are made
and what services rendered. If
you are a manufacturer or consultant better check up around the
organization to see if one has been
received. If so, play safe and see
that it is filled in and sent to us
at once. If not, write directory
manager Jack Quint.

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Variety of Impedances for individual needs.

3

Closely controlled Air-Gaps for
uniform performance.

Reduction of hum pickup.

Controlled groove contour for

maximum effective position of recording wire.

Excellent wear characteristics.

Speaking Of The Directory, we
think we have a particularly hot
idea for the reference material
this year, one that will make the
book even more valuable than in
the past to many readers. More
later, when we've worked out the
details.
Sign over market research department: "What do you want to
prove?"

2

Shure

Pater.

Ye nd-inp

MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE TO FIRMS
INTERESTED IN THE MANUFACTURING OF WIRE RECORD-

ING EQUIPMENT. WRITE ON COMPANY LETTERHEAD.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
Microphones & Acoustic Devices
225

W. HURON

ST.,

CHICAGO

10,

ILL.

CABLE

ADDRESS:

SHUREMICRO
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This Ace of Books
on Vibrator Problems

'

now makes Three of a Kind!
First it was the Resistance Welding Data Book, then the Electrical
Contacts Data Book, now the comprehensive, new Vibrator Data
Book. Each is the product of years of Mallory research
each
is unique in its field.

...

If your engineers design or use vibrator power supplies, this latest
volume is a "must" for your library. Here are all the fundamentals
they need to know ... all the discoveries that 16 years of intensive
experience and research have brought to light ... all the "do's"
and "don'ts" of a highly complicated and specialized field.

Put this ace of books to work before the first edition runs out.
The price is only $1.00. Free to recognized engineers and teachers
when requested on your letterhead.

» MORE

MALLORY VIBRATORS ARE IN USE TODAY
THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED

LIST OF CONTENTS
Basic Vibrator Structures
Mallory Standard Vibrators
Preliminary Design Considerations
The Choice of a Vibrator
Basic Power Transformer

Characteristics
Tables. Charts, Graphs and
Formulas
Development of Basic Transformer
Formula with Design Examples
Timing Capacitor Considerations
Vibrator Power Supply Construction
and Interference Elimination
Vibrator Power Supply Circuits
Inspection of Vibrators

P.R. MALLORV & Ca.lnc.

MALLORY

VIBRATORS

AND VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES
P.

R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
February,
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CROSS

TALK
...

A man's life was lost when a freighter
BLIND
rammed a tanker in fog off Point Sur, California,
October 24th last. The tanker had radar, but her
crew did not know of her danger because the oncoming freighter, by a misfortune fateful in its improbability, was within the radar shadow cast by the
tanker's foremast, blanking out a three-degree sector. That such blind spots may exist was well known
from wartime experience. But the crew either did
not know about it, or discounted it because of the
extremely narrow region into which they could not
see. So one man died and many more barely escaped
death. The moral is clear: when lives depend on
electronic equipment, or any other type of equipment,
the improbable contingency must not be discounted.
When radar is used for running through fog, there
must be no blind spot ahead, no matter how narrow.

...

WORDS
We beg leave to add our weight to the
growing dignity of two new words kilomegacycle
and electronism. The kilomegacycle (abbreviation
kmc) is a real help in writing about the superhigh
frequencies. Ten centimeters is 3 kmc, a somewhat
neater designation than 3,000 mc. Electronism is a
general term for any electronic device, in the same
sense that mechanism applies to any mechanical
device. When we first heard the word we thought it
sounded somewhat stilted. When mechanism was a
new word, 200 years ago, no doubt it seemed
stilted, too. But it has a very useful place in the
language today. As electronics takes its place alongside mechanics, electronism has its place.
:

. .. The recent reallocation of frequencies
forced
has
the Coast Guard to discontinue its experimentation with low -frequency loran on 180 kc and
to begin new investigations in the vicinity of 100 kc.
This lower frequency brings with it many new problems, and adds the burden of enlarging an already
cumbersome antenna system. So it may be many
months before the low -frequency version is ready
for active use. Meanwhile it is a pleasure to report
that the use of standard loran on 2 mc grows apace.

LORAN

Nearly 1,000 scheduled transoceanic flights per month
are made with loran by ten or more international
airlines. And scores of merchant ships use loran
regularly. It is to be hoped that the Coast Guard
will secure, in its forthcoming appropriation, the necessary funds to maintain this vital service.

...

We've heard some stunning theories
SMELL
in our time, and once thought we could pick the
wheat from the chaff. But we give up. From an
impeccable source, Professor W. R. Miles of Yale
University, we have it that the sense of smell is
closely akin to radar. Professor Miles, speaking
before the National Academy of Sciences, reveals
experiments with roaches and bees which show that
these animals detect odors by means of electromagnetic radiations in the infrared region, from 8,000 to
10,000 millimicrons. Roaches have a particular predilection for oil of cloves. Placed in a hermetically
sealed container, this substance caused roaches outside the container to react with a characteristic
motion of their antenna. With an opaque infrared
filter in place, or with the chamber evacuated, the
antenna relapsed into the heterogeneous activity of
a non -smelling roach. With the filter removed, the
characteristic motion recommenced. Similar experiments with bees, using honey as the odor source,
show the same results. Honey behind an airtight
window, which passed the infrared rays, attracted
the bees; an identical window opaque to infrared
went unnoticed. All of which would indicate that
our insect friends were smelling infrared vibrations.
But Dr. Miles says that, in reality, the insects are
sending out infrared radiations from their olfactory
organs, thus heating the smelled substance and causing it to return a complex spectrum of infrared which
permits identification of one substance from another.
It appears that the human nose also operates in this
fashion. The final item was the one that forced us
to give up : seven males of a rare moth species were
released from a train at seven points one mile apart.
Within hours, all seven had found a female of the
species who was, at the time, languishing in a hermetically sealed tube. Fantastic
!

One of the P-80 jet -powered airplanes used in trials of new AAF speed course. New AAF streamlined
localizer receiver antenna, a
part of the airborne speed -measuring equipment, is installed beneath the nose

Precise Measurement
WITH the

military trend toward speeds approaching the
transonic and supersonic ranges it
becomes of increasing importance to
provide an accurate means of measuring true airspeed. Prior to the
war, performance guarantees made
by contractors were based upon the
contractor meeting his estimated
high speed within 1 percent. This

requirement was waived during the
war, but reinstatement is anticipated. It is also of vital importance
to know the exact maximum speed
of new -type aircraft to evaluate
new designs properly.
Airspeed Measuring Methods

The airspeed system is susceptible to instrument errors, position
0
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errors, and compressibility errors.
The present and most accurate system of airspeed measurement is
based on the relation of the total
and static pressures to the true
speed of the air stream. In order
to calibrate this type of system it is
necessary to know the error obtained in measuring the true static
and total pressures relative to the
free stream conditions. This error,
which is commonly called position
error, is primarily a function of
angle of attack and Mach Number
(relation of speed of aircraft to
speed of sound at location of air-
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FIG. 1-Block diagram showing relationship of airborne and ground units of new AAF

all -altitude aircraft speed course

72

dynamic pressures decrease with altitude, the highest Mach Number
will be reached at the highest altitude. It is necessary, therefore, to
obtain calibrations at these high
altitudes and high Mach Numbers.
Various methods for true airspeed measurement at high altitude have been proposed and devised, few of which have shown any
promise. Radar tracking units set
up from standard Signal Corps
stock equipment have proved only
moderately successful. Results in
level -flight tests from calibrated
ballistic cameras have proved them
to be too unwieldly for flight test
work. The recently developed Army
Air Forces all -altitude speed course
is the only known successful means
February, 1948
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Trailer -mounted localizer (radio set CRN-10) set up for operation at Wright Field as part of AAF instrument approach system. In
slightly modified form, this same equipment is used for beam production in the new AAF speed course

of

Aircraft Speed

New AAF system for measuring true airspeed employs two modified instrument landing
beams to create equisignal vertical planes ten miles apart through which an airplane can
fly at any altitude. Airborne radio equipment sends signal to ground receiver and electronic chronograph at instant of passage through each beam
By CHARLES S. FRANKLIN
Radio Engineer and Chief of Instrument Landino Unit
Communications and Navigation Laboratory
Electro alo Subdivision, Engineering Division, Air Materiel Command

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

at present of obtaining calibrations
at high speeds and at high altitudes
with the accuracy required by the
Army Air Forces.
The Army Air Forces all -altitude
speed course is defined by two parallel radio beams a fixed distance
apart. The test airplane flies at
the desired altitude and on a heading perpendicular to the two beams.
True ground speed is obtained by
measuring the elapsed time required
for an airplane to fly this known
distance.
Ground Station Transmitters

Ground radio transmitting equipment consists of two radio transmitting sets. This equipment is
similar to instrument landing system (ILS) beam transmitters
which were originally designed to
serve as multifrequency instrument
landing localizers. Each set is esELECTRONICS

-
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sentially a radio transmitter and a
radio -frequency radiating system
as shown by the block diagram in
Fig. 1. The desired frequency is
obtained by inserting an appropriate crystal unit and retuning the
transmitter circuits.
The radio -frequency section essentially consists of a crystal oscillator -tripler stage, a first multiplier
(tripler) stage, a second multiplier
(doubler) stage, and a straight
power -amplifier stage. The power amplifier stage employs two tubes in
a push-pull class C circuit arrangement, and is capable of delivering
approximately 100 watts of unmodulated radio -frequency energy.
Before this energy can be made to
produce a course, it must be modulated, phased, and fed into the radiating system. It is the function of
the cross -modulation bridge and
mechanical modulator to divide the

energy from the transmitter into
two equal portions, modulate one
part at a frequency of 90 cycles
per second, the other part at a frequency of 150 cycles per second, and
then recombine the energies to feed
the antenna system for providing
an equisignal vertical plane.
The cross -modulation bridge not
only divides the power into two
equal portions but also serves to
prevent interaction between the two
modulating troughs of the mechanical modulator. The antenna
bridge serves to combine and deliver
the proper amounts of carrier and
sideband energy to the antenna tuning unit, from which it is passed on
in proper amplitude and phase relation to all antennas. The antenna
system is designed to function with
three sideband antennas on each
side of the center carrier antenna,
the sideband antennas being ener73

gized with a pnase difference of 180
electrical degrees.
Proper operation of the antenna
array required that the inner pair
of sideband antennas receive the
largest amount of sideband power,
the second pair much less, the third
or outer pair still less, and each antenna of the pair must receive an
equal amount. Each antenna element is essentially a dipole bent
to an angle of 60 degrees, with a
similarly -bent parasitically -excited
director. The antenna radiates a
horizontally polarized signal with a
front-to -back ratio of 6 db in the
horizontal radiation pattern.
The carrier power plus half of
the sideband power is radiated by
the center antenna. These radiations are in phase in all directions
from the array. The remaining half
of the sideband power is radiated
by the three pairs of sideband antennas. The phase of these radiations is the same from 0 degree
(on course) to 180 degrees and of
opposite phase from 180 degrees to
360 degrees. Thus, it is seen that
the sideband signals will add to the
carrier signals on one side of course
and subtract on the other side.
The sideband signals which consist of the 90 -cycle and 150 -cycle
modulations are equally divided between carrier pattern and sideband
pattern and are phased so that the
150 -cycle modulated signal cancels,
and the 90 -cycle signal adds, to the
right of course. To the left of
course, the 90 -cycle signal cancels
and the 150 cycle signal adds.
The seven antenna arrays produce the radiation patterns shown

Closeup of new AAF streamlined localizer
receiver antenna installed on P-80 for
speed course trials
74
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FIG. 2-Method of using flash tube in airplane and zenith camera on ground for
checking alignment of ILS beam at various altitudes during initial calibration of speed
course. Beam is adjusted for 5,000 feet and calibrated for other altitudes

in Fig. 1. The equisignal locus of
the 90 -cycle and 150 -cycle modula-

tion constitutes the course.
A course monitor receiver is
placed on the surveyed azimuth line
at a distance of 400 feet from the
transmitter. This receiver is a vhf
crystal -controlled 10 -tube superheterodyne. If the received signal consists of equal amounts of 90- and
150 -cycle modulation corresponding
to the equisignal locus, output from
the two filters will be balanced and
d -c output of the receiver will be
zero. Any shifting of the course
will result in an unbalance of the

received 90- and 150 -cycle modulation, with resulting d -c output from
the course monitor receiver. This
output is fed to an amplifier which
converts the d -c to a -c and energizes
a two-phase induction motor. This
motor drives a sliding contact arm
back and forth on a tuning stub
which serves to shift the position
of the equisignal locus. The direction of rotation of this motor is dependent upon the polarity of the
monitor receiver unbalance and is
always in a direction to reduce the
unbalance to ± 1 microampere or to
± 1/150 degree course width. This

Tuning stub drive for shifting position of equisignal locus of beam automatically in
response to d -c output of course monitor receiver, to maintain on -course beam position
to within 8 feet at 12 miles from transmitter
February, 1948
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method of course control is sufficiently accurate to maintain the on course beam position to within
8 feet at a distance of 12 miles from
the transmitter.
Airborne E-,u.praent

Airborne speed course equipment
consists of a timing station, the
output of which is fed to vhf radio
set ARC -3, as shown in Fig. 1.
Radio receiver BC -733-D in the timing station is a 10 -tube superheterodyne consisting of an r -f amplifier,
an oscillator section, a mixer, two
stages of i -f amplification, a second
detector, an automatic volume control stage, an audio amplifier, a visual amplifier, and an output filter
and rectifier section. This beam receiver also utilizes a bias oscillator
as an isolated supply for negative
voltage.
After amplification in the beam
receiver, the signal is fed to the
second detector and avc stage where
it is rectified and the audio component is recovered. The avc bias is
applied to the r-f and i -f stages.
From the second detector the signal is fed simultaneously to the
audio amplifiers (aural and visual).
The output of the visual amplifier
simultaneously passes through two
90- and 150 -cycle band pass filters
and is rectified. The two resulting
d -c outputs oppose each other in
the visual indicator circuit. If the
two outputs are equal, current to
the cross -pointer indicator will be
zero and the vertical pointer will
remain centered; any difference in
the relative 90- and 150 -cycle filter

output will cause an unbalance that
will cause the needle to deflect to
one side or the other.
The audio output from the aural
output stage passes through an
equalizing filter in the control box of
the airborne timing station, and is
transmitted to the ground timing
station by means of vhf radio set
ARC -3. A switch on the modified
control box, labeled Communication
-Speed Course, is used to switch
the vhf transmitter input from the
conventional microphone circuit to
the audio output of the beam receiver.
Time Recorder

The modulated 90- and 150 -cycle
signal transmitted from the test
airplane is received by the time recorder set located at station 2. Radio receiver BC -733-D here is identical with the airborne beam receiver except that it operates on a
frequency corresponding to the carrier frequency of the airborne vhf
transmitter. The combination of
airborne vhf transmitter and
ground beam receiver merely serves
as a means of telemetering the radio
beam signal from the test airplane
to the ground.
The sensitivity adjustment of the
visual output stages of both the airborne and ground beam receivers is
set at near maximum value in order
to obtain an over-all course width
of 2 degrees. The beam course width
of 2 degrees corresponds to a receiver output of + 150, 0,
150
microamperes. A sensitive relay
that makes contact at ± 2 micro -

-

amperes is placed across indicator
I -101-C or ID-48/ARN. When the
test airplane passes through the on course position this relay operates
and momentarily ungrounds the
output of an oscillator, thereby serving to trigger the electronic chronograph.
A monitor loudspeaker system
can be used either for receiving
voice or course modulation from
the vhf airborne transmitter or it
can alternately be employed to monitor the 1,000 -cycle signal used to
trigger the chronograph. This latter equipment records impulses on
paper tape which serve to indicate
the elapsed time required for the
test airplane to traverse the distance between the two beams.
The chronograph is built in two
sections. One section contains a
hermetically sealed 240 -cycle tuning fork which is sustained in oscillation by means of feedback from
a 2:1 stepdown multivibrator stage.
A second 2 :1 multivibrator stage
reduces the 120 -cycle energy to 60 cycle energy, which is then amplified sufficiently to drive a small synchronous motor. This motor in turn
drives both a paper feed sprocket
drum and a 360-degree spiral stylus.
The second section of the chronograph consists of a 65 -db audio amplifier stage preceding a thyratron
tube which, when conducting, discharges a capacitor through the

printing mechanism. The printing
mechanism momentarily presses the
moving paper against an inked ribbon and the rotating spiral stylus,
thus recording the triggered pulse
as a dot. The paper tape moves
at the rate of 1 inch per second and
can be read to 0.01 second and estimated to ± 0.001 second. The tuning fork is accurate to 1 part in
100,000 and has a temperature coefficient of 0.5 part in 1,000,000 per
degree C.
AzimzIth Alignment

Installation of beam receiver (black box at center of opening in fuselage) used
In speed course trials. This radio receiver BC-733-D feeds the airborne vhf radio set
through the airborne timing station to actuate ground timing station equipment
ELECTRONICS
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An all -altitude speed course becomes valuable only after it has
been demonstrated that accurate
results will be obtained from its use.
Consequently, it is of vital importance that an exact azimuth alignment be established and maintained
and that the position of the on course indication at all usable alti 75

tudes be known. This latter factor
can be considered as a determination of the characteristics of the
vertical plane of the two end beams,
such as whether or not they are
true planes and whether they possess any lean. The accomplishment
of this objective necessitated the
development of special equipment
and the working out of special techniques.
The initial azimuth adjustment
is made by lining up each of the
beam transmitters with their respective course monitors. While
this method alone results in a good
approximation, it is not sufficiently
accurate nor is there any proof of
exact course alignment in the region where it is to be employed.
A very satisfactory method of
checking both azimuth alignment
rind course lean is by means of airborne flash tube equipment and a
zenith camera located at surveyed
ground positions, as indicated in
Fig. 2. The flash tube employs a
xenon gas lamp that can be trig gored on and off depending upon
the position of the airplane relative
to the course. The zenith camera
provides an accurate method of recording the triggered light flashes
and computing deviation from surveyed ground positions.
The output of the beam receiver
is fed to an amplifier, the output of
which operates a polarized keying
relay. This relay grounds the output of the oscillator-keyer except
when the airplane is on -course or
very near the on -course position.
Fiasli Tube Unit

When the output of the oscillatorkeyer equipment is ungrounded, the
flash tube unit is automatically
keyed at a selected rate of from 1 to
6 times per second. This is accomplished by grounding and un grounding the grid of a strobotron
tube which, when ungrounded, permits the spark coil to function as a
gas igniter. Instantaneously f ollowing the ignition of the gas tube, a
capacitor charged to a high voltage
discharges through the flash tube,
thus providing the required energy
for a high -intensity flash having a
duration of approximately 200 microseconds.
A zenith camera, as its name implies, is one designed to photograph
76

Precision electronic chronograph used to measure time interval between radio signals
corresponding to passage of airplane through first and second equisignal beams

objects directly overhead. It employs a 24 -inch f/6 camera objective
and records the image on a 4 x 5 inch plate. The camera can be
leveled precisely to an accuracy of
the order of one second of arc by
means of a mercury -pool artificial
horizon reflecting an image of a
cross wire in the levelling eyepiece
formed by an optical collimating
system. On each photographic plate
an image of these cross wires is impressed by the collimator system to
designate the exact optical center of
the plate. This optical center is stationed directly over the Coast and
Geodetic surveyed point located exactly on -course and approximately
12.5 miles from the beam transmitter. The accuracy of measurement
of position of the airborne flash
tube at an altitude of 10,000 feet is
of the order of two feet.
The airplane carrying the flash
tube unit is equipped with an automatic coupling unit between the
beam receiver and the automatic
pilot, thus making it possible for
the airplane to be kept exactly on course or to slowly oscillate about
this position. T he test airplane is
flown at night and the zenith camera
shutter kept open during each flight.
Since the flash tube unit operates
only when the aircraft is exceedingly close to the on -course position,
it follows that a centerline drawn
through the recorded dots on the
photographic plate represents the

actual position of the on -course signal in space.
Initial Adjustments

Azimuth alignment is accomplished by determining the true position of the beam signal in the
manner described, then shifting the
course until its position coincides
with the surveyed position. Zenith
camera photographic plates are developed in the field, course deviation
is quickly computed, and this information transmitted by radio to the
beam transmitter where the course
is shifted the desired direction and
amount. The course monitor antenna, located 400 feet from the
beam transmitter, is then moved to
this established line -of-position and
is henceforth used as an electronic
benchmark to maintain azimuth
alignment. Once the azimuth alignment is determined at the initial altitude of 5,000 feet, the test airplane
makes passes at successive altitudes
up to its ceiling. Zenith camera records of these flights plotted against
altitude determine course lean.
Other important factors that enter into the accuracy of this system
are siting, transmitter antenna
alignment, receiver course centering, and the equalization of course
width. In selecting sites for the
beam transmitters, care must be
taken to select level terrain free
from reflecting objects such as
buildings, trees, or power lines. Un February, 1948
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that which is perpendicular to the

direction of the two beams will result in flying a longer course than
that for which the speed is computed. Computed speeds will be
lower than actual speed and will
vary with heading as follows:
Error in

Heading Variation Computed Speed
0.015%
1°
2°
3°
4°
5°

Communication equipment for contacting test plane and beam transmitter personnel,
and zenith camera used for azimuth and course lean measurements

less this is done it is possible that
there will be bends in the course
that will materially reduce the overall accuracy of the system.
The virtual origin of an antenna
array is the point through which
the equisignal locus passes. In placing the antenna array over the surveyed bench work, care must be
taken to locate and align the virtual

origin properly with the benchmark.
All receivers are adjusted for cen
tering using the same test set and
making comparison with a selected
standard. It has been found that
receivers need only be periodically
checked in order to maintain a satisfactory course centering adjustment. Time delays resulting from
the receivers, relay, and associated
equipment are constant and cancel
out. Inasmuch as the recording
chronograph is keyed slightly before the on -course position on the
first beam, it is important that it
be keyed the same amount before
the on -course position on the second beam. In order to avoid any
differential error resulting from
different beam widths, both beam
transmitters are adjusted to the
same over all course width by varying the percent modulation.
Test Run Procedure

Making a test run on the speed
course is a comparatively simple
operation. The pilot first sets the
ELECTRONICS
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channel selector on the control box
to correspond with the frequency of
the first beam to be crossed. After
the test airplane has reached the
desired altitude the pilot communicates with the ground operator located at station 2, announcing the
first run. He then flips the toggle
switch on the control box from
Communication to Speed Course; as
the airplane crosses the first beam
on a heading 90 degrees to that of
the beams, the ground chronograph
will be automatically triggered and
both the airborne and ground visual
indicators will move from one side
to the other, indicating that the first
beam has been crossed. The pilot
then changes the channel selector to
the second beam, which when
crossed automatically keys the recording chronograph a second time.
Two passes are made in opposite directions in order to compensate for
wind velocity. The elapsed time is
read from the chronograph tape.
Accuracy of Measurements

Although several possible sources
of error exist in the present all -altitude speed course, the total errors
add up to considerably less than 0.5
percent. The heading of the aircraft over the course will not be exactly as desired, but it is reasonable
to assume that its direction may be
held with less than a three-degree
variation. Any heading other than

0.061 %

0.137%
0.244%
0.381%

Distance between the two beams
has been determined by a Coast and
Geodetic Survey which is accurate
to one part in one million. Because
of the curvature of the earth, the
two beams are not parallel, but
spread apart slightly as a function
of altitude and of beam separation.
On the basis of a ten -mile beam separation, this spread with altitude
amounts to 151 feet at an altitude of
60,000 feet. The beams are aligned
and maintained to within ± 50 feet
at a distance of 12.5 miles from the
transmitter. On the basis of a
course run of 10 miles and both
beams off the maximum amount in
opposite directions, this error
amounts to 0.190 percent. The error
introduced by chronograph timing
is ±0.008 second. On the basis of a
speed of 600 mph and a course run
of ten miles, this error is 0.0133
percent, which is negligible. Using
maximum errors that can be reasonably assumed, such as 3 -degree variation in heading, beam alignment in
error by 100 feet (two beams off in
opposite directions) and a 0.008 second timing error, the maximum
error on a basis of 600 mph and a
run of 10 miles is 0.340 percent.
The probable error is less.
It is contemplated that radar
tracking equipment will be used to
direct the pilot over the course at
extreme altitudes and in times when
visibility is restricted. Special radar equipment is being developed to
accurately measure speed of aircraft in dives, pull-outs, and turns.
The all -altitude speed course is
now in operation in the vicinity of
Wright Field, and a second installation is scheduled for Muroc Army
Air Field, California. These facilities are to be made available to all
branches of the Armed Services as
well as institutional activities such
as the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

UNDERWATER

Control panel employed up on the surface

The underwater television camera, inclosed in its steel cylinder. The glass porthole
through which it operated may be seen in the cover

By CHRISTIAN L. ENGLEMAN
Project Officer, Bikini Scientific Resurvey
Captain, USN
DEPTHS heretofore imThe equipment consisted of a through which the camera televised
penetrable to even the most straightforward television system underwater scenes.
skillful deep-sea divers may soon using 350 lines per frame, no interThree cables between the subbe open to scientific investigation lacing, and producing 40 frames merged camera unit and the control
and observation through the me- per second. It provided a high order panel and monitor equipment on
dium of underwater television.
of response to low light levels.
the surface entered the housing
At Bikini, scientists and military
Basically, the problem was to through separate sealing glands
personnel during the past summer modify a television camera enclosed built into the rear of the housing.
successfully used television at in a waterproof housing so that These glands were of a type similar
depths as great as 180 feet. Top- while resting on the lagoon bottom to those used in naval mines during
side, aboard the control ship, ob- or suspended over a sunken object the war. The three cables consisted
servers watched the images of fish, it could be adjusted for best optical of, (A) a 19 -conductor line that
portions of sunken ships, and and electrical performance by an transmitted power and control voltdivers, play across the television operator at the surface.
age from the surface down to the
screen in newsreel -like sequence.
Building the housing was rela- camera unit, (B) the video coaxial
Naval airborne television equip- tively simple. A cylindrical con- line and, (C) the sync coaxial line.
ment, built around the 2P21 multi- tainer made of 4 -inch heat-treated A supporting line (2,650 lb test)
plier -orthicon tube manufactured mild steel with a tensile strength of was married to the three cables.
by the Radio Corporation of Amer- 125,000 lb was designed. Overall
Remote Control Focusing
ica, and modified for underwater measurements of the housing were
application by the Cornell Aero- 30 inches long and 171 -inches inThe camera's focusing control
nautical Laboratory, was used.
side diameter. With all equipment was regulated remotely by means of
The Navy's interest in under- installed, the housing weighed 250 an electrical mechanism. A worm
water television was twofold: First, lb. Underwater it had an actual drive, attached to a metal bracket
it hoped to determine the feasibility weight of 65 lb. The camera was secured to the camera lens, was
of such equipment in undersea in- secured on six rubber insulation geared to a reversible 28 -volt d -c
vestigations; second, it was inter- mounts to protect it from shock. A motor attached to the front of the
ested in testing the equipment as i -inch -thick plate -glass window in camera. By means of a single -pole
an aid to diving operations.
the housing constituted a porthole double -throw switch, direction of
OCEAN
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TELEVISION
A camera, inclosed in a watertight cylinder and remotely controlled from the surface,
was tested at depths down to 180 feet in Bikini lagoon. Future military, scientific, and
commercial applications of the system are explored
means of a series of dropping resistors. For regulation, storage
batteries were floated across the
reduced voltage supplies.
It became necessary to abandon
the idea of using the ship's power
system because of circulating currents. The television unit required
a ground on the negative side of the
power line. Using batteries to supply all the power, it was noted that
the electrical focus potentials
drifted slowly as the batteries discharged and occasional refocusing
was necessary. Effective stabilization of the focusing potentials in
the camera and remote control circuits is a requirement for extended
use of the system.
Object Lighting

Photograph made from the receiver screen during the Bikini test. Fish are seen passing over debris on the deck of a sunken ship

the current through the field wind- lengths used in normal surface oping of the motor could be reversed erations. To compensate for the
to change the direction of the rota- attentuation, engineers designed
tion. A solenoid -released friction and built a video -sync amplifier
brake stopped the shaft from rotat- matched to coaxial cable type RG ing the instant power was removed, 41/U, with characteristic impedinsuring that the camera's lens ance of 68 ohms,
The unit included separate secwould not be moved too far forward
tions for the video and sync signals.
or too far back.
Adapting the camera for remote Each section contained two stages
control required other modifica- of amplification and the video sections. These included orthicon tar- tion had a cathode -follower coupling
get control, beam control, image stage to effectively feed the input
focusing, orthicon focusing and of the monitor unit video amplifier
multiplier focusing. Of these con- whose impedance was 200 ohms.
trols one, image focusing, was
Electrical Problems
found to be quite stable and modiPrimary source of power for the
fication will not be required in
television equipment and its lights
future operations.
The remote-control television sys- was to have been the ship's 120 -volt
tem required transmission of video d -c generator. Arrangements were
and sync impulses over 400 feet of made to decrease that power to the
cable in contrast to the shorter required voltages of 28 and 36 by
ELECTRON ICS
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The original equipment used at
Bikini had two 1,000 -watt standard
Navy diving lights, attached on
arms protruding from the sides of
the water -tight camera housing.
These lights, operated from the
ship's 120 -volt d -c power system,
were rigged through the remote
control panel with rheostats capable of reducing intensity of illumination when necessary.
In the strong tropical sunlight
and unusually clear water encountered in the central Pacific, diving
lights proved to be unnecessary and
were removed from the gear after
two tests. However, from the experience gained in those tests, it
was found that lights can be used

ROBOTS DON'T GET BENDS

of submarine objects
prior to raising, repair, or construction,
is a difficult, slow, and often dangerous job for divers.

Examination

studies of how things
stand below can be accomplished by
television, safely, and at great depths

Preliminary
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Block diagram of underwater television system

most effectively if they are positioned so as not to illuminate objects suspended between the camera
and the subject to be televised.

overcast to bright sunlight and in
depths of water from 80 to 180 feet.
In one test two cameras were used,
one resting on the deck of a sunken
ship and the other suspended above
Camera
the deck and focused on the other
The camera used in the tests was unit.
equipped with an f/3.5 Woolensak
One of the senior scientists parvellastigmat lens. The camera had ticipating in the Resurvey, sitting
a maximum angle of view of 24 de- in front of the monitor screen in
grees across the diagonals of the the afterhold of the control ship,
image rectangle. This narrow field was able to identify and accurately
proved to be a hindrance in under- catalog several dozen varieties of
water work from the standpoint of fish photographed by the camera in
orientation. An angle of 75 de- the depths of the lagoon.
grees would have proved more pracThe television unit's green screen
tical.
took on the appearance of an aquarThe maximum distance the cam- ium window whenever fish chanced
era was designed to cover was 20 to swim past the lens of the underfeet. However in tests on the water camera.
sunken submarine Apogon the
Military Possibilities
equipment photographed objects 30
feet away and transmitted images
Remote -control television,
as
clearly.
demonstrated at Bikini, has many
The remote lens -focusing con- possible adaptations of military
trols, regulated from the ship, oper- significance, particularly in subated too slowly to hold a swimming marine salvage work.
fish in focus. However, there is no
Cameras focused on the hull of a
mechanical reason that would pre- sunken ship could, if properly
vent an increase in the focusing lighted, within a short time project
speed. A more satisfactory solu- a picture of damage to the screens
tion would probably be an increase topside for technicians to study.
in sensitivity of the pickup tube to Relying on the eyes of the suballow the lens aperture to be stop- merged cameras, experts could
ped down, with resultant increase formulate a workable salvage plan
in depth of focus.
in a minimum amount of time. In
subsequent operations television
Test Results
would be invaluable in checking reFive underwater television tests sults and reporting salvage prowere conducted with the equipment, gress. It would also permit surveys
in weather varying from cloudy for longer periods of time at ex80

treme depths than is possible
through the use of divers.
It is within the realm of possibility that television could provide an
eye -on-a -stick method for quick and
accurate examination of underwater portions of a ship's hull even
when that ship is at sea. The equipment's possibilities in bottom examination of harbors and channels,
provided proper lighting methods
can be achieved, are unlimited.
Commercial Uses

In the field of science, underwater
television opens many new channels
of investigation. Marine life conceivably can be studied in water
depths never before penetrated by
man.
Geologists look upon the equipment as a potentially useful tool in
conducting underwater studies of
bottom formations and submerged
reef areas. To oceanographers television has many possible uses, particularly in the study of currents at
varying depths.
Several
possible
commercial
adaptations can be anticipated.
Salvage companies will find underwater television as useful to them
as it promises to be to the military.
In harbor work or other engineering or construction projects, where
undersea examination is necessary,
it can provide a fast and comparatively easy method of conducting
extensive subsurface examinations.
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Superregenerative
Circuit Applications
Survey of equipment utilizing superregenera tive circuits includes if gear, telemetering
systems, radar beacons, remote -control devices and f-m receivers. Difficulties in analyzing
basic circuit performance necessitate the empirical design considerations outlined here
superregeneration was introduced in
1922 by E. H. Armstrong, who is
also credited with the invention of
the superregenerative receiver'. In
simultaneous work, other engineers
utilized the basic concept of super regeneration, intentionally or unintentionally, as illustrated by the
contemporary patent literature.
The collected patents and the few
papers published outline the history
of superregeneration up to the beginning of World War II. During
the war, the most important applications were classified. Consequently, the war archives of the U. S.
Government are now the repository
of the complete and accurate story
of the development.
Superregeneration can be defined
as the condition in a regenerative
system that produces a growing
transient of oscillation, prevented
from becoming a sustained oscillation by means of a repeated quenching action. The envelope form and
repetition rate of the transient or
wave train depend upon the initial
conditions, which may be controlled
by a modulated wave in such a manner that later rectification of the
transient yields the modulation
signal. Simplified diagrams of self and externally quenched superregenerative detectors are shown in
Fig. 1.
An equivalent circuit can be
drawn for the superregenerative
detector, taking into account the
inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the tank circuit, the varying impedance presented by the
periodically quenched tube, and ex THE TECHNICAL TERM

From a lecture on Superregeneration,
National Convention of IRE, New York,
March 3-6, 1947.
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By HARRY STOCKMAN
Chief, Communications Laboratory
Air Materiel Command
Watson Laboratories
Cambridge, Mass.

FIG. 1-Simplified circuit diagrams o
basic superregenerative detectors. Relation between R and C permits periodic
blocking in self-quenched detector (top);
oscillation in externally quenched detector
(bottom) is turned on and off by separate

quench -voltage source

measurements. These methods are
similar to those employed in the
treatment of class -C amplifiers,
large -signal detectors, and frequency converters. In many special
phases of the general problem, however, advanced analytical methods
are justified.
Many of the design requirements
are contradictory to one another,
so that the final design must often
be a poor compromise among high
sensitivity, high selectivity, high
fidelity, efficient avc operation and
fast recovery time. One reason for
this vagueness in design is that not
enough is known about the basic
mechanism of superregeneration.
The sometimes unpredictable behavior of these circuits is often due
to incomplete information about
circuit and tube fundamentals, such
as the variation of effective dissipation during the quenching cycle,
the influence of circuit Q, and the
effect of variation of tube coefficients.
Inherent Noise

ternal impedance introduced into
the circuit, as for example, reflected
antenna impedance. Then, if a signal voltage is assumed to be impressed on the circuit, one can write
a differential equation involving
the instantaneous tank -circuit current and its derivatives. Finding
solutions for this nonlinear differential equation is a difficult process, a fact that has hindered the
superregenerative receiver designer.
The complexities that arise in a
rigorous mathematical treatment of
this extremely nonlinear type of circuit may be bypassed by the use of
graphical methods related to bench

February, 1948

Although the superregenerative
receiver is famous for high gain, its
noise -muting sensitivity generally
is not high enough. In addition, the
characteristic noise produced in the

OLD IDEA, NEW INTEREST
Wartime research produced wide military applications of superregenerative circuits. As a result of this experience, they
are again being studied, this time for
possible use in f -m reception.
The author reviews some applications
of these circuits that are now unclassified,
and points out problems yet to be solved
if their full utility is to be realized
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2-Automatic gain stabilization (ags) circuit. When superregenerative detector bias voltages drift, this feedback circuit acts to correct the deviation
FIG.

superregenerative circuit in the absence of a signal or in the presence
of a weak signal, is a serious defect.
Such noise can be reduced by automatically or manually lowering the
sensitivity of the circuit. Unfortunately, the use of a preamplifier
does not generally improve the signal-to-noise ratio as shot effect and
beating of an incoming signal with
noise components reduce the noise muting sensitivity to about the
same value as is obtained without
the preamplifier.
Radiation

Radiation is a typical defect, particularly noticeable when several
superregenerative receivers operate
close together. These effects can be
minimized by reducing antenna
coupling, quench -frequency voltage
amplitude, and amplitude of oscillation. Such ameliorating changes
generally result in poorer operation
in other respects. A preamplifier
ahead of the superregenerative circuit will reduce, and in some cases
almost eliminate radiation.
A frequency converter can precede the superregenerative circuit
to act as a buffer. Such an arrangement may not appreciably reduce
radiation because of the recombination of sum and difference components inherent in a converter.
Bandwidth

Inherent avc in superregenerative
circuits regulates the gain when the
circuit is detuned from the midfrequency of a given signal. This
and other effects generally cause
poor selectivity at medium and
high frequencies. Multiple -resonance phenomena cause broad and
nonuniform response, although this
is not necessarily a disadvantage in
some applications.
82

The quench frequency required
increases with carrier frequency.
Accordingly, the absolute bandwidth increases with carrier frequency. The important characteristic, however, is the bandwidth
relative to the signal frequency. In
general, a superregenerative receiver can be said to compare more
favorably with other receivers at
higher signal frequencies.
High distortion is a classical limitation of superregenerative circuits,
particularly in logarithmic mode.
Since the output of the superregenerative detector varies logarithmically with the degree of modulation of the signal, volume expansion
occurs when the modulation rises
above approximately 60 percent.
This effect is undesirable in communications and broadcast receivers. In pulsed systems, distortion
of the pulse shape occurs, limiting
accuracy of triggering and coding
and inhibiting fast operation.
Sources of Instability

Changes in antenna loading,
which can occur when rotational
antennas are used, as well as
changes in the loading presented by
the video or audio amplifier coupled
through a rectifier to the oscillating
circuit, can inhibit the superregenerative action.
In pulse reception, the sensitivity
of the superregenerative circuit
must be closely controlled so that
uniform response to incoming
pulses is secured and operation on
weaker pulses and disturbances
avoided. This control is accomplished by the automatic gain stabilization (ags) circuit, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The
ags circuits regulate the amplitude
of the noise -initiated oscillations by
controlling either the bias of the

3-Positive pulses fed to righthand
triode speed transmitter -circuit recovery

F'IG.

superregenerative circuit or the
quench -voltage amplitude.
The superregenerative circuit is
subject to a number of forms of instability. One undesirable form is
jitter, encountered in pulse reception and transmission circuits. Jitter is characterized by a nonuniform starting rate of the oscillation
wave trains. Even slight mismatching between antenna and line, or
line and receiver, can cause such
disturbances because of reflection
of wave -train oscillations at the
point of mismatch. When the reflected oscillations arrive at the receiver, they start an additional
wave train which interferes with
proper operation of the receiver.
Centimeter -Wave Operation

In the centimeter -wave region,
lighthouse tubes, reflex klystrons
and magnetrons permit superregenerative operation and provide
useful signal reception. At these
frequencies, however, such receivers have serious limitations, such
as high noise level and the need for
extra tubes for control purposes.
The superregenerative receiver
can be considered as an intermittently operating transmitter, and
indeed the receiving-tube circuit
is frequently used for transmission
in transmitter-receiver equipment.
Although such a design reduces
size and weight, it has many shortcomings, particularly when the
transmitter and receiver must be
tunable within different frequency
bands and when the transmitter
must operate with high frequency
stability. Automatic gain stabilization may not be applicable for pulse
reception in a superregenerative
transmitter-receiver because of
troublesome time constants in common circuit elements.
February,
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4-Superregenerative i-f limiter circuit. Quench voltage
suitable waveshape permits nearly complete limiting

of

Beacon and iff equipment, utilizing a common, transmitter-receiver,
superregenerative circuit, may
have a period of insensitivity, or
dead time, amounting to several
milliseconds following reply to a
challenging signal. This large dead
time is caused in part by the use of
a single tube for receiving and

transmitting. Fast-operating circuits have been designed to remedy
this condition and can be arranged,
for example, rapidly to discharge
transmitter bypass capacitors, as
shown in Fig. 3. The need for fast
recovery enters into many applications of superregenerative circuits
and is sometimes one of the hardest
requirements to satisfy.
F -M

Circuits

Superregenerative circuits can
be utilized in many different ways
for f -m reception, but not always
with advantage. Slope detection
can be utilized but may produce an
undesirable form of the multiple resonance curve and the response of
the circuit to amplitude variations.
For f -m receiver applications, a converter can be used to obtain an i -f
that is higher than the frequency
of the incoming signal, and a superregenerative amplifier can then be
utilized in a lock -in type of circuit.
A second converter provides the
following discriminator with an
input of sufficiently low frequency.
Possibilities exist for developing
good superregenerative f-m receivers, based on simplification of the
designs suggested here, or on other
approaches.
The use of superregenerative amplifier circuits as either r-f or i -f
limiters in f -m receivers is of particular interest. An example of
such a circuit is shown in Fig. 4.
By the use of special quench wave
ELECTRONICS-February, 1948

5-Typical superregenerative gas -tube circuit affords
compact, lightweight means of actuating relay by radio signal
FIG.

forms, practically complete limiting
can be obtained.' Cascade circuits
with a second, time -delayed, superregenerative amplifier have proven
useful. All these circuits operate
on the basic principle that the percentage of a -m appearing in the r -f
output of a superregenerative amplifier will be smaller than that
existing in the incoming wave.
Gas -Tube Relay Circuits

Properly modified superregenerative circuits of conventional
form are used to operate relays,
particularly for the control of target aircraft. Superregenerative
gas -tube circuits, using thyratrons,
are also used for similar purposes,
but have the following limitations:
unreliable control due to lack of
precision in gas -tube operation, dependence of tube on ambient temperature, critical bias voltages, and
short tube life. Hard -tube superregenerative circuits can be designed to give sufficient plate -current variation with a small interrupted signal, or for a given amplitude or frequency change in a c -w
signal.
Figure 5 shows a circuit diagram
of one form of modern gas -tube superregenerative relay.' The tube in
combination with the plate -voltage
source, resistor R and capacitor C2
constitutes an a -f sawtooth oscillator. Normally, a relatively large d -c
flows through the relay winding
and keeps the relay energized. In
addition to its sawtooth oscillation,
the tube also quenches at a super audible rate, and therefore maintains an average negative potential
on its grid. A third oscillation is
present in the tank circuit L, C,, C2,
consisting of wave trains of constant energy. When a sufficiently
strong signal is impressed on the

tank circuit through the antenna,
the wave -train energy and repetition rate change so as to make the
grid slightly more negative. This
change in grid voltage prevents the
tube from firing, so that the relay
current drops to a very much
smaller value, tripping the relay.
The device can be operated with
signal on or off for rest position of
the relay.
Although small size and light
weight are particular advantages
of superregenerative circuits, their
increasing use in balloon transceivers, guided missiles, and the like,
now necessitates new inventions to
reduce their weight still further.
The superregenerative circuit
has important applications in remote control of missiles, telemetering of missile control data, target
seeking, radar beacons, iff equipment, and a variety of circuits for
remote control of switches and
relays. Means for rapid coding, reception of secret messages, and insensitivity to certain types of interference and jamming are inherent
advantages of the superregenerative circuit that are important for
these applications. On the other
hand, since such applications also
give rise to more rigorous requirements on receiver stability and reliability under adverse weather
conditions, the need for improvement in superregenerative receivers has become very great. A rich
field for exploration is open here to
the serious research worker and
development engineer.
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F -M Transmitter
By H. P. THOMAS
and L. M. LEEDS
Transmitter Division
Electronics Dept.
General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N.

Y.

of f -m broadcast transmitters is based primarily on the requirements of the
Federal Communications Commission which specify the overall performance of the entire transmitting
system from microphone input to
antenna output. No definite portion
of the total system degradation is
assigned to the transmitter proper,
although in the case of harmonic
distortion it is recommended that
the transmitter should not contribute more than half the total.
When the system is made up of
studio equipment and some circuit
such as a telephone line or radio
link between the studio and transmitter it would be desirable to have
the transmitter contribute less than
one third of the total. The Radio
flack containing complete equipment used for transmitter performance tests. Author
Manufacturers Association has esThomas adjusts the noise and distortion meter; above are the audio oscillator and
f -m station monitor
tablished minimum transmitter
performance specifications which
approach this degree of system over a voltage range of at least +20 tector to prevent small amounts of
perfection, as shown in Table 1.
to -10 dbm, or should be used in amplitude modulation of the transcombination with an adjustable cal- mitter carrier from affecting the
Audio Input Signal
ibrated attenuator to give the same readings. A minimum of 20 -db limThe equipment necessary in order range of input voltages.
iting is considered necessary, and
to measure the audio frequency
A pad of at least 10 db should between 30 and 40 db is desirable.
characteristics of the transmitter precede the transmitter input in Fortunately, f -m station monitors
is shown as a block diagram in Fig. order to provide isolation between are now available that have suffici1. The source of audio input must the audio input equipment and the ently good performance to meet the
cover the frequency range from at transmitter input.
needs of this element of the measleast 50 to 15,000 cycles with low
uring system, and since a station
Output Detector
harmonic and hum output, and have
monitor is required equipment at
an audio output level of at least
An f -m detector to convert the every commercial f -m transmitter,
+20 dbm (7.7 volts rms in 600 transmitter output to an audio fre- it is normally available for measohms). The output should be bal- quency signal must be used to moni- urement purposes. The use of the
anced to ground if a balanced input tor the transmitter. This element f -m station monitor also makes deis to be used in the transmitter.
of the measurement system is of termination of the percent modulaFollowing the audio oscillator considerable importance as it must tion of the transmitter very simple
some method must be provided of have low harmonic distortion, low as a calibrated meter is provided
measuring input level, such as a cal- noise level, and a flat frequency which reads this value directly.
ibrated vu meter or vacuum tube characteristic in order not to affect
A de -emphasis circuit having the
voltmeter that will read correctly the measurements of transmitter standard 75 -microsecond time conat all frequencies from 50 to 15,000 performance. There also should be stant is necessary in order to transcycles. This instrument should read sufficient limiting in the f -m de- late back to a flat system. This is
THE PERFORMANCE
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Performance Measurements
Frequency response, harmonic distortion, a -m and f -m noise in f -m broadcast transmitters must be held within legal limits. Techniques of using standard test equipment in meeting FCC requirements for proper performance are described in detail

normally provided in the f -m station monitor, in which case it does
not need to be provided separately.
Noise and Distortion Analyzer

The instrument for reading harmonic distortion and noise level at
the output of the de -emphasis circuit should have a response to at
least 30 kc so that the second harmonic of 15 kc can be measured.
This device should preferably be of
the type which balances out the
fundamental audio frequency either
by an infinite rejection filter or by
reintroduction of some of the input
signal properly adjusted in magnitude and phase. In both types, the
residual signal consists of harmonic
distortion and noise, and if the
noise level is 60 db or more below
the 100 -percent modulation level, a
reading of the residual signal, made
with a vacuum tube voltmeter and
suitable attenuators, is a good measure of the total rms distortion of
the system. In all cases the true
harmonic distortion is of a value
slightly less than the value determined by this measurement.
The block diagram also shows a
cathode ray oscilloscope connected
to the output of the noise and dis-

tortion meter. Although not essential, it is of assistance in analyzing
the character of the distortion or
noise being measured.
The procedure for measuring frequency response is merely to read
the input voltage required to maintain a given percentage modulation
as indicated by the station monitor.
The input can be read directly in
db if an input attenuator or vu
meter is used for measuring input
level, or voltage readings can be
converted to db so that the response
can be plotted in db to give a curve
as shown in Fig. 2, which is of the
form required by the FCC standards of good engineering practice.
Data on harmonic distortion are
taken by passing the input signal
from the audio oscillator through
the system, balancing out the fundamental frequency in the noise and
distortion meter, and reading the
residual distortion components by
means of the vacuum tube voltmeter
in the instrument. These readings
can be made at various percentages
of modulation, as indicated by the
station monitor modulation level
indicator. An example of one such
curve is shown in Fig. 3.
The f -m carrier noise level is

read by modulating the transmitter
to 100 -percent modulation (±75 kc
swing) with a tone of any frequency below the point at which the
pre -emphasis is appreciable, usually
400 cycles or less, and setting the
noise and distortion meter to read
any convenient level, say +30 db
under these conditions. Then the
modulating tone is removed, and a
reading of the residual noise taken
on the noise and distortion meter.
This procedure usually permits a
noise level reading to be made down
to about -70 db. If readings are
to be made of noise levels even less
than -70 db, a modulation level 10
or 20 db below 100 -percent modulation can be used for the input sig-
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of measuring apparatus used in checking audio frequency
characteristics. Pre -emphasis network in
transmitter and de-emphasis circuit in monitor are not shown

Table I-Transmitter Performance Requirements
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broadcast transmitter for 100 -percent
modulation (75-kc deviation)
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nal while still setting the noise and
distortion meter to +30 db.
Amplitude -modulation
carrier
ripple is measured by using an ordinary diode detector with a standard 75 -microsecond de-emphasis circuit, connected to the transmitter
output, and measuring both the d -c
and a -c ripple voltages developed
across the detector load resistance.
The noise level is then the ratio of
the square root of two times the
rms a -c voltage to the d -c voltage.
In db, it will be 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of this ratio.
Checking Measurement Equipment

There are certain checks on the
performance of the measuring
equipment which can be made fairly
easily. By connecting the noise and
distortion meter input terminals
across the transmitter input terminals, a reading of harmonic distortion will be obtained that is essentially the harmonic content of
the audio oscillator output.
Measurements on the linearity of
the f-m detector are not easily
made, but its performance is usually guaranteed within certain limits by the manufacturer. Any very
serious misadjustment of the discriminator will usually show up as
a large apparent shift of the transmitter center frequency with modulation, as shown by the monitor's
center frequency indicator. This indication is a definite sign of discriminator nonlinearity in the case
of a phase modulated transmitter
where the center frequency is definitely crystal controlled even in the
presence of modulation. The Armstrong and Phasitron types of
transmitters are in this class. Frequency shifts 200 cycles or less, represent only a very small nonlinearity.
In some cases the ability of the
measuring system to measure exceedingly low values of f-m carrier
noise may be questioned. The capability of the system in this regard
may be checked by altering the
transmitter in such a way as to
definitely minimize f -m carrier
noise and then noting if the measuring equipment will read this low
value. This can be accomplished in

most phase modulated transmitters
by driving the multiplier stages directly from the crystal oscillator
without passing through the modulator stage, and with sufficient signal to minimize noise in the early
multiplier stases. In this check a.,
reference level for the measuring
equipment must be set up before
the modulator is disconnected.
Determining Frequency Deviation
To check the percent modulation

readings of the monitor requires
the use of a highly selective communication type receiver, preferably one having a crystal filter and
an S meter. The receiver is tuned
and coupled to the i -f of the monitor. When the transmitter is modulated with a fairly high audio frequency the receiver, if it possesses
sufficient selectivity, will pass only
the carrier frequency. As the amplitude of the modulating frequency
is increased it will be possible to
recognize readily the points where
the carrier amplitude goes to zero
by the almost complete lack of sig0.8
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nal. Certain combinations of modulating frequency, percent modulation, and the number of the carrier
null are given in Table 2. For example, if we want to check the 100 percent modulation indication, we
can modulate with a tone of 5,020
cycles and slowly increase the amplitude of the modulation until the

receiver indicates that the fifth
point where the carrier disappears
has been reached. This will be exactly ±75-kc deviation or 100-percent modulation. Similarly 50 -percent modulation will occur when
the fifth carrier null is reached with
a modulation of 2,510 cycles.
Special Techniques

There are a few methods which
can be used to help overcome some
of the difficulties encountered in
making these transmitter measurements. For instance, when making
harmonic distortion measurements,
two difficulties are normally encountered. One is that many audio
frequency oscillators have a considerable amount of harmonic content, particularly at the low frequency end of the audio range. It is
possible to employ such an oscillator
in spite of this trouble by using a
filter connected between its output
and the transmitter input which
will pass the fundamental frequency and attenuate the harmonics. A plain low pass filter is suitable for this purpose. In some cases
it is possible to improve conditions
considerably by using a two section
RC filter as shown in Fig. 4A. For
example, two sections each consisting of 1,200 ohms and 5 microfarads, feeding a 600 ohm transmitter
input will reduce the second harmonic of 50 cycles about 7 db, and
the third harmonic about 12 db.
Such a filter attenuates the fundamental considerably (in this case
about 19 db), but this condition is
not serious if the oscillator has sufficient output.
The other difficulty occurs when
measuring distortion at high modulation frequencies and low percentages of modulation, when power
frequency hum begins to be in the
order of magnitude of the distortion being measured. For example,
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suppose it is desired to measure
distortion at 15,000 cycles and 25percent modulation, and the transmitter is good enough so the actual
distortion is in the order of 0.5 percent. The harmonic level will then
be 12 db down from 100 -percent
modulation owing to the modulation
level, 46 db farther down if it is
0.5 -percent distortion, and 17 db
more because of the de -emphasis in
the monitor at 15,000 cycles or a
total of 75 db. This will be in the
order of the noise level of even a
good f -m system. It is allowable in
this case to use a high pass filter
which will attenuate hum frequencies, but which will have no appreciable effect on the higher audio.
In Fig. 4B is shown a simple
high-pass RC network consisting of
two 1,500 micromicrofarad capacitors in series with the high side of

the monitor output, and 100,000
ohms from the center point of
these two capacitors to ground.
This RC network, when working
into a noise and distortion meter
having about 200,600 ohms input
resistance attenuates the hum frequencies sufficiently to allow these
high frequency distortion measurements to be made. Numerically
this circuit provides less than 1 db
attenuation at 5,000 cycles and
above, but 45 db at 60 cycles and
34 db at 120 cycles.
High -Frequency Noise

When making noise measurements of f -m transmitters, in which
an appreciable part of the noise
may be of a random nature, improved readings can be obtained
by cutting off frequencies beyond
15,000 cycles. This is allowable since
these components are beyond audibility and do not contribute to
audible noise although they may
add considerably to the reading of a
noise and distortion meter which
has a frequency response extending
well beyond this frequency. A
sharp cutoff filter could be used
but it is difficult to realize for impedances in the order of several
hundred thousand ohms. It is possible to work at low impedance with
a filter and then use a transformer
to step back up to a high impedance
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Table II-Carrier Null Method of
Determining Frequency Deviation

Carrier Null

Modulating Frequency for 100
percent Modulation

1

31,140

2

13,580

3

8,660

4

6,360

5

5,020

6

4,150

(Cycles)

For modulation percentages other
than 100 percent, multiply the modulating frequency in this table by the
modulation factor.

for the input of the noise and distortion meter, but this requires a
considerable amount of equipment.
We have found that we can use an
RC de-emphasis type of circuit, as
shown in Fig. 4C, having a time
constant of 5 microseconds. This
will give less than 1 db attenuation
at 15,000 cycles, and will provide

sufficient attenuation at the higher
frequencies to give an appreciably
improved noise reading when the
noise is of a purely random type.
Accuracy of Measurements

The accuracy with which the frequency response can be measured
depends largely on the accuracy of
the attenuators and voltage indicating instruments employed and can
be in the order of 0.1 db without
great difficulty.
The accuracy of harmonic distortion readings is limited by the harmonic content of the audio oscillator and the distortion in the f-m
detector used for demodulating the
transmitter. One commercially
available audio oscillator gives in
the order of 0.1 percent harmonic
content. Commercial f-m station
monitors have distortion in the
order of 0.25 percent, so the normal
accuracy of distortion readings may
not be better than ±0.35 percent.
In other words, readings less than
1 percent are sometimes open to
question, for even a 1 percent figure
may actually mean from 0.65 to
1.35 percent, and a figure of 0.5 per-

cent may actually be 0.15 to 0.85
percent. It would be possible to
increase the accuracy of these readings by using a filter at the audio
oscillator output, which might reduce the harmonic content to about.
0.02 percent. By using a counter
type discriminator, the f -m detector
distortion can be made as low as
about 0.1 percent, which would give
a total inaccuracy of ±0.12 percent.
However, the counter type discriminator has a very low output, which
makes it difficult to avoid running
into hum pick-up troubles when
making very low distortion readings. This will again decrease the
accuracy, although it is not possible to set a definite limit on the
possible accuracy of low distortion
readings.
Errors From Noise

The errors in measuring carrier
noise levels are largely in the direction of making the noise voltages
greater than in actuality because
any stray hum pick-up, noise in the
test equipment, or other introduced
noise, all tend to produce an increase in total noise voltage. If
these other sources of noise are sufficiently small, the only errors of
reading should be inaccuracies in
the attenuators and indicating instrument of the noise and distortion
meter, and should be less than ±1
db under normal conditions.
There is a possible source of
error in both harmonic distortion
and noise readings when using the
type of instrument which employs
a vacuum tube voltmeter to give
rms readings, since the vacuum
tube voltmeter actually reads an
average voltage, although it is calibrated in rms volts. This error is
zero for a single sine wave, as would
be the case when reading a distortion that was all caused by a single
harmonic. However, even for fairly
extreme wave forms, the error is
small. In the case of a 50 percent
square wave the instrument will
read high by 11 percent, and for a
triangular wave it will read low by
3.7 percent. In most cases, this error is probably less than 10 percent
of the instrument reading, and is
therefore relatively unimportant.
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Predetermined Counter
By RICHARD J. BLUME
Engineering Department
Conmar Products Corp.,
Newark, N. J.

ALTHOUGH the general problem of exactly counting a predetermined number of periodic
pulses has already been discussed', '
and the necessary instruments are
available commercially', until now
no complete circuits have appeared.
The device described here was
originally designed to control highspeed zipper -making machinery but
has numerous other applications.
Predetermined counting is accomplished by initially setting up
a scale -of -N counter at some indicated count C less than N. The circuit will then count N-C input
pulses before delivering its first
output pulse. This presetting enables a counting circuit to be used
as a control device rather than
merely as a high-speed pulse register. The output pulse may also be
used to trigger circuits which
thereupon set up the counter at
some new indicated count C' instead
of allowing it to revert to zero.
Then N-C' pulses are counted and
a second output pulse is derived
which, in the case of dual predetermined counting, is used to set up
the initial starting count C once
again, whereupon the cycle recurs.
The elements of such a system
are a scale -of -N counter, preferably
one using the decimal system, an
electronic switch to determine the
succession of starting counts C, C',
C",
CM and means for automatically injecting setup pulses, without
interfering with normal counting,
into whatever counter stages are
required to total the particular
value of C.

...

Modified 'Eccles -Jordan Circuit

The decade counting circuit
described here is based on the
familiar triode, Eccles -Jordan type,
scale-of -two, trigger pair. Potter'
pointed out and eliminated the
cause of instability which has always troubled this circuit. The
usual method of interstage coupling
is to feed the input pulse from a
88

Three decade units are cascaded to form complete counter. Two banks of selector
switches set up count capacities so that device can control two successively occurring
processes, each comprising up to 1,000 repeated operations

common source through two separate capacitors to the two grids of
the succeeding Eccles -Jordan stage.
Unfortunately, these two capacitors
mutually couple the two grids
within the triode Eccles -Jordan
stage, effectively inhibiting the reversal action characteristic of the
circuit. To avoid the resulting instability, various forms of tetrode
and pentode binary stages were devised which employed one pair of
corresponding grids in the reversal
networks and another pair for pulse
injection alone.
A way of decoupling the grids in
a triode Eccles -Jordan stage during
reversal, evidently due to RCA, is
shown in Fig 1. Resistor R is of
the order of 5,000 to 25,000 ohms
and is inserted to simulate a rela-

with an inductor of the order of
0.5 to 10 millihenries and with
minimum shunt capacitance. This
modification provides a high impedance to steep input pulses, but inserts only a negligible IR drop in
available plate supply voltage. In
the Potter version, resistor R forms
the common grid return. Here
again, R may be replaced by a small
inductor. The action of the triode
Eccles -Jordan circuit has been explored by Phelps,` who has shed
light on the frequently misunderstood function of capacitors CA and

tively high plate-supply impedance
in order to prevent short-circuiting
the input pulse. The same purpose
is served by replacing resistor R

pulses and discriminates against
equivalent positive input pulses by a
ratio of about 3 to 1. This polarity
discrimination is further enhanced

CB.

The circuit of Fig. 1 is not critical with respect to any parameter,
and remains stable over an exceptionally wide EBB range. It is sensitive chiefly to negative input
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for Process Control
Embodying advanced techniques surveyed here, counter controls two -stage zipper making process by counting rapidly repeat ed operations in each stage. Extension of
techniques to control of more complex processes and to computers is indicated

in cascade operation because the
positive swing at the plate of either
triode is not as steep as the nega-

tive plate swing. Thus, the positive swing, after differentiation by
a low time -constant R -C coupling
circuit, appears as a positive pulse
of lesser amplitude than the negative pulse derived from the
negative plate swing. Interstage
coupling diodes or amplifiers are
therefore unnecessary.
Binary -Type Counters of any Scale

Lifshutz' has pointed out that
counters of scale 2" may be variously modified to provide any lesser
integral scale, usually with notable
tube economy. These modifications
cause one or more of the 2' possible
circuit transitions to develop pulses
(either by means of extra coincidence tubes or internal feedback
legs) which, in turn, cause anomalous reversals of selected binaries
in addition to the ones reversed in
normal binary counting.
Three general methods to achieve
this extra, or false, count may be
employed. In the first, the counter
is initially filled with 2"-1 pulses
and at the 2°th, the output pulse,
or its complement, is fed back separately to preceding binaries whose

interpolation values total C, where
2"-C is the desired scale.
The
counter is thereby forced to revert
to an indicated count of C instead
of zero and thereafter progresses
in binary fashion between the indicated counts of C and 2"-1 and
then resets to C.
Initial filling of the counter with
2g-1 pulses is avoided by either of
two methods. The basic 2" circuit
is started from an indicated count
of zero and progresses normally to
the 2''-1th count, whereupon the
final binary reverses for the first
time and all others momentarily
revert to zero. This initial reversal
of the final binary develops feedback pulses which, here again, turn
on all preceding binaries so that
their interpolation values total C.
Thus, on the 2°-lth input pulse,
the counter is made to jump ahead
to an indicated count of 2°-1 plus C.
Insertion of the false count
C need not be done all at once.
Grosdoff has described a scale -of five counter based on the triode
scale -of -eight whose feedback legs
are arranged to force the circuit
ahead by one extra count at the
second input pulse and then by two
extra counts at the third input

Neither of the foregoing methods
provides easy interpolation by
means of single neon lamps coupled
to each stage. The first method
reads high by C at all times after
initial filling and the second reads
correctly up to the 2"-lth pulse
and thereafter reads high by C.
However, the scale of these counters is easily changed by controlling
which binaries are switched onto
the feedback leg, and thus determining C.
The feedback legs introduce
minimum interference with normal
triggering. Whichever reversal of
the final binary does not cause feedback resetting, instead develops
pulses which momentarily accentuate the existing condition of the
circuit.
The third method allows the
chain of binary stages to count in
sequence from zero to N-1, where
N is the desired arbitrary scale.
On the Nth pulse, the various circuit transitions develop feedback
pulses which reset the counter to
zero instead of allowing it to advance to N + 1. Ordinary interpolation lamps total the true count,
but changing the scale of such a
counter is somewhat involved.
If the period and placement of a
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paths used in dual predetermined
counting, is shown in Fig. 2.
The circuit of Fig. 2 will be
recognized as a conventional scale of-16 circuit that has been limited
to ten equilibrium states by means
of the feedback leg shown in heavy
lines. In one sense this is actually
a conjugate -pair counter because
stages 2, 4 and 8 comprise an independent scale -of -five circuit driven
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FIG. 3-Lamp networks in decade circui
of Fig. 2 are modified to give direct 0 -to-9
indication. Lamps will light on occurrence
of circuit conditions shown at bottom

gate represented by the rectangular
waveforms occurring at the plates
of counter tubes are important,
special reset systems may be required.
Direct count indication for decade counters of the modified binary
type is provided in the circuits
devised by Grosdoff ° and Miller
using resistor networks and ten
neon lamps. Indication on a milliammeter is also possible
If conjugate -pair counting is employed, it is better to feed input
pulses to the straight binaries, as
they are not subject to forced
resetting, which takes finite extra
time.
Decade Counter

Three identical, plug-in decade
counters in cascade, form the scaleof -1,000 counter which is the heart
of the dual predetermined counter.
One of these units is illustrated in
the photograph and its schematic
diagram, less the automatic setup
90

If the circuit of Fig. 2 is started
from zero (all righthand triodes
conducting and all neon lamps out),
it will follow the usual progression
up to an indicated count of 15 (all
righthand triodes cut off, all neon
bulbs lit) . The 16th pulse momentarily reduces the counter to zero.
The fall of potential at the righthand plate of stage 8 provides a
negative output pulse. Due to the
feedback leg, the accompanying rise
of potential at the lefthand plate of
stage 8 appears as a positive pulse
on the lefthand grids of stages 2
and 4, causing these triode sections
to conduct, thereby lighting lamps
2 and 4 for an indicated count of 6.
Thereafter the circuit progresses
up to 15 and back to 6, providing
reliable scale-of -10 action.
The feedback leg of Fig. 2 could
just as well have been tapped onto
converse points in the circuit. The
feedback pulse would then have
been derived from the righthand
plate of stage 8 and would therefore
have been negative. To turn on
lamps 2 and 4, the negative feedback pulse would have been fed to
the righthand grids of stages 2 and
4. The reset switch in Fig. 2 is so
connected as to force the circuit
into the 6th count position for
starting, instead of permitting it to
start from zero. Because the starting count of 6 is equivalent to zero,
the indicated lamp count is always
6 units greater than the true count.
This initial false count is no disadvantage in the present instrument
because the interpolation lamps are
not visible from the front panel and
are provided only for maintenance
checks. If direct indication of the
total number of counts is desired,
the circuit of Fig. 3A, when substituted for the lamp circuits of
Fig. 2, will provide zero to nine indication. The circuit of lamp 1
remains unchanged. Lamp 2 is

merely shifted to the left plate
of stage 2. Lamps 4 and 8 are connected in a resistor network so that
they will glow only when the circuit
conditions indicated in Fig. 3A and
3B occur. Small capacitors C are
provided to aid in decoupling the
binary stages interconnected by
this network.
The decade counting circuit of
Fig. 2 has operated satisfactorily at
an input frequency of 106 cps. If
the circuit were arranged specifically for short resolving time by
reduction of time constants and
stray capacitance, and inclusion of
small peaking inductances in series
with the plate load resistances, an
input frequency of better than 10°
cps very likely could be realized. In
any case, resolution of bursts of
two or three pulses is always better
than that indicated by the maximum steady input frequency that
can be scaled.
Once the noncritical setting of
the cathode bias resistor has been
established, the plate voltage may
vary widely without detriment to
the operation of the circuit. A
range of 40 to 750 volts proved entirely satisfactory during a test.
The new 12AÚ7 miniature dual
triode is employed. This tube contains two independent 6C4 triode
sections and may be used on either
a 6.3 -volt or 12.6 -volt heater supply.
In general, it is similar to the older
6SN7-GT and 12SN7-GT dual triodes, but requires the new 9 -pin
miniature socket.
Complete Predetermined Counter

This counter has two modes of
operation, referred to as scoop and
gap, which relate to the two modes
of operation of the zipper -making
machine which the counter was
originally designed to control. In
scoop, metal teeth, called scoops, are
affixed to the corded edge of a cloth
tape. In gap, application of teeth
is suspended along a length reckoned in equivalent number of
scoops. The output relay in the
counter controls a heavy solenoid
on the machine. Since one scoop is
affixed for each rotation of the
machine, counter input voltage
pulses are induced in a pickup coil
by an Alnico magnet imbedded in
the aluminum flywheel.
A simplified block diagram of the
February, 1948-ELECTRONICS

It is the extinction of a lamp, accompanied by a negative -going
pulse, which trips the following
stage.
The decade counter of Fig. 2 is
zeroized at an indicated count of 6
and progresses from there to 15
and back to 6 again. Thus the
1,000th pulse in this case produces
a 6-6-6 configuration of lamps,
translatable to 0-0-0. If setting
up a predetermined count in such a
involves simultaneously
decade
turning on some stages and turning
off others, possibly adjacent ones,
serious troubles appear. The turning off of the No. 2 or No. 4 lamps
in any decade transfers a turn -on
pulse to the followiñg stage via
normal signal channels and this
transfer produces an undesired result by either actually turning on
the next stage when not wanted or
by bucking out a turn-off pulse.
To overcome this difficulty it was
necessary to insert a blanking interval between the 1,000th pulse
and the generation of the setup
pulses. The purpose of this blanking process is to extinguish every
neon lamp for the duration of a
blanking gate so that the decades
may be set up by turn -on pulses
alone. This action is accomplished
by the delay gate multivibrator, the
blanking cathode -follower and the
blanking bus. Because the top
speed of the circuit is limited by the
changeover time, about 1 millisecond, of a high-speed, mercury
wet-reed relay, a delay gate length
of 300 microseconds is unimpor-

complete three-decade counter is
shown in Fig. 4. Ignore for the
moment the delay gate multivibrator, the blanking cathode -follower and the blanking bus. The
sequence of mode switching can
then be explained as follows : The
1,000th pulse arrives, momentarily
reducing the three counter decades
to zero and causing the mode
selector stage to switch over, opening or closing an output relay in its
plate circuit.
Mode Selector Switch

The mode selector switch is
simply an independent Eccles Jordan stage with neon bulbs
on each plate to indicate in
which mode the system is operating. This switching action develops a negative pulse at the grid
of one setup cathode follower and a
positive pulse at the other. Both
setup stages are biased to cutoff
and therefore only the setup cathode follower which receives a positive input pulse delivers an output
pulse. This output pulse is fed to
either the gap or the scoop setup
line, onto which all those decades
requiring turn-on pulses have been
switched previously. A turn -on
pulse renders a righthand triode
nonconducting, thereby lighting its
lamp. Thus, in a few microseconds,
and well before the arrival of the
next input pulse, the counter sets
itself to a predetermined false
count and is ready to start toward
1,000 in the new mode. The 1,000th
pulse in this new mode causes reversal of the mode selector switch
and repetition of the counting operation in the sequence described.
Turning on a lamp is accompanied by a positive -going pulse
and does not affect the next lamp.

I

tant.
Automatic Predetermined Setup

The process of automatic predetermined setup can be understood
from the simplified signal sehe -
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matic diagram and the idealized
waveforms shown in Fig. 5. When
the 1,000th pulse causes the potential at the plate of the last binary
stage to drop about 85 volts at time
to as shown at A, this variation is
differentiated, producing the waveform shown at B. The differentiated waveform is capacitively
coupled to a one-shot multivibrator
which serves as a delay gate generator sensitive chiefly to negative
pulses.
Turning on the final trigger
stage in the hundreds decade yields
a positive pulse that does not affect
the delay gate multivibrator, since,
in the absence of negative input
pulses, this stage is quiescent. But
upon receiving a negative pulse, the
delay gate multivibrator develops
a 90 -volt, positive, flat-topped pulse
of about 300 microseconds duration
shown at C. This gate is differentiated, giving the waveform at D,
and fed to the blanking cathodefollower grid. Since the cathode
follower is biased to cutoff, it therefore develops a positive output
pulse shown at E only in response
to the positive -going pulse of the
pair impressed upon its grid. When
the blanking cathode -follower grid
is driven positive, the delay gate
multivibrator is loaded, causing the
leading edge of the gate to be somewhat rounded.
Thus, a positive blanking pulse of
about 15 volts derived from the
leading edge of the delay gate is
developed across a parallel network
of three 1,000 -ohm resistors, each
of which is in series with the
ground return of its respective
righthand binary -stage grid as
shown in Fig. 5. This pulse drives
each righthand grid positive, turning out the No. 2 and No. 4 neon
lamps in each decade and preventing others from coming on.
The grid resistors in each EcclesJordan stage in the decades have
values of about 50,000 ohms each.
Returning them to ground through
three 1,000 -ohm resistors introduces virtually no interference with
normal triggering. Only when a
relatively high current pulse passes
through the 330 -ohm resistor, due
to a positive pulse on the blanking
cathode -follower grid, does blanking occur. This blanking pulse is
effectively shorter in duration than
91

the delay gate, due to differentiation, and the blanking process is
finished before automatic predetermined setup begins.
The gate from the delay multi vibrator is also fed to the mode selector switch stage, as indicated
by the waveform at F. This stage
is an Eccles -Jordan trigger pair
with a relay coil in series with one
plate. The mode selector is normally less sensitive to positive -going
pulses, so that when the delay gate
is differentiated, its rounded, positive -going, leading edge produces a
smaller pulse than the steep trailing edge, enhancing this polarity
discrimination.
The mode -selector stage therefore triggers on the trailing edge of
the delay gate which arrives at time
ti, 300 microseconds after to and
well after the end of the blanking
pulse shown at E, which begins at
to, coincident with the leading edge
of the gate. The plates of the mode
selector stage each feed identical,
cutoff, biased scoop and gap cathode
followers with the waveforms
shown at G and H.
During the mode switchover,
only one of these two cathode followers receives a positive -going input pulse, the other simply being
driven further into the cutoff region. The stage which receives the
positive -going pulse shown at I, in
this case the scoop cathode -follower, develops a positive setup
pulse at its cathode. This setup
pulse, shown at J, is fed to the
scoop setup bus.
Injection of positive setup pulses
is accomplished by dividing the
normal lefthand grid resistors of
about 50,000 ohms each into two
parallel legs of 100,000 ohms each
and returning each of these to
ground either directly or via one of
two setup buses, both of which are
but 1,000 ohms above ground as
shown in Fig. 5. By this method,
the separate setup pulses are injected into the same grid in each
stage but the two setup paths are
effectively insolated, a change in
one being attenuated about 100
times upon reaching the other.
In actual practice, 4 -gang, 10 position, rotary wafer switches are
used instead of the spdt switches
illustrated in the simplified diagram of Fig. 5. In each mode of
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generated on arrival of last gap pulse

each decade, one of these rotary
switches is provided, and for a
given position it either grounds
each lefthand grid resistor directly
or connects it to the proper setup
bus.
Fig. 6 is a complete schematic
diagram of the dual predetermined
counter shown in the photograph.
The overall system draws a plate
current of about 85 ma and operates satisfactorily up to a rate of
400 pulses per second. If the output relay were replaced by an electronic output actuator, the maximum input rate would rise to about
2,500 pulses per second, this latter
limitation being due to the 300 microsecond blanking gate.
It is of interest to note that with
this system (6 to 15 decade, intermediate blanking) it is not necessary that the output decade, which
counts hundreds, be a decade at all.
Every time it delivers an output
pulse it is cleared by blanking and
then set up to some externally predetermined combination equal to 6
or greater.
Input Pulse Shaper

Regener10 has mentioned that
circuits of the Eccles -Jordan type,
when made deliberately unsymmetrical, are excellent pulse shapers
for nearly any input waveform. The
input pulse shaper stage of Fig. 6
is an example. The grid resistor
unbalance normally holds the lefthand triode cut off. A negative going input signal, greater than

about 20 volts amplitude, causes
forced reversal of this stage. When
the input voltage drops below 20
volts, the circuit reverts to its quiescent condition, producing a steep
rectangular pulse having a duration
nearly equivalent to that part of the
input pulse above 20 volts.
In the present application, a 12,000-ohm relay coil is shunted across
the righthand grid resistor, causing the quiescent state of the circuit to be reversed. The coil is
oriented near an aluminum flywheel, in which an Alnico magnet
has been imbedded, so as to deliver
an alternating voltage pulse for
each rotation.
Setting up the Counter

After warmup, the counter is
set up to count a number 1,000-C
in the desired mode with the required complementary count C inserted. For example, for scoop
operation, the setup switch button
of Fig. 6 is pressed, forcing the
counter to read an interpreted
count of 999 in gap mode. The first
pulse to arrive (which may be artificially generated) thus appears to
the counter to be a 1,000th pulse
and causes the counter to change
mode to scoop and to set up the desired initial count C. Holding down

the setup button freezes the counter
at 999 in gap.
Since the preset switches are
calibrated to read C directly, it is
necessary to subtract the number
to be counted from 1,000, thus ob February, 1948
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C and then to set up this
number on the setup switches. It
is not possible to calibrate switches
to read 1,000-C directly under all
circumstances because error is
sometimes introduced in arithmetical "carrying". E. W. Lynn has
suggested that if the setup switches
for decades beyond the units decimal place were calibrated directly
in terms of 1,000-C, and the units
setup switches calibrated 10 to 1,
corresponding to 0 to 9 starting
counts, a count of 1,000-C not ending in zero could be set up directly
without preliminary calculation. To
set up for an initial count of, say
230, it would become necessary to
set the three switches to 2-2-10,
that is, 220 plus 10.
Frequency Division

Division by large prime numbers
is impossible with step-by-step and

synchronized multivibrator circuits, whereas predetermined
counters can provide uniquely

stable division by any integer. In
addition, counter -type frequency
dividers do not require alignment
or long warmup and will stop instantly if the driving signal is removed.
When driven by a pulse generator
of known frequency which can be

gated on and off, predetermined
counters are suited to the production of interval marker pulses of
long, precise and adjustable separation, and to the precise measurement of time intervals.
Computer Applications

A

straight counter driven by an

oscillator whose frequency is controlled by a variable, such as a
shaft position, can be used to evaluate an integral. A predetermined
counter used in such an application
will signal when the integral has
reached a certain value.
Remote control, computing and
telemetering systems can use banks
of predetermined counters as

inertialess stepping relays, as accumulators and as pulse code generators and detectors.
The writer is especially indebted
to Mr. Alexander Konoff for his
generous support and to Messrs.
David Rabinow and William M.
Meineke for their invaluable cooperation during various phases of
this work.
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2,000 -Mc Television
By F. M. DEERHAKE
General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.

THE

SYSTEM

ASPECTS

of the

2,000 -mc television relay chain
over a 143 -mile route from New

York to Schenectady utilizing three
hilltop intermediates have been
described in ELECTRONICS1. In
brief, television programs picked
up atop the General Electric Building at 570 Lexington Ave. in New
York City are automatically relayed
to the control room of WRGB Schenectady, whence they are sent by
studio -transmitter link to the main
television broadcast transmitter in
the Helderberg Mountains.
Transmitting
and
receiving
equipment for each link in the
chain is identical. Internal -cavity
reflex klystrons are used both for
the transmitter master oscillator
and for the receiver local oscillator
tubes. All frequency -sensitive elements are enclosed in temperaturecontrolled cabinets, and close spac-

WRGB television studio in Schenectady, at northern terminus of microwave relay.
Tower also carries antennas used to program main transmitter in Helderberg Moun-

tains 12.6 miles away

ing in the relay towers between
high -gain antenna and equipment
minimizes r -f losses.
Relay Equipment

The system as installed provides
one-way transmission over two r -f
channels, and the equipment used

in each relay station is shown in
Fig. 1. The apparatus operates in
the 1,825 -to-2,100 megacycle range,
a twenty-five megacycle frequency
band being adequate for each radio
frequency channel, including necessary guard bands.
Improved equipment will prob-
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of a complete unattended microwave relay station
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Program Chain
Circuit details and preliminary operational results of the 143 -mile New York -Schenectady television relay using three unattended intermediate stations. Present two staggered
r-f channels each 25 me wide provide one-way transmission. Klystrons are used in transmitters and receivers to obtain frequency -modulated signal with 14 -mc swing
1,000 volts. Power supply 2

no. 1, Station no. 4 repeat arrangements at Station no. 2, and so on.

Typical microwave relay tower 125 feet
high. Room at top is large enough for
other experimental equipment

ably permit reduction of the guard
bands so that a total channel width
of 20 megacycles will suffice. Four
such channels can handle either a
one way or a two way system of
two channels capacity for any number of links, provided reception and
retransmission from any point are
in essentially opposite directions.
For example, using channels A, B,
C, and D, station no. 1 might receive from the south on channels
A and B and transmit to the north
on channels C and D, simultaneously receiving from the north on
channels A and B and transmitting
to the south on channels C and D.
Station no. 2 would receive on channels C and D and transmit on channels A and B. Station no. 3 would

repeat the arrangements at Station
ELECTRONICS

-
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fur-

nishes an adjustable voltage for
laysetting the reflector voltage of the
equipment
The transmitting
out (Fig. 1) is common to the origi- klystron a suitable amount negative
nating terminal and the three relay with respect to the cathode. Power
stations. The modulator accepts the supply 3 furnishes 400 volts to
standard video level of 2 volts into operate the modulator output cath75 ohms. Three compensated ampli- ode follower. All the above supplies
fier stages and an output cathode are electronically regulated to refollower provide 150 volts peak -to- duce ripple and transient voltages,
peak video modulating voltage for and to prevent frequency drift due
to slow variation of klystron rethe klystron reflector electrode.
Three power supplies in series flector voltage.
Unmodulated klystron reflector
are used to furnish the operating
voltages for the klystron oscillator voltage can be set between 200 and
and the cathode -follower output 700 volts negative with respect to
stage of the modulator. In order to the cathode to obtain fine frequency
maintain the body of the klystron adjustment. This represents video
and hence the r -f output line at sync peak level, and modulation is
d -c ground potential it is necessary negative from this point. Coarse
to ground the most positive point of tuning is effected by mechanical
these three supplies. Figure 2 adjustment of the klystron cavity.
Figure 3 shows the arrangement
illustrates the arrangement emof
the transmitter with respect to
furnishes
Power
supply
1
ployed.
the klystron beam current of ap- the antenna reflector. To provide
proximately 200 milliamperes at two parallel r-f channels, two modu-
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FIG. 2-Detail of klystron and modulator cathode -follower power supplies
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lators are located, together with
their transmitter klystrons, in a
temperature -controlled cabinet directly behind the antenna, reflector.
A small blower is directed at each
of the klystron oscillators to maintain adequate cooling, the output
coupling being the most critical
point. Temperature control of the
cabinet within
1 C of a prede-

termined value is accomplished by
a thermostat which causes exhaust
vents to be opened and an exhaust
fan to be started when the temperature rises above the nominal value.
The vents are reclosed and the fan
stopped when the temperature
drops again. During operating of
this exhaust fan, air is drawn in
through a filter.

In the illustration, the cover for
the cabinet has been removed and
one modulator swung out on hinges
for access to parts in the rear. The
two transmitters feed through a
double coaxial line to a dual antenna, which permits the single
reflector to be used for both transmitters.
Power supplies, control, and monitoring equipment are located in
relay racks adjacent to the transmitters and receivers.
Receiving Equipment

The receiving equipment layout
(Fig. 1) is common to the three
relay stations and the Schenectady
terminal. The incoming signal is
mixed in a crystal converter with
the output of a local oscillator comprising a klystron identical to that
in the transmitter. This tube is
operated with reduced filament voltage and draws only about 40 milliamperes at 300 volts on the anode,
considerably increasing life expect-

FIG.

FIG.

3-The television relay transmitter

4-The receiver chassis

is

mounted in c cabinet nea: the dish antenna

is mounted in a cabinet, identical to that used to- a

transmitter
96

ancy.
The 100 -megacycle i -f amplifier
consists of 3 triplets, each triplet
stagger tuned to 92, 100, and 108
megacycles. A two-stage limiter
provides a high degree of limiting,
and the discriminator has a range
of approximately 16 megacycles
with good linearity. This allows a
swing of 12 to 14 megacycles in the
transmitter with satisfactory allowance for frequency tolerance
between transmitter and receiver,
and with good picture reproduction.
A double 6J4 cathode follower out-

put from the receiver chassis provides a 2 -volt peak -to-peak signal
into 75 ohms, which at the relay stations is fed directly into the modulator input.
Figure 4 shows the receiver
chassis. The receiver installation at
a relay station uses the same type
antenna and cabinet as the transmitter with identical temperature
control. The installation of the receiver chassis in the cabinet is
similar to that of the modulator
chassis, but no blowers are needed
for the klystrons, because they are
operated at reduced rating.
The rear of the i -f strip is shown
in Fig. 5. Feed -through type bypass
capacitors are used for all power
leads, with the arrangement such
that essentially no wiring is re February, 1948
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FIG.

5-Layout detail

of the

receiver

quired to interconnect the components within the strip itself. This
results in good stability and makes
isolating chokes in the power leads
unnecessary. The compact construction is made possible by the
use of miniature tubes throughout
the i -f, 6AK5's for amplifiers and
limiters, 6AL5 for the discriminator and 6J4's for the output stage.
In order to make it possible to
turn transmitters off and on remotely at the relay stations, the
pilot receiver at each remote station is equipped with a sensitive
relay in the limiter screen lead.
The receivers are run continuously
and the incidence of a signal from
the previous transmitter increases
limiter screen current enough to
operate the relay and, through the
control system, turn on the transmitters at the station. In this way
the entire system may be put in
operation by turning on the transmitter at the originating terminal.
The transmitters at the remote
points also turn off automatically
when the receiver limitier screen
current drops, indicating that signal from the previous transmitter
has stopped. A one minute time
delay is provided before the process
is completed at each station to prevent turning off the transmitter
due to momentary loss of signal for
any cause.
Monitoring Facilities

At each transmitter location, a
monitor is provided by means of
which the output of either transmitter can be demodulated, and the
resultant signal waveform displayed on an oscilloscope during
adjustment of the equipment or
during servicing. At the relay stations, facilities are also provided to
ELECTRONICS

- February,

i -f

strip.

Power leads are bypassed to the chassis. Miniature tubes are used

observe the waveform output of
either receiver for comparison with
the monitored transmitter output.
A meter on the transmitter control panel can be switched between
diodes in the r -f output lines (Fig.
1) of the two transmitters to check
output level against a reference
value at any time. This diode output can also be observed on an oscilloscope, while using suitable test
modulation, so as to check the amplitude variation with frequency of

either transmitter.
Receiver input level can be
checked continuously by a reading
of limiter screen current on a meter
provided for the purpose. By the
use of a recording meter at this
point, it is possible to keep a running record of propagation conditions.
Frequency measurements on the
transmitters are made with highly
accurate absorption type micrometer tuned wavemeters having a
frequency accuracy of approximately 0.01 percent in the range
used.
Operational Observations

During the first two months of
operation, the following results
were observed:
The frequency control of transmitter and receiver klystrons obtained by temperature -controlled
cabinets was quite satisfactory. Receivers were run several hours for
warmup before final frequency adjustments were made, and were run
continuously thereafter, no further
frequency adjustment being necessary.
Frequency drift of transmitters
from the instant of turning on cold,
up to normal operating temperature was of the order of 0.1 percent,

about 80 percent of which occurred
in the first 5 minutes. This condition occurred during winter weather when the difference between
uncontrolled "off" temperature and
controlled running temperature was
greatest. After ten to fifteen minutes operation, frequency drift was
negligible, the random change being
of the order of 0.01 percent in comparison with a modulation range of
about 0.7 percent.
On the basis of limited preliminary data, propagation variations
have not been wide enough to cause
difficulty or approach limiting conditions on any of the links of the
system. The signal level for the 53 mile link was of the order of 20 db
above the value required for limiting with the i -f gain adjusted for
barely perceptible noise under signal -off conditions. Comparison of
long-term propagation variations
between the 53 mile link and the 51
mile link are not yet available.
Under conditions encountered at
the relay tower sites, high humidities and rapid temperature changes
often result in condensation of
moisture on the equipment. To
avoid trouble from this cause, it
has been necessary to provide sufficient heat on critical units to maintain their temperature a suitable
amount above the ambient. Alternatively, it would be possible to
design all equipment for operation
in such a moisture -covered state.
Preliminary visual observation
indicated negligible decrease in
definition of a television picture
having 350 -line horizontal resolution when transmitted over the four
link system.
REFERENCE
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Assembled numeroscope for
single numbers
1
to 0 and oscilloscope used for

from

display

I23L567B90

By HARRISON W. FULLER
Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Maas.

Numbers as photographed from face of oscilloscope tube at shutter speed of
1
second. Exposures at 1/500th second are practicable

10t

NUMEROSCOPE for
HE

NUMEROSCOPE

is an elec-

tronic device for tracing upon
the screen of a cathode-ray tube the
patterns of the Arabic numerals
from one to zero. It was developed
for use in conjunction with largescale high-speed electronic calculators that are to produce results of
computation with such frequency
that conventional printing devices,
notably typewriters, become inadequate for keeping up with the out This development was made possible
through contract Nord-8555, Task E, between the Bureau of Ordnance of the United
States Navy and Harvard University.

put of the machines. The numeroscope enables the building of a
printer that will display upon an
array of cathode-ray tubes the result of a computation, and that will
record the displayed quantity on

fast film.
In the investigation of methods
whereby a number could be traced
on the screen of a cathode-ray tube,
a number was broken down into the
horizontal and vertical components
of displacement of the number pattern. The result was two voltage
waveforms which were then ana-

98

lyzed for harmonic sine wave components. The analysis showed that
very high order harmonics would
be required to produce the waveforms, so the method of adding harmonic sine waves to get desired
voltage waveforms was abandoned.
Circuit Techniques

From the standpoint of circuit
design, Arabic numerals may conveniently be resolved into four general components : the straight line,
as in the number 1; the broken line,
as in the number 7 or the top porFebruary,
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Cathode -Ray Printing
Arabic numerals are automatically traced on the screen of a cathode-ray tube when
triggered by a high speed electronic calculator. Fast film records numerical results at
a speed far exceeding that of conventional printing devices
tion of the, number 5; the ellipse, as
in the number 0 or the top of the
number 9; and the half -ellipse, as
in the lower portion of the number
5 or 9.
The straight line is obtained by
applying a sine wave voltage to
the horizontal or vertical deflection
plates of a cathode-ray tube.
ELECTRON ICS

-

The broken line is produced by
applying to the horizontal and
vertical deflection plates of a
cathode-ray tube two rectified sine
waves. The top of the number
5, for example, is produced by
applying to the horizontal deflection plate of a cathode-ray tube
a half -wave rectified sine wave in

which the positive half of the sine
wave is used. To the vertical deflection plate is applied a half -wave
rectified sine wave in which the
negative half of the sine wave is
used. Under the influence of these

voltages, the spot on the screen
moves first to the right and returns
again to its original position, then
99
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downward, returning once more to
its original position.
The ellipse is a standard Lissajous figure obtained by applying to
the vertical and horizontal plates
two sine waves, one out of phase
with the other by 90-degrees. The
half-ellipse is obtained in much the
same way as the ellipse. The two
sine waves, one shifted in phase
with respect to the other, are impressed upon the grids of two tubes.
The outputs of these two tubes are
used to feed the deflection plates of
the cathode ray tube. The result
would again be an ellipse, but a
square wave is now generated at a
frequency equal to that of the sine
waves, and this square wave is used
to render the two tubes nonconducting during half the sine wave
cycle. A 180 -degree segment of the
ellipse is thereby produced. By
shifting the phase of the two input
sine waves with respect to the
square wave, always maintaining a
90 -degree phase relationship between the two sine waves, any 180 degree elliptic segment is produced.
An electronic switching technique is used in the event that a
number consists of two components.
The same square wave that is used
to obtain the half -ellipse is employed to display first one component of the number upon the screen
of the cathode-ray tube, and then
the other. The numbers that re February,
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quire half -ellipse patterns invariably require a second component.
This second component is displayed
during the half cycle of the square
wave in which the half-ellipse is
turned off.
The last technique is that used
to position on the screen of a cathode-ray tube one component of a
number with respect to the other.
This positioning is done with a
"positioner" tube, the anode of
which is connected to a second tube.
The second tube is the one which
generates a deflection plate voltage
waveform and the positioner tube
is switched on and off together
with it. During the time in which
the two tubes conduct, the positioner tube draws a constant but
adjustable plate current through
the common load resistor, and
therefore sets an adjustable voltage
level for the waveform. This action
has the effect of shifting the position of one component with respect
to the other.
Numeroscope Design

Before considering the numeroscope circuits, it would be well to
mention that constant reference is
made to two different sine waves.
In the diagrams the two are distinguished by angular velocities w,
and w'. The sine wave with angular
velocity w has a frequency of 2,000
cps, while the sine wave with angu-

"o--+20V

lar velocity w' has a frequency of

horizontal deflection plates, and the
same load is common to all plates
The input circuit of the numero - feeding the vertical deflection
scope shown in Fig. 1 uses two sine plates. The switch in the circuit is
wave generators for the 2,000 cps for turning the number 0 on by makand the 5,500 cps mentioned above. ing the normally cut off control grid
The input circuit furnishes these go positive. This number requires
two sine waves to the rest of the no square wave switching.
circuit as well as the inverted sine
The circuit for number 7 shown
waves of these two frequencies, all in Fig. 3 forms another single comof which are needed to obtain the ponent broken line pattern demandvariety of directions and positions ing no switching or positioning cirof the broken line and half-ellipse cuits. Type 1N34 crystal diodes are
components of the ten numbers. used for obtaining the rectified sine
Type 6AS6 vacuum tubes are used waves. The potentiometers, R are
as inverters, and 6J4's as cathode amplitude controls to adjust the
followers. In the remainder of the size and shape of the pattern. The
circuits, 6AS6's are used.
resistors, R2, between the potentiAlso shown in the input circuit ometers and the suppressor grid,
is a square wave generator which is are decoupling resistors for the two
operated from and is therefore of rectified sine wave inputs.
the same frequency as the 2,000 cps
The circuit for number 2 appears
sine wave generator.
in Fig. 4. The number consists of
The circuit for the number 0 ap- an upper half -ellipse component,
pears in Fig. 2. The circuit con- and a broken line component. V.
sists of two phase shifting circuits, and V. produce the horizontal and
each with amplitude controls, R vertical deflection plate voltages, refor feeding two tubes with sine spectively, for the broken line comwaves differing in phase by 90-de- ponent of the number 2; this comgrees. The plate loads of the tubes ponent of the number is displayed,
are shown, from one of which the as can be seen from the gating convertical deflection plate voltage for nections, during the half of the
the cathode-ray tube is taken, and square wave cycle in which terminal
from the other the horizontal de- B of the square wave generator is
flection plate voltage. In the other most positive. The input circuit
number circuits, the plate loads are (Fig. 1) shows that the two outnot shown, for the same plate load puts of the square wave generator
is common to all plates feeding the are biased down to -9 volts. None
5,500 cps.
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of the tubes in the circuit for number 2, therefore, will conduct until
the switch to +20 volts is depressed. Tubes V3 and V. produce
the voltages making the half -ellipse
component of the number during
the other half of the square wave
cycle. In the phase shifting circuits
of both tubes, R5 is the phase shift
control, and R, the amplitude control. A small bypass capacitor C. is
used to eliminate a sharp pulse that
occurred when the tube commenced
to conduct by the control grid going
positive; the pulse was of short duration, but it nevertheless produced
a noticeable distortion on the end
of the half -ellipse pattern. Tubes
V, and V5 are the horizontal and
vertical positioner
tubes respectively. The screen grid voltage is
used to control the anode current,
and the anode current, in turn, positions one component with respect
to the other. It will be noticed that
the positioner tubes may only lower
the voltage level of the pattern being displayed. If it happens, for
example, that the voltage level of
the waveform produced by Va of
Fig. 4 is too low to adjust the position of the two components of number 2, then the gating connection of
V5 must be switched from A to B
in order that the voltage level of the
other component can be lowered
Instead.
The circuits for other numbers

are given complete in Fig.

5

to 10.

A 5 -inch DuMont model 208 oscilloscope is used to display the

numerals, the vertical and horizontal deflection plate voltages being fed directly to the deflection
plates of the cathode-ray tube by
resistor -capacitor coupling. The
saw tooth generator, though it is
not used to provide a horizontal
sweep in this circuit, is nevertheless
synchronized with the 2,000 -cps sine
wave. The blanking pulse produced
in the oscilloscope by the sharp
wavefront of the saw tooth waveform serves to eliminate much of
the retrace fluorescence that would
otherwise surround the pattern.
Equipment Layout

Two requirements largely determine the layout shown in the under -chassis view: a low cumulative
plate to ground capacitance, and
electrostatic isolation to prevent
stray pickup. For these reasons the
three -partition layout was chosen.
Controls are mounted on the partition panels for short leads. All sine
wave leads from the input circuit,
and all square wave switching leads
are run in shielded cables.
The circuits to produce the Arabic numerals were developed to fit
the need of high speed calculators
for a rapid printer, but of more
general interest is the fact that
with the circuit techniques de-
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scribed, and perhaps other related
techniques, increasingly complex designs consisting of many components could be built up and displayed on a cathode-ray tube completely electronically. By using an
electronic counting circuit with six
stable states, the two stable states
of the square wave switching voltage have been replaced by six, and
three numbers have been traced
upon the screen of a cathode-ray
tube at once.
Using the circuit techniques that
have been presented, circuits for
the letters of the alphabet become
straightforward. Electronic -photographic printers might find application in an extremely rapid radioteletype system, or wherever a large
amount of information must be
printed rapidly.
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Low Frequency Compensation
for Amplifiers
Two unconventional interstage coupling networks for low-frequency amplifiers are developed. One has a grounded load resistor, thus providing a low impedahee output; the
other requires very little capacitance, thus decreasing size and cost. Design requirements
of the networks are analysed

By KURT SCHLESINGER*
li escorch Engineering
Motorola Inc., Chicago, Ill.

of could be removed by providing addielectronics, such as radar, tional leakage across the corretelevision, electrocardiography, in- sponding capacitor C28 in the other
dustrial vibration analysis, and arm. However, the resulting d -c
electrical gaging, require amplifiers transmission that this resistance
that pase very low frequencies. For would provide excludes this practice
example, although in some applica- in most applications, except perhaps
tions large amplifier distortions for the final stage of a video amplimay be tolerated because the output
can be corrected by clipping and
limiting, in television and facsimile
where halftone shading must be
faithfully reproduced even a little
distortion is objectionable. Therefore, the resistance -capacitance
coupled amplifiers (used because of
their freedom from drift found in
directly coupled amplifiers) require
compensation to pass very low freC2 P
quencies.
R2P
MANY MODERN APPLICATIONS

Figure lA shows the usual type
of interstage coupling with low frequency coupling, called plate
series compensation. The equalizing impedance R,sC,s is connected in
series with the plate load R25. Fig-

TCIP
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ELECTRONICS
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ure 1B shows the equivalent network comprising two resistances
and two capacitances, one of which
is shunted by R15. It is this leakage
resistance across C18 that causes low
frequency cutoff. The limitation
ing System.

A

CURRENT
INPUT

RIP
R

"This manuscript was written and the
it describes was done while the
author was with the Columbia Broadcast-

supply voltage limits the maximum
value of R,, hence large capacitances
are required if coupling is to extend
sufficiently into the low frequencies.
These conditions are somewhat
improved in the circuit of Fig. 1C.
Resistor Rip is in parallel with the

RIP

Three Types of Circuits

work

fier. Obviously the available plate

OUTPUT
CURRENT
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RIG
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G

T

aIF1

(F)

1-At (A) is a conventional low -frequency compensating network; (C) and (E)
are two other networks that provide the same response but with less compensating
capacitance
FIG.
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1.0
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Network response to a step input for various degrees of compensation is
shown against time relative to circuit time constant

Figure 1F presents the equivalent
grid compensation network. Comcompensation. The equivalent net- parison with Fig. 1,B reveals as the
work, shown in Fig. 1D, can be only difference the interchange of
transformed into the equivalent the points of current input and voltplate series network of Fig. 1B, or age output. From circuit theory it
follows that, with equal elements
vice versa, by the relations
throughout, both systems are perRip = Ras + Rt8
fectly equivalent. Therefore the
R2P = R22 [1 + R25/ R151
C1 . = C15 [Rls/(R25 + R15)]2
following analysis of the pulse reNote that the plate filter capaci- sponse of the series plate compentance C1n, for plate shunt compensa- sated stage is applicable to all types
tion is considerably smaller than its of low -frequency compensation.
equivalent C,5 for plate series comUnit Step Response
pensation. The elements Rep and
C1p may change places without afIn the following analysis the
fecting the low -frequency perform- tube is treated as a constant -current
ance of the signal at B. The circuit generator with practically infinite
then presents a grounded resistor impedance. The effect of screen
at point C, which offers a convenient current is neglected. Grid bias is
source of video signals from a low assumed to be available from an eximpedance but without low-fre- ternal source and all cathodes are
quency compensation.
directly connected to ground. A
Figure 1E shows a grid compen- unit step of current is applied at
sation system in which the shunted point A of Fig. 1B. The midband
capacitor combination C,aR,b is load resistance is
located in the grid branch and the
R = R25R32/(R2s + R22)
plate coupling capacitor C2a is as- The transfer impedance from A to
sumed as ideal. The compensation B is then
resistor R,0 passes only small grid
Z
p(p + c)
and leakage currents and can there(1)
(p+a)°-b2
R
fore assume higher values than its
counterpart in the other two cir where p = jug, and the transfer imcuits. Adequate compensation is pedance is the same in the inverse
obtained with much smaller capaci- direction. In Eq. 1, a and b are
tances, as demonstrated by both closely related to the arithmetic and
theory and practice. If grid com- geometric means of two characterpensation is employed, paper capac- istic frequencies w, and w2, which
itors can replace the larger and less are in turn defined by the time
constants T1 and T, of the comreliable electrolytic capacitors.
load resistor R2,.; thus the circuit
may be referred to as plate shunt

='ri (col

a
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C25)][Ra5

+ R35l

+ws)

b2=a2=792
= coda
= (0)12)1/2

c

g

7 = Cis/(Cis

a =

R28/(Ras

+ Cºs)
+ R1s)

Equation 1 gives, by operation, the
unit step response of the network
(see G. W. Carter, "Calculation of
Electrical Transients", p 99, Eq.
11 and 12)
h(t) = 5-d [cosh(bt) +
a)/b] sinh(bt)]
[(e

-

(2)

To discuss Eq. 2 in technical terms,
expand it into a power series in t so

that
h(t) =

- - 2a)t
+
+ - 2,4 (t2/2) - ..

1

(c
3e2

(b2

.

The first order term should vanish
because this condition indicates a
horizontal tangent at t = 0 (step
response starts flat). For this condition c 2a = 0 we obtain

-

Flat top
R2sC,s

=

R,,,C2s

which condition holds regardless of
the value of R,5.
The signal droop at the end of T
seconds can now be assessed. Putting the condition for flat top into
the power series gives
h(t) = 1
g2(t2/a) +

-

ag2(t3/3)

- ..

.

Because the sign of the third order
term is positive, the drooping of a
compensated stage after T seconds
of unit step transmission is smaller
than 0.5 (gT) Thus we obtain
Step droop

s

Ti
2R,sR(C,s +

C2s)2

Note that the droop is determined
by such fundamental constants of
the network as a -c impedance, d -c
leakage, and total capacitance.
Figure 2 presents the unit step
response of a stage with plate series
compensation for various ratios of
time constants in the two bridge
arms, and the response of an uncompensated stage for comparison.
The compensated stage handles
pulses about five times wider than
the uncompensated stage with equal
droop. In general, the improvement
through low-freqency compensation
is

T = 2T,T1
February,
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The mean values of these characteristic frequencies as they appear in
Eq. 1 are
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where T. is the duration of pulses
handled by the compensated network and To is the duration of
pulses handled by the uncompensated one, with equal amounts of
drooping. A high value of T, for
the compensating arm is desirable,
hence grid compensation functions
much more efficiently than plate
compensation. Practical design data
are presented in Fig. 3.

steps. Fortunately this series converges to
H(t)

g(t)

I

u.5

-

£^7h(t) 4 .-°Th(t
T)
cosh (a7') -i- cosh(bT)

..hlv.l

-

-

-

0

Practical Conclusions

Figure 3 shows circuits designed
by the above approach using the
three types of low -frequency compensation. All three circuits were
designed to transmit a 1/120 second
pulse with a droop of less than 2
percent (1/60 second pulses with
less than 6 percent). All circuits
have the same d -c plate resistance of
10,000 ohms and the same a-c signal
impedance of 3,300 ohms. The value
of plate load yields a bandwidth of
4.5 me if it is used as the termination of a two -section constant-k
filter to obtain high -frequency cor-

3-Typical values of three types o
compensating networks giving the same
performance

FIG.

ELECTRONICS

-

rection.
The conventional plate series
compensation needs an electrolytic
capacitor of 10 microfarads, the
plate shunt circuit uses less than
half this capacitance, and the grid

y,

.

g

(3)

Figure 4 shows how the square wave response H can be derived
graphically from the unit step response h in accordance with Eq. 3.
To obtain H at any time t, take h(t)
at that time, as well as a fraction
Square -Wove Response
5-z"T
of the same function T seconds
Before applying these results to earlier. Superimposing these two
television amplifiers, it must be components yields the square -wave
shown that square -wave response of response H(t).
the network does not exhibit signal
In Fig. 4 the procedure is applied
distortions in excess of those calcu- to a compensated network which has
lated for unit step operation. Let
a step response with a horizontal
1)*
g(t) = 0.5 (
tangent at t = O. The square-wave
nT zt < (n -1- 1)T
response
of the same network exn=0,1,2 ...
a
slight
positive rise at the
hibits
be the expression for a square -wave
To correct for
each
period.
start
of
signal with an amplitude of one
network
should be
the
rise,
the
volt and a period of 2T. Heaviside's
Furslightly
undercompensated.
superposition theorem then relates
reto
the
step
in
contrast
ther,
the square -wave response H (t) to
in
direcdroops
one
which
sponse,
the unit step response h(t) as
tion only, the actual square-wave
[0.5 +
H(t) = g(t)
output shows both positive and
(
1)nh(0 + nT)]
negative deviations from the ideal
n =
flat. The sum of the distortions,
where B is the time difference be- however, does not exceed the ten
tween the occurrence of the last unit percent droop of the unit step restep and the instant t of the obser- sponse during the same time intervation. The sum represents the val. Because this agreement tends
influence on the network of an to improve for smaller distortions,
infinite number of preceding unit circuit design based on the conditions for flat top and step droop
for the step function seems entirely
justified for television.
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FIG. 4-Development of square -wave response from step response

compensated circuit requires only
1/20th of the capacitance necessary
in the plate series network, or 0.5
microfarad. Because such small capacitors are available with paper
insulation, a drastic reduction in
size and cost is possible with grid
compensation instead of plate compensation. Also the dependability is
improved and variations due to
aging or overload are minimized.
Whereas the plate compensation
capacitor operates at plate voltage,
the grid compensation capacitor operates at the small grid bias
voltage. These advantages over
plate series compensation are realized to some degree by the plate
shunt method.
One disadvantage of both plate
shunt and grid compensation is that
neither offers as much protection
against hum and slow fluctuations
of plate voltage as does the plate
series network. The plate series
circuit of Fig. 3 has 28 -db attenuation for 60 -cps hum between plate
supply and grid, while the other two
circuits have only 10 -db attenuation. This decreased hum attenuation necessitates a somewhat higher
investment in power supply filter
capacitors, but they are less critical
than those in the interstage coupling network. Video amplifiers
with two and three stages have been
built with the grid compensation
network of Fig. 3 and were found
to be very satisfactory and stable
in operation. By using modern
titanium dioxide dielectric capacitors the coupling networks were
made unusually small.
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SPEED
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POTENTIOMETER

TACHOMETER

GENERATO-

Speed Control

f
THYRATRON
D

-C

AMPLIFIER

A

-C

VOLTAGE
CONTROL
MOTOR
A -C

LINE

FIG. 1-Difference in voltages from tach

ometer generator and speed-selector
potentiometer results in error signal. This
signal, after being amplified, actuates
thyratron control circuit

the preset speed under load. Such
a system is essentially an adjustable electronic governor. Full voltage is applied to the motor until its
speed approaches the preset value.
Then the voltage is automatically
reduced to a value just sufficient to
maintain the desired speed. If the
load increases, the voltage is increased correspondingly so that
only a very small drop in speed
takes place.
Servo Control System

The elements of a complete system of this kind are shown in Fig.
1. The speed selector consists of a
constant d -c source and a voltage
divider, which provides a voltage
FIG. 2-Speed-torque curves for a 4 -pole,
proportional to the desired speed.
I2 -h -p. 115 -volt repulsion motor.
Because
This voltage is bucked against a
the speed characteristic of this type of
motor is sensitive to changes in voltage, it
d -c voltage proportional to the acis particularly suitable for control systems
tual motor speed obtained from a
of the kind described here
tachometer generator. The varying
difference in voltage is amplified
and applied to the input of the thyBy W. N. TUTTLE*
ratron control, causing correspondGeneral Radio Company
ing variations in the a -c voltage apCambridge, Mass.
plied to the motor. Basically, the
system is a simple type of servomechanism or closed-cycle control
SPEED CONTROL of small motors
operating from a -c supply is system because the control is actuexpensive, particularly in most ated by the error, or the difference
machine tool applications where it between the input and the output.
is required that speed be well main- The gain of the amplifier can be
tained under load for various preset made sufficient so that only a small
values. Two controls capable of difference between the speed seexcellent performance are motor - lector voltage and the tachometer
generator systems of various types, voltage will cause full line voltage
and thyratron -rectifier systems for to be applied to the motor with consupplying variable armature volt- sequent rapid acceleration. As the
age to d -c motors. The cost of motor approaches the desired
either of these controls, however, in speed, the applied a -c voltage is remany cases is ten or more times the duced until equilibrium is reached
cost of the motor, so that they must at a constant speed. When this conbe ruled out for many applications dition occurs, the tachometer voltwhere their characteristics would age will be very closely equal to the
speed selector voltage. Moreover,
otherwise be most desirable.
A simpler control giving a rea- the speed calibration of the sesonably flat speed -torque character- lector in volts per hundred rpm
istic can be obtained by employing will be very nearly the same as
thyratrons to regulate the alternat- that of the tachometer generator
ing voltage applied to an a -c com- up to the maximum speed that can
mutator motor so as to maintain be provided by the motor.
If the load is increased, more
Paper presented at National Electronics Conference In Chicago, 1947.
voltage must be applied to the
106

motor to maintain the preset speed.
To increase the motor voltage, more
d -c control voltage must be applied
to the thyratrons. This change in
voltage divided by the gain of the
amplifier, equals the voltage that
must be provided by the tachometer
generator. Thus, a small but definite drop in speed must take place
when the load is increased. This
requirement of a finite error voltage is, of course, characteristic of
systems of this kind. The actual
variation of speed with torque for a
given speed setting depends on the
speed -torque characteristics of the
motor at various voltages, as well
as on the thyratron control characteristics and amplifier gain.
Use of A -C Commutator Motors

The characteristics of a -c commutator motors are particularly
suitable for a control of this type.
Not only is the speed characteristic
sensitive to voltage in the desired
manner, but high torque, also, can
be provided at low speeds. These
facts are illustrated in Fig. 2,
which gives a family of speedtorque curves for a 4 -pole, 1/2 -hp,
115 -volt repulsion motor at various constant applied voltages. It
will be seen that a speed of 500
rpm can be maintained from no
load to well beyond rated torque
by varying the applied voltage.
At no load at this speed, the

electronic control should supply
of the order of 30 volts to the
motor. At a torque of 18 ounce feet the voltage should be raised to
55, and at 33 ounce -feet to 70 volts.
If the control could automatically
supply exactly these required voltages as the load varied, the speedtorque curve of the motor and control would be a horizontal line, but,
as pointed out, some drop of speed
is necessary to provide the control
voltage required by the thyratrons
to raise the motor voltage.
Thyratron -Shunted Transformer

In addition to a motor that will
respond properly to variations in
February,
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for Small A -C Motors
Using small thyratrons costing only a few dollars per kva of power controlled, this
system maintains speed of variably loaded motor within 6 percent of preset values that
fall within upper 2/3 of motor speed range. Shunted -transformer circuit minimizes
thyratron voltage rating requirements

voltage over the desired range of
speed and torque, the system requires, as its other basic element, a
device that can control the a -c
voltage supplied to the motor in
response to small variations in the
d -c voltage supplied by the speed selector potentiometer and by the
tachometer generator. A saturable
reactor with a suitable amplifier to
supply the control current at once
suggests itself. But since the
speed of response of the saturable
reactor is comparable to that of
the motor, the use of such a combination would tend to result
in an unstable system. The arrangement finally adopted is one
which has been used to some
extent for voltage regulation
and lighting control. It consists
of a transformer shunted by a
thyratron or pair of thyratrons and
placed in series with the load and
line as shown in Fig. 3.
When the thyratrons are not firing, the current through the motor
is limited to the magnetizing current of the transformer, which is
made small enough so that the
motor will not start. When the thyratrons fire for part of each half
cycle, short-circuiting the secondary, current flows through the
motor during the firing time. This
current is limited only by the low
resistance of the transformer.
Essentially, the motor is connected
directly to the line during the firing
time and disconnected during the
remainder of the cycle.
A phase -shifted a -c bias is employed with the d -c control voltage
in the conventional arrangement so
that as the control voltage is increased, the thyratrons just corn ELECTRONICS

-

Shunted transformer, thyratrons, d -c amplifier, reversing relay
and speed -selector potentiometer are contained in this chassis

menu to fire near the end of each
half cycle. With larger control
voltages, the instant of firing

half cycle, so that a stable, closedcycle system can be easily provided
for motor speed control.

moves progressively nearer the beginning of the cycle. Increasing

Economical Use of Thyratrons

the d -c control voltage, therefore,
causes the rms value of the motor
voltage to increase smoothly until
full line voltage is applied. Although this system distorts the
waveform at reduced voltage, the
distortion becomes negligible as
maximum output voltage is approached. The system has the
great advantage that its response is
very rapid, within one cycle or one-

Another important advantage of
this type of thyratron control circuit is that the step-up ratio of the
transformer can be used to take
advantage of the full peak forward
voltage rating of the thyratrons,
making it possible for relatively inexpensive tubes to control large
amounts of power. If the peak
value of the transformer secondary
voltages is made equal to the peak-
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opposite polarity. The two R-C circuits required are connected across
a single, center -tapped, transformer
winding. The rest of the circuit
consists of a d -c amplifier, having a
gain of about 18, and the associated
power supply, which also provides
the constant d-c voltage for the
speed -selector potentiometer. The
output of the tachometer generator
is 2 volts per 100 rpm, so that 40
volts is required across the speed selector potentiometer for speeds up
to 2,000 rpm.
Range of Speed Control

SPEED
SELECTOR
POTENTIOMETER

Performance curves for a 1/2 -hp,
repulsion motor operating
FIG. 3-Motor current flows during periods when transformer is short-circuited by
with the control are given in Fig.
firing of thyratrons. Length of firing periods, and therefore speed of motor, is controlled by changes in thyratron bias voltage
4. At speeds below rated speed
effective control is readily obtained
from no load to well beyond rated
forward -voltage rating of the tubes, which also requires a transformer, torque. At higher speeds control
it can be shown that the number of the tube cost saving is clear gain.
is available only up to the point
volt-amperes which can be conwhere full voltage is applied to the
Circuit Details
trolled by a thyratron equals is/4
motor, beyond which the speed
The
circuit
shown
in
Fig.
3 emmultiplied by the product of the
ploys a full -wave thyratron. Small curve follows the constant 115 peak -forward-voltage rating and
cathode resistors in conjunction volt characteristic shown. The
the average current rating. Ratings
with time delay networks in the upper curve taken for a no-load
of a few industrial tubes are shown
grid circuits insure satisfactory di- speed setting of 2,500 rpm, illusin Table I.
vision of the load. Without this pre- trates this characteristic. For this
The tube cost per kva can thus be
setting regulation occurs only up
brought down to a few dollars, even caution, one tube may take a pro- to very light loads. At greater
gressively larger share of the load
in low -power equipment, although
as full filing is approached until the loads the thyratrons are supplying
the transformer must have a rating
other tube ceases firing altogether maximum voltage and can no
equal to the volt-ampere rating of
longer exert control.
the load and becomes the most ex- and the circuit operates on a halfThe motor should be so designed
pensive single component of the wave basis. The cathode bias re- that it can supply the required
quires the use of separate filament
control. The well-known arrangetorque at maximum speed with
ment of a pair of inversely -con- windings for the two tubes. Xe- somewhat less than the maximum
non-filled tubes which were tried
nected thyratrons has control charvoltage available from the control,
acteristics similar to those of the divided the load satisfactorily in a which is about 10 percent less than
present arrangement and avoids full -wave circuit without this the line voltage. For the curves
the use of a transformer, but the complication, possibly because the shown, the motor had a standard
tube rating must be high enough to gas pressure, and consequently the 115 -volt winding and the voltage
carry the full load current. The firing point is not progressively was boosted 10 percent before betransformer increases the capacity shifted as one tube heats more ing applied to the control, but the
of even the lower -voltage thyra- than another under load. The a -c motor could equally well have been
trons by a factor of 3 or 4 at 230 bias voltage for the thyratrons wound for lower -voltage operation.
must be in opposite phase for the
volts and by twice this amount for
If a wider speed range is required
115 -volt operation. In comparison
than for the 4 -pole motor shown, a
Table 1-Thyratron
with the inversely connected thyra2 -pole repulsion motor can be emCharacteristics
tron pair, the transformer system
ployed to cover twice the speed
saves the higher initial and replacerange, or a series motor to reach
Average
Peak A-C Control
ment cost of the additional thyrastill higher maximum speeds.
Current Forward
Volttron capacity, saves the correspondAmperes Voltage Amperes
Satisfactory control has been obing additional heater power, and in
tained
over a speed range of more
3C23
1.5
1,250
1,473
many cases, benefits from the
than 100 to 1. In fact, the speed
C3J
2.5
750
1,473
shorter warmup time of the
FG-17
0.5
2,500
982
control can be turned down until
5545
6.4
1,500
7,550
smaller tubes. In comparison with a
the motor makes only 2 or 3 rpm,
NL -714
1.0
1,250
982
system using thyratrons as rectiFG-172
6.4
and uniform rotation will continue
2,000
10,050
fiers to supply armature power,
if no appreciable load is applied.
4-pole
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Figure

4 shows

that the rise in

speed from full load to no load is
about 100 rpm at the rated motor
speed of 1,725 rpm. As the setting
of the speed selector is decreased,
the speed rise diminishes, approaching a final value of 35 to
40 rpm. This decreased speed
rise occurs because less voltage
change is required at the motor at
lower speeds to compensate for a
given change in torque. Also, a
smaller change in the tachometer
voltage and less change in speed are
required to produce the necessary
change in the thyratron control
voltage.
Speed Regulation

Speed regulation curves for the

motor are given in Fig. 5,
expressed both as percentage and
as rpm rise in speed from full load
to no load. The percentage regulation varies between 4 and 6 percent
between 600 and 1,800 rpm, as the
reduction in the required control
voltage almost balances the drop in
operating speed. At speeds below
600 rpm, the percentage rise increases rapidly, the rpm rise between full load and no load remaining constant at the 35 rpm value.
Thus, in addition to permitting
speed adjustment over a wide
range, the control provides reasonably flat speed regulation.
4 -pole

largely because of increased fric- speeds, becomes entirely negligible
as base speed is approached and the
tion and windage.
The repulsion motor is most effi- output voltage of the control becient and commutation is best near comes more nearly sinusoidal.
synchronous speed. Greater cur- Therefore, the motor with the
rent, involving higher PR losses, present control can be used at its
is required to develop the same full rating near base speed, whereas,
torque at lower speeds. One would as shown also by Moore, the
expect, therefore, that the reduc- shunt motor with thyratron control
tion in torque rating between base must be derated about one-third,
speed and low speed would be ap- even at base speed, because of the
preciably greater for the repulsion form factor of the rectified armamotor than for the d -c shunt motor. ture voltage. The combination of
In addition, the fact that the motor the low -speed derating with this
voltage waveform is distorted by base speed derating of the d -c systhe a -c control at low speeds would tem is believed approximately equal
be expected to result in increased to the low -speed derating of the
losses. This increase in losses was repulsion motor, so that the two
not found to be serious. Conse- systems should require comparable
quently, the reduction of rating is oversize motors. A series motor
determined largely by the motor requires approximately the same
current to deliver a given amount
characteristics.
comof torque throughout the speed
which
A favorable factor
this
range. Hence, it is possible that
for
extent
to
a
great
pensates
difference at low speeds is that no one of the special motors of this
derating with the a -c system is type, designed to reduce commutarequired at base speed. The in- tion difficulties, will prove more efff
crease in losses from the distorted cient than the repulsion motor at
waveform, which is small at low low speeds. Where a maximum
speed of the order of 10,000 to 12,000 rpm is desired, a standard universal motor is almost ideal for use
2.500
with the control and can deliver
ra¡
considerable power for its size over
2,000
uso
a wide speed range.
á
1.500
cc
The simplicity of the system is
illustrated by the size of an experi000
I,000
mental control unit for a 1/2 -hp,
500
115 -volt electrically reversible re,-50
.
motor. All components, inpulsion
0
cluding the transformer, reversing
-FEET
contractor, and overload breaker
by 12 by 18
FIG. 4-Speed-torque characteristics for a are enclosed in a case 6
115 -volt repulsion motor
'/a -h -p, 4-pole,
inches. Two 3C23 tubes can supply
operating with the control system de- between 25 and 30 amperes to the
scribed. Droop of the 2,500 -rpm curve
results from inability of control circuit to motor without exceeding their condeliver to motor a voltage greater than
tinuous-duty rating. This permits
that of line
fast starting and instant reversal
without any provision for current
limiting. Because small tubes are
used, the warmup time is only 15
seconds.
The writer wishes to acknowledge courtesies generously extended by the Leland Electric Company, including the supplying of
special motors, test equipment, and
operating data.
LA..

1,500

f

Q.

Torque Ratings

A third important factor is the

maximum torque available at
various speeds throughout the control range. It would be highly satisfactory if the torque rating of an
adjustable -speed motor could be
maintained constant at speeds below base speed. A d-c shunt motor
is sometimes assumed to have a
constant torque rating for a wide
speed range when armature voltage
control is used, because the same
armature current produces the
same torque and the same 12R
losses. But the greatly reduced efficiency of the cooling fan requires
considerable reduction of the allowable continuous -duty torque. Moore'
gives data on a 1 -hp motor operating on pure d -c voltage which at the
same torque had twice the temperature rise at 100 rpm as at 1,750
rpm, although the total losses were
twice as great at the higher speed,
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 5-Speed regulation curves for the
4 -pole motor. Speed rise as motor loading
changes from full load to no load is given
in rpm and percent
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High -Speed
Resistor Tester
Pigtail resistors are checked against a standard with a percentage limit bridge at a speed
of 1,800 per hour. An electronic null detector and special fixtures reduce hand operations to a minimum
By A. W. DAUBENDICK

Tisi Rani p Oint Engineer
I'ornnworth Tel( iinion and Radio Corp.
Marion, Indiana

IN MANUFACTURE of electronic
equipment, the percentage limit
bridge with its usual accessories
often fails to meet all resistor-testing requirements. In the design to
be described, the instrument is
arranged for maximum utility and
speed of operation. The physical
design of the equipment has been
influenced primarily by job analysis
and motion study.
The equipment consists of two
assemblies so that maximum table
space is made available to accommodate other testing operations. All
major sources of heat are isolated
from the operator, and from the
calibrated components, by being
mounted in the rear assembly. The
front assembly shown in Fig. 1
contains the complete bridge circuit
and the null -indicating instrument.
This confines all points of operation
to a small space and allows minimum motion of both hands and
eyes. The sequence of motions by
the operator are natural, rhythmical, and as nonfatiguing as
possible.
Sequence of Operations

An operator, when inspecting
pigtail type resistors, takes them
from stock a handful at a time. The
individual resistor is delivered to
the test clips while being held by its
leads, one in each hand. After the

Convenient layout of controls and switches permits minimum movement by the operator

resistor is inserted in the test clips,
the operator's hands are removed
from the test circuit while the limit
measurements are being made by
continuing the motion of the forearms downward. When the release
motion is completed, the limit switching operation follows automatically since the motion of the
right arm is terminated by striking
(with the bottom of the hand) a
large Bakelite platform which is
mechanically coupled to the limit
switch.
The operator's cues to observe
the indicator are the operations of
releasing and switching. If the
switching operation causes the indicator needle to cross zero (mid scale) the resistor is known to be
within the limits indicated by the
settings of the limit controls. The
resistor is then removed by a reversal of the insertion operations.
Although the limit -switching op-

110

eration might be regarded as a
motion that should be eliminated, it
becomes useful in this arrangement
as an inducement for the operator
to remove his hands from R. At
the same time the switching operation has been reduced to a negligible loss.
Gross time study of the operation
of this equipment, inspecting one watt carbon resistors with axial
leads, shows an operating speed of
about 1,800 pieces per hour for a
male operator.
Null Indicator

In the design of the electronic
d -c null indicator shown schematically in Fig. 2, some sacrifice has

been made in voltage sensitivity.
But, since the input resistance to
this instrument is 10 megohms, the
current sensitivity is better than
0.001 microampere per least scale
division. The voltage sensitivity is
February,
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itself automatically to the ideal requirements throughout its applicable range.
There is no pretense of using the
VR -75 for regulating purposes.
Rather, this tube serves as an automatic voltage limiter which will not
shunt the output circuit as maximum load current is approached.
The maximum output voltage obtained was chosen as approximately
the maximum which cannot be
sensed by an operator's fingers. No
greater voltage is ever required because of the high current sensitivity of the null indicator.
Power Supply
Maximum output power, obtained
The power supply is inadequate at the deionization potential of the
for operating the bridge through VR -75, is about 1.75 watts. Since
the very low end of the resistance the multiplier consumes almost I
range but it takes care of all bat- watt, there remains only one watt
tery requirements for values above to be divided about evenly between
100 ohms, which include the wide the standard and the unknown.
majority of applications. It adjusts This feature provides ample protection against damaging overloads.
The maximum current available to
the test circuit is 25 ma. Whenever
low resistance setups require more
current than this, battery power
will be more applicable.
INT
The test clips are machined from
- BAT
square stock. When made
2 -inch
steel or finished in
hardened
from
TEST
CLIPS
they have been
plate
chrome
hard
HI
000
4,000
LO 1.000
found to accommodate millions of
PLUS MINUS
insertions without noticeable wear.
LIMITS LIMI
I.... I...
The two members of each contact
OC+
UP+
-DOWN
EXT
assembly are bound together with a
F -LIMIT SWITCH
BAT
single screw against a compression
BAKELITE
spring. This arrangement provides
PLATFORM
RANGES
LIMIT CONTROL
RANGE +CONTROL -CONTROL
for adequate adjustment of contact
33'/3%.
50%
I497%
16,4%
pressure, and convenience in disLO
mantling for cleaning.

tube selections are favorable, the
zero drift may be less than two degrees deflection (equivalent to
about 10 mv) with line voltage variations of 10 percent. The first stage
deserves the most favorable choice
of tubes and it is also desirable that
the input tube be a hard one to minimize the effects of input resistance
variation. This latter requirement
is not too critical, however, since
the final zero adjustment may be
corrected for any particular setup,
after which the remaining errors
will be entirely negligible.
Panel controls and contact jigs of the
bridge unit and accessory electronic unit

still great enough for 0.1 percent
discrimination with as little as 5
volts applied to the bridge. The
electronic null indicator allows the
limit bridge to be applied proficiently to resistances ranging between 5 ohms and 50 megohms, a
ten-million -to-one ratio.
The circuit of the null indicator
consists of a series -balanced d -c
voltage amplifier direct coupled to a
parrallel-balanced current amplifier.
The input of the voltage amplifier
is actuated from the null terminals
of the bridge through a light a -c
filter.
The circuit quantities shown provide ample sensitivities, and zero
drift is low enough not to require
filament voltage regulation to stabilize contact potentials. At the
same time the variable -mu grids
obtain a semilogarithmic deflection
pattern (see Fig. 3) which is considered most desirable in some
applications.
Tube matching is the most critical provision for these circuits. If

=

H

3

I

FIG. I-Schematic of bridge assembly.
The panel meter has a 0.5 -ma zero -center
range and the resistors are accurate to

X0.1 percent

i
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Y
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Single coaxial line

Balanced shielded line

High -Frequency Cable
Practical design equations and two nomographs facilitate calculation of characteristic
impedance, inductance, time delay, attenuation, and power rating for solid -dielectric
coaxial and two -conductor balanced lines operating in h-f and vhf bands. A typical
polyethylene cable design problem is worked out

toward use of higher conductance in mhos per unit
and higher frequencies during length. This reduces to
the last war necessitated a comZo = JL%C
(2)
pletely new approach to the design since R is very small compared to
of high -frequency cables. Since wL and G is very small compared to
some of the design data has until coC.
recently been classified, it was felt
Coaxial Lines
that a detailed review of high -frequency cable design would find wide
The most common type of high application in the industry.
frequency cable is the coaxial cable
At high frequencies (in the mega- in which the outer conductor comcycle range) the transmission line pletely surrounds the centrally dismust be terminated in a load whose posed inner conductor. At high freimpedance is equal to the character- quencies the internal inductance is
istic impedance of the line, in order negligible due to the skin effect
to prevent reflections and standing which confines the current to the
waves that cause excessive power outer surface of the inner conducloss. For high -frequency operation, tor and the inner surface of the
therefore, the characteristic impe- outer conductor. The inductance of
dance of the cable becomes one of a coaxial cable then becomes
its most important properties.
L = 0.140 logic) (D/d)
(3)
Characteristic impedance i n and the capacitance is
ohms, usually denoted
is deter- F C = 7.36 k/loge, (D/d)
(4)
mined by
where L is in microhenrys per foot,
C is in micromicrofarads per foot,
Zo_,IR+iwL
G+;wC
D is the outside diameter of the inwhere R is resistance in ohms per sulation, d is the diameter of the
unit length, L is inductance in hen- inner conductor, and k is the dielecrys per unit length, C is capacitance tric constant of the insulating main farads per unit length, and G is terial.
THE TREND
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Substituting Eq. 3 and 4 in Eq. 2
gives the useful design equation for
characteristic impedance in terms
of the diameters of the conductors
and the dielectric constant of the
insulating material.
Zo

=

138

logio

(D/d)

The nomograph in Fig. 1 gives a
rapid solution of Eq. 5.
In the foregoing equations, d represents the outside diameter of a
solid inner conductor. For the usual concentrically stranded seven strand conductor, 93 percent of the
maximum conductor diameter is
used as the effective diameter.
From Eq. 4 and 5 another equation is obtained which is useful in
determining the characteristic impedance of a cable from actual
measurements of the capacitance C
in µµf per foot and the dielectric
constant k
Zo

= 1,016

1(

k/C

(6)

Velocity of Propagation

Radio waves travel at a speed of
300 million meters per second in
February,
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free space. The velocity of a wave
propagated along a solid dielectric
cable is related to the dielectric constant and the velocity in free space
by the relation

-I- is

z
o
80 Ú

80

0.4

z

0.04
100

100

=-0.5

20
20

120

8

10
10

1

(7)

1k
where c is the velocity of propagation in free space and v is the velocity of propagation in the cable.
For polyethylene insulated cables
the statistical average of the ratio
v/c is 0.663. The velocity of propae

gation and the dielectric constant
can be calculated by finding the resonant frequency of a known length
of cable open -circuited at the far
end.
The time in microseconds per
foot for a wave to travel through a
cable can be determined from Eq.
3, 4, and 7
T = VLC

-

1.016 X 10-4
v/c

(8)

Balanced Lines

Whenever it is desirable to transmit power from a balanced source,
neither side of which is grounded,
the balanced line is used instead of
the coaxial line.
Two -conductor shielded lines are
designed for a specified characteristic impedance in accordance with
the following relation
Q2l
Zo27klogin(2v1+e/

120¡1`+4v'í

Ik\

ELECTRONICS

-

1604

J (1-4lß)

(9)

6

C IN

µµF

PER FT

-

1,541
0

020

4

-0.1
FIG. 1-Nomograph giving characteristic Impedance of polyethylene -dielectric single
coaxial line. For solid inner conductor, read answer on righlhand portion of center
scale; for stranded inner conductor, use maximum outer diameter on conductor scale at
right and read answer on lefthand portion of center scale

where Q = h/D and v = h/d, and
h is the center -to -center spacing of
the conductors. This line has one
primary disadvantage in that it is
only flexible at right angles to
the plane through the two parallel
wires. Any attempt to bend it in
another direction will damage the
conductors or the dielectric. This
difficulty has been overcome by
separately insulating each conductor to a diameter equal to the
desired center -to -center conductor
spacing. The insulated conductors
are then twisted and another extrusion of dielectric is applied to obtain the final circular cross-section.
This not only improves the flexibility of the line but also improves the
balance characteristic by providing
a closer tolerance on the conductor
spacing. Moreover, since the con-

ductors change their positions relative to the shield there is less tendency to unbalance than in the parallel -conductor arrangement where
it is possible for one conductor to be
closer to the shield for the entire
length of the line.
The design of the unshielded
twin -conductor parallel transmission line which is used for dipole
transmitting and receiving antennas is based upon a certain
amount of actual experience. Satisfactory results have been obtained
with the relation
Zp

=

120

(j-' ) cosh -chid

(10)

where h is the center -to-center spacing of the conductors, d is the effective conductor diameter, and
v/c is as defined in Eq. 7. The value
of v/c was determined from meas113
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urements of actual lines as 68, 70,
and 81 percent for 75, 100, and 300ohm lines respectively at 100 mc.
When an extremely high degree
of electrical balance is required, two
coaxial lines are enclosed in a common braid. The characteristics of
each coaxial are determined by precise measurements before the lines
are assembled under the common
braid and jacket. The characteristic
impedance of twin coaxial lines is
the sum of the impedances of the
individual coaxial units.
Low -Capacitance

Lines

r'or certain applications, capacitance lower than normally possible
with solid -dielectric materials is required. Coaxial lines insulated with
polyéthylene are usually made
with impedances ranging from 30
to 150 ohms. The capacitance of a
150 -ohm line, obtained from Eq. 6,
is 15.6 µµf per foot. The ratio of
dielectric diameters, obtained from
Eq. 5, is nearly 43 to 1. If No. 22
AWG solid conductor is used for
this cable, the dielectric diameter
would be 1.08 inches.
If the effective dielectric constant
is reduced by replacing part of the
dielectric material with air, it is
possible to obtain capacitances below 10 µµf per foot. This is accomplished by wrapping a thread of
polyethylene or other low -loss material around the inner conductor
with a long lay and extruding a
tube of polyethylene over the spiral.
The polyethylene thread supports
the tube and also centers the conductor. A capacitance of 10 µµf per
foot can be obtained with a diameter ratio of 11 to 1.
Delay Lines

The time delay of solid dielectric
lines is often used as a timing or
calibrating device in radio applications, especially radar and television. However, when a greater
delay than that possible with the
usual coaxial line is required, it is
necessary to employ especially constructed lines referred to as delay
lines.
The delay line is exactly similar
in appearance and construction to
the usual coaxial line except that

the inner conductor consists of an
insulating core around which a
spiral of insulated wire is wrapped.
The inductance of a single-layer
coil is then
L=3.06X10-27r2n2a2

(11)

where n is the number of turns per
inch and a is the diameter of coil
between wire centers, in inches.
The inductance of the line is thus
increased while the capacitance remains essentially the same.
Time delay T in microseconds per
foot, which is the reciprocal of the
velocity of propagation, can be computed from L and C

T= PLC=4.76X10-4ana'V
'J loglo

(12)

(D/d)

Since the inductance of the line
has been increased, it follows that
the characteristic impedance has
also been increased. From Eq. 2 the
characteristic impedance becomes
Zo

L

=

C

=

64.5rrna
Viogio
Æ

(D/d)
(13)

It is possible with this construction to obtain impedances greater
than 1,000 ohms without increasing
the size of the line beyond practical
limits.
A high-impedance line is often
required in video -frequency transmission when it is desired to drive
a terminated line from a high -impedance source.

Attenuation determines t h e
length of line that can be employed
and its power-handling capacity.
The total attenuation of a line is
due to the losses in the inner and
outer conductors and the loss in the
dielectric. The attenuation in db
per 100 feet due to the copper loss
is expressed by the relation:
A, = 4.35 R,/Z
(14)
where R, is the total high -frequency
resistance of the inner and outer
conductors in ohms per 100 feet.
For solid copper conductors
1

)

11F

F

R:=01(d' +

(16)

D2/
and the total copper loss in db per
100 feet becomes

A=02051

dt

+)
D

1F

(17)

where R, and R= are multiplying
factors that are determined by the
construction of the conductors and
are also variable with frequency. It
is necessary to combine experience
with experimental data to estimate
their magnitude in connection with
actual design of various types of
cables.
The attenuation in db per 100
feet due to the dielectric is dependent upon the frequency, dielectric
constant, and power factor of the

material
Ad=2.78 JkpF
(18)
where p is power factor of dielectric, k is dielectric constant of dielectric, and F is frequency in mc.
The total attenuation in db per 100
feet is then the sum of Eq. 17 and
18.

A=A035(a,+ D2) (F+2.78 IkpF
(19

Attenuation and Power Rating

R,=0.1(1d -+

For other than solid copper inner
outer conductors, such as
stranded inner conductors and
braided outer conductors, other factors must be introduced to compensate for the effects of spiralling,
proximity, and contact resistance.
Equation 15 then becomes
and

(15)

where d is outer diameter of inner
conductor in inches, D is inner diameter of outer conductor or dielectric in inches, and F is frequency in mc.
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The power rating of a cable is a
function of the maximum temperature which the insulation can
safely withstand. The power -handling capability of the cable is limited by the rate at which the cable
can dissipate the heat due to the
copper and dielectric losses and the
rate at which the heat is generated
internally. The first depends upon
the diameter of the cable, the color,
texture, and materials of the jacket,
paint, or armor, and the ambient
temperature. The second depends
on the dimension and construction
of the conductors, the dielectric material, and the frequency, among
other factors.
The amount of heat which flows
radially from the components, conductors, dielectric, and braid will
depend upon the temperature gra-
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dient, the thermal resistances of
the dielectric and jacket, and the
thermal resistance of the jacket
surface to air (jacket emissivity).
The relation for power input' is
To

P__

-

+

to

Ta

2 At (ti

+

If the ambient temperature is
higher than 20C, the power rating
of the cable is reduced; conversely,
if the ambient is lower, the rating
is increased. The results of Eq. 21
can be corrected by the nomograph
shown in Fig. 2.
Typical Design Problem

Required: A 70 -ohm coaxial cable
to transmit 7.5 kw of 100-mc power
at an ambient temperature of 30C.
The dielectric material selected is
polyethylene with a dielectric constant k of 2.26, and the available
jacket material is black vinylite.
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5000

3000

where P is maximum average
power input, To is maximum temperature in degrees F that the dielectric can withstand, T is ambient
temperature in degrees F, t, is
thermal resistance of dielectric, t
is thermal resistance of jacket, t.
is thermal resistance of jacket surface to air, A, is attenuation due to
inner conductor, in nepers per inch,
A,, is attenuation due to dielectric
in nepers per inch, and A, is total
attenuation of the cable in nepers
per inch.
For accuracy, values used for
attenuation should be corrected to
include the effects of temperature
rise and any mismatch that may
occur.
In view of the safety factor that
is required in power rating, the following equation' for input power P
has been found quite useful and
easy to handle.
6

-

4,000

(20)
te)

(21)
P a K, (K2A+
where K, is 435 for black vinylite
jackets and 326 for grey vinylite or
armored cables, K2 is 3 for 50 -ohm
cables and 2.5 for 75 -ohm cables, A
is attenuation in db per 100 feet,
and D, is outer diameter of cable in
inches. This relation is based on a
maximum temperature of 80C at
the surface of the inner conductor
and an ambient temperature of

10900

10

FIG. 2-Nomograph giving power rating at any ambient temperature when rating
for one temperature is known. Values are based on maximum inner conductor temperature of 80C. Place straightedge on known values of power and temperature,
mark äntersection with center vertical scale, rotate straightedge about this intersection
to new temperature value, and read new power rating on lefthand scale

Since the characteristic impedance is specified as 70 ohms, the
ratio of D/d is fixed and equal to
5.75, as can be determined from Eq.
5 as follows
:

70

_

138 logio (D/11)

1.5

Arbitrarily, a No. 5 AWG solid
inner conductor is selected. Here d
is 0.182 inch, so that dielectric diameter D becomes 1.05 inch. Using
a typical thickness value of 0.225
inch for the braid and 0.05 inch
(50 mils) for the jacket, the overall outside diameter D, becomes 1.6
inch. From these values the attenuation and power rating can be calculated by using Eq. 19 and 21, assuming values of 1 for R, and 2 for
R2

based

upon experience

with

cables having No. 30 AWG braid at
100 mc, and using a value of 3 X
10' for dielectric power factor p
0.435

2

1

(0.182 + 1.05 (10) +
2.78(1.5)3X10-4(100)
= 0.584 db per 100 feet
From Eq. 21 the power rating at
20C is determined as
A

P

70

435

(2.5+9

6)

0.584

9,013 watts

The power rating at 30C, obtained from the nomograph in Fig.
4, is then 7,500 watts.
REFERENCES

(1) L. C. Swicker, Recommended Values
of Thermal Constants for Use in Estimating

the Thermal Characteristics and Power
Rating of Various Cables, Navy ReportCase 24893.
(2) Devised by F. A. Muller of Federal
Telecommunications Laboratories, R-17.
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and W. H. FAULKNER Jr.
Craft Laboratory, Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

Compact tuned amplifier designed for use
with bolometer or crystal microwave detectors uses high -Q toroid coils to obtain
narrow pass band and high gain. Sensitivity
approaches thermal noise and gain is adequate for use with a suitable voltmeter

Bolometer Amplifier
ASTANDARD arrangement for
detecting microwave signals
makes use of a bolometer or crystal
detector whose output is fed
through an amplifier and thence to
a voltmeter. Crystals permit the
use of an unmodulated source of
microwave energy; then modulation
usually is inserted at the amplifier
input before amplification. In case
a modulated source is used, the
crystal or bolometer output can be
coupled to an audio amplifier. The
amplifier described was specifically
designed for use with modulated
signals.
The principal requirements for
such an amplifier are: linear response over the full range of amplitudes to be handled; adequate
gain; minimum noise level.
The first of these requirements is
easily fulfilled over a voltage range
of 80 db with standard design practice and adequate plate voltage.
Likewise, the proper number of
stages of amplification will furnish
sufficient gain to drive any voltmeter. The fundamental limitation
rests In the noise level.
In designing the present ampli-

fier several precautions were taken
to minimize the noise level. Bandpass amplifiers have long been used
for this purpose; usually an RC
network serves to peak the amplifier response. As may be seen on
the circuit diagram in Fig. 1, the
response of the amplifier described
is determined by a tuned load in
each plate circuit. Toroids with
Polyiron cores are used as inductors. Several advantages accrue
from this design.
Toroid Plate Inductors

In the first place, the toroids
have a high Q of 60 which yields a
very narrow pass band with the
simplest circuit. The frequency
response of the amplifier is shown
in Fig. 2. The large effective plate
load also permits full utilization of
the tube gain. Toroids are insensitive to outside fields; hence no
particular precautions need be
taken in mounting them. The circuit with constants as shown in the
diagram yields a voltage gain of 107
db with a pass band as shown of
less than 20 cycles at 1.09 kc.
The circuit given uses a center -
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tap connection to the tube plate. An
increase in gain of some 5 db per
stage is obtained by connecting the
plate to the top of the toroid. The
pass band then appears to be very
slightly increased. Since the amplification is adequate, the center
tap was used in this instance.
A further reduction of bandwidth may be obtained by inserting
more tuned circuits. However, this
approach imposes severe frequency
stability requirements on the modulator of the source without a commensurate improvement in the
noise level. The rms noise voltage
from a resistance R at an absolute

Table I-Amplifier Performance
Data
Type of Input

(0

db

1

volt)

Short Circuit
-160 db
Bolometer (10 ma Littelfuse) carrying 10 ma
-155 db
Crystal (1N21B)
-145 db
Gain
Maximum Output

February,
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Noise Level in db

107 db
100 v
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FIG. 1-Tuned plate load circuits use toroid inductors having Polyiron cores. The
relay at the left disconnects the bolometer
battery circuit when the tube filaments

are turned off

-

Amplifier frequency-response
2
curve shows a bandwidth of less than
twenty cycles at a point 3 db down from
maximum response. This high selectivity
results from the use of the high-Q toroids
FIG.

íp20

8360

1,100

1,140

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES

temperature T is given by
V=7.41X10'(TROf)1 where Af is
the frequency band. The square root term in thg formula shows that
a reduction in band from, say, two
percent to one percent is relatively
unprofitable. On the other hand it
is essential that the band exclude 60
cycles and its principal harmonics.
Having eliminated noise sources
outside the chosen frequency band,
it remains to reduce contributions
at the modulation frequency. Since
bolometers require a d -c source, the
input circuit is complicated by the
presence of a battery and milliammeter. As shown in Fig. 1, a relay
is also provided to open the battery circuit when the tube filaments
are switched off. It was found that
a 1,000-µf capacitor in parallel with
these components reduces the noise
level. Leads in the input circuit are
kept short, shielded, and close to
the chassis. This last precaution
minimizes ground loops in the low impedance input circuit.
The only resistor in the input circuit is in the cathode of the first
stage. Its value is not critical but
it must be wire -wound. Carbon re ELECTRONICS

-

sistors carrying current become
noisy after a period of service.
Elimination of Microphonics

Another difficulty inherent in a
high -gain tuned system is that of
microphonic resonances. A particularly effective tube shield against
microphonic resonances is used in
this amplifier. Instead of screwing
a shield can over the shock -mounted
tube, the shield forms an integral
part of the metal tube. This construction is accomplished by filling
in the space between the tube envelope and shield can with Wood's
metal. The resulting heavy unit is
extremely insensitive to microphonics. The low melting point of the
metal filler makes tube changes relatively easy.
The particular unit described is
designed for use with a Ballantine
voltmeter. In this service the performance data are given in Table I.
The resistance of the bolometer
is roughly 200 ohms. Taking the
operating temperature as 400 K and
substituting in the equation, one
obtains a value of noise approximately equal to 10' volt. Evidently

the theoretical limit of performance
has been approached. Comparison
with a thermistor bridge and calibrated attenuator indicates that
the minimum detectable microwave
power at 3000 me is of the order of
10' watt for the bolometer. The
crystal is substantially more sensitive, of course.
Measurements were made of the
amplifier output as a function of
microwave input to a bolometer.
For this purpose, an attenuator was
used which consisted of a wave guide operated beyond its cutoff
frequency and calibrated in terms
of a Ballantine voltmeter. From the
measurements obtained, amplifier
output was found to vary linearly
with bolometer input.
Various noise levels were measured with a 0 to 1 -ma recording
milliammeter. This measurement
was made by coupling the a -c output of a Ballantine meter to the recorder through a copper -oxide
bridge rectifier. With the amplifier
input short-circuited and carrying
no current, the noise level at the
input was found to be about
0.6 X 10-8 volt.
This voltage remained practically unchanged when
a direct current of 10 ma flowed
through the short-circuited input.
When a bolometer carrying no current was connected to the amplifier
input, the noise increased to about
1.0 x 10' volt. Noise of about 1.4 X
10-8 volt was measured when the bolometer carried 10 ma.
Considerable improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio is obtainable
with adequate rapidity of response
for most applications through the
use of several microfarads of shunt
capacitance.
The presence of a signal increases
the apparent noise, hence the voltage levels given above were measured with the aid of an attenuator
in the output circuit. A signal of
10' volt is, however, well above
the noise on the meter, or on the
recorder using no shunt capacitor.
The research reported in this
document was made possible
through support extended Cruft
Laboratory, Harvard University,
jointly by the Navy Department,
Office of Naval Research, and the
Signal Corps, U. S. Army under
ONR Contract Mori -76, T. O. I.
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PROPAGATION of
Part II
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tion coefficient, r = p e-'', as expressed by Fresnel's equations for
specular reflection of a plane wave
from a plane surface. If a is the
dielectric constant of the earth a is
its conductivity in mhos per meter
and ñ is in meters, and if
j6OAaJ« 1, then r is given
approximately by

-

ro = the

rh =

phe

-JO.--i h

r

VE- .160X71

sin

1/8

sin ¢2 4-

- j60Xc

81II 4,2

sin

11.2

'

lÿ2-1

- - j60ac
j60)1/40

1

(27)

-

11E

(28)

where y and h denote vertical and
horizontal polarization, respectively. It is well known that for
soil and a vary widely in a rather
unpredictable manner, and we shall
not attempt to discuss these variations here; but for sea water the
variations are smaller and the
values are more definitely known.
Fig. 7 shows p and ¢ as given by
Eq. 27 and 28, for sea water, using
the best data available. The striking feature of these figures is the
slight dependence of p and ¢ on
wavelength and grazing angle for
horizontal polarization, as contrasted with the marked dependence for vertical polarization. For
the latter, p experiences a minimum at the complement of Brewster's polarizing angle familiar in
optics, and ¢r undergoes its most
rapid change. The phase lag ¢A is
not shown, as it increases over 180°
by less than 1°. It is important
to notice that at grazing inci-

FIG.

7

--Phase (A) and magnitude (B) of re flection coefficient as a function of grazing
angle for a smooth sea. The phase curves are for vertical polarization

dence (cf'2 = 0) the two polarizations behave alike; all the incident radiation is reflected and
is retarded in phase by 77; thus r
_ 1 and the field is zero at the
surface. This is true as long as E
and a remain finite, but if a is
assumed to be infinite r = + 1 for
all ¢2. Thus the assumption that r
_ + 1 is not justified for the microwave region.
For relatively long wavelengths
-say 1 meter or longer-the assumption of a smooth earth surface
is reasonably valid, as attested by
the large amount of practical data
from meter -wave radar. As the
wavelength becomes shorter, however, roughness of the surface becomes more important than s and a
in determining the amount of specular reflection obtained; the tendency is, of course, toward diffuse
scattering, which does not produce
a well-defined interference pattern.
No accurate method for determining the effects of roughness is
known, but an estimate can be obtained from a criterion suggested
by Lord Rayleigh.
If h is the
height of a surface irregularity, the
surface tends to give specular reflection if h sin If', < X/8, and tends
to give diffuse reflection if the inequality sign is reversed. Although
not pretending to numerical accuracy, this criterion predicts the correct trend, showing that surface
irregularities increase in import-

-
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ance as wavelength is decreased or
grazing angle is increased.
The maximum and minimum
values of field strength in the interference pattern are a measure of p.
If the antenna pattern is so broad
that it can be neglected, and if the
lobe spacing is so small that p does
not change appreciably between
adjacent maxima and minima, Eq.
22. (Part I) gives
1

F,n,

-

Fm{n

(29)
+ Fmín
Measurements of relative field
strength in the maxima and minima thus afford an experimental
means of determing p. Such measurements have been made by several methods. Figure 8 shows data
obtained by flying a receiver at constant altitude through the interference pattern from a transmitter at
the sea shore. Lack of accurate
means of measuring the state of sea
roughness precludes any but qualitative statements, but the scatter of
points is believed to be attributable
to reflections from time-varying
rough wave patches, which tend to
"fill up" the minima, increasing
F,,,,,, and causing the indicated
value of p to decrease. This is particularly true for horizontal polarization, because in the minima the
direct and reflected waves are 180°
out of phase and are very nearly
equal in magnitude, and even a
small "stray" reflection takes con P
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VERY SHORT WAVES
This concluding installment treats the effect of surface reflections, two-way propagation
typical of radar applications, and the variations caused by atmospheric refraction
By DONALD E. KERR
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

trol and determines F,,,,. Similar
results were obtained concurrently
on 3 cm.

measurements
Corresponding
over land show that most terrain
produces diffuse scattering of 10 and 3 -cm waves, and no well-defined
interference pattern exists. Important exceptions are airport surfaces, flat desert country, and the
like, which are often sufficiently
smooth to give efficient specular reflection.
Radar experience on
meter waves indicates that a dependable interference pattern can
be obtained if sufficient care is exercised in the choice of the site.
Propagation

in

Radar Problems

that P, depends in the same way on
all corresponding variables except
for range and antenna pattern
function.
The free -space radar detection
range may be found directly from
Eq. 31, setting f (0, 4)) = 1, and P,

=

Pmen
Ro

=

Pe
Pmin

o

G7;

4r

4ir

(3'2)

Another numerical example is of
interest. Assume that a 10 -cm
radar system transmits a peak
power of 100 kw, the minimum useful received power is 10-' watts,
the antenna is identical with that
given in the example (Part I), and
the target cross-section is 207 sq.

meters. Equation 32 indicates a
free-space range of about 60 km, or
37 miles. (Had this radar system
been used as a one-way communications system its free -space range
would have been almost one million
miles.)
The modification of the freespace radar equation to include the
effects of the earth and atmosphere
may be made easily for a point
target in a manner analogous to
that employed for one-way transmission. The antenna pattern function is replaced by F, giving
P` =

Pi

G2 x2

(4703

Fsv

R4

(33)

Unfortunately this treatment is

Extension of the above results to
radar requires introduction of the
effective scattering cross-section of
the target, a. It is defined for free space conditions as the area intercepting that amount of incident
energy which, if scattered isotropically, would give an echo equal to
that from the target. That is,
a

= 4rR2 S,/Si

(30)

where S, and Sr are the incident
and reflected values of the Poynting
vector. The value of Se is given by
Eq. 2 (Part I), Sr = aSe/(4aR2),
and the received power P, = S,A1,2
(0, 4))

=

S,GA2f,' (9,

Pe

4 3Í4(Rm)

¢)/4a.

Com-

bining, we have the radar transmission equation for free space
P, =

(31)

where identical transmitting and
receiving antennas are assumed.
Comparison of this expression with
the parallel expression for one-way
transmission, Eq. 7, (Part I) shows

4
3
2
GRAZING ANGLE 1p2 IN DÉGREES
I

FIG. 8-Measured values of reflection coefficient over sea water at 10 cm, with horizontal (A) and vertical (B) polarization. Lines show theoretical values for smooth sea
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in reality not as simple as it appears at first glance, because u is
only a convenient mathematical fiction for any but the simplest of
targets. The simplest target is a

perfectly conducting sphere, for
which a is essentially the geometrical cross section, err', for r/a
greater than about 4. Most targets
consist of a large number of scattering surfaces, the reflections from
which interfere and cause the echo
to fluctuate in amplitude over wide
limits with small changes in target
aspect. This effect becomes more
pronounced as the ratio of object
size to wavelength increases. The
microwave scattering pattern from
an aircraft, for instance, contains
a very large number of fine lobes in
the solid angle 4a; consequently the
echo fluctuates very rapidly and the
radar is likely not to "see" the target every time it scans the region of
the target if the scan rate is rapid.
(This echo fluctuation is in addition to that arising from the passage of the aircraft into and out of
the lobes of the interference pattern.) As a result it is necessary
to establish arbitrary definitions of
a appropriate to the type of target,
radar, method of display of data,
the minimum allowable percentage
of "hits," and many other parameters. Once these conventions are
established numerical values for a
can be obtained which allow estimation of performance by Eq. 32.
Subject to these limitations, radar
coverage diagrams may be pre-

f
1

A

<
=

e-

B

SLOPE FOR STANDARD

REFRACTION-----

>
o

á

pared from the equation R = RoF
just as for one-way transmission,
and the region enclosed by the diagram is that inside which the target is detectable with the degree of
certainty agreed upon. Useful
values of a for wavelengths of 10 or
3 -cm range from under 100 sq ft
for small aircraft to roughly 700
sq ft for heavy bombers.
An additional complication enters if a target with appreciable
height such as a ship is very near
the earth's surface, because of the
variation of the incident field with
position on the target. Assuming
a plane earth with r = -1, this
variation is given by Eq. 12 (Part
I). If the target were "lumped" at
a height z_, then Eq. 33 would give

vertical flat sheet, and from certain
other simple models. The actual
values of a are not constant, but
vary with radar height, target size
and aspect, wavelength, range, and
other factors; but by judicious division of the range of the variables
approximate values of a for ships
have been determined, and may be
used to obtain estimates of radar
performance on ship targets.
Atmospheric Refraction

Thus far the effects of the atmosphere have been neglected. It is
well known that the gradual decrease of the atmospheric index of
refraction with increasing altitude
and the accompanying increase of
phase velocity cause a slight distortion of the wave front and a tendG2
2rz,zs
Pr = Pr X'ë sin
ency for the waves to follow the
4r'R*
( XR )
and for sufficiently small values of earth's curvature. If the index decreases essentially linearly with
the argument of the sine function
height the effect is as if the propazr
Pr = P247C (z,zl)"
gation occurred over an earth with
XZR'
no atmosphere but with an effective
It is found experimentally with earth's radius greater than the true
microwave radar at low altitudes radius.* If the effective radius a,
that if appropriate care is exercised is known the methods described
in treating the rapid fluctuations of above can be applied by substitutecho strength, a ship echo varies on ing a, for the true radius a. The
the average as 1/R` out to some generally accepted value of a,/a is
reasonably well defined range, be- 4/3, giving a, = 5,280 statute miles.
yond which it varies roughly as The refraction in this case is called
1/R", and in many practical cases standard refraction and gives
rise
falls below the detection limit while to standard propagation.
varying according to this law.
Considerable work has been done
Such behavior would be expected in an attempt to discover geographfrom a point target at a fixed ical and seasonal variations of
the
height above a plane earth, from a effective earth's radius. It is now
clear that such investigations are
not particularly significant, however, because when marked variations of the refractive index gradiF
ent occur the concept of an effective
earth's radius loses its validity, and
other methods are necessary to give
a meaningful description of refraction phenomena.
Large variations in refractive in
dex gradient are best expressed in
o
terms of a parameter called the
modified index of refraction, N, deb

C
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G

a

=
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I

eu

1

fined by

a
a'

I

1

b

b

MODIFIED

b'

INDEX--e-

8-Idealized modified index profiles: A, substandard surface layer; B, standard
refraction; C, superstandard surface layer; D, same as C with surface duct; E, elevated superstandard surface layer with surface duct; F, same as E with elevated duct;
G, surface and elevated superstandard layers with ducts. In each case, the duct
extends from a to b, and a' to b'
FIG.
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N=h(1+z/a)rn+z/a
(34)
where n is the atmospheric index
of refraction at the height z (n deSchelleng, Burrows and Ferrell, "Ultra
Short Wave Propagation," Proc IRE vol
21, p 427, 1933.
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parts from unity by only about
3 x 10'). The modification consists of adding the term z/a, thereby
introducing the curvature of the
earth into the refraction problem.
The modified index is useful because it permits treatment of the
complicated problem of a spherical
earth with atmospheric index of refraction n as the simpler problem
of a plane earth and equivalent
index of refraction N. It is also important because it is a clearly defined boundary between the meteorological side of the problem, which
takes the meteorologist as far as
determining n as a function of
height, and the electromagnetic
side, which begins with n (or N)
and concerns the effect of a given
variation of N with height upon
field strength. Neither phase of
the problem can be given in detail
here, but a few of the most important features and some interesting
practical results may be outlined.
The absolute value of n is not important, but the vertical gradient of
n or N
dN__dn
dz

1

dz+a

determines the characteristics of
the propagation. In the absence of
atmospheric stratification dn/dz is
essentially independent of z, and

adn

a.

1

1

adN

1+a

When dn/dz varies with z,
marked transmission abnormalities
are likely to occur and give rise to
(The
nonstandard propagation.
term anomalous propagation is also
frequently employed, but it has
been so abused that it is avoided
here.) Some basic forms of N as
a function of z, called modified
index profiles, are shown in Fig. 9.
In each case the region in the vicinity of the atmospheric "layer" in
which the slope departs from the
constant value for the remainder of
the profile is responsible for transmission vagaries.
The regions marked a-b show
marked affinity for very short radio
waves; if the wavelength is sufficiently short, energy may be guided
for great distances with very low
spatial attenuation, and is often
said to be "trapped."
The "trapping" layers, a-b in
ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 9, are also called "ducts" because of their wave -guiding properties; in fact they may be likened to
a parallel -plane wave guide with a
leaky top. The analogy to such a
wave guide is useful because: (1)
it renders plausible the increase of
trapping effects as wavelength decreases; (2) it suggests that complicated field strength distributions
may be formed by superposition of
a number of transmission "modes" ;
and (3) it illustrates the importance of the position of the energy
source in determining the degree
of excitation of the modes. The
analogy is unsatisfactory in a quantitative investigation, and a correct
analysis requires extension of the
theory for the diffraction region to
include the effects of irregularities
of the modified index profile. It
yields expressions for the field
strength similar in form to Eq. 24,
(Part I) but differing in detail to
express the trapping effect and distortion of field strength by the duct.
For example, the broken lines in
Figs. 5 and 6 (Part I) apply to a
modified index profile of type D in
Fig. 9 that has been approximated
by two straight lines, the top section having the slope corresponding
to standard refraction and the bottom section having the negative of
this slope. The height h of the
joint between the two lines (called
the height or the depth of the duct)
inh =

(V)"

where g is 1.93 and 2.68 in the

curves shown. (These values apply
only to the lowest order transmission mode, which predominates sufficiently far below the tangent ray.)
Figure 5 (Part I) shows that the
duct causes the field strength to decrease very much less rapidly with
range in the diffraction region than
it does with standard refraction,
and Fig. 6 (Part I) shows that
within and near the duct the heightgain function is distorted. It suggests a reduction of field strength
above the duct. When the height gain and range -attenuation functions are combined, however, the
field is seen to be enormously
stronger, both above and in the
duct, than with standard refraction.
A numerical example will illustrate the gain in signal strength at
low heights. Suppose a duct 64 ft
deep occurs over a 10 -cm transmission circuit 41.5 miles long with terminal heights of 100 and 15 ft.
From Eq. 25 and 26 (Part I), X =
5, Zl = 3 and Z, = 0.45. The 64 -ft
duct corresponds to the middle
curve in Fig. 5 and 6 (Part I). Then
20 log,o F = 20 logo [V(5)I+ 20log,o U(3)
+ 201og,o if (0.45) =
I

-3-1-6=I

I

10 db

For standard refraction, however,
the first two terms would have been
-69 and +15, and the total would
have been -60 db; that is, the duct
has increased the signal level by 50
db.
By contrast with the situation in
a simple wave guide, each transmission mode, although guided by the

duct, "leaks" out of the top of the
121
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duct; the greater the degree of trapping the smaller is the rate of leakage. Increasing the duct height
(more correctly, the quantity g)
increases the degree of trapping,
causing the "bulge" in Fig. 6 (Part
I) to become more pronounced and
the rate of attenuation with range
to decrease. (It also encourages the
presence of higher -order transmission modes, not considered here.)
If the transmitter is in the duct or
not far from it, the general effect
is to produce a long "finger" in
the coverage diagram coinciding
roughly in position with the duct,
often extending for great distances.
Two common cases in which the
duct rests on the surface are shown
by D and E in Fig. 9.
The terms employed above are
only crudely descriptive of the complete mathematical formulation of
the problem, which is too involved
to give here. (The same mathemat-

ical problem occurs in connection
with potential barriers in quantum
theory.) Most writers base elementary explanations of trapping phenomena upon the methods of geometrical optics, using Fermat's

principle and tracing ray paths
through the inhomogeneous layers.
Such ray methods have the advantage of pictorial simplicity, but
they represent an oversimplification
of the true problem and they may
easily lead to erroneous conclusions
if they are interpreted without full
knowledge of their limitations.
These methods have been avoided
and the more difficult but correct
wave theory is used in this brief
discussion. A complete discussion
of the problem requires application
of both ray and wave solutions in
the regions for which each is valid.
It should be emphasized that only
energy leaving the transmitter at
very small angles of elevation is affected by ducts. The field at angles
above roughly 1° is not affected
appreciably.
When the duct is considerably
above the transmitter, as in F of
Fig. 9, energy may also be propagated beyond the horizon. The rigorous theory for this case has not
yet been carried to a numerically
useful state, however, and approximate methods are necessary. One
of the best known of these methods
describes the propagation in terms

of a plane wave reflected from a instruments when warm, dry air
plane layer in which n varies with was blowing over the water from
height. If the layer is not too thick the land on a hot summer after(in terms of wavelength), strong noon, forming a surface duct capareflections may occur at very small ble of producing strong trapping on
grazing angles. In this case the wavelengths of roughly 10 cm or
longer wavelengths experience the less. Several thousand soundings of
greatest effect, by contrast with the this general nature have been made
trapping discussed previously.
in various localities by several
Early investigators sought ex- groups of investigators.
planations of refraction effects in
The atmospheric index of refracterms of "reflections from air -mass tion n depends upon pressure, temboundaries," which in current ter- perature and humidity but is indeminology would be called refraction pendent of wavelength down
to
by (or reflections from) the ele- about 1 cm (where atmospheric
abvated irregularities in the modified sorption becomes important.)
The
index profile. (These irregularities index gradient, dn/dz, involves
both
are by no means limited to bound- the gradients of the atmospheric
aries between different air masses quantities and their absolute values,
in the meteorological sense, how- with the result that
a very wide
ever.) It seems clear now that the range of effects on the modified inearly results included the combined dex profile is possible. We may sumeffects of profiles of types D, E, and marize the most important of
these
F of Fig. 9.
effects very briefly as follows:
The effect of the layer repre(a) In an atmosphere that is
sented by the bottom of profile A of
completely mixed vertically
Fig. 9, in which dN/dz is greater
dN/dz is nearly constant,
than the standard slope, is to deand is approximately 0.04
crease the field strength below the
per ft; but complete mixing
standard level near the surface,
is rare and 0.036 is the value
hence it is called a substandard
commonly defined as that
layer; this is the opposite of the
giving standard refraction.
effect of superstandard layers in
(Type B of Fig. 9.)
which dN/dz is less than the stand(b) An increase of temperature
ard slope and fields in and near the
with height (temperature induct are above the standard level.
version) tends to make
The meteorological phase of the
dN/dz < 0.036 per ft, and
refraction problem is vastly complitends to give profiles of
cated; it requires the answers to
Types C through G of Fig. 9.
many questions that are new in me(c) A decrease of water vapor
teorology and defy analysis in
pressure or concentration
terms of existing knowledge. Con(specific humidity or mixing
sequently it was necessary during
ratio) with height tends to
the war to start from scratch in the
make dN/dz < 0.036 per ft,
new field of radio-meteorology, deand tends to give profiles of
veloping experiment and theory
Types C through G in Fig. 9.
simultaneously with the application
Relative humidity is an esto the radio problem. Study of the
sentially useless quantity in
dynamics of the lower atmosphere
this work because it is not a
was begun experimentally by meconservative property of the
teorological soundings employing
atmosphere.
methods capable of revealing great
(d) An increase of humidity with
detail in atmospheric structure. Meheight tends to make dN/dz
teorological analysis based upon the
> 0.036 per ft, and tends to
soundings and upon other weather
give profiles of Type A of
information has brought to light
Fig. 9.
the fundamental principles of the
When (b) and (c) combine dN/dz
processes involved, but working out may easily become negative and
their application is a problem for strong ducts may be formed; this
the future.
is particularly prevalent along a
Figure 10 shows atmospheric coast, where warm dry air from the
soundings, made in an aircraft over land may flow out over cold sea
the ocean with specially developed water. If, on the other hand, the
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air is warmer than the water but
is extremely moist, the reverse situation (d) is likely to occur, giving
substandard surface layers.
Any of the profiles of Fig. 9 may
also occur over land as a result of
numerous meteorological processes.
The most pronounced effects over
land occur as part of the diurnal
cycle of daytime solar heating of
the earth's surface and nocturnal
cooling by radiation. During the
middle of the day the air is mixed
by convection from solar heating,
but at night radiational cooling of
the surface chills the air from below, and if the sky is clear and
winds are light a temperature inversion is likely to form. Humidity
gradients may also occur, and depending upon their sign and magnitude, either ducts or substandard
layers may result. The result is that
overland transmission as a rule becomes variable at night, often producing a wide range of signal
strengths as a result of the continually varying nature of the atmospheric stratification.
A general feature of both overwater and overland transmission between terminals near or below the
horizon is that when ducts occur
at or near the surface the average
signal level tends to rise, often to
the vicinity of the free -space level,
but it tends to decrease under the
influence of substandard layers.
Superposed on this shift in average
level is scintillation or fading which
may be small or may encompass a
range of as much as 40 or 50 db.
The maximum levels reached in
most cases reported so far are from
10 to 15 db above the free -space
level. The mechanism of the fading
is not clearly understood, but in the
light of existing information it is
reasonable to believe that it results
from superposition of a number of
transmission modes, the relative
amplitudes and phases of which are
continually varying as a result of
time variations in the microstructure of the atmosphere.
Figure 11 shows typical behavior
of 10 and 3 cm one-way transmission on a nonoptical overwater
transmission path. Each signal
type was found to occur when the
indicated modified index profile predominated on the path, which in
this case was 41 miles long, between
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1I-Variations in signal strength
associated with modified index profiles
identified in FIG. 3. The standard signal
strength is indicated in each diagram
FIG.

Provincetown and Gloucester, Massachusetts. High average signal
with deep "roller" type fading was
unfailingly characteristic of ducts
roughly 100 feet or more in depth,
but when the ducts were shallow,
about 50 feet or less, the average
signal was lower, and fading was
slight. In the second case only the
lowest order transmission mode is
important (on 10 cm), and freedom
from interference by higher order
modes is presumably responsible for
the increased steadiness of the signal. These shallow ducts are believed to prevail over most of the
open oceans, and may be of considerable importance in microwave radar and communications at low altitudes.
Measurements by low -power radar from a height of 50 feet at
Provincetown made simultaneously
with the one-way measurements
and on the same wavelengths
showed wide variations in maximum detection range on ships and
coastal surface targets. With standard modified index profiles detection
was limited to targets within horizon range (15 miles or so), while
substandard surface layers reduced
this coverage somewhat. Shallow
ducts increased the detection range
by roughly 20 or 30 percent, but
deep ducts permitted ranges very
far beyond the horizon. Echoes
were received at one time from
Nova Scotia, 280 miles distant, and
ranges between 100 and 200 miles
were common.

A most interesting and significant feature of this particular path
was that during the summer standard profiles and signal levels occurred only about 2 or 3 percent of
the total time. During the rest of
the time either deep ducts and high
fading signal or substandard conditions prevailed in this particular
location, often for two or three days
at a time; but trapping conditions
accounted for the major fraction
of the period. Diurnal effects, predominant in overland transmission,
were barely noticeable. As cold
weather approached standard refraction occurred an increasing
fraction of the time, and the departures from standard signal level
and radar ranges decreased. Other
measurements during the winter
indicate that fairly small variations
are to be expected then (in this
region). This seasonal trend is to
be expected because of the corresponding seasonal variation in the
air -water temperature and humidity contrasts which determine the

modified index profile.
This is only a small sample of a
large amount of information accumulated from all parts of the
world from which reports on radar
operations are available. Ranges up
to 400 miles on coastal targets have
been reported in the Mediterranean
Sea, and comparable ranges have
been obtained off the northwest
coast of Africa, in the vicinity of
Australasia, in the South Atlantic,
and in numerous other places. Per-

haps the most startling report
comes from a 1.5 -meter radar at
Bombay, which obtained echoes intermittently over a period of several weeks from the coasts of Arabia, about 1,700 miles away.
This brief outline of some of the
problems of propagation can do no
more than to suggest the kind of
information needed for successful
design and operation of equipment
in the microwave range. Other
equally important problems not discussed here are those of radar echoes from meteorological phenomena
and attenuation by the atmospheric
gases and by such hydrometeors as
rain, hail, snow, and fog. These
subjects form a new field that has
hardly begun to be explored, and
offer fascinating opportunities for

further research.
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Design of Loudspeaker
Dividing Networks
Four-parameter chart gives directly the required values of
L and C for a parallel -connected constant -resistance dividing network, at any desired
crossover frequency and line
impedance, when separate low and high -frequency loudspeakers
are employed
divided -range I o u d speaker systems, an electrical
dividing network must be used to
separate the low and high frequencies into two bands so that each may
be reproduced by the proper loudspeaker unit. To approximate the
ideal network transmission characteristics of Fig. 1, the parallel type constant -resistance dividing
network of Fig. 2 is favored for its
simplicity since both inductors (and
both capacitors) have the same values'' The chart in Fig. 3 gives
these values of L and C directly for
various values of crossover frequency f and line impedance R,.
Although the values of L and C
may be computed easily from the
simple formulas given in Fig. 2,
the chart will be found very useful
for preliminary design problems.
The chart may be used beyond the
ranges shown by employing one of
the following sets of multiplying
factors for the scales:
WITH

R.

f

L

1

10

C

10
10

1

0.1
10

10

1

0.1
0.1
0.01

To prevent the generation of har-

monics and intermodulation products by the network, the inductance
of the coils must be independent of
the signal level. Since air-core inductors are inherently free of this
difficulty they are usually preferred
over iron -core types. They must be
rather large, however, and must be
wound with heavy wire in order to
obtain a reasonably high Q. A
value of 20 at the crossover frequency is satisfactory. Information

By EARL R. SCHULER
Waahington, D.

O.

I

_LOW- FREQUENCY

OUTPUT-- -

HIGH-FREQUE

CROSSOVER
FREQUENCY
1,000 CYCLES
1,000
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES-

FIG.

lt
Y

',--OUTPUT

10000
'

require the use of separate auto transformers to match the low- and
high -frequency units to the 600 ohm outputs of the network. Since
600 ohms does not appear on the
chart, preliminary values must be
determined from the intersection of
the 60 -ohm and 500 -cycle lines;
these are found to be 27 mh and 3.75
µf. Since the value for R. must be

1-Ideal transmission characteristics

of a 1,000 -cycle dividing network

on the design of air -core inductors
may be found in the literature".
EXAMPLE 1: A dividing network
is required for use in a 15 -ohm line,
the crossover frequency to be 1,000
cycles. From the point of intersection of the diagonal 15-ohm and
1,000 -cycle lines on the chart, read
out to the left and upper edges of
the chart to the values 3.37 mh and
7.50 µf for L and C. Coils may be
wound especially for this value, and
standard -size capacitors may be
connected in parallel to make up the
required capacitance within 5 to
10 percent.
It is permissible to redesign the
network for a slightly different
crossover frequency to permit use
of standard capacitors. New values
taken off the chart, starting from
the intersection of the 15 -ohm and
8-µf lines, are 938 cycles and 3.60

mh.
EXAMPLE 2: A dividing network
is required for use in a 600-ohm
line, the crossover frequency to be
500 cycles. This installation will

124

2-Circuit of parallel -type constant -resistance dividing network, with design
equations (L is in henrys, C is in farads,
f is crossover frequency in cycles, and
Ro is impedance in ohms of input and
each output branch of the network)
FIG.

multiplied by 10 and there is no
change to be made in the frequency
(f multiplied by 1), the conditions
for determining the final values are
met by applying the multiplying
factors on line 2 of the table. This
gives final values of 600 ohms, 500
cycles, 270 mh, and 0.375 µf for the
network.
REFERENCES
(1) John
K.
Hilliard, Loudspeaker
Dividing Networks, ELECTRONICS, p 28,
Jan. 1941.
(2) "Motion Picture Sound Engineering", chapter XX, D. Van Nostrand Co.,
New York, 1938.
(3) H. A. Wheeler, Simple Inductance
Formulas for Radio Coils, Prof,. IRE, p
1938 Oct. 1928.
(4) E. S. Pnrington, Simplified Inductance Chart, ELEcxaONlCS, p 61. Sept. 1942.
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of L and C for desired crossover frequency and line impedance in a parallel constant -resistance network
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TESTING

Long -Persistence Screens
Equipment for determining the light output of cathode-ray tube phosphors makes
possible accurate evaluation of screen materials during development and product
sampling to assure adherence to tolerances. Special features of test set are described

By JOSEPH C. TELLIER

and JOSEPH F. FISHER

Project Engineers
Research Division
Philco Corporation
Philadelphia, Pa.

of long -persistence
cathode-ray tube screens for radar indicators necessitated standardization of characteristics of the
screens among All tube manufacturers. Toward this end a group at
the Radiation Laboratory of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology under the direction of W. B.
Nottingham developed basic specifications, test equipment, and procedures for testing.
Equipment developed by the
Philco Research Division was in accordance with the standards and
utilized basic circuits developed by
the Radiation Laboratory, but was
extended in scope to provide greater
versatility. Two complete units
were constructed and are now in
use as an adjunct to further screen
phosphor development.
INTRODUCTION

chassis in two six-foot racks, and a
light -tight wooden console in which
the cathode-ray tube is mounted for
test. The several units comprising
the equipment, together with the
general nature of their functions,
are represented in Fig. 1.
CONSOLE-This unit provides for

mounting any of a variety of cathode-ray tubes at a standard distance of 30 centimeters from a 931
photomultiplier tube. It also contains provision for making absolute calibration of light intensity,
and means for rapidly de-energizing the screen between tests.

Functions of Equipment

Broadly, the functions performed
by the equipment can be divided
into three general categories. All
static voltage and current characteristics of a wide variety of
cathode-ray tubes can be measured.
Steady measurements of light output from tube screens under various test conditions can be made.
However the primary function of
the equipment is to measure the
build-up and persistence of light
outp ut
from long -persistence
screens exemplified by the P7 type.
Physically the equipment consists of 13 standard relay -rack

Light -right console accommodates
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Ct-------/
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MOVING -CHART
INK
RECORDER

PHOTO

-

TUBE

UNIT
MONITORING
OSCILLOSCOPE

SYNC

GENERATOR

OpQ

VOLTAGE
STANDARDIZATION

PULSED
DRIVE

GRID

CATHODE-RAY

TUBE CONTROLS

FIG. 1-Block diagram shows interrelation of units of cathode-ray tube test equipment

CRT CONTROLS-Filament voltage, cathode bias, and other potentials are controllable from a conven-

ient central point.

-

SynchronizSYNC GENERATOR
ing pulses for the deflection unit

-

are provided in this compartment.
Horizontal
DEFLECTION UNIT
and vertical deflection voltages producing a 200 -line, noninterlaced
raster at a 60 -cycle frame rate are
provided for either electrostatically

or magnetically deflected tubes.
PULSED GRID DRIVE

UNIT-Dura-

tion of the raster, repetition rate,
and number of rasters applied in
total are determined by an electromechanical network incorporated in
this chassis.
MOVING CHART INK RECORDERA record of light output as a function of time is made on the chart of

an ink recorder. From this record
is obtained all numerical data relating to light output from the crt
screen.
VOLTAGE STANDARDIZATION UNIT

-Critical voltages from the entire
system are brought to this unit and
checked against a standard -voltage
cell, in a comparison circuit utilizing a 6E5 indicator tube.
PHOTOMULTIPLIER

TUBE

POWER

SUPPLY-This is a variable, regulated high -voltage supply used to
adjust the amplification of the 931
tube.
POWER SUPPLIES-These are two
conventional low -voltage regulated
power supplies.
H -V POWER SUPPLIES
Three
supplies provide anode voltages to
the crt under test and incorporate
a unique, extremely effective regulating system. Multirange current
metering is also provided.

-

MONITORING

Associated equipment provides adjustable voltages, raster, and recorders
ELECTRONICS
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OSCILLOSCOPE

-

This unit permits observation of
waveshapes throughout the system
and facilitates adjustment of the
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VARIABLE

H-V

ZERO SET

MOVING CHART INK
RECORDER
(RECORDING

MICROAMMETER

926

931
LEAKAGE ÿr
COMPEN-//ll
SATION

inner screen, followed by a slowly
decaying phosphorescent glow. The
glow after each flash will be at a
higher level than that after the preceding flash, with the increments
gradually becoming smaller.
The light level after a fixed number of flashes is a direct measure
of the buildup characteristic of the
screen. This measurement is the
data actually taken in practice to
determine this characteristic.

12-;C SYNC PULSE OUTPUT
2 -KC PULSE

41,5000PS

FIG.

2-Basic prototube-unit circuit

synchronization of various units.
The P7 screen, which is a typical
long-persistence type, comprises a
double layer, the outer layer being
a zinc cadmium sulphide and the
inner a zinc sulphide silver activated fluorphor. Under electron
bombardment, the inner layer
fluoresces brightly and excites the
outer layer. The latter phosphoresces under this excitation, continuing to glow long after the fluorescent excitation has disappeared.
If the excitation is applied periodically, for brief intervals, the light
output from the outer screen will
take on increments until a saturation condition is reached. This condition represents maximum light
output.
To obtain a unique unit of measurement, the centibel was adopted,
and defined. This unit is one onehundredth of a bel, so that the number of centibels corresponding to a
given light power ratio is given by
cb = 100 log. (P,/P2) where P, and
P2 are the two values of light power
whose ratio is to be expressed. In
addition, the zero level was chosen
as 2 x 10-° foot lamberts, corresponding to the generally accepted
zero sound level of one milliwatt.
If, then, the voltages and beam
current of a particular cathode-ray
tube are set to specified values, the
raster size is adjusted to a given
area, and the raster is applied to
the screen for brief, constant
periods, spaced by known time intervals, the light output will vary
as a function of time in the following general fashion. Each instant
of raster application will produce
a bright fluorescent flash from the

5 -STEP

MASTER
OSCILLATOR
12 -KC

COUNTER
4 300 CPS
5-STEP

REACTANCE

TUBE
1

COUNTER

+60

AFC BIAS

PHASE
DETECTOR

Test Parameters

Certain values of test parameters
were found to give optimum results, and standards of test procedure were consequently based on
these. The type 5FP7 tube, as an
important example, is tested under
the following conditions.
The anode potential is accurately
set to 4,000 volts, and the beam current, during raster application, to
60 microamperes. The raster area
is 50 square centimeters, and is applied for one sixtieth of a second, at
one -second intervals. All of these
factors are maintained precisely,
some manually in conjunction with
self-contained measuring instruments, and some automatically by
the equipment itself. The resulting
light output as a function of time
is plotted on the recorder. From
this plot, the light output after the
first, fifth, and tenth flashes is
measured, the ratio of the fifth to
the first and the tenth to the first is
calculated, and the corresponding
number of centibels derived. These
ratios of light output are defined
as cb,,, ,) and cb°:l, respectively, and
are taken as factors indicative of
the build-up and persistence of the
screen. On the basis of these
factors, tubes can be directly compared, or tolerances can be established on cb,°:» and cba:l) within
which production tubes must lie.
Two auxiliary tests are commonly made in conjunction with the
build-up measurements. The first
of these is the fluorescent measurement and involves applying a steady
raster, all other test conditions being the same, and measuring the
total light output emanating from
the screen. The second of these is
a measurement of integrated flash.
For this purpose a single raster is
applied for one sixtieth of a second,
and the phototube output circuit is

8 -STEP
COUNTER

SHAPER

BUFFER

60 CPS

60 CPS LINE

60

VOLTAGE

PULSE

FIG.

3-Elements
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CPS SYNC

of sync

OUTPUT

generator

converted to an integrating network. This technique provides an
accurate method of measuring the
effect of the initial flash from the
inner screen, and is important because the latter is a source of annoyance to the eye of the operator,
and must not be allowed to become
excessive.
Mounting the tube to be tested
presented the first equipment design problem. Several pieces of
associated equipment had to be
positioned near the tube, light output had to be measured under darkroom conditions, and yet access for
changing tubes rapidly had to be
provided. The solution to these
mechanical problems was to use the
console.
In the console, the tube under
test is mounted in the righthand
section, which is accessible by lifting the hinged lid. In position, the
tube faces the lefthand section in
which is the phototube chassis and
de -energizing lamp.
The entire
lefthand section can be dropped
flush with the table top, leaving the
tube face exposed for preliminary
adjustments. This section is raised
by means of a foot pedal. Various

compartments and drawers provide
r6OCPS PULSE
4

BIAS TO RELUCTANCE
TUBE

FROM COUNTER

7,000

Y

C PS1

60CPS LINE

-VERT CAL DEFLECTION
BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER

FIG.

4-Circuit
February,
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NEGATIVE 60CPS PULSE

DIFFERENTIATOR

POSITIVE 60CPS PULSE

DIFFERENTIATOR

2051

2051

THYRATRON

THYRATRON

MOTOR

LC

OPERATED

AM

MICROSWITCH II RPS)

GRID DRIVE

AUTOMATIC

CALIBRATED
ATTENUATOR

TIMER

(11 RASTERS)

PLATE VOLTAGE

FIG.

FIER

TO CRT GRID

5-Pulsed grid drive unit

space for adaptors and other equipment.
In the righthand section is a sliding carriage so arranged that the
faces of tubes of any length can be
positioned at the standard distance
of 30 cm from the phototube. Positioning is accomplished quickly by
the use of front and rear sighting
wires. A variety of clamping sections, providing for several neck
diameters, can be bolted to the base
of the sliding carriage. On the
rear wall are sockets providing all
needed electrical connections.
Phototube Unit

The long, rectangular closed
chassis in the lefthand section is
the phototube unit, and is the heart
of the optical portion of the system.
The central point in this chassis is
the 931 photomultiplier tube, which
provides the basis for making absolute measurements of light output
from the screen under test. The
tube is mounted on a sliding sub chassis, in order that the lightsensitive surface may be set at exactly the correct distance from the
sighting wires used to position the
cathode-ray tube face. Other auxiliary components of this chassis
are the light -leakage compensation
phototube, the inner standard lamp,
the attenuator, and the cathode -follower output stage, shown in Fig. 2.
By means of the ganged switch
in this unit, the plate load impedance of the 931 tube may be made
either the centibel-calibrated attenuator or the integrating capacitor. The output voltage developed
across either load is directly
coupled to the grid of the 6SF5, and
ELECTRONICS-February,

the recorder microammeter is connected into the cathode. Initial
current in the recorder is adjusted
to zero by setting a variable resistor such that the 6SF5 is just cut
off, with the grid at +105 volts.
There is always a small current
flow in the 931 plate, because of
dark current in the latter, light
leakage into the console, and the
crt filament glow. In order to cancel this current, a 926 leakage-cornpensation phototube is connected
in opposite polarity, and the magnitude of the cancelling current is
controlled by means of a small lamp.
The brilliance of the latter is adjusted by the compensation resistor.
To avoid frequent use of the external standard lamp, an inner
secondary standard lamp is provided. The brilliance of this lamp
is controlled by a precision attenuator, which is calibrated occasionally by means of the external standard lamp.
To the base plate of the photo tube unit is mounted a swivel arm
on the end of which is placed the
external standard lamp. In position, the standard lamp is directly
in front of the 931 phototube, and
exactly 22.6 cm from it. When the
current in the lamp is of such a
value as to develop a drop of 1.018
CAM SPEED -I RPS

300V

10,000
MICROSWITC

.02051-I

TO D-C

L

AMPLIFIER

JLlt_

2051-2

15,000
47041F

470 uyF1

C

TIATOR

D

1DIFFEREN-

DIFFEREN-

-v

TIATOR,

8,000

68,000-

J1 INVERTED
60 CPS SYNC PULSE

60

CPS SYNC PULSE

volts (standard cell voltage) across
a resistor of 16.75 ohms, exactly
+500 cb of light is produced.
In making tube tests, it is necessary to start with a condition of no
light output. A P7 screen, however, will glow for at least one half
hour after excitation. It has been
found, fortunately, that red light
at a frequency of about 6,000 angstroms will deactivate a screen in
45 seconds. Light at this frequency will release the electrons
momentarily established in trapped
energy levels, without raising them
to higher energy levels. Hence they
fall to the desired neutral level, and
the tube face is darkened. A red
theater flood light is used for this
purpose.
The crt control chassis needs
little description. Here, in a central convenient point, are means for
controlling and metering filament
voltage, cathode bias, and focus -coil
current. In addition, the master
power switch is located in this chassis. In particular, cathode bias is
controlled by a precision step attenuator, operating from an accurately
established 300 -volt supply.
Deflection Unit

In order to obtain comparable
light output readings, a consistent
pattern must be applied to the crt
screen; this is accomplished by
standardizing on a 200 -line, non interlaced raster. In order to maintain such a raster, it is first necessary to derive certain synchronizing pulses, in this case a 12-kc and
a 60 -cps pulse. The sync generator
unit is outlined in Figure 3. Output at approximately 12 kc is first
obtained from a master oscillator.
This sinusoidal voltage is then applied to an overdriven two -stage
amplifier whose output is essentially a 12-kc square wave. The latter signal is next applied to a conventional 8 -step diode counter and
blocking oscillator, the resulting
signal being a 1,500 -cps pulse. The
procedure is repeated in two 5 -step
counters, the final output being a
pulse at approximately 60 cps. This
pulse is then compared with the
60 -cps line voltage by means of a

FIG. 6-Thyratrons control raster

phase detector, and the resulting
bias applied to a reactance tube
which holds the master oscillator
frequency at exactly 12 kc. The
129
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Operation of the thyratrons can
be discussed with reference to Fig.
6 where a typical sequence of Microswitch closing and pulse occurrence is illustrated. At time t. the
Microswitch closes. At time the
leading edges of two pulses, coincident but of opposite polarity, are
applied at terminals A and B. The
differentiated pulse at C is nega-

t

FIG.

7-Improved voltage regulator

basic phase detector is shown in
Fig. 4.
The deflection circuits utilized to
produce the 200 -line raster are conventional and need not be elaborated upon. Some complexity of
switching is caused by the necessity
for providing horizontal and vertical deflection for both magnetically
and electrostatically deflected tubes,
but individual circuits, neglecting
switching, are those commonly
found in the literature.
Raster Timer

With the raster -producing voltages available, it is next necessary
to apply the raster periodically for
brief intervals. This keying is
accomplished through the medium
of the pulsed grid drive unit-a
most important unit upon which
the sequence of all operations performed automatically depends. The
basic elements of this circuit are
shown in block diagram in Fig. 5.
A Microflex automatic timer is
so connected as to close a 300 -volt
circuit for slightly more than
eleven seconds after a switch inaugurating the raster pulsing is
thrown. A Telechron clock motor
drives a cam at the rate of one
revolution per second, v.:ìich in
turn is arranged to close a Micro switch for slightly more than one
sixtieth of a second, once each revolution. Plate voltage is thus applied
through the timer and Microswitch
to the thyratrons once a second for
an eleven -second interval.
By means of the thyratrons, the
grid of the crt under test is raised
from below cutoff to a value determined by the calibrated attenuator. During this period, a raster
corresponding to a previously determined beam current is thus applied to the screen.

tive, however, and nothing happens.
At a slightly later instant t, a positive pulse appears at C corresponding to the differentiated trailing
edge of the pulse at A. Thyratron
2051-1 is fired, and a positive voltage appears at E. This voltage is
transmitted through the d -c amplifier and the attenuator to the crt
grid, and a raster appears on the
screen. At time t_, the pulse at D is
negative, because of differentiation,
and thyratron 2051-2 remains nonconducting.
At time
essentially one -sixtieth of a second later, a positive
pulse appears at D, firing thyratron
2051-2 and reducing the voltage at
E to a sufficiently low value to cut
off the crt. Shortly afterward, at
t,j the Microswitch opens, turning
off both thyratrons. This cycling
continues for eleven seconds, after
which the automatic timer removes
the plate voltage permanently and
the run is completed.
As was noted (Fig. 2) the photo tube current developed by the
raster is applied through a cathode
follower to the sensitive element of
an ink recorder. This element has

t
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300V

g

REG

MEG

-I

MEG

6E5

+150V REG
+150V
REG

7F7
D-C

AMPLIFIER

0.1
MEG

STANDARD

CELL?
I.01ev

T

TEST
VOLTAG

28,000

o

0 0 0 0 0
CHECK POINTS

FIG.

8-Voltage and current calibrator

a full-scale sensitivity of 250 mi-

croamperes.
The recorder chart
moves at a rate of approximately 5
inches in 11 seconds.
To provide for testing as many
crt types as possible, three high voltage supplies at nominal outputs
of 7, 3.5, and 2 kv are supplied.
These supplies contain an unusual
feature in the regulating system
which makes the latter very effective. Referring to Fig. 7, it will be
seen that the grid of the triode is
connected to an adjustable bias
point, while in the cathode, a voltage equal to the output voltage
divided by µ is applied. Under
these conditions it is possible to
show that I,, is independent of K,.
Therefore, the voltage drop across
Rr is constant, and if voltage variations occur at A, the same magnitude of variation occurs at B, but
at a lower center value. This behavior is in contrast with a resistive divider wherein the voltage
variations are reduced in magnitude by exactly the reduction in
center value. Thus the gain of the
regulating network is greatly increased by the use of this additional tube.
To establish exactly all critical
voltages in the system, a method of
comparison with the voltage output
from a standard cell is used. These
voltages are obtained from current
flow through precision resistors.
Knowing the resistance value, the
required current flow to produce a
given voltage is calculated. Next,
the resistance required to produce a
voltage of 1.018 volts with this current is determined and obtained.
This latter voltage is then compared with a standard cell, and the
current adjusted until both are
equal.
For the purpose of comparing
standard cell and test voltages, a
circuit utilizing a magic -eye tube is
used, as shown in Fig. 8. The
standard cell and test voltages are
switched alternately to the grid of
a d -c amplifier, whose output is connected to the grid of the 6E5.
When no change is observed in the
eye angle, the voltages are equal.
The final unit is the monitor,
which is a conventional oscilloscope
mounted with the rest of the equipment for convenience in establishing correct operating conditions.
February,
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Shortest Electrical Path to
the ground
EXP 8330

Octal

CINCHERIE

*
:
TUBE SOCKETS*
with built-in
CERAMIC CONDENSERS
. .
provides the most effective method of bypassing . . . with condenser close to tube element
. . . plus shortest path to ground.

EXP 8350

Lock -in

.

.

.

capacity up to 1,000 MMF-any tube element

may be coupled or by-passed os desired.
Mounting specifications:
Oct& end lack-in type, 1%' diameter chassis hole, 1-S /16 Mounting center
li' Mounting center
Miniature, 7 -pin (ISM, %' diameter chassis hole,
Nova) (T -S%) type socket, %' diameter chassis hole,
1 %" Mounting center

"Ple:icon" Tube Sockets are
Resistor

ERIE CERAMICON

SY-PASS CONDENSERS

Corporation

and

a

Cinch

joint development of Erie
Manufacturing Corporation

AVAILABLE AT LEADING ELECTRONIC JOBBERS-everywhere
EXP 8481

Noval

EXP 8365
7

Miniature

two schematic diagrams show the basic design principles o
Cinch -Erie Plexicon Tube Sockets.
In the plan view, the socket is shown with condensers for by -passim
three tube pins. The silvered ceramic condensers are shown in yellow
Note in the side view that the condenser completely surrounds lb
tube pin, and that specially designed tube prong terminals are used.
The above

pin

CINCH

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

2335 WEST VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

Subsidiary of United-Corr fastener Corporation, Cambridge 42, Massachusetts

Cinch Sockets are Standard
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Piston Attenuator Chart
Deviation from ideal attenuation at any frequency in vhf, uhf, and shf bands
is given directly on nomograph for piston diameters from 0.25 to 4 inches
By RAYMOND E. LAFFERTY
Chief Engineer, WSLB
St. Lawrence Broadcasting Corp.
Ogdensburg, New York

are used
as variable attenuators in
the very high, ultrahigh, and
superhigh frequency bands. The
attenuation per unit length is
linear when calibrated in db and
may be computed from theory'''''
when the physical dimensions

and mode
known.

PISTON ATTENUATORS

of

operation

are

Although there is some variation of attenuation with frequency in all piston attenuators,
this error can be minimized by
proper selection of frequency
range and pipe diameter. The
OF IDEAL
ATTENUATION
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99.98

15.27_
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132

accompanying nomograph gives
directly the extent of this attenuation error, as a convenient
guide for the design of new attenuators. The TE1,1 scale is for
the mutual inductance type of attenuator with coplanar coils, and
the TM,,1 scale is for the mutual
capacitance type.
To use this chart, locate the
pipe diameter on the scale for
the proper mode, place a
straightedge on this value and on
the frequency value (center
scale), and read the percent of
ideal attenuation where the
straightedge
intersects
the
righthand scale. Multiplying
the ideal attenuation (see bottom
of chart) by this percentage
factor gives the true attenuation
in db per radius for the given
frequency.
Example: A signal generator
uses a TE 1,1 half-inch diameter
piston attenuator. The frequency
range is from 1,000 to 3,000 mc.
What is the attenuation over this
range? At 1,000 me the attenuation is 16 times 0.9974, or 15.96
db per radius. At 3,000 me it is
16 times 0.976, or 15.62 db per
radius. This is a variation of
approximately 0.33 db for each
radius of travel (0.25 inch) of
the piston. If the piston travels
1.5 inches from the 0 -db starting
point the difference in attenuation between the frequency
limits will be approximately 2 db.

-

(1) D. E. Harnett and N. P. Case,
The Design and Testing of Multi -range
Receivers, Proc. IRE, p 578, June 1935.
(2) E. G. Linder, Attenuation of
Electromagnetic Fields in Pipes
Smaller Than Critical Size, Proc. IRE,
p 554, Dec. 1942.
(3) F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineers' Handbook," p 981, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, N. Y., 1943.
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Make it MALLORY. . . and Make SURE
Types and sizes vary,

but standards
of quality never !

YOU don't need more than an elementary knowledge of vitreous
enamel resistors to know that if they're conservatively rated to
if they're solidly constructed and
withstand severe overloads
if they're more
strongly resistant to moisture, fumes and heat
than the
appearance
a
better
have
reliable, more accurate and
resistors
want.
Mallory
you
they're the kind of resistors
average
many
communiin
so
find
them
are that kind, and that's why you'll
cations, industrial and laboratory applications, or whenever dependability is essential.

...

...

...

The Mallory line includes a large variety of standard fixed tab, adjustable and ferrule types. There are many different sizes and wattage
ratings available, but the emphasis always is on premium quality.
Write for our Engineering Data Folder giving full information, including charts and photographs, on all Mallory Vitreous
Enamel Resistors.

MRR.

MALLORY 8. CO..Inc.

ALLORY

RESISTORS
(FIXED AND VARIABLE)

P. R. MALLORY &

ELECTRONICS

-

CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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TUBES AT WORK

well grounded.
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Line -Operated pH Meter
By H. S. ANKER
Department of Biochemistry
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
SEVERAL

pH

METERS

lected to insure a grid current of
less than 2 x 10-L ampere when the
filament voltage is 3.2 volts, the
screen 25 volts and the control grid
-1.5 volts. The tube is cleaned
with absolute alcohol and coated
with polystyrene lacquer to prevent
surface leakage. Tubes V,,, V,, and
the grid resistor are built into a
separate box for shielding and protection from light. Connections to
the glass electrode are made by a
polystyrene insulated connector.

of the type to

be described have been constructed

and have operated satisfactorily
over a number of years.
The circuit employed is based on
the Roberts' feedback amplifier.
Its main feature involves the use of
two identical amplifiers in a compensating arrangement with the
heaters of V, and V. connected in
series. The output is measured between both amplifiers. This method
makes a regulated power supply unnecessary. A 20 -volt change in line
voltage gives about 0.05 pH unit
variation of the output.
As the instrument is to be used
with a high -resistance glass electrode, input tube Vi should be se -

Calibration

After construction, the instrument is aged for 24 hours. The
meter is provided with a scale of
0-14 pH units, and the cabinet is

(1) S. Roberts, Rev. Sci. Inst. 10, p 181,

1939.

Controls P, and P.
are set to their midpoints, the
meter is set to a reading of 7 by P,,
and, by means of two known precision chemical buffers, the meter
sensitivity is adjusted by P, so that
the difference in meter reading corresponds to the two buffers. Control P,, is then varied until the
meter gives the proper reading for
one of the buffers. Potentiometers
P. and P. are mounted inside the
cabinet, since after this initial adjustment they need not be changed.
Control P. provides a temperature
compensation scale.
For calibration, the electrodes
are disconnected, P, adjusted to
give a reading of 8 and the points
at which readings of 8.36 and 7.30
are obtained by changing P, are
marked 0 and 40 respectively on the
scale of P,. The interval between
the marks is divided into 40 equal
parts.
The time delay relay on the diagram could be replaced by an ordinary switch. Beckmann glass and
saturated calomel electrodes were
used with the instrument. For routine use, after a warming up period
of about 10 minutes, the meter is
standardized against a known buffer with P,,.
With only few modifications, a
recent instrument was equipped
with miniature tubes using a 6AU6
for V,,, V,; V 12AU7; V,, OB2 and
V,j 6X4. A selected 6AU6 tube will
show a sufficiently low grid current
with the heater operated at 3.2
volts, the screen at 50 volts, and
control grid at -2.0 to -2.5 volts.
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Complete Circuit of the pH meter. The voltage regulator tube is arranged in the
cabinet as a pilot light
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GEORGE EANNARINO

USE OF SELENIUM RECTIFIERS in volt-

age multiplier circuits eliminates
the power transformer, rectifier
tube, and filter choke, and enables
the use of separate supplies for each
functional circuit. For example, the
multiple power supply shown in
February,
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THE ¡MC ENGINEER IS

11%."7...;

ff
ch of business demanda the attenThe m em
ur present staff, unless familiar
tion of expert
services of the IMC organization, will
with the exp
us -service which is available in tie
welcome th
MC engineer.
person of

When yo buy Electrical
Insulatio you should get
Material 'Plus Service ..
engineer is, in effect, traveling companion
The I
ucts. He is ready at all tires to ...
to IMC .
t you in the selection of the best insulin1. A
' . aterial for the job.
2. Felliarise you with their proper application.
3. 5 tegest ways to eliminate waste.
+

4. Idcrease your production.

His iexperience at work" to insure insulation that
approaches perfection. It is due in large measure to
the wholehearted co-operation of IMC engineers that
are favorably known and BO widely used.
ate
IM
.

11:11311a

EVERYTHING FROM ONE

TAILOR-MADE TO YOUR

SOURCE

A complete insulation service
from one source gives timesaving advantages to you.

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
PRODUCTS
The highest quality products
made to rigid specifications
guarantee you top notch performance of your product.

NEEDS
you desire, we have the fa.
cilities to fabricate parts to
your specifications.

If

"KNOW HOW" ENGINEERS

PROMPT SHIPMENT FROM
COMPLETE STOCKS
Products are quickly on the
way to you by truck, freight,
mail, or express.

...STRATEGICALLY LOCATED

Throughout the Middlewest

IMC engineers call regularly
and will give special service in
emergencies.

INSULATION

IMC PRODUCTSt Macalls% Mica Products-Varie: Varnished Cloth
and Topes-Varslot Combination Slot Insulation-Varnished Silk and
Paper-Fiberglas Electrical Insulation-Manning Insulating Papers and
Pressboards-Dow Cornüng Silicones---Diefex Varnished Tubings
and Saturated Sleevings of Cotton and Fiberglas --National Hord Fibre
and Fishpoper-PheneEte Bakelite -Adhesive Tapes Asbestos
Woven Tapes and Sleevings-Cotton Topes, Webbings, and Sleevings
.-Pedigree Insulating Vornlshes-Wedgle Brand Wood Wedges.

MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION

ttGTRe,A

*CHICAGO 6
36S W. Washington
Boulevard
MILWAUKEE 2

312 East Wisconsin
A

CLEVELAND 14
1--r-

r-! '

~SULNOW

1231 Superior
Ave., N. E.

DAYTON 2
1315 Mutual Home

Building

DETROIT 2: 11341 Woodward Avenue
*Local Stocks Available

Representatives in:
PEORIA 5: 101 Heinz Cauri
MINNEAPOLIS 3: 1208 Harmon Place

d
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Fig. 1 provides separate outputs of
280 volts at 75 ma, 390 volts at 100
ma, 135 volts at 200 ma, and 100
volts at 50 ma, without using a common voltage divider. The unit
weighs 3 pounds, at least 7 pounds
less than a conventional power supply providing the same service.
A conventional power supply for
a television set provides one power
source for all circuits by placing
about 440 volts across a bleeder and
voltage divider having taps to ob-

tain desired voltages for each stage.
The power lost in the divider can be
saved through the use of a selenium
rectifier supply.
For example, the r -f and i -f supply requires approximately 135
volts at 200 ma. To obtain this
power, in the transformer supply,
it is necessary to drop the 440 to

THE FRONT COVER

r

2nN2-

MACHINE -MADE RADIO produced in England by John
Sargrove, Ltd. employs two twin-tetrodes in a regenerative
circuit for the broadcast band, is the forerunner of more ambitious
superheterodyne models already in an advanced stage of development.
Two plastic panels having preformed depressions and holes are fed
into automatic electronically-controlled machines (one of which is
pictured here), where they are successively sand -blasted and sprayed
with zinc. Moving through the machine on a conveyor belt, the
panels are then face -milled, so that zinc remains only in depressions
to form wiring, inductances and capacitors. Resistors are added
by spraying on graphite as the panels continue through the machine,
and as they near the end of the line tube and filter -capacitor sockets
and some small hardware is automatically installed.
When the panels emerge from the machines little remains to be
done by hand labor but bolt them together, install the loud speaker,
plug in the two filter capacitors and two tubes, test, and place the
chassis in the cabinet. Some of the electronic gear and relays are
shown in the illustration below.

..

y80
blf

..T
RI

R1

RIPPLE 018%
280V,75 MA
AUDIO SUPPLY

2

e+

180

18°LOAD

B

-

13

LOAD

B*
ISO RIPPLE 0.7%

390V,100MA

22

SWEEP SUPPLY

>NV

RIPPLE

Rf SUPPLY
.T 80

22

2.0%

135 V, 200 MA

R2

180

LOAD

BR1

1:30
1000

t30

C.

T
RIPPLE 6.0%100V 504A
BIAS E. FOCUS SUPPLY

FIG. 1-Circuit of multiple power supply
for a television receiver. Rectifiers marked
R, are Federal type 403D2625; R2 are type
404D2729

135 volts or 310 volts. At 200 ma,
this represents a power dissipation
of 62 watts.
In a similar manner 12 watts are
lost to provide the audio supply.
Furthermore, the rectifier tube filaments dissipate 30 watts (based on
the use of two 5Z3's) which are not
required when selenium rectifiers
are used. Thus a saving of approximately 100 watts can be realized.
The operating temperature is reduced appreciably, enabling the use
of a smaller chassis and increasing
the life of the receiver components.
This, combined with the reduction
in concentrated weight represented
(continued on p 150)
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Select a CRYSTAL UNIT as easily
as you would a vacuum tube!

10 standard crystal types-between
1.2 and 50,000 KC
TYPE

20J .
THE new Western Electric standardized line of quartz crystals
will eliminate many of your circuit design problems. This new
line consists of ten crystal types-listed in the table at the
right-for operation within specific frequency ranges. Each
of these ten crystal types consists of a number of separately
coded crystal units which are designed to operate, with
nominal tolerances, within specific temperature limits.
Whether you're concerned with frequency standards, mobile
radio, point-to-point radio systems, commercial airline communications, AM or FM broadcasting, police, ship -to-shore
systems, military communications or radar, you'll find that
the job of selecting the proper Western Electric crystal unit
is as simple as that of choosing a standard vacuum tube.

21N
21E
22D

-QUALITY COUNTSDistributors:

In the U. S. A.--Graybar
Electric Company.
In Canada and Newfoundland-Northern
Electric Company, Ltd.

.
.
-

FREQUENCY
1.2 to 10 kc
. . 16 to 100
kc
. . 90
to 300 ke
- 200
to 500 kc
.

22C .
300
24A . . . 2,000to 1,000 kc
22A . . 3,950 to 10,000 kc
to 10,000 kc
24B .
4,000
22B . . 5,000 to 15,000 kc
to 1
23A
kc
. . .

15,000 to000
50,000

kc

For complete data on Western Electric

crystals-

designed by Bell Telephone Laboratories-send
the

Western electric

.

coupon below.

Graybar Electric Company

420 Lexington Avenue, New 'York 17, N. Y.

1-31

Gentlemen:
Please send me Bulletin T-2471 on Western
Electric's new line of quartz crystals.
Name

I

Company

I

Street Address

L

City

Zone

State

(
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Increasing Efficiency
of Fluorescent Lamps

THE ELECTRON ART

HIGH -FREQUENCY OPERATION of flu-

Edited by FRANK H. ROCKETT
Radio Propagation Research
Increasing Efficiency of Fluorescent Lamps
Nonlinear Indicator for Vacuum Gage
Stabilizing Frequency of Reflex Oscillators

Superregenerative Radar
Optimum Conditions for an

R -C

Oscillator

Differential Input Circuits
Survey of New Techniques

138
138
140
170
176
178
186
190

orescent lamps increases both the
lamp and the overall efficiencies and
decreases the ballast requirements.'
In addition, the lamp current and
voltage at h -f are of better waveform than at 60 cps, instant starting circuits are simpler, and stroboscopic effects are minimized.'
Efficiency -Frequency

Using an audio oscillator and a
power amplifier capable of deliver INDUCTANCE

Radio Propagation Research
r>

communication depends
on the control and utilization of
numerous natural phenomena. One
of the leading pioneers in discovering and indicating methods of
using these phenomena is Sir Edward Appleton, who has been
awarded one of the Nobel prizes in
1947 for his researches.
The most celebrated discovery of
Appleton was the reflecting layer
that had been independently postulated by Heaviside in Great Britain and Kennelly in the United
States. In 1924, with the use of
the B.B.C. transmitter at Bournemouth operating on a medium wavelength and a receiver at Oxford

Edward Appleton. who has been
awarded a Nobel Prize for his researches
on radio waves, is now mapping the earthward face of the moon by radar
Sir

made available by a grant from the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, he proved that
the reflecting layer existed at a
height of 60 miles above the earth.
The technique used to measure the
height of the Kennelly -Heaviside
layer was to observe the beating
produced at the receiver by the direct ground wave and the reflected
sky wave as the frequency of the
transmitter was varied. The method
also paved the way for radar techniques.
Later, using wavelengths in the
10 to 50 meter range, he discovered
the Appleton layer at 120 miles, now
referred to as the E and F layers.
Ionospheric forecasting on which
long distance transmission depends is based on these discoveries.
In 1932-33 Appleton took an expedition to northern Norway to study
the effect on radio of the Aurora
Borealis. From these observations
he discovered that ionospheric reflectivity varies with sunspot activity. Recently he has shown that meteorites reflect radio waves, and,
with J. S. Hey, has found that sunspots are powerful emitters of
wavelengths in the vicinity of five
meters. Appleton has been Secretary of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research of the British government since 1939. He had
served in World War I, and later
taught, his first position being under Sir J. J. Thomson. He has been
honored by numerous learned and
engineering societies and by several nations.

Wá
0.
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FIG. 1-Luminous efficiency, and conse-

quently overall efficiency, increases with
frequency for fluorescent lamps

ing about 1,000 watts at frequencies
from 60 to 10,000 cps, the operating
characteristics of a 40 -watt fluorescent lamp were measured as
functions of frequency. Holding
the line at 200 volts and the lamp
power at 40 watts, it was found that
for all three types of simple ballast
(series inductance, resistance, and
capacitance) the lumens per lamp
watt increased over the value at
60 cps (10 percent for inductance
and resistance ballast at 600 cps,
and 200 percent for capacitance
ballast) , and that the lamp power
factor approached unity. Although
tests were carried to the highest
available frequency, practically all
the improvement had been obtained
when the frequency was increased
to 600 cps.
At 600 cps an inductance ballast
weighs 50 percent of its 60 -cps
weight. At frequencies above about
300 cps, capacitance ballast can be
used without the serious stroboscopic effects produced at 60 cps,
and with better regulation than
possible with other ballasts. Because the lamp voltage decreases

with increasing frequency, a resistance ballast may be practicable at
120 volts at 600 cps. Figure 1 shows
February,
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For the MEASUREMENT of

Q, INDUCTANCE and CAPACITANCE
The

160-A Q -METER
50 KC. to 75 MC.

Radio frequency circuit design often requires the accurate measurement of Q, inductance, and capacitance
values. For this application, the 160-A Q -Meter has
become the universal choice of radio and electronic
engineers throughout the country.
Each component part and assembly used in the manufacture of this instrument is designed with the utmost
care and exactness. Circuit tolerances are held to values
attainable only in custom built instruments.
Consider, for example, the Q tuning capacitor assembly of the 160-A Q -Meter, specially manufactured
for maximum range, low loss, and minimum residual
inductance. The ultimate design of this unit was reached
only after months of intensive engineering research to
produce the finest in performance, quality, and workmanship.
This is but one

of the many desirable features of the

160-A Q -Meter which contribute to its outstanding accuracy and dependability.
Be sure to include the 160-A Q -Meter in your new
equipment plans for 1948.
Write for Catalog "E"

BOONTO
BOONTONNJ

ELECTRONICS

-

U -S

A

'RADIO
vtaizi,yt

Shown above is the Q tuning capacitator assembly of the 160-A
Q-Meter. Note the following design features of this unit-features

which insure reliable, trouble -free operation.
A. Parallel connection of dual rotor and stator assemblies minimizes
internal inductance and resistance.
to provide
B. Spring silver fingers contact both sides of silver disc
low series resistance.
C. Three point pyrex ball stator suspension reduces losses and permits
accurate stator alignment.
D. Four point panel mounting designed to produce maximum structural
rigidity and capacitance stability.
Precision -cut brass spur gears and stainless steel shafts, mounted
E.
in oversize bearings, assure long, trouble -free service.
F.
Common stator mounting for main and vernier stator plates reduces
toss and internal series resistance of vernier capacitor section.
G. Positive shaft stop protects main rotor assembly and gears against
mechanical overload.
SPECIFICATIONS

Oscillator Frequency Range: 50 kc. to 75 mc. in 8 ranges.
Oscillator Frequency Accuracy: *1%, 50 kc.-50 mc.

-75

mc.
*3%, 50 mc.
Q Measurement Range: Directly calibrated in Q, 20-250. "Multiply-Q-By" Meter calibrated at intervals from xl to x2, and also

at x2.5, extending Q range to 625.
Q Measurement Accuracy: Approximately 5% for direct reading
measurement, for frequencies up to 30 mc. Accuracy less at higher
frequencies.
Capacitance Calibration Range: Main capacitor section 30-450 mmf,
accuracy 1% or 1 mmf whichever is greater. Vernier capacitor
section +3 mmf, zero, - 3 mmf, calibrated in 0.1 mmf steps. Ac.uracy tO.1 mmf.
.
QX CHECKER
AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE Q METER
BEAT FREQUENCY
MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR
GENERATOR AND OTHER DIRECT READING INSTRUMENTS

DESIGNERS

FREQUENCY
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LINEAR
REACTORS

SATURABLE
REACTORS

3 -PHASE

INPUT

TRANSFORMER--

INPUT

FIG.

2

-Harmonic generator produces 540

cps from 60 -cps input for h excitation of
fluorescent lamps

the relative luminous efficiency obtained with the three types of series
ballast.
Although rotary converters, such
as the 400 -cps equipment that has
recently become popular, could be
used, other methods are preferable.
A magnetic harmonic generator can
be used to convert three-phase 60 cps power to single-phase 540-cps
power.' The circuit, Fig. 2, uses
three saturable Nicaloi core reactors to quickly discharge three
capacitors into a resonant output
circuit. The capacitors are charged

through separate linear reactors.
The three impulse circuits (similar to those used to excite ignitors 4) are displaced 120 electrical
degrees by the three-phase input.,
Each phase produces two peaks per
cycle which are displaced 180 electrical degrees from each other.
Thus, six impulses are produced per
input cycle. The output is resonated to the 9th harmonic of the
input frequency. A power pulse is
thus delivered to the output on
every third half cycle, thus obtaining the required phase relation.
When the inductive kva in the
resonant circuit is about six times
the output power, the overall efficiency of the frequency converter is
about 70 percent.
(1) J. H. Campbell, High Frequency
Operation of Fluorescent Lamps, A paper
presented at the National Technical Conference of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, New Orleans, La., September,
1947
to be published in Illuminating
Engineering
(2) J. H. Campbell and B. D. Bedford,
Fluorescent Lamp Operation at Frequencies above 60 Cycles, A paper presented
at the National Electronics Conference,
Chicago. Ill., November 1947
(3) E. F. W. Alexanderson and A. H.
Mittag of General Electric developed such
a frequency changer
(4) A. H. Mittag and A. Schmidt, Jr.,
Ignitor Excitation Circuits and Misfire
Indicating Circuits, AIES Summer Convention, Chicago, Ill., 1942. Published in
AIEE Transactions for 1942, p 575, disc.
;
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Nonlinear Indicator for Vacuum Gage
R. S. MACKAY
Department of Physics
University of California
Berkeley, California

A DEVICE for indicating when a predetermined vacuum has been attained is often desirable. For example, in connection with work on
a gold evaporating chamber to be
used by relatively unskilled operators, a fast -acting direct -reading
gage was desired that would also
be rugged, simple and foolproof.

oscillate in the direction of an externally applied magnetic field. Because the magnetic field prevents
the electrons from falling directly
into the anode loop, the electrons
move in long enough paths to pro -

Vacuum Detector

The detecting device that best
suited the needs of this application
seemed to be a Philips cold -cathode
ion gage.' In this gage, which is
sealed to the vacuum system, the
cathode consists of two parallel
plates, and the anode is a loop of
wire between the cathode plates.
Free electrons present in the gage

duce appreciable ionization of the
residual gas molecules.
The result is that a discharge is
established whose current is an increasing function of pressure. In
the case of the tube used here, the
cathode consisted of two circles of
molybdenum 2.0 cm in diameter.
separated by 2.0 cm, and the anode
was tungsten wire ring 3.0 cm in
diameter. Magnetic fields of 400,
800, and 1,600 oersteds were tested,

greatest sensitivity being obtained
with the field of 400 oersteds.
Gage Indicator

It was desirable that the gage indicator give a sudden decisive
change when the preassigned condition was reached. The gradually
changing reading of a microammeter is therefore unsuitable. The
current passed by the gage can be
passed through a resistor, the voltage drop being used to actuate a
high -resistance detector. An inexpensive cathode-ray tuning eye
proved very satisfactory as such an
indicator when used in the accompanying circuit.
When the pressure drops to a
predetermined value, the eye closes,
giving an obvious indication. By
proper choice of series resistors and
plate and bias voltages of the indicator, the eye can be made to close
abruptly in as small a pressure
range as required, consistent with
stability. Furthermore, this nonlinearity can be made to fall anywhere in the operating range of the
gage by shifting the bias. If high
sensitivity is desired, after reducing the 1.5 meg resistor, it might
be well to introduce a resistor in
series with the grid of the tuning
eye to protect the grid on its positive swing (at pressures above the
preset one). This resistor will not
affect sensitivity because, when the
eye is closing, the grid is negative
and draws negligible current.
The eye tube is not only mechanically rugged, but also does not
suffer when the currents rise due
to bursts of air. Thus the gage can
be left on at all times. If the gage
is turned on when the system is at
atmospheric pressure, the eye will
be closed because the gage tube is
then not conducting. As the pres-

eye closes when vacuum is
pumped to preset pressure

Electronic

140

(continued on p 170)
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Collins vhf Airborne Equipment

...for navigational use of the omnidirectional range

Aeronautical Radio, Inc., asked the radio communications industry in 1946 for proposals on receivers and
instrumentation designed to meet the very difficult
specifications demanded by omnidirectional range reception and indication in an airplane. Collins, one of
six companies to comply, conducted demonstrations
in January, 1947, for ARINC's Radio Equipment
Committee and commercial airline engineers, and for
the Air Transport Association's Air Navigation Traffic Control Research Group. Collins was one of two
companies whose designs were approved.
Up to the time this announcement is written, demonstrations have been made for all domestic and many
foreign airlines, and orders have been received for
this equipment from American, Chicago & Southern,
Northwest, Pan American, United, and Peruvian International.. Meanwhile, the omnidirectional radio
range system is now being installed on the major
United States airways, and it is expected that this
system will supplement and ultimately replace the
four -quadrant beam range for air navigation.
IN

The Collins equipment includes our 51R 280 channel receiver covering 108-136 me on a 100 kc
channel basis, and the instruments shown above and
summarized below. The receiver includes all modern
circuit features, and provides extremely high stability
and rejection of spurious signals. The engineering model of a companion vhf transmitter is now under test.
Key to illustration above
A. 51R Receiver on Shockmount
B. Control Box
C. Radial Selector
D.

Deviation Indicator

E.

Radio Magnetic Indicator
Accessory Unit (Provides mounting for 2 Radial Converter Indicators, 3 Servo Amp. for R.M.I, and 2
Power Units for 2 51 R's. The photograph shows
Radial Converter Indicator and Power Unit mounted
on the Accessory Unit.)

F.

1

1

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, IT'S

...

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11

ELECTRONICS

West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

-

458 South Spring Street,

Los

Angeles 13, California

141
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NEW PRODUCTS
Edited by A. A. McKENZIE

New equipment, components, packaged units,
allied products; new tubes. Catalogs and manu-

facturers' publications received.
Portable Geiger Counter
VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT Co., 5806

Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Model 263-A battery -powered Geiger counter comprises a thin -wall
counter tube that permits measurement of beta as well as gamma
radiation. Three scales are provided that correspond to 0.2, 2.0,
and 20 milliroentgens when calibrated against gamma radiation
from radium.

center -frequency deviation and percentage -modulation indications for
f -m broadcast and television audio channel transmitters. Input sensitivity of the instrument is better
than 1 volt r -f over the range 30 b)
220 mc. Center frequency indicator
is calibrated in 100 -cycle divisions
from minus to plus 3,000 cycles. The
pulse counter discriminator is linear to better than 0.05 percent at
133 percent modulation. The crystal frequency is within plus or
minus 10 parts per million.

Cartridge Wire Recorder
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

Camden,

A lightweight wire recorder
features a plug-in cartridge that
records up to a half hour of speech
N. J.

or music.
An indexing device
makes it possible to determine exact

fixed tuned or tunable, a jack field,
amplifier, and vu meters used to
relay f -m programs from one broadcast area to another. Automatic
clocks allow semiattended operation
by preselection of programs at
given times of day. Telephone lines
can also be tied into the system.

Slotted Section and Probe
POLYTECHNIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CO., INC., 66 Court St.,
Brooklyn 2, N. Y. Slotted -section

and probe combinations for microwave testing equipment are available in all commonly used waveguide and coaxial line sizes for the
frequency bands between 1,000 and
40,000 megacycles. The probe illus-

F -M and Television Monitor
GENERAL RADIO CO., 275

Massachu-

setts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Type 1170-A f -m monitor provides
locations of recordings on the wire.
A unique takeup device insures
movement of the wire at a constant
speed.

F-M Networks
RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES,

Thirty -Sixth St., Long
Island City 1, N. Y. Type TTL
equipment model 693B illustrated
is a combination of receivers, either
INC., 35-54

February, 1948
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READY NOW

3

4Nere

iiiif M

TRANSv T

R

RAYTHEsoN
4h

WLAW-FM

RAYTHEON SERVICE
Marked "OK for shipment" at Raytheon,
Waltham, on Thursday, equipment for
WLAW's new FM transmitter began feeding
programs into their antenna at Burlington,
Mass., on Saturday. That's evidence of
Raytheon super service made possible by dependable, easy -to -install Raytheon quality
equipment.

2Ji «'I

'lhe its LOOKS

It's clean as a whistle, modern, streamlined

-

a handsome addition to any up-to-the-minute

station. It's true, but hard to believe, that the
new Raytheon 3KW-FM Transmitter is the
lowest cost reliably made equipment of its
class that you can buy.

'lforti'lllike ¿à PERFORMANCE
It's easy and quick to tune requires a min-

front view shows arrangement of
controls for tuning driver and am
plifier. Center lift-off panel has

-

J'ts.

,a

...

RAYTHEON

i ed ortLidili,
Backed by Raytheon's comp,( te

an-

i

ufacturing and service facilities
when you specify Raytheon not only
for FM or A_ M transmitters but for
speech input and station equipment
you are teaming up with Raytheon's
huge organization devoted to research
and manufacture for the Broadcast
Industry.
.

.

2/arc'll lihe itá.
EASE OF MAINTENANCE

.

...

-

.ßaoh ahead

...

imum of special testing equipment
delivers a high quality, stable, hi -fidelity signal
operates at an inherently lower noise level.
Features Raytheon direct crystal control and
simplified Cascade Phase Shift Modulation.

been removed to show accessibility of power supply.

Simple, conservatively rated circuits
easy
accessibility ... the use of standard, readily
obtained, easily replaced parts make

-

this Raytheon 3KW-FM Transmitter the
easiest, most economical equipment to service
and operate.

Rear view showing accessibility of
chassis,,terminal boards, etc.

with RAYTHEON

Raytheon's Integrated Design Policy lets your station
grow with the industry. Start as low as 250 watts ..
step it up with the new 3KWFM Amplifier and Transmitter
use it later as a driver for a 10 KW unit.
You're set for the future with no fear of obsolescence.

...

Write today for complete information and
technical details

exceflenee

in elecleonica

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
Industrial and Commercial Electronic Equipment, Broadcast Equipment,
Tubes and Accessories
Sales offices: Boston, Chattanooga, Chicago,
Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, Seattle, Washington, D. C.

www.americanradiohistory.com

trated covers 1,000 to 12,400 mc.
A feature of the units is the ballbearing movement that eliminates
backlash or play.

Sweep Generator
MCMURDO SILVER CO., INC.,

1240

Main St., Hartford, Conn. Model
909 f -m and television sweep generator covers a center frequency
range of 2 through 226 me in three
bands. The frequency modulation
sweep is adjustable from 40 kc to
over 9 me and output from 0 to 0.5
volt is available. Synchronization
of the oscilloscope used to trace
alignment pictures is at power line
frequency or by saw tooth synchronizing voltage at twice power frequency. Net price of the new unit
is $48.50.

Short -Haul Carrier
FEDERAL TELEPHONE
CORP., Newark, N. J.,

AND

RADIO

Type 9-H-1
carrier system provides three channels that will operate on open tele-

second. A high -voltage regulated
power supply adjustable from 600
to 1,500 volts is included for operation of Geiger tubes.

Triode Amplifier
BROOK ELECTRONICS, INC., 34

De -

Hart Place, Elizabeth, N. J. Latest
PT102 television monoscope signal
source produces a complete composite video signal for testing
equipment from camera to receiver.
Frequency response at 10 mc is 6
db down; resolution is greater than
600 lines; and there are both positive black and positive white outputs.

addition to a line of high-fidelity
amplifiers is model 10-D a 30 -watt,
rack-mounting unit with 75 -db
gain. Frequency response from 20
to 20,000 cycles is within 0.2 db.

5 -Kw Television
GENERAL

ELECTRIC CO.,

Syracuse,

N. Y. Type TT -6-A and TT -6-B
5 -kw visual and 2.5 -kw aural trans-

mitters are available for operation
on television channels 1 through 13.
phone wires for distances up to 150
electrical miles. Other types of
single -channel and long-distance
systems are also in production.

5

watts, the harmonic distortion

is 0.6 percent and intermodulation
distortion only 0.2 percent. Power
supply is selfcontained. Noise is
70 db down. Further details from

manufacturer.

F-M Sweep Generator
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

Casting Resin
MATHIESON ALKALI WORKS, INC.,

60

At

East 42nd St., New York

17,

A casting resin described
recently in releases from the National Bureau of Standards is now
available in commercial quantities.
Its properties include low power
factor, low dielectric constant, short
polymerization period, small volume
shrinkage on polymerization, and
low moisture absorbtion.

N. Y.

Monoscope Signal Source
POLARAD ELECTRONICS CO., 9

Ferry

St., New York 7, N. Y.

Model

The units are designed for low-level
plate modulation.
Specification
sheets may be obtained from Elec-

Camden,

N. J. Type WR -53A sweep generator furnishes all signals needed for

tronics Park.

Decade Scaler
POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,

136-

56 Roosevelt Ave., Flushing, N. Y.
Model 2092 decade scaler for radio-

activity measurements has an input
sensitivity of 0.25 volt. The scaler
will resolve two pulses which are 5
microseconds apart and will count
continuously with absolute accuracy
rates up to 130,000 counts per

(continued on p 194)
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You can depend on these

electronic tube alloys
for better tube performance

From the beginning of the industry Wilbur B. Driver Co.
has been the leading supplier
of alloys for Radio and Electronic uses. Constant development of new alloys and adoption of better processes has
maintained this leadership.
Wilbur B. Driver alloys are
made from the purest raw
materials available and are
melted in induction furnaces
of the most modern type. The
aim of the Wilbur B. Driver
Co. is to aid in your technical
development by continuing
to supply alloys to match the
demands of progress.

WILBUR B. DRIVER CO.
150 RIVERSIDE AVE.,

ELECTRONICS

-

NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Edited by JOHN MARKUS

List of television stations; new heating

frequencies; research positions open; phone
recording legalized; radar ignites flash bulbs
Printed Circuit Techniques
A COMPREHENSIVE 43 -page survey

of the present status of the

art

of printing radio and electronic
circuits has been issued by the National Bureau of Standards to meet
increasing demands from industry
for information on mechanized wiring techniques and mass -production
printing of components themselves.
Authors are Drs. Cledo Brunetti
and Roger W. Curtis of NBS.
The survey divides the methods
of printing into six groups and
gives detailed instructions for using each, including compositions of
the paints and inks used. The classifications are:
(1) painting,
wherein conductive and resistive
paints are applied separately by

a copper or aluminum sheet
laid over a composition or plastic
panel; (6) dusting of tungsten and
molybdenum powder onto a ceramic
body through a stencil and then firing in an oven or flashing with a
flame. Performance characteristics
of printed components and assemblies are given, many specific appli-

cations are cited, the patent situation is discussed, and a bibliography
of 60 articles, books, and patents
dealing with the subject is included.
This NBS Circular 468, designated as Printed Circuit Techniques, is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. at 25 cents per copy.

brush or stencil, with other components added after drying; (2)
spraying, wherein molten metal or
paint is sprayed onto an insulating
surface to form the wiring, or an
abrasive spray is used to remove
unwanted metal from a metal -plated
FCC Adopts Final Rules
plastic, to achieve the same results
as an alternative direct die-casting for Citizens Band Equipment
process; (3) chemical deposition, FOLLOWING publication of proposed
involving mirror-silvering tech- technical requirements and equipniques for precipitating a metallic ment approval procedures for the
film on an insulating circuit; (4)
Citizens Radio Service (reported by
vacuum processes, for depositing ELECTRONICS, Jan. 1947, p 238),
resistive or conductive layers on the FCC on Oct. 23, 1947 adopted
nonmetallic surfaces in a vacuum; certain sections of Part 19 of its
(5) die -stamping, including pre- rules. These sections, like those
forming of conductors and stamped - considered earlier, pertain only to
embossing of conductors from the equipment; proposed rules for

Towers In The Sky

Seven selfsupporting base -insulated Blaw-Knox towers, some with wet feet, make up this unusual directional array used by station
WREX in Duluth, Minnesota to protect several other stations operating on the same frequency in the a -m broadcasting band. Each
tower is 225 feet high. Six are used at night, and the seventh is used with two of the nighttime towers as a three -element array providing daytime coverage over the Iron Range
February, 1948
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THEY never leave the ground in a Link trainer. All their "flying" is done blind, by instrument and "radio beam," and every
movement of the controls is recorded. The recording device is
powered by a Telechron synchronous electric motor.
Such an application is not unusual for these versatile motors.
They have been used successfully in clocks, and timing and
instrumentation devices for 25 years-and more. Every day
Telechron application engineers are helping manufacturers
adapt them to new and important uses.
Dependable, self-starting Telechron motors meet a wide
variety of needs in electric devices-from the simplest switch
to the most complicated control mechanism. They reach rated
speed almost instantly and operate in perfect synchronism with
any commercial frequency ... can't run faster or slower. Torque
ratings are conservative. Precision building and Telechron's
exclusive sealed -in oiling system assure accurate service and

lee our
CATALOG
i¡n
SMttS

S

ll

Telechron Motors Are Now
Being Used for:

{

Stoker, Oil Burner and Temperature Controls
Industrial Process and Cycling Timers
Business Machinery
Medical Devices
Household Appliance Timers
Musical Devices

long life.

With a Telechron motor you give your product the plus
value of Telechron leadership. For over 25 years, Telechron
has been the largest producer of synchronous electric motors.
Every one is Underwriters Laboratories approved. Telechron
application engineers will be glad to discuss your needs. Address
Motor Advisory Service, Dept. M, Telechron Inc., Ashland,
Massachusetts.
ELECTRONICS

-
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
The

first and favorite synchronous electric timing motor
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licensing actual operation in the
Citizens Radio Service are now
being formulated.
The rules now adopted are substantially the same as those contained in the preliminary proposals.
Chief differences are in section
19.203 which outlines procedures
for making type tests of equipment,
and which requires the following
less stringent conditions for making the tests:
(1) Gradual ambient temperature variations from 0 to 125 F.
(2) Relative ambient humidity
from 20 to 90 percent. This test will
normally consist of subjecting the
equipment for at least three consecutive periods of 24 hours each, to
a relative ambient humidity of 20,
60, and 90 percent respectively at a
temperature of approximately 80 F.
(3) Movement of transmitter or
objects in the immediate vicinity
thereof.
(4) Power supply voltage variations normally to be encountered
under actual operating conditions.
(5) Additional tests as may be
prescribed, if considered necessary
or desirable.

MEETINGS
MARCH 22-24: Chicago Technical
Conference, Stevens Hotel; meetings and exhibits; sponsored by
51 societies, including IRE, SMPE,
and AIEE.
MARCH 22-25: IRE Convention and
Radio Engineering Show, Hotel
Commodore and Grand Central
Palace, New York City.
APRIL 1-3: AIEE Great Lakes District Meeting, Des Moines, Iowa.
APRIL 7-9: Midwest Power Conference, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago,
Illinois.
APRIL 24: Spring Technical Conference of IRE Cincinnati Section, featuring television papers, at
Engineering Society Headquarters
Building.
APRIL 28-30: AIEE North Eastern

District

Meeting, New Haven,
Conn.
MAY 9-14: 1948 Radio Parts Show,
Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
MAY 11-16: Engineering Progress
Show, Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.; exhibits and two eve-

ning lectures.
JUNE 21-25: AIEE Summer General Meeting, Mexico City, Mexico.
AUG. 24-27: AIEE Pacific General
Meeting, Spokane, Wash.
SEPT. 13-17: Third Instrument Conference and Exhibit, Convention
Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
OCT. 5-7: AIEE Middle Eastern District Meeting, Washington, D. C.
OCT. 11-12: FM association Second
Annual Convention,
Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago.

Television Station List
THE FOLLOWING FCC tabulation of television broadcast authorizations and
applications shows activity as of Dec. 1, 1947 in 54 cities, with 6 stations
licensed, 65 holding construction permits (of which 11 are on the air),
and 43 applications pending (including 25 in hearing).
NOMENCLATURE
r* Licensed station
CP Construction permit
CP-0 In operation, under special temporary authority
A Applicant
A -H

FREQUENCIES OF CHANNELS
44-50 mc
8 180-186 mc
2 54-60 me
9 186-192 mc
3 60-66 mc
10 192-198 mc
4 66-72 mc
11 198-204 mc
5 76-82 me
12 204-210 mc
6 82-88 mc
13 210-216 mc
1

Applicant, in hearing

7 174-180 mc

City and
Applicant

Call

Letters

Hollywood
Television Productions, Inc.- CP-O
Los Angeles
American Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP
Earle C. Anthony, Inc.- CP
National Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP
Dorothy S. Thackrey CP
Times-Mirror Co.- CP
Don Lee Broadcasting System
-H
Riverside
The Broadcasting Corp. of America
CP
San Diego
Balboa Broadcasting Co.- A
San Francisco
American Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP
Associated Broadcasters, Inc.- CP
The Chronicle Publishing Co.- CP
Don Lee Broadcasting System
-H
Stockton
E. F. Peffer
CP

-

-A

Power in kw
Visual

Aural

30

15

CALIFORNIA
KTLA

5

KECA-TV
KFI-TV
KNBH
KLAC-TV
KTTV

7

9
4
13
11

4.5

16.1

2.7
17

8

15
16

16

1

1

19.15

19.15

2

-

KARO

1

6

KGO-TV
KWIS

-A

-

Channel
No.

KCPR

7
5
4
2

KGDM-TV

8

5.4
23.6

18-24

2.7
12.6
19-2

1.93

1.80

1.82

0.957

CONNECTICUT

Hartford
Connecticut Broadcasting Co.- A -H
New Britain Broadcasting Co.- A -H
Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp.- A -H
Yankee Network, Inc.- A -H
New Haven
Elm City Broadcasting Corp.- CP
Waterbury
Empire Coil Co., Inc.- A -H
Fairfield Broadcasting Co.- A -H
-H
Harold Thomas

10
S

10
8

WNHC-TV

-A

Testing new two-way radio developed by
AI Gross, president of Gross Electronics
Inc.. Cleveland, Ohio, for operation in the
460 -470 -mc band allocated for a citizens
radio service. The set weighs only 11
ounces. See Nov. 1947 ELECTRONICS,
p 80-89 for report on Citizens Radio Project

sponsored by ELECTRONICS

Wilmington
WDEL, Inc.- CP

6
12
12
12

DELAWARE
WDEL-TV

7

1

0.5

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington
Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc.- CP
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc.- CP-0
Evening Star Broadcasting Co.- CP-O
National Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP-O

WOIC
WTTG
WMAL-TV
WNBW

9
5
7

4

30-25

6.25
27.7
20.5

24.5

2.5

13.9
17

(continued on
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Wattles Truarc Retaining Rings
Now Nationally Distributed, Nationally Stocked
99tanda, d *

eueled and

Forms secure shoulder,
gives tight pressure
fit when installed
in a groove. ,

X0Wed

rzeócefl

rraxial

v`

Snaps on radially where
assembly is impor

#

Bible- No special

Take up end -play rigidly
or resiliently, accommo

1

tools needed.

date accumulated
tolerances.

Yochiny *

Ye

e_GIBcor

.

<Sintetlechtiw

-

2piece ring takes heavy
thrusts, gives posi
live lock, secure
against hi gh

Economical where thrust

Provides large strong

shoulder for small shafts.
Applied radially.

...

is
.

moderate-holds fast,

yet shaft requires

._

no groove.

r

RPMs.

*Available for both internal and external application

There's a Waldes Truarc precision-engineered retaining ring to
answer every need. Truarc rings give a never -f ailing grip because
of their mathematically precise construction. No matter how demanding your specifications, it's a simple matter to refine your
present designs to save material, machining and assembly costs.
And now it's more convenient for you too-there's a distributor
near you who stocks the rings you need. See the list below. Send
your design problem to Waldes Truarc engineers, who will give it
individual attention without obligation.

ONE OF

THESE AUTHORIZED

Akron, 0., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

DISTRIBUTORS

IS

WALD E S

CONVENIENT TO YOU:

Erie, Penn., Pennsylvania Bearings Inc.

Philadelphia, Penn., Moffatt Bearings Co.

Ft. Wayne, Ind., Indiana Bearings Inc.

Phoenix, Ariz., Edward D. Maltby Co.

Appleton, Wisc., Wisconsin Bearing Co.

Hamilton, 0., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Pittsburgh, Penn., Pennsylvania Bearings Inc.

Atlanta, Ga., Moffatt Bearings Co.

Hammond, Ind., Berry Bearing Co.

Portland, Ore., 0.W. I. Corporation

Huntington,W.Va., West Virginia Bearings,lnc-

Providence, R.

Birmingham, Ala., Moffatt Bearings Co.

Indianapolis, Ind., Indiana Bearings Inc.

Richmond, Va., Moffatt Bearings Co.

Bluefield, W. Va., W. Virginia Bearings, Inc.

Ironton, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Rochester, N.Y., Syracuse Bearings Co.

Boston, Mass., Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

Lafayette, Ind., Indiana Bearings Inc.

St. Louis, Mo., Neiman Bearings Co.

Bridgeport, Conn., Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

Lima, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Bearings Service Supply Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Syracuse Bearings

Lorain, O., The Ohio Ball Dearing Co.

San Francisco,

Albany,

N.Y., Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

Baltimore, Md.,Moffait Bearings

Co.

Co.

Calif., Edward D. Maltby Co.

Canton, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Los Angeles,

Charleston,W.Va.,W.Wrginia Bearings, Inc.

Mansfield, O. ,The Ohio

Charlotte, N. C., Moffatt Bearings Co.

Marion, IO., Bearings Service Co.

Chicago,

Ill.,

lull

Bearing Co.

Milwaukee,Wisc.,Wisconsin Bearing

Berry Bearing Co.

San Diego,

I

Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

L7

Calif., Bearing Specialty Co.

Calif., Edward D. Maltby

Co.

Seattle,Wash., BearingEngineering& Supply Ce South Bend, Ind., Bearings Service Co.

Minneapolis, Minn., Industrial Supply Co.

Syracuse, N. Y., Syracuse Bearings Co.

Cleveland, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Muncie, Ind., Indiana Timings Inc.

Terre Haute, Ind., Indiana Bearings Inc.

Columbus, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

New York,

Dayton, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Newark, N. J.,Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

Toronto, Ont.Can., Controlite Engr. &Sales Ltd.

Niagara Falls, N.Y., Syracuse Bearings Co.

Wheeling, W .Va .,West Virginia Bearings, Inc.

Denver, Colo., Bearings Service Supply Co.

Oakland, Calif., Bearing Specialty Co.

Youngstown, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Detroit, Mich., Michigan Bearings Co.

Peoria, III., Illinois Bearing

Zanesville, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

N.Y.,Tek Bearing Co., Inc.

Co.

RETAINING
RINGS

Shreveport, La., Bearing & Transmission Co.
Co.

Cincinnati, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

Decatur, III., Illinois Bearing Co.

TRUARC

Toledo, O., The Ohio Ball Bearing Co.

WALDES KOHINOOR, INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
WALDES TRUARC RETAINING RINGS ARE
PROTECTED BY U.S. PATS.

2,416,852 AND

2.302,948: 2.026.454.

BY OTHER PATS. PENDING,

Factory engineering representatives available in each area

ELECTRONICS
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A Jut1y Famous

TUBES AT WORK
(continued from

p

136)

Resistor . .
BLUE RIBBON
FIG. 2-Under-chassis view of a multiple voltage power supply built on a 7 by
7 -inch chassis and weighing three pounds

by the power transformer and filter
choke, eases the production problem
and allows the use of a less expensive cabinet. Size of a complete unit
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Stray Fields
The elimination of the power

MODEL-designed by us in 1939-was the first
flat or strip resistor in the field-and it still leads.
Its remarkable performance offers you far more than just higher
THIS OUTSTANDING

wattage ratings for unit space required. Other advantages-compared with tubular units of equal ratings. include (1) a very substantial reduction in depth behind mounting surface; (2) ease and
economy of mounting, either singly or in stacks; (3) lower inductance; (4) light weight; (5) resistor and mounting an integral
unit; (6) cannot loosen or rotate.
Standard sizes are available from 30 to 75 watts; resistance range
from .10 to 70,000 ohms.
Blue Ribbon resistors may be had with intermediate taps, non inductive winding, non-standard lengths and ratings.
Hardwick, Hindle resistors and rheostats offer many exclusive
advantages. We ask you to give our engineers an opportunity to
discuss your specific requirements.

HARDWICK, HINDLE,

transformer also provides an electronic advantage. Since stray magnetic fields cause interference in the
cathode-ray tube, it is often necessary to confine the power supply to
a special chassis position away from

the tube to minimize this effect.
The use of selenium rectifiers places
no such limitations on the engineer
and they can be installed in any convenient location on the chassis.
Eliminating the transformer
forces the designer to ground one
side of the power line to the chassis,
which introduces problems of
safety. However, since all televis-

INC.

Rheostats and Resistors
Subsidiary of
THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
NEWARK 5, N.

J.

Established 1886

U. S. A.

150

FIG.

3 ---Voltage

tripler circuit for supply
ing 68 watts at 380 volts
February,
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they're coming your way NOW!

It's true! Wet Process Electrical Insulators are in good supply at General
Ceramics now. No matter what quantity needed, you can depend on General Ceramics for immediate delivery
and a steady supply. Quality? They're
engineered and manufactured to the
same high standards that have for years

made General Ceramics steatite insulators and sealed leads the accepted standard in the electronic and electrical
industries.

- - -

If you need porcelain insulators for
high or low voltage
any application
call or write us today. We'll do
and fast!
the rest

CERAMICS and STEATITE CORP.
GENERAL

OFFICES

and PLANT:

K

E

A

S B E

Y,

NEW

JERSEY

LIGHT -DUTY REFRACTORIES, CHEMICAL STONEWARE
MAKERS OF STEATITE, TITANATES, ZIRCON PORCELAIN, ALUMINA,
ELECTRON ICS

-
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(continued)

FIG. 4-Parallel-connected selenium recti
fiers provide 122 watts at 375 volts

ion receivers use very high voltages,
they ordinarily will be provided
with a suitable back cover and interlock switch so that the hot chassis
introduces no new complications.
Some additional insulation of shafts
and bolts passing through the cabinet may be needed to meet under-

Wherever industrial electronic equipment is sectionalized,
Amphenol AN connectors serve with efficiency and economy
to provide quick connection and easy disconnect for servicing or movement.
They save money by permitting associated wiring for one
or many circuits to be prefabricated, thus electronic devices
may be tested at the factory and instantly connected for
use on arrival. This greatly simplifies installation and servicing procedures.
Available in five major shell designs, each of which accommodates over 200 styles of contact inserts, Amphenol AN
connectors handle voltages up to 22,000, amperages up to
200. Types with pressure -proof, explosion -proof or moistureproof housings also are available, as are standard elements
for thermocouples.
Amphenol, long the leader in mass-producing AN connectors for the armed forces, remains completely tooled for
large-scale production for industry at costs far below those
in effect pre-war. Write for full data now.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50, Illinois
COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS, FITTINGS AND
CONDUIT
ANTENNAS
RADIO COMPONENTS
PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS

THICKER AMPHENOL

AN

INSERTS

INCREASE

BREAKAGE

RESISTANCE

0.00

writers requirements.
The use of separate power supplies for each functional unit eliminates the problem of current
changes in one circuit affecting all
the rest, such as action of avc defocusing the set.
Good voltage regulation is obtained when the capacitances recommended on Fig. 1 are used. If the
regulation exceeds requirements for
any one or series of circuits, lower
values can be used. This may be
preferable from an economy viewpoint.
The 5 or 22 -ohm resistor in
series with each supply functions
both as a current limiter and fuse.
This resistor should be of the blowout type so that in the event of a
short circuit, the resistor will burn
out before the rectifier is damaged.
Figures 3 and 4 are schematic
diagrams of two other types of
selenium rectifier power supplies
that may be used in television sets.
In both circuits Federal type
404D2795 units are used.

e

od^_'

MPHENok

CONVENTIONAL

AMPHENOL

Here's another example of the "solely insurance" supplied
by alert Amphenol engineering: On all sizes, from 20 up.
Amphenol inserts are thicker, offering greater resistance to
breakage. This is particularly important where larger diameters are employed, and a greater number of contacts accom-modated.
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Video for Hotel Rooms
HOTEL -ROOM

radio
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installations,

long a standard feature of the accommodations offered by many
hostelries, can now be supplement -
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Problems solved by Richardson... in Plastics
#5 Reduction of Costs in Manufacture of Plastic Cabinet

o

PROBLEM: To effect the most economical method of making a plastic
housing for an intercommunication
system remote station.

SOLUTION: Richardson Plasticians redesigned tige unit,
making it in two pieces --a housing and a grille. A small
opening was left where the mating surfaces of the grille
and cabinet come together. These changes resulted in
the following:

o

(1) Elimination of a costly
undercut in the mold.
(2)

Easy assembly.

(3) Steady flow of products through practical
manufacturing facilities.
(4) No detraction from eye
appeal of cabinet design.

INSUROK Precision Plastics
INSUROK is the name of industrial laminated and
by Richardson. Laminated INSUROK is available in
parts, made with paper, fabric, glass, etc. Molded
Bakelite, Plaskon, Tenite, Styron, Durez, Lucite, etc., by

o

molded synthetic plastic products produced
sheets, rods, tubes, punched and machined
INSUROK products are made from Beetle,
compression, injection and transfer molding.

9le RICHARDSON
NEW YORK 6, 75 WEST STREET
PHILADELPHIA 40, PA., 3728 NO. BROAD STREET
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO, 326-7 PLYMOUTH BLDG.

factories

RICHARDSON MEANS

ELECTRONICS

-

COMPANY

LOCKLAND, CINCINNATI 15, OHIO
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y., 1031 SIBLEY TOWER BLDG.
MILWAUKEE 3, WIS., 743 NO. FOURTH STREET
ST. LOUIS 12, MO., 5579 PERSHING AVENUE
DETROIT 2, MICH., 6-252 G. M. BLDG.
18, IND.
INDIANAPOLIS
J.
N.
BRUNSWICK,
NEW
MELROSE PARK, ILL.

Sales Headquarters. MELROSE PARK, ILL.

FOUNDED 1858

Sales Offices

addle IN

PLASTICS
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(continued)

TUBES AT WORK

ed by a system of individual tele-

vision viewing units. A number of
systems are now available that enable a hotel guest to select one of
three channels at the viewing unit
in his room.
The viewing units incorporate
the sync, scanning, and audio
power-amplifier circuits that are usually found in complete receivers.
For each channel, video and audio
from a master receiver are carried
to all viewing units. Thus, to make
three channels available to the
guest, three coax networks connect
three master receivers with the
viewing units.
One three-channel installation of
this type, including 44 viewers using 15 -inch tubes, has been undertaken in the Hotel Roosevelt by
Hotelvision, Inc. Receivers and
viewing units for this firm are made
by Olympic Radio and Television,
Inc., Long Island City, N. Y. For
use in the hotel's public gathering
places, 20 -inch units can be produced.

Industrial Television, Inc., Nutley, N. J., displayed its multiple -

3

viewer system at the National
Hotel Exposition November 10. Although more channels can be connected, this system was demonstrated with three master receivers,
permitting selection of three channels on viewers having 10, 15, and
20 -inch tubes.
A novel consolidation of juke box
and television receiver, built by
Emerson for use in restaurants
and bars, was displayed by American Communications Corp. at .the
hotel exposition. This unit was so
constructed that during the period
when television stations are not
on the air, the juke-box would
operate in the usual fashion. When
television programs are available,
a switch is thrown, whereupon
each nickel inserted in the machine allows three minutes of television to be displayed.

WHERE

Ward Leonard Resistors stand up under

prolonged exposure to high humidity

Hermetic sealing with crazeless vitreous
enamel, made from Ward Leonard's own
special VITROHM, enables the Ward
Leonard resistor to stay on the job. They
are even unaffected by thermal shock.
Ward Leonard resistors are "Result Engineered". By modifying a basic design, Ward Leonard can give you the
for the cost of a
results of a special
standard.
Write for Resistor Catalog. Ward

...

Leonard Electric Co., 31 South Street,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. Offices in principal
cities of U. S. and Canada.

-
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Variable-Capacitance
Aircraft Fuel Gage
inherent in float -operated fuel gage systems led to the
development of a capacitance fuel
measurement system which is sensitive to mass rather than volume

BASIC

ten

ELECTRIC
RESISTORS

RHEOSTATS

COMPANY
RELAYS . CONTROL DEVICES
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All -Triode Performance at its

Brook Model

10C2A-With

BEST

medium -gain input for tuners, and high-gain input with
such as the Pickering, G -E, Audak etc.

internal equalization for standard pickups

An Amplifier Which Reproduces Sound

Indistinguishable From the Original
The Brook High -Quality Audio Amplifier was developed to provide the utmost
in amplifier performance without regard for manufacturing cost. There is no way
in which its audio characteristics could be improved by additional expense.
Although it was built primarily for use at low powers, its performance at both
low and high powers (over 10 watts) exceeds any other amplifier.
The superiority of the Brook is distinctly apparent when it is heard alongside
other amplifiers. In fact, it must be heard to be fully appreciated. To experience
the sensation of virtually distortionless audio reproduction-hear the Brook High
Quality Amplifier at your earliest opportunity.
Full description and technical specifications will be mailed without obligation.
Write for Bulletin BB-8 today.
Why All Triodes?
BROOK CHARACTERISTICS

*twoFrequency
response flat within
cycles.
from
to
-tenths
*distortionintermodulation
and harmonic
reduced to negligibility.
* Rated output watts.
Control-a patented
*circuit
Automatic
feature which reduces harmonic
DB

20,000

20

Both

30

It's a generally accepted engineering
fact that push-pull triodes of low amplification factor are the cleanest audio
amplifiers. Their use is costly compared
with beam -power tubes-but only with
triodes can the Brook standard of performance be achieved.

Bias

distortion-available only
amplifier.

in the Brook

Compensation *two -stage and-C Treble
network.
boost
Bass

Bass

R

as

much as IB DB in addition to pickup

equalization.

Gain -55 to

120 DB

in various models.

Brook Transformers
Transformers used in the Brook Amplifier are of special design and are
available in no other amplifier. They
are completely free from saturation or
leakage reactance effects from 25 to
20,000 cycles at any power up to maxi-

(continued)

of fuel, and relatively insensitive
to temperature and humidity variations and changes in plane altitude.
Basically, the capacitance fuel
gage consists of three elements. The
first element is the primary detector
which consists of a varying -dielectric capacitor whose capacitance is
a function of the quantity of fuel
in the tank. Aircraft fuels presently
used have a dielectric constant of
about two, while air, or fuel vapor,
has a dielectric constant of unity.
Thus, as the fuel content of the
tank varies from empty to full, the
capacitance of the primary detector
changes by a ratio of about two
to one.
The second component of the system is a capacitance-to -current converter, the circuit of which is shown
in Fig. 1. Two oscillators are used,
each of which has inductive coupling between plate and grid inductors. One oscillator operates at a
fixed frequency, while the other
oscillates at a frequency that is controlled by the capacitance of the
primary detector.
In the variable -frequency oscillator, a conventional L-C network
forms the resonant plate circuit
while the resonant grid circuit consists of a fixed inductor across
which the variable -capacitance detector is connected. Thus the resonant frequency of the plate circuit is
fixed while that of the grid circuit
varies as the fuel quantity changes.
Because the grid and plate circuits
are coupled, they must oscillate at
the same frequency. When the fuel
tank is empty, the resonant frequencies of the two tuned circuits
are nearly equal, and the power required to maintain oscillation is a
minimum. As the fuel content of
TO
INDICATOR

R -F

FILTER

mum.

6J6
6J6

The BROOK HIGH QUALITY
fK;10 K

J

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Designed by LINCOLN WALSH

L_

_J

VARIABLE -

F %ED

FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR

1-Dual oscillators convert capac-tance changes to current variations to be
read on the fuel indicator
FIG.

BROOK ELECTRONICS, Inc., 34 DeHart Place, Elizabeth 2, N. J.
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ATV LEAD-IN LINES

egil

aer6ead
to get the best receptions
when you specify ATV
FM
set
or
television
from your
lead-in lines.
The effects of attenuation and impedance mismatch
on FM and Television reception are minimized by
Anaconda Type ATV lead-in lines.
The satin -smooth polyethylene insulation of Type
ATV line sheds water readily, thus avoiding subsequent
impedance discontinuities. This material also has exceptionally high resistance to corrosion. Count on Anaconda
to solve your high -frequency transmission problemswith anything from a new-type lead-in line to the latest
98496
development in coaxial cables.

You

WILL BE MORE CERTAIN

e777';
TYPE ATV LEAD-IN FOR EVERY NEED
Anaconda offers a complete selection of `Iÿpe
ATV lead-in lines for 75, 150 and 300 ohms

A

impedance unshielded and shielded lines of
high impedance. For an electrical and physical
characteristics bulletin, write to Anaconda Wire
and Cable Company, 25 Broadway, New York
4, New York.

*An Anaconda Trade -Mark

A*NDA
ELECTRONICS

-
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Highest Quality Reproduction of
Fine Source

2 -Way

Material With

Speaker System Components

Tru-Sonic 2 -Way Speaker System Components permit conformance to
individual space and performance requirements of tailored sound installations. From the Tru-Sonic 800 cycle units employed in the Magnavox
home radio to the 400 cycle units used in the country's largest theaters
every requirement is met through the employment of the components
shown below.

(continued)

TUBES AT WORK

the tank increases, the natural frequency of the grid circuit changes
from that of the plate circuit and
the power required to drive the oscillator increases. If the supply voltage is constant, the direct current
drawn by the oscillator is a measure
of the power required to maintain
oscillation, and is a function of the
quantity of fuel available.
Variable direct current from the
variable -frequency oscillator and
constant direct current from the
fixed -frequency oscillator are fed
to a moving -magnet, ratio type indicator, the third basic element of
the system.
A dual oscillator circuit is used
so that changes in tube characteristics occurring as the tubes age,
as well as variations in supply voltage, ambient temperature, and relative humidity will have nearly equal
effects upon both oscillators. In this
way, errors are minimized.
Detector

The primary detector consists of
two concentric aluminum cylinders,
strong enough to withstand normal
800 CPS CROSSOVER
MODEL
P -22L

MODEL P-15
20 W. PM; 500-16000 cps; 16

20 W. PM; 70-4000 cps; 8 or 16
ohms; 12" dia.

Price, $70.00 List

Price, $60.00 List

ohms.

MODEL P-30

MODEL

3

Models. 824H,

2x4; 825H,

2x5; 826H, 2x6. Use P-15

Driver.
Price, $50.00, $62.50
and $75.00 List

P -52L

600 CPS CROSSOVER

30 W. PM; 2'/2 Ib. Alnico 5;
350-16000 cps; 16 ohms.

20 W. PM; 40-7000 cps; 8 or 16
ohms; 15" dia.

Model 625H, 2x5. Uses P-30 or
P-40 Driver.

Price, $120.00 List

Price, $80.00 List

Price, $110.00 List

MODEL P-40
40 W. PM; 41/2 lb. Alnico 5;
350.16000 cps; 16 ohms.

Models. 400, 600, 800 cycle.

400 CPS CROSSOVER
Models. 425H, 2x5; 436H,
3x6. Use P-30 or P-40 Drivers.

Price $95.00, $67.50
and $45.00 List

Price, $200.00 and
$340.00 List

2

3

Price, $200.00 List

Normal trade discounts. See your jobber or write for Bulletin 109
describing complete Tru-Sonic line.

STEPHENS

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
10416 NATIONAL BLVD.

Speaker Systems For

l

LOS ANGELES 34, CALIF.

RU

Theater and Home

158

handling and operating conditions.
Spacing between the cylinders is
made greater than inch, to minimize the effects of capillary action.
By varying the contours of the cylinders, or the spacing between
them, the capacitance per inch of
length of the primary detector can
be varied over a rather wide range.
This feature permits the distribution of the indicator scale to be
somewhat independent of the shape
of the fuel tank, which is a characteristic necessary for totalization.
Suitable damping is incorporated
in the primary detector by restricting the rate at which fuel may
enter and leave the concentric cylinder capacitor. The holes through
which the fuel flows are small
enough to prevent sudden changes
in fuel level within the capacitor,
but are large enough to render unlikely the possibility of clogging
by solid particles in the tank. This
feature provides satisfactory indicator pointer operation in rough
air.
Effects of changes in attitude of
the aircraft are further minimized
by using three variable -capacitance
detector units located at different
points in the tank. The units are
February,
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connected in parallel and the indicator calibration is adjusted so
that tank fuel content is read correctly.
Tests have shown that sufficient
energy is not available at the primary detectors to cause an explosion in the fuel tank if a short-circuit does occur at this point. The
primary detector is connected in the
low -energy grid circuit, where the
only power available is from the
r -f oscillator. If a short-circuit does
occur, the oscillations stop, and no
energy is available in the fuel tank.
Complete details of the system were
disclosed by D. B. Pearson of General Electric Co. at a recent meeting
of AIEE.

Appliance
Wire

Building Wire

(continued)

Build
Happy Customers
For Tomorrow

With

jp)

Watch Timer
BY R. S. MACKAY, JR.

Department of Physics
University of California

and
R. R. SOULE
University of California
Berkeley, California

Machine Tool Wire

Whether you're wiring factories, office
buildings, machine tools or major or
small appliances, the finished job will
be better because you have used
PWC wires.

For PWC building wires, machine tool
and appliance wires (UL approved to
800 C) have insulations that are super aging, virtually immune to oxidation;
that won't support combustion, thus
eliminating the fire hazard of ordinary
insulation. They're highly moisture
resistant, not affected by vegetable,
mineral or lubricating oils and greases,

and there's no discoloration or
corrosion of copper conductors.
Other PWC properties speed work to
save labor costs
for instance: ease
of stripping, pulling through conduits
and color coding (up to eight standard
colors, others on special order). And
smaller diameters permit more wires
in a given conduit or space.

...

Write us your requirements so that
we can talk PWC performance on
these or other wires or cables in terms
of your specific needs.

MICROPHONE CORDS

PW (

ULTRA -HIGH -FREQUENCY CABLES

RADIO HOOK-UP WIRE
SUPER -FLEXIBLE

APPARATUS

WIRE

PLASTIC WIRE
&

CABLE CORP.
Main St.
Jewett City
Connecticut

AIRE
DCOMMUNICATION CABLES

408 East

HEAVY

DUTY

FLEXIBLE

CORDS

SHIELDED WIRES

CORD

SETS

THE PROBLEM of indicating in a
period of a few minutes whether a
watch is running fast or slow calls
for some means of timing the inter-

between ticks. Since most
watches tick five times per second,
corresponding to 5 cps, a precise
frequency indicator or comparator
for this low frequency is needed.
A standard interval timer in
which a capacitor charges during
the interval between two successive
ticks is not a satisfactory solution
because it does not give the average
interval between ticks. A bent tooth
in the escapement would invalidate
the readings.
It is possible to construct a resonant circuit tuned to 5 cps, but stability seemed somewhat inadequate
for this purpose. A heterodyne arrangement using a higher -frequency high -Q .filter seemed cumbersome. A standard counting -rate
meter circuit, in which a small constant increment of charge is given
a large capacitor upon arrival of
each tick impulse and the total
charge is measured as an indication
of the number of impulses per second, also appeared uncertain in its
limitations.
The method actually chosen involves stroboscopic comparison of
val

February, 1948
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Leading Radio Manufacturers

Specify Components by Magnavox

Spinning cathode mounting ring and cover assembly
in fabricated plate electrolytic capacitors.

SINCE the early days of radio production, leaders in the field have selected
Magnavox loudspeakers, capacitors and other component parts. Knowing that their radios and radio-phonographs can be only as good as the
parts they use, they order components by Magnavox the standard of quality
in radio manufacture since 1915.

-

Electrolytic Capacitors-standardized
into 8 container sizes to simplify design
and assembly problems.

The oldest and largest quantity producer
of quality components exclusively for
the manufacturing trade, Magnavox has
achieved a breadth of "know how" experience that is unsurpassed. Today, six
acres of modern plant and equipment,
plus a competent staff of trained engineers and designers stand ready to apply
their skills to any of your component

problems. Your specifications are expertly
studied and followed exactly.
When you need loudspeakers, capacitors and other components, do as leaders
in the field have done for more than 32
years
specify the name Magnavox, and
you get the best. There is no substitute
for experience! The Magnavox Company,
Components Division, Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

-

Mp navox
has served the radio

SPEAKERS

CAPACITORS

ELECTRONICS-February, 1948

SOLENOIDS

industry for over 32 years

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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(continued)

'

FIG. 1-Circuit for converting tick of watch
or other sound into a flash of light for com-

paring frequency of ticks with standard
frequency source
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Please address
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E.

PRODUCTS
SHEETS

WIRE TUBING

SOLDERS

FABRICATED PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES

D. E. MAKEPEACE COMPANY
Main Office and Plant, Attleboro, Massachusetts
NEW YORK OFFICE, 30 CHURCH ST.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 55 EAST WASHINGTON St.

the tick rate with a standard frequency. A synchronous motor rotates a disk at a speed of 5 revolutions per second and is illuminated
by a flash of light each time that the
watch ticks. If the watch is keeping
correct time, the disk appears to
stand still; if the watch is running
fast, it appears to rotate backward,
and forward if slow. Furthermore,
the apparent rate of rotation is a
linear measure of the amount of
adjustment necessary for correct
timing.
Strobotron Circuit
The electronic problem involved
constructing a stroboscope that
would flash each time the sound of
a tick was picked up by a microphone. The circuit developed for
this purpose is shown in Fig. 1. The
strobotron cold -cathode gas -filled
tube serves as the light source. A
discharge takes place whenever the
potential difference between any
two of its electrodes becomes high
enough. Being neon filled, the discharge (in which the current may
for an instant rise to many amperes) is accompanied by a bright
red flash.
In the circuit shown, the 6SF5 is
normally biased to cutoff. An impulse from the microphone allows
current to flow and results in an
abrupt drop in the potential of the
plate. A negative pulse is thus applied through a capacitor to the
inner grid of the strobotron, driving this grid below its normal
ground potential. Since the outer
grid has been maintained at its
original positive potential, the resulting increased potential difference between grids causes a breakdown in which the 4-4 capacitor
discharges through the tube. The
February, 1948
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For New High
Speeds in the

lower Pressure
Ra n g e s

MCF-700
HIGH VACUUM PUMP
THE

WHEN you need high pumping speeds in pressures down to 10-6 mm
of mercury, the performance of the new MCF-700 will meet your specifications exactly. This pump delivers from 100 to 500 liters per second
in the range of 10-6 to 10-5 mm, performance unduplicated by any
other pumps. Ruggedly constructed, the MCF-700 operates on a unique,
sef-conditioning principle which keeps the fractionating jets operating
at top efficiency. The tables below outline the essential features of this
new high vacuum pump.

-

PHYSICAL DATA

6" i.d., 9" o.d. 8" bolt circle

High Vacuum Flange
Forepump Flange

.43/4" i.d

,

5/16" bolt circle

33/4" o.d. 3

Height
Length
Width
Construction:

29"
14"
9"

Casing

Seamless Steel
Aluminum and Steel

Jet Assembly
Cooling
Weight

Water
Approx. 40 lbs.
OPERATION DATA

Amount of Oil
Recommended Oil
Forepressure
Heater Power
Heater Current
Heater Voltage

500 grams
Octoil or Octoil-S

O10mm
800 wafts
1 1

Speed

Ultimate Vacuum

7.0 amp.
volts A.C. or D.C.
700 I/s
5 x 10-7 at 25° C.

S

PERFORMANCE

800
700

U
w
K

600
500

-aw
y
¢

J

400

-z

300

-L%-'

0
a

U)

200
100
HIGH VACUUM IN MM OF Hg.

o
10-5

For further information
on the MCF.700 and
other DPI High Vacuum

pumps write

Vacuum Equipment Division

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.

DP
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TWO -CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION OFFERS HIGHEST QUALITY. MA\i ii

'.I

1LLSIIIILITY

It's by FISHER! It's the BEST!

discharge of the capacitor lowers
the plate and outer grid potentials
so the tube can deionize and ready
itself for another cycle. The RC
constant of this circuit was chosen
to minimize spurious flashes due to
miscellaneous noises.
If direct mechanical contact is
maintained between the watch and
the carbon button the unit will work
as shown. If it is desired to let the
air-carried sound of a small watch
activate the microphone, it will be
necessary to interpose a stage
of capacitance -coupled amplification
between the microphone transformer and the 6SF5 tube. A carbon
microphone was used because of its
high output, but any other type
could be made to work as well.
Accuracy of Reading

DYNAMIC NOISE SUPPRESSOR
WIDE RANGE AMPLIFIER
If you seek the finest

in dynamic noise suppression, coupled with an amplifier
that is precision built to exceptional, laboratory standards, there can only be
one choice-THE FISHER Dynamic Noise Suppressor -Wide Range Amplifier,* custom constructed on two chassis. Here is its pedigree:
THE FISHER

Wide Range Amplifier

man's size amplifier with only 1%
distortion at twenty watts!
2. lutermodulation distortion less than
1/% at 3 watts output.
3. Uniform response from 20 to 20,000 cycles, plus or minus 1 db.
4. Hum level warranted less than 0.5
.nlicrowatts for one watt output.
5. Internal impedance less than 1.25 ohms.
6.18 db of negative feedback.
7. Phono preamplifier and first audio operated entirely on DC to reduce hum.
8. Phono preamplifier comprises two triode stages operated in cascade, to minimize tube noise.
9. Phono circuit compensated for G. E.
and Pickering pickups.
10. Exclusive, two-position pickup compensation for pre -emphasized recordings
as well as recordings without rising
characteristic at high end.
i I. Two, medium gain auxiliary inputs for
radio, etc., with selector switch on front
panel, for convenience of use.
12.Output impedances 8 and 16 ohms.
Professional quality line matching
transformer for 125 and 500 ohms
available at additional cost. (NOTE:
Our experience has shown that it is not
practical to design a high quality output transformer including both voice
coil and line matching windings.)
13. Push-pull parallel output tubes, for
conservative operation and superior
output transformer design.
1. A

THE FISHER

Dynamic Noise Suppressor

Incorporates six tubes. for optimum
flexibility and effectiveness.
2. Two high frequency gates, dynamically
controlled.
3. One switch position (see below) provides fixed filter tuned to 18 Kc. (Readily tuned to 10 Kc. by simple screw adjustment.)
4. Independent control voltage amplifier
for operation of gates.
5. Double diode tube to provide DC control voltage for gate circuits.
6. Two cathode ray indicators to show
1.

7.

individually the dynamic operation of
high and low frequency gate circuits.
Muting circuit and connecting plug for
complete silencing of needle swish In
run-off groove and "blop" when the
pickup lands on the next record.

GENERAL FEATURES

1.

TWO -chassis construction, for optimum
electrical performance and ease of installation in limited space -without un-

desirable long leads. Chassis constructed of 16 -gauge steel.
Power available for external microphone preamplifier, etc., 250 volts at 50
ma. DC and 6.3 volts at 3 amperes AC.
3. SEVEN CONTROLS. (a) Volume Control. (b) Three -position switch for
phono and two auxiliary inputs. (c)
Six -position, On -Off and Range Switch
2.

(20-20,000 cycles, 20-10,000 cycles, 704000 cycles*, 90-3200 cycles*, 120-2700
cycles*.) *Frequency response with
gates in fully closed position. With

gates fully open, response is that in
position 2, except that in position 5 response is limited to 6000 cycles. (d)
Treble Control, continuously variable
with maximum boost 16 db at 10,000
cycles, maximum cut 20 db at 10,000
cycles. (e) Bass Control, continuously
variable with maximum boost 16 db at
100 cycles, maximum cut 32 db at 20
cycles. (f) Gate Sensitivity Control on
front panel. Varies dynamic range of
suppression for positions 3 to 5 of
Range Switch and permits optimum

adjustment for various input levels
and background noise characteristics,
instantly and easily. (g) Phono Equalization Switch, two -position.
4. Tube Complement. Suppressor-Voltage
Amplifier Chassis: 2-I2AT7. 1-0C4, 36BÁ6, 1-6AL5, 1-6AQ6, 2-6E5. Panel:
101/" x 19", height 8%", width 13",

5.
6.

depth 8". Power Chassis: 4-7C5, 1-7A4,
2-5Y3. Panel: 8%" x 19", height 71/4",
width 141", depth 81/2".
Auxiliary AC Outlets. Two available,
for tuner, turntable. etc., controlled by
master On-Off Switch.
Jewel pilot light on front panel.

*Licensed under Hermon Hosmer Scott patents pending for
use only in phonograph and phonograph distribution systems.
PRICE

$254.50

LIMITED QUANTITY AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

43 EAST 47TH ST., NEW YORK

In use, a mark on the disk attached to the synchronous motor is
observed by the light of the strobotron. The watch error for a given
observation period can be marked
directly on a scale in front of the
disk, or a simple chart can be used
to indicate the error in terms of the
time required for turning through
some given marked angle. If, for
instance, a watch gains time at the
rate of 10 seconds per 24 -hour day,
the spot will appear to rotate one
revolution backward in 28.8 minutes. With a five-minute observation
period the rotation would be 62.5 degrees, which is more than enough
for an accurate observation.
The accuracy of the device is of
course no greater than the stability
of the standard comparison frequency which is driving the synchronous motor. In certain localities the 60 -cycle line frequency is
accurately enough controlled even
over short intervals to permit connecting a 24 -tooth synchronous motor directly to the line for a rough
check, giving a compact unit. Where
the regulation is poorer or greater
accuracy is desired, the motor must
be driven by some form of stabilized
oscillator, such as a tuning fork
unit or a quartz crystal oscillator
with a frequency divider. The motor
itself must maintain constant speed
during any reasonable voltage
changes.
Two -Watch Method

An accurate watch or chronometer, if available, can serve in place
February, 1948
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GENERAL PLAT

(154)

SILVER SOLDER
Gives You These

Cost-Re

cin9 Advantages!

Economy

Extremely Low Flow Point 1150°F
Excellent Wetting Properties
High Bond Strength
High Fatigue Resistance
Corrosion Resistant

81

General Plate Lo -Flo 154 is an ultra low -flowing silver solder
that greatly exceeds other silver solders in wetting properties. For that
reason and because it contains 45% silver, Lo -Flo 154 is more
economical than conventional solders that contain 50% silver.
Besides its low flow point of 1150° F, this silver solder gives you
high bond strength and corrosion resistance. General Plate Lo -Flo
154 will increase production and save you money. It
is available in a variety of forms for pre -positioning such as strips,
washers, etc. Write for complete information, today.

GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
of Metals and Controls Corporation
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
50 Church St., New York, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS

-

205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

36 Eastern Avenue, Pasadena, Calif.
165
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NER1L0U_S_ P ER
The tracer had to erase a couple
of times. It happens to the best of us.
And when he re -inked, his periphery
was definitely on the "nervous"side.
Next time he'll use Arkwright.
Erasures mean little to Arkwright
tracing cloth. It can take erasure

after erasure without wearing

I

PH

E Y

through, and it re -inks without linefeathering ... ever!
See for yourself how much better
Arkwright is. Send for free working
samples. Arkwright is sold by leading drawing material dealers everywhere. Arkwright Finishing Co.,
Providence, R. I.

All Arkwright Tracing Cloths
have these 6 important advantages
1 Erasures re -ink without 'feathering"
2 Prints are always sharp and clean
3 Tracings never discolor or become

brittle
No surface oils, soaps or waxes to
dry out
S No pinholes or thick threads
6 Mechanical processing creates permanent transparency

4

AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 25 YEARS
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(continued)

of a standard frequency. A double
microphone input to the strobotron
tube is then used. The synchronous
motor speed need be only approximately five revolutions per second.
One microphone is placed near the
chronometer, while the other is exposed to the watch under test. Two
dots appear, one due to each source.
If the angle between the dots remains constant with time, correct
timing of the watch under test is
indicated. If not, the rate of change
of this angle is a measure of the
degree of maladjustment.
If desired, a time delay circuit
can be inserted in one microphone
channel to shift one dot to a convenient position for observation relative to the other. This can be made
variable and used to time -delay the
dots into coincidence and then, after
a measured time, bring them back
into coincidence again. Once it was
calibrated, the time delay control
knob would give directly the error
in seconds per day. Time delay, introduced in a mechanical or an electronic manner, can similarly be used
in the original set-up by twice
bringing the dot to some fixed reference point. The delay time need not
be known too accurately, since a
small error in it merely produces a
small error in the presumably already small necessary correction in
timing.
The variable time delay can be a
properly constructed one -kick multivibrator or a welding type interval
timer in which a given number of
cycles from an oscillator determines
the end of the delay period.
For variation, the tick pulses of
the two watches can be fed into
a two -tube trigger circuit having
two stable states of equilibrium,
in which one tube or the other is
conducting but not both. An impulse shifts conduction to the other
tube. Since two successive impulses
would always arrive one from one
source and one from the other, the
length of time during which the
second tube conducts is proportional
to the phase difference existing between the two sources. The rate of
change of this time then measures
the error of the watch.
If conduction in the second tube
is used to apply a constant small
positive voltage to the grid of a
cut-off pentode having fixed screen
February, 1948-ELECTRONICS
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-FREQVNRESPONS=

...,/1rgainnit
11111111111116.

4

2

FREQUENCY

No.

Application

BI -1

BI -3

P.P. Grids
Line to Single or
P.P. Grids
Line bridging to
P.P. Grids

BI -4

Line to line

BI -5

Line to line

BI -2

BI -6

Impedance

Max. Power

Primary-Secondary

Level

'°Pri.-600/150 ohms CT
°Sec. -50,000 ohms CT.... +20 dbm.
*Ph. -600/150 ohms CT
+20 dbm.
"Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....
*Pri. -8,000/6,000 ohms CT
"Sec. -50,000 ohms CT.... -f20 dbm.

Line to Single or

Interstate-P.P. Plates to
Single or P.P. Grids

°Pri.-600/150ohms CT
°Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
=Pri.-600/150 ohms CT
*'Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
.Pri.-20,000 ohms CT
°Sec. -50,000 ohms CT....

+20dbm.

+30

dbm.

+20

dbm.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Catalog
No.

Application

Line....

80.1

Single Plate to

80.2

P.P. Plates to Line

B0-3

P.P. Plates to Line

¡80.4 P.P. Plates to Line
B0.5

Max. Power
Level

Impedance

Primary-Secondary
Pri. -15,000 ohms at 0 to
10 ma

-c
ohms CT
ohms CT
Sec. -600/150 ohms CT
Pri.-5,000 ohms CT
=Sec. -600/150 ohms CT..
Pri.-7,500 ohms CT
"Sec. -600'150 ohms CT:.
Pri.-10,000 ohms CT....
°Sec. -600/150 ohms CT;
16/8/4 ohms

*Sec

y

e7

B1A::;;;a

e

a

,.

r

SECOND
IN CYCLES PER

_'

e

INPUT TRANSFORMERS
Catalog

NO.

tJT TRANSFORMER

d

+20 dbm.

-600/150

=Pri.-20,000

+30

dbm.

+40

dbm.

+43

dbm.

+37 dbm.
P.P. Plates to Line
¡Has tertiary wináing to provide 15 % inverse feedback.
'Split and balanced windings.

ß New Full
Characteristic of
Frequency Range Input and Output Transformers
They provide response within ±1/2 db over the full range from
30 to 15,000 cycles ... and response within ±1 db up to 20,000
not just a curve.
cycles. That's tested performance
Their percentage of distortion is exceptionally low over the
full range ... at low as well as high frequencies.
They're Sealed in Steel to protect the delicate, fine wire
coil windings against corrosion by atmospheric moisture. The
drawn steel cases are compact and streamlined ... help achieve
a clean, uncluttered appearance for any gear.
Input units have hum -bucking core construction and additional inner cases of special alloy for hum shielding of -70 dbm
or better.

...

For 250 -watt, 1 -KW, and 5 -KW Transmitters
Matched sets of Driver and Modulation Transformers, and
Modulation Reactors, Response within ±1 db over the Full
Frequency Range of 30 to 15,000 cycles. Distortion very low ...
well within FCC limits for transmitters.
Distributorships for this new stock line are now being established.
For full information, see your radio parts jobber or write direct.

CHI

GO
DIVISION

TRANSFORME

OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 ADDISON STREET

ELECTRONICS

-

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
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TUBES AT WORK

(continued)

voltage, then the average plate current of a pentode (which is a
constant -current device) is a measure of the time between pulses and
the rate of change of this current is
a measure of the error. A pulse
shaper should be introduced to prevent erratic operation if the two
pulses come almost exactly into
phase. As before, an accurate 5 -cps
oscillator could replace the chronometer.
All-Electronic Timer
A cathode-ray tube may be used
in place of the synchronous motor if
an all -electronic watch timer is desired. An accurately controlled frequency that is some small integral
multiple of 5 cps is passed through
a 90 -degree phase shifter, and the
resultant equal -amplitude voltages
are applied to the two sets of deflecting plates of a cathode-ray tube, as
shown in Fig. 2. It is thus possible
to produce a circular trace that
makes one revolution in the period
between ticks for a 5 -cps standard,
or two revolutions for a 10 -cps

standard.
The grid of the cathode-ray tube
is biased so no electrons get through
(no spot is produced) until a suitably amplified sound impulse is applied. Thus a glowing spot will appear at each tick just as with the
mechanical scheme, and will appear
to drift in a similar manner for an
unadjusted watch. One disadvantage of this method is the number
of extra tubes needed to divide the
known frequency down to a usable
value.

2-Alternate indicating means, using
cathode-ray tube in place of synchronous
FIG.

motor
February,
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POLYDIRECTIONAL PERMEABILITY CHART
o°
SCALE FOR CURVE

SCALE FOR CURVE B

A

00

NEW!

itig

Oriented Steels

with
LOWER Core

11,

lea

sa°

loss

%4'*

and
Curve A shows the

permeability at

a

high induction.

IIi1Il1 Permeability

18ß°

MAXIMUM

Newest development of Armco Research is a group of
oriented electrical steel grades known as ARMCO TRANCOR X, XX

and XXX.

They make possible the design of lighter cores with
higher operating inductions. And they give the trans-

former designer three cold -reduced grades with these
unusual advantages: lower core loss concurrent with
higher permeability in the rolling direction, and a higher
space factor. Heretofore, lower core loss has been obtained only at the expense of permeability.
All Armco oriented electrical steels are
sulated.

CARLITE

CARLITE

In-

Insulation assures minimum inter -lam-

ination loss. This special surface treatment also increases
rust-resistance and improves shear and die lfe. Its extreme thinness has practically no effect on space factor.
The new grades are rolled

LOSSES

CORE

1.00 watt per pound

ARMCO TRAN -COR X
ARMCO TRAN -COR XX
ARMCO TRAN -COR XXX

0.90 watt per pound
0.80 watt per pound

Core loss tests on Armco oriented electrical steels are made
at an induction of 96,750 lines psi. (15 kilogausses). Test
limits are based on the general testing procedure approved
by the American Society for Testing Materials, except that
parallel -grain specimens are given a stress -relieving anneal

after shearing.

GET THIS BOOKLET
If you can profit from the advantages of these new
steels in your electrical products, write for additional
information. We shall be glad to send you a copy of the
booklet "Armco Oriented
Electrical Steels." Just address The American Rolling
Mill Co., 368 Curtis Street,
Middletown, Ohio.

ARMCO

.014" thick only. They are

supplied in 30 -inch wide coils, or in slit coils down to 1",
and in sheets 30 3/4" x 120".

ARMCO ORIENTED

STEELS
169
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DECADE AMPLIFIER

VOLTMETER,
MULTIPLIERS

AND

i

111lt
tot tltni

MODEL 300
ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER

p

140)

sure drops, the gage conducts and
the eye opens and remains open until the preset pressure is reached.
With the arrangement shown, by
adjusting the 7,000 -ohm potentiometer, the reclosing pressure can be
selected in the range from 70 microns down to about 10-' micron (7
x 10' mm to 1 x 10' mm) of mercury. The action of any one unit
depends on gage tube construction,
voltages used, and the series resistor. The technique can be extended to a relay operated by an
amplifier tube.
(1) F. M. Penning,
1936; p 71, 4, 1937.

MODEL 220
DECADE

Physica, p

873, 3,

Stabilizing Frequency of
Reflex Oscillators
By

AMPLIFIER

GEORGE G. BRUCK
Research Physicist
Specialties, Inc.
Syosset, N. Y.

GENERATORS
can be
stabilized in frequency in several
ways. The method to be described
is advantageous in that it is all
electronic, uses fewer circuit components than some methods, and
incorporates several simplifications
of the plumbing. Used with a 10kmc oscillator, this circuit maintains the frequency within one part

MICROWAVE

MODEL 402
MULTIPLIER

since 1935

the only VOLTMETER

featuring

a

simplified

LOGARITHMIC SCALE

1._____I

:"

..::;

in 10'.

.

1r4

Duplex Heterodyne

10 MICROVOLTS to

10,000

VOLTS

ONE BILLION TO ONE-This enormous range of
AC voltages
is easily covered by the Model 300
Voltmeter, Model 220 Decade Amplifier and Model
402 Multipliers illustrated above. The accuracy is
2% at any point on the meter scale, over a frequency
range of 10 cycles to 150 kilocycles. The Model 300
Voltmeter (AC operated) reads from .001 volt to
100 volts, the Model 220 .Amplifier (battery operated)

-

supplies accurately standardized gains of 10x and
100x and the Model 102 Multipliers extend the range
of the voltmeter to 1,000 and 10,000 volts full scale.
Descriptive Bulletin No.

10

Available

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC.
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
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The operating principle can be
followed through the block diagram.
Microwave energy from the oscil-

lator enters the main waveguide G
by way of the probe P and flows in
the indicated direction. The energy
is tapped through the first iris
which admits a small amount of
energy to the upper cavity C1. This
cavity has low Q (of the order of
1,000) and serves chiefly to isolate
the subsequent portions of the cir-

I

cuit from the main guide.
A fraction of this energy is admitted to the first crystal Xi (such
as a 1N/23B) where it mixes with
energy from the intermediate -frequency amplifier output (approximately 30 mc). The resulting sum
(or difference) frequency is transferred into the second cavity C,
through the third iris I3. This cavity has a high Q and is used as the
February,
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I

-T -E WIRE -WOUND POWER RESISTORS

Standard fixed resistors-from

FROM FOUNDATIONS to terminals, I -T -E
wire-wound Power Resistors receive the same
engineering skill, the same care in fabrication that
the most complicated unit of switchgear receives.
The result is a superior resistor of balanced
design-ruggedly built for dependable performance over a long period of heavy service.
In the construction of I -T -E Resistors, only
the best non-hygroscopic ceramics are used for
the bases. Double -leaf, tinned -copper tabs form
the terminals and are securely fastened to the base,
lending added strength for subsequent soldering
operations. The purest resistance wires obtainable are precision wound, mechanically tied, and
silver soldered at high heat for permanent, solid
connections. The overall blue -black vitreous
enamel coating locks and insulates the wire winding-provides fast heat dissipation.

5 to 200
Watts
Adjustable resistors from 10 to 200 Watts
Oval resistor assemblies, for limited space
requirements-from 30 to 75 Watts
Ferrule resistors, for connections through
fuse -clips in installations .vhere rapid insertion and removal is a factor-from 13 to
200 Watts
Resistors for special applications made to
specifications. I -T -E Power Resistors are
made with a normal tolerance of 10%. Tolerances of 5% and less are made to order.

The new I -T -E Resistor
catalog contains complete technical specifications on I -T -E Resistors.
Included also are handy
charts and formulas for
selecting and ordering
resistors, and complete
listings of I -T -E sizes and

ratings. Send for it
today.

POWER RESISTORS
The Leader In Technical Excellence
I -T -E

SWITCHGEAR

ELECTRONICS

UNIT SUBSTATIONS

-

February, 1948

CIRCUIT

BREAKER CO., RESISTOR

ISOLATED PHASE BUS STRUCTURES

DIVISION, 19TH

&

HAMILTON

STS., PHILADELPHIA 30, PA.

AUTOMATIC RECLOSING CIRCUIT BREAKERS

RESISTORS

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

171
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(TRANSFORMERS

OKES AND FILTERS
Complete facilities for production of
transformers, chokes and filters in large
or small quantities. Rigid quality control at every stage of manufacture insures absolute conformance with all
electrical and mechanical specifica-

tions. Deliveries can be timed to meet
the customer's production requirements.
Estimates given without obligationcall or write on company letterhead for
complete information.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
N.Y.T. power

transformers are produced to prac-

tically every domestic and foreign specification.
An experienced engineering staff is ready to cooperate in the development of a unit to meet the
requirements of your equipment.

ALL TYPES OF AUDIO UNITS . . .
TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, FILTERS
N.Y.T. engineers are specialists in the design and

production

of audio units in every classification.
High-fidelity, communication, and special types
can be supplied in any size or shape; with or
without hermetic sealing.

SPECIAL INDUCTIVE COMPONENTS
FOR PULSE MODULATION & RADAR
N.Y.T. offers

exceptional ability in the develop-

ment and manufacture of components for special

applications

including coupling units, transformers, chokes and filters for pulse time modulation
and radar circuits.

Microwave plumbing is shown pictorially
in block diagram of stabilizer

frequency reference. The energy
in the second cavity is coupled
through the forth iris I. to the
second crystal X, where it is mixed
with energy from the first cavity
coming through the fifth iris I.
The result is the intermediate frequency, which is returned to the i -f
amplifier input to produce oscillation through the system at or near
the intermediate frequency.
Oscillation occurs only if the microwave generator delivers sufficient power to the mixer crystals,
which condition is dependent upon
the coupling of the irises. Because
the crystals require voltages of a
given magnitude for best operation
as mixers, the irises have optimum
size, but are not critical. The
choice of cavity and coupling in the
upper section should be such as to
sufficiently attenuate the uhf generated in the first crystal, so that
feedback through any channel but
the high Q cavity is avoided. Using
the highest possible i -f will make
attenuation of this uhf easier.
Criteria for Oscillation

INDUCTANCE DECADES
N.Y.T. inductance decades are available with total
inductances of from .01 henry to 1000 henries.

Values are accurate, characteristics permanent and
design is convenient. Series 200 is recommended
for Bridge and Low Level Filter Circuits; Series 300
for Laboratory, Shop or Test Bench use. Literature
available on request.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
GENERAL OFFICES: 39 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK 7, N.

Y.- PLANT: ALPHA,

NEW JERSEY

The system will oscillate at the
nominal frequency of the amplifier
if the phaseshift through the two
crystals and the second cavity is
zero. A change in phaseshift will
change the intermediate frequency.
If f, is the original microwave frequency, f2 is the heterodyne frequency produced in the first crystal
and to which the second cavity is
resonated, f, is the nominal frequency of the amplifier, S, is the
phaseshift in the second cavity and
its associated couplings, and S, is
February, 1948
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'

Travels the Circuit!

Mr.

Because of its unusual properties Acheson

"dag"

constantly finding new uses in the electronic industry. Aqueous dispersions of colloidal electric - furnace
graphite may be employed to form films which,

colloidal graphite

is

in addition to being tenaciously adsorbed, possess

low coefficients of expansion and friction. They
are non -fusible, opaque, chemically inactive,
electrically conductive, good conductors of heat,
effective thermal radiators, low in photoelectric
sensitivity, and capable of acting as gas absorbers.
In

right,

Cathode -Ray Tubes, such as the one shown at the

"dag"

colloidal graphite serves as a conductor

and as an accelerating electrode, excludes external light,
and reduces light reflection from the filament.

Give Acheson Colloids engineers the opportunity to talk

with you about your own specific problems.
Courtesy
Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc.

Other APPLICATIONS for

"dag"colloidal

graphite:

electrical resistances
electrostatic shielding
corona prevention
dry lubricating films
die lubricant in tungsten wire drawing
cementing tungsten filaments
copper oxide rectifier disc coatings
Cheek Your Interest

D

and Mail Today

d.
CÖIWÏIK

DEPT.

ELECTRONICS

-

ACHESON COLLOIDS
CORPORATION
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
13

February, 1948
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ART

the phaseshift in the amplifier and
its associated elements, then f, =
f, ± f3 and, for oscillation, S, +
3, = 0, with the second cavity tuned
to f2. Furthermore, where Q. is
the loaded Q of the second cavity, S,
near resonance is
,-

ó2

114

THE

Si

OF

WORLD

pBSOIM

oftQ.
=1-

PRESSURES

ikom
we V pCUUM

PIMPS
again Kinney High Vacuum Pumps are selected for importan"
projects in the ever -widening field of low pressure processing. In this
new high vacuum Rotary Fractionating Still, manufactured by National
Research Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., the Kinney Vacuum Pump is an
integral part of the compact unit and backs a diffusion pump to maintain
extremely low absolute pressures for the fractional
separation of liquids at relatively low temperatures.
Kinney High Vacuum pumps are widely accepted
for dependable low pressure processing in Industryfrom exhausting lamps and tubes to dehydrating
food, producing drugs, sintering alloy
metals and performing countless other
operations. Their compact design scves
floor space and their rapid pump down
to low ultimate pressures shortens production time. Kinney Single Stage pumps
create and maintain low absolute pressures to 10 microns; Compound pumps
Kinney
Single
to 0.5 micron.
Stage

Again and

Pump

Write for Bulletin V45

KINNEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3565 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON 30, MASS.
Chicago

Philadelphia

Los Angeles

San (Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
GENERAL ENGINEERING CO. (RADCLIFFE) LTD., Station Works, Bury Road, Radcliffe, Lancashire, England
HORROCKS, ROXBURGH PTY., LTD., Melbourne, C. I. Australia
W. S. THOMAS & TAYLOR PTY., LTD., Johannesburg, Union of South Africa
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

174

2 (O(03/w3) Q,

Using these expressions for phase
shift in the criteria for oscillation,
selecting the positive sign, and
simplifying, one obtains an expression for the frequency deviation of
the amplifier

LOW

New York

2 (Ow2/c)t) Q2

where Owe is the deviation from
resonance. By introducing Q defined as the equivalent over-all Q of
the amplifier, S, can be expressed as

LIQUID PUMPS, CLUTCHES AND BITUMINOUS DISTRIBUTORS

+

Q.
if3
f3Q2
If the negative sign is taken, all
terms of the righthand side of the
equation are negative. There are
two other possible combinations of
signs, but they represent unstable
conditions.
For the relationship between frequency deviation of the amplifier
and the microwave oscillator to be
independent of the circuit elements,
Q. must be small; that is, the phase
changes very little with frequency
near resonance; Q. can be made
zero over an appreciable bandwidth,
which, although not indespensable,
is desirable. Almost any 30 -mc
radar i -f strip can be adapted for
the purpose, giving an i -f deviation
approximately half the microwave
deviation, which is favorable for
proper stabilization. Because grid
current in the amplifier will cause
noticable detuning, such nonlinear
elements as Thermistors or Thy rites should be introduced to limit
the amplitude of oscillations so that
detuning is unnoticeable.

Oscillator Control

Recovery of information from
the i -f strip is straightforward.
Any discriminator, separated by a
buffer stage, supplies sufficient output to control a reflex oscillator.
The oscillator control completes a
negative feedback loop from generator through guide to first cavity
through the mixers and second cavity to the oscillating i -f amplifier,
hence through the discriminator
back to the generator. Phaseshifts
February, 1948
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PRECISION
EXEMPLIFIED
AS

BY

SHERRON'S ELECTRO -MECHANICAL LABORATORY
Mechanical accuracy is indispensable in modern electronics design. Our concept of its
in terms of preimportance
cision control and fool -proof
operation of electronics devices-is demonstrated in our
addition of the Sherron precision electro -mechanical laboratory.

-

Humidity -temperature -and dust -controlled, the Sherron
electro -mechanical laboratory
is fully geared to solve electro-

mechanical

manufacturing

problems on a model or pro-

totype basis for electronics
manufacturers.
The most modern precision
machines and tools make up
the apparatus of this labora-

tory

... lathes,

shapers, jig
bores, heat treating equipment, locators, millers. Plus a
full complement of standards,
gauges, mechanical measuring instruments.

Combined with Sherron's electronics research and development laboratory, sheet metal
fabrication facilities, this mod-

ern precision electro -mechani-

cal laboratory climaxes the
all-inclusive electronics service
Sherron offers to electronics
manufacturers.
Among the many electromechanical projects this department is geared for are:

(1) Special Development
Precision Wave Guides; (2)
Computers; (3) Mechanical
Equipment for Electronoptics;
(4) Vacuum Tube Structures;
(5) Precision Tuning Units; (6)

Precision Drive Mechanisms;
(7) Servo Mechanisms.

SHERRON ELECTRONICS CO.
Division of Sherron Metallic Corporation

1201
ELECTRONICS

-
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BROOKLYN 6, NEW YORK
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throughout this loop must not introduce f -m oscillations in the overall system.

w'THs.s.wxiTE
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
When you mount a tuning
dial directly on the solid
shaft of a condenser or
other variable element,
the position of the dial is

definitely limited.
But with an S.S.White
flexible shaft, it is obvious
that all the limitations on
the location of both the
element and its control
are removed. Each can be positioned independently
of the other, because an S.S.White flexible shaft is
designed especially to transmit rotary movement
smoothly and positively between two points regardless
of curves or distance.

The result is that when you use an S.S.White flexible
shaft, you have unlimited freedom in designing for
both optimum circuit efficiency and maximum tuning
convenience.

If you'd like the full story about flexible shafts,
WRITE

FOR

THE

FLEXIBLE

SHAFT

HANDBOOK

It gives facts and technical data about flexible shafts and
how to select and apply them. A free copy will be sent if
you write for it on your business letterhead and mention your
position.

SIWHITENDUSTRIAL
THE

S. S.

WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.
DEPT.

E

10 EAST

FISHISI! SHAHS

40th

MAI!!!

SMALL CUTTING AND GRINDING TOOLS
MOLDED «ESISTO«
PLASTIC SPECIALTIES

CEs.e
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DIVISION

ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

SHAFT TOOTS

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL FORMULA HUIS!!!
CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING

oa ff.rreztícaá A4,4,4 ^rsd'uataiat Eg,t,e,tjinCaea

Frequency modulation can be introduced by injecting the audio-frequency signal through an additional
mixer between the i -f amplifier and
the discriminator. The i -f output
(30 mc) is mixed with a frequency modulated auxiliary oscillator (10
mc) ; the resulting difference frequency (20 mc) drives the discriminator. Drift in the auxiliary oscillator will, of course, affect the
microwave oscillator, the microwave deviation being about twice
that of the auxiliary oscillator.
The complete circuit is easy to
adjust and operate. The microwave components are not critical,
can be assembled in advance, and
need no adjustments. The two cavities can be coupled mechanically for
tuning. The second or reference
cavity must have an effective Q
higher than 10,000 and high
thermal stability; it is preferably
constructed from such low expansion alloys as Invar. The coupling
irises should be small. The amplitude control of the i -f amplifier
must keep the d -c in the two mixer
crystals constant. In testing the
circuit, two oscillators were easily
kept within 100 cps of each other.
The circuit was developed while the
author was with Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass, and the inventions
are assigned to that organization.

Superregenerative Radar
A SIMPLE SHORT-RANGE RADAR can
be constructed using a superregen-

erative oscillator with an externally
controlled quenching circuit. Oscillations from the superregenator are
coupled to the antenna for reflection. The quenching period is adjusted to coincide with the time interval between transmission of a
pulse and its return from the target
or obstacle. Coincidence can be
detected by the cessation of the
normal superregenerative hiss when
the echoes are returning precisely
when the quench is removed. Under
such conditions, the echoes dominate the noise normally present at
the antenna. Earphones in the plate
circuit of the superregenerative
transceiver can be used to detect
coincidence. A control, calibrated
February,
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ARIACS for
Smooth VOLTAGE CONTROL

--

the original continuously -adjustable auto is the ideal device for controlling any a -c opertransformer
ated equipment. VARIACS not only supply perfectly stepless
control of voltage from zero, but also supply output voltages
17% above line voltage. VARIACS are correctly designed for
many years of trouble -free operation. Data below are for
single-phase operation. Polyphase assemblies are available.
THE VARIAC*

SINGLE-PHASE DATA

OUTPUT
MAX. OUTPUT
AMPS. VOLTAGE

LINE

RATED

VOLTAGE

AMPS.

115

1

1.5

0-115
0-135

115

5

7.5

0-115
0-135

CASE

TYPE

PRICE

.170

(1)

200-B

$12.50

(1)
(2)

V-5

.862

18.50
20.50
25.00

KVA

(3

230

2

2.5

0-230
0-270

.575

115

10

15

0-115
0-135

1.725

230

4

5

0-230
0-270

1.15

V -5M

V-5MT
V -5H
V-5HM
V-5HMT

)

(1)
(2)

(1

V-10

)

V -10M

(2)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

V-10MT
V -10H
V-10HM
V-10HMT

21.00
23.00
27.50

33.00
35.50
40.00
34.00
36.50
41.00

*The trade name VARIAC is registered at the U. S. Patent Office.
VARIACS are patented under U. S. Patent No. 2,009,013 and are
manufactured and sold only by General Radio Company or its authorized
agents.
1115

20

30

230

8

10

0-115
0-13 5
0-230
0-270

3.45

(4)

2.3

(4)

V -20M

V-20HM

55.00
55.00

(1) Unmounted model.
(2) Protective case around w indings.
(3) Protective case, terminal cover, line switch, convenience outlet and
6 -foot line cord.

-

(4) Protective case, terminal cover and BX outlet.
requires type 50-P
(5) Two gang assembly
115

40
80

45
90

0-115
0-135

10

230

20
40

31

0-230
0-270

14

62

Choke

1

5

7

-$ 10.00

(4)
(5)

50-A
50-AG2(5)

140.00
310.00

(4)
(5)

50-8
50-sG2(5)

140.00
310.00

NERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge

920 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

39,
5

Massachusetts
950 N.

Highland Ave., Los Angeles
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in distance, can be used to adjust

the quench frequency for minimum
noise in the earphones, or the control can be preset and the circuit
used to give an automatic warning
of the approach of a reflecting body
within a given distance of the set.

(British Patent No. 581982,

A. C.

Cossor, Ltd., and F. R. W. Straf-

ford)

Optimum Conditions for an
R-C Oscillator
BY H. A. WHALE
Research Department
Auckland Industrial Development Lab.
Auckland, New Zealand

RES

IS

WORKS

COAXIAL

Offering the dual advantage of easy, solderless assembly
constant impedance of 51.5 ohms, this new ANDREW
line is available in four diameters. Each line fully
meets official RMA standards. It also is recommended for
AM installations of 5 Kw or over.
a

FM -TV

Fabricated in twenty foot lengths with brass connector
flanges silver brazed to the ends, sections are easily bolted
together. A circular synthetic rubber "O" gasket effectively seals the line. Flux corrosion and pressure leaks are
avoided. A bullet -shaped device positively connects inner
conductors.

Wein Bridge Oscillator

In the common R -C cathode-coupled oscillator of the Wein bridge
type', the components of the feedback network are proportioned so
that R,C, equals R2C,, under which
condition the ratio of output voltage E2 to input voltage Et varies
with frequency in the manner

tolerances are maintained on characteristic impedance in both line and fittings, assuring an essentially
"flat" transmission line system.
Close

Mechanically and electrically better than previous types,
this new line has steatite insulators of exceptionally low
loss factor. Both inner and outer conductors of all four
sizes are of copper having very high conductivity.
Flanged 45 and 90 degree elbow sections, and
line of accessories and fittings available.

a

1

stability. Although these relations
are derived for the particular
bridge oscillator under examination, they are also valid for a resistance -capacitance amplifier made
frequency selective by choice of coupling or where feedback is used to
give an amplifier having rejection
for a narrow band of frequencies.

TRANSMISSION LINE
FOR FM -TV
and

NET-

occur in many electronic circuits.
The network is used in feedback oscillators of the Wein bridge type,
in which case the components can
be proportioned in accordance with
relations presented in this discussion to provide optimum frequency

ANDREW
e

T A N C E -CAPACITANCE

of the type shown in Fig.

ma

to

ea

:a

ba

re we ma

no no

Ado

ATTENUATION
CURVE

complete

shows total loss plus 10% derating
factor to allow for resistance of joints

Better be safe, than sorry. Avoid costly post -installation
line changes. Get complete technical data, and engineering advice, from ANDREW now.

and deterioration with time.

Four diameters

available:

31/e"-1s/a" and 7/e".

CORPORATION
363 EAST 75th STREET

CHICAGO

19

Pioneer Specialists in the Manufacture of a Complete Line of Antenna Equipment
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FIG. 1-Circuit under consideration is
common to many applications
February,
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HOW TO
BE SURE

YOU GET
THE BEST

IN

acs Or

eau

caw

test the paper for density ... thickness
power factor ..
. porosity
dielectric concontent
chloride
stant ... dielectric strength.
And then test the foil for thickness .. .
purity ... softness of the anneal .. .
cleanliness of
freedom from oil
smoothness.
absolute
surface
And then test the liquid dielectric for
specific gravity ... viscosity ... power
flash
acidity
color
factor
didielectric strength
point
electric constant ... insulation resistance ... water content.
And after that, test every single finished
capacitor for shorts, grounds, and

...

.

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

a'clailftar
FOR

...

buy General Electric capacitors...which

mounting, and prices, address the

have already passed every one of

nearest General Electric Apparatus

these tests
... on the materials when they were
made.
and again before they were used.

Office or Apparatus Department,

General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

...

ELECTRIC

GENERAL
Flash photography

Radio filters

Stroboscopic
equipment

Radar
Electronic equipment

Luminous -tube
transformers
Fluorescent lamp

Capacitor discharge
welding

February, 1948

SPECIALTY CAPACITORS

General Electric makes a wide variety of specialty capacitors, all of
which must pass similar comprehensive tests. For full information en
types, ratings, dimensions, types of

eau caw

Communication
systems

-

capacitor before shipment.

seal.

Motors

ELECTRONICS

...

Industrial control

ballasts

... and on the capacitors during
manufacture.
... and then, finally, on every single

opens at overvoltage between terminals and between terminals and case
and measure the capacitance of
and then check
every single unit
to see that it
capacitor
every single
has an air -tight, leak-proof hermetic

a07-145

Television
Dust precipitators

Radio interference
suppression

Impulse generators

.+

d

ti

`---

s:

.e

s

` \.I

.

r

y

'
1,

,

a

.

AND MANY OTHER APPLICATIONS
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FIG. 2-Normalised amplitude and phase
characteristics of circuit

DID IT!"

shown in Fig. 2 by curve for U' =
The frequency selectivity of
this particular type of oscillator is
due to the comparatively rapid
change with frequency of the phase
between the input and output voltages in the vicinity of the oscillating frequency, 1/ [2x(RIR,C1C:)1"7
cycles per second.
In designing such oscillators for
the greatest frequency stability, the
conditions for the most rapid
change of phase with frequency and
for the most sharply peaked E,/E,
curve are required. These conditions can be found by replacing R.
C,,
C, respectively by R/u, vC,
uR, and C/v, in which case the oscillating frequency is fe = 1/2iRC.
For any frequency f

l''.

The hen gives herself

round of
applause every time she lays an egg.
And well she might
but she couldn't
have done it without that little bit of
calcium which forms the shell.
a good

-

Every time a top engineer sees one of
his drawing board dreams breaking a
speed or endurance record, he says to
himself, "I did it
did it
did it!"
and that does not mean he has laid
an egg, either.

-

-

-

But that dream could not have materialized
not good
without that little
bit of so-essential Mica. And not real
good
if that Mica wasn't Macallen.

-

-

j

R

Er
E1

-

- (f/Ío)'1
- (f/f)'1' + 1!'(f/fe)' uu(1)

v(Î/fo)' +7(f/fo)[1
[1

where y = (u' + v' + u'v')/uv. Let
(f/f0) = x, then
E,

utrr

EL

1(1

0 = tan -1

(1

- + (xy)'11/2
- x')'/xy
x2)2

(3)

For maximum rate of change of
phase with frequency, differentiate
95 with respect to x.
Inasmuch as
interest is in values near ¢ = 0 at

which x =

MACALLEN MICA
ALL FORMS, ALL QUANTITIES

-

=

(1

-

1

x')'/xy

(4)

therefore
dd)

dx

ALL DEPENDABLE

when you think of MICA, think of MACALLEN

=

(x"z

- 2/y

+

1)/y
(near x =

(5)
1)

Because x is nearly unity near the
oscillating frequency
E2

E1

uv[1

- (1

x2)2/2(xy)21

y

The magnitude of the term

THE MACALLEN COMPANY
CHICAGO:
180

565

W.

WASHINGTON

BLVD.

16

MACALLEN

CLEVELAND:

ST., BOSTON 27, MASS.

1231

SUPERIOR

AVE.

(1-

x')2/2 (xy)' determines the sharpness of the resonance peaks, for the
smaller is y the more rapid the
February, 1948
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How this "VIBRATION DETECTIVE"

can help you put out a better product
detects vibration for you-or
for quality -control.
yardstick
turns it into a useful
In inspecting a line of air-conditioning equipment, for
example, you tell at a glance whether vibration is within acceptable limits. Or in operational tests of machines ter engines, you
can check them for smoothness-or determine their variations.
In short, MB Pickups help you locate trouble before your product gets into the field to cause extra expense and loss of good will.
And it's an idea for process -control, too. Take the case of a
ball -mill grinder, for instance. The MB Pickup could show you
when material was properly milled by changes in the pattern
of produced vibrations.
If you would like to know whether this sensitive pickup can
be used in your own plant, why not let us hear from you? As
foremost specialists in vibration, MB may have the answer
to your problem. There's no obligation.
AN MB VIBRATION PICKUP

PARTIAL TECHNICAL DATA
Coil which moves between permanent magnets, transforms velocity
changes into voltage changes.

Convertible for
vertical operation.

horizontal

Electrically damped.

or

Dimensions: 2-13/32 x 1-19/32 x
1-19/64". Weighs 8-1/2 oz.
Range: velocity response flat from
10 to 1000 cps. Usable to 5 cps.
Sensitivity: about 21 mv. per .001
inch double amplitude per 100 cps.
No practical lower limit on amplitude.

HOW TO REALLY ISOLATE VIBRATION AT THE SOURCE
MB's flexible, Type 5 Isomode* mount has remarkable isolation -efficiency. For it was engineered with an equal spring rate
in all directions-to absorb vibrations in all six possible
modes of motion! (That's why you can also mount it at
any angle!) It has softness plus stability; large load capacity
plus compact size.
You can make vibration end at an Isomode-supported design
-and with surprising simplicity! Get acquainted with the
Isomode design chart which locates your best support points
for you. Write for reprint of technical paper.
* Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

THE
SEND FOR FREE BULLETINS
No. 124A gives further details on Pickup. No. 4-5
provides helpful design information on mountings.
Reprint of Technical Paper describes Isomorfe Simplified Design Method. No. 405 describes economical
mounting of industrial machinery. Write Dept. A-6.

ELECTRONICS

-

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

1060 State Street
New Haven 11, Conn.
VIBRATION ISOLATOR UNITS

VIBRATION TEST EQUIPMENT
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the finest ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
money c
SHELL
High

num

strength

alley

alum/.

resistance to corrosion
.. with surface finish.

CONTACTS
High current capacity
...Low voltage drop.

SCINFLEX
ONE-PIECE
INSERT
High

change with x. Thus, as would be
expected, the rate of change of
phase and the sharpness of the resonance peak both depend on the
same parameter y.
The problem is to determine the
values of u and y for which y is a
minimum. To do so, let y2 = 1, in
which case C, = C2, and then y =
(2u2 + 1)/u. This relation is a
minimum when u2 = 0.5. Various
calculated amplitude, and phase
curves for y2 = 1 and different val use of u2 are shown in Fig. 2 with
the value of u2 indicated for each
curve.
For any general value of v2 there
is an optimum value of u2 and viceversa. The general expressions are
obtained.
u2 +
dy
d
+ u2v2
V2

=

SC 1 N F LEX i

Bendix-Scintilla* Electrical Connectors are precision -built to
render peak efficiency day -in and day -out even under difficult
operating conditions. The use of Scinflex
new BendixScintilla dielectric material of outstanding stability-makes

-a

them vibration -proof, moisture -proof, pressure -tight, and
increases flashover and creepage distances. Under extremes of
temperature, from -67° F. to +300° F., performance is remarkable. Dielectric strength is never less than 300 volts per mil.
The contacts, made of the finest materials, carry maximum
currents with the lowest voltage drop known to the industry.
The simplicity and soundness of design is demonstrated by
the fact that Bendix-Scintilla Connectors have fewer parts than
any other connector on the market-an exclusive feature that
means lower maintenance cost and better performance.
*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Write our Sales Department for detailed information.
Moisture -proof, Pressure -tight

Vibration -proof

Radio Quiet

Light Weight

Easy Assembly and Disassembly

Single -piece Inserts

High Arc Resistance

Less parts than any other Connector

Available in all Standard A.N. Contact Configurations

= 4(1

LAO

090

- (v/u2) + (l/v) +

+

(8)

y

y2)

(11)

EXPERIMENTAL

- POINTS

(2, v2)

FOR

1,1-

0.80

a
- 0.70
W

j
Fo

I

0.01,0.01'

3

J
-CALCULATED

0.60

CURVES

055

> 0.50
a 0.45

ó 30

W

It 040

0.0

50

i0 Tp o.i

01

0.2

o
0.5
RELATIVE FREQUENCY

N 0.35

Ivfol=

0.1

0.2

05

RELATIVE

SCINTILLA MAGNETO

SCINTILLA)

(7)

uv

which has its minimum when y' _
0, and then u2 = 0. Thus the criteria for the sharpest resonance
curves and the most rapid change of
phase near the resonant frequency
are that u and y are as small as possible consistent with maintaining
either Eq. 9 or 10. When u and y are
both small, they are nearly equal.
Figure 3 presents curves for various values of (u2, v2). These curves
include the cases for u2 and y0 both
vanishingly small; that is, the theoretically best conditions that can

0.30

BENDIX

/

du

which equals zero when
u2 = v2/(1 + v2)
(9)
Similarly, for a given value of u2
the optimum value of y2 is
v2.= u2/ (1 + u1
(10)
Carrying the logic further, put Eq.
9 into the expression for y, then
y2

AND THE SECRET IS

f

du

dielectric

strength ...High arc
resistance.

(continued)
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x

2.0

1.0

FREQUENCY

50

(f/fo)

10

SIDNEY, N. Y.
DIVISION OF

AVIATION CORPORA
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FIG.

3-Experimental points fall close to
the calculated resonance curves
February, 1948
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3DISIINGUISHED

TURNER
HAND

MICROPHONES

conven1ence
for
pesigned
for PERFORMANC

Engineered

MODEL 15D, 15D -NC, or 15X-The 15D -NC,
Noise Canceling Dynamic was developed for use
in machine shops, factories, railroad yards, aircraft,
and other installations where background noise
interferes with communications. Transmits only
when spoken to at close range from the front. Level:
52db below 1 volt/dyne/sq. cm. at high impedance.
Response 50-5000 c.p.s. Also available as the 15D
or 15X with high level wide range dynamic or
crystal circuits engineered for general purpose use.

Model 9

-.-

Model 20
w --

MODEL 9X or 9D-The Turner "HAN-D"One of the handiest, all-around microphones made.
Hang it, hold it, or mount on any standard microphone stand. Ideal for stage, paging, public address, amateur, police car, and traveling mike
applications. 9X Crystal is equipped with high
quality humidity protected crystal. Level: 52db
below 1 volt/dyne/sq. cm. Response: 5db from
60-7000 c.p.s,, 9D Dynamic is recommended for
more severe service conditions. Level: 52db below
1 volt/dyne/sq. cm. at high impedance. Response:
8db from 60-7000 c.p.s. In 50, 200, 500 ohms,
or high impedance.

Model 15

t

MODEL 20X Crystal-A new, low cost unit
designed to appeal to users of home recorders,
economical public address, paging and call systems,
and amateurs. Smooth response to voice and music.
Has Metalseal crystal. Level: 54db below 1 volt/
dyne/sq. cm. Response: 5db from 50-7000 c.p.s.

I

t

Ask your dealer
Licensed under U. S. patents of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company,and Western ElectricCompany, Incorporated.
Crystals licensed under patents of the Brush Development Co.

foxed try TURNER
THE TURNER
905 17TH
ELECTRONICS

-
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(continued)

be obtained. Also included in Fig.
3 are some experimental points ob-

d..M0oaM,-41H1 NNESi
snap action switch made

tained with the indicated values.
For the conventional case at x
= 1
=

u2

- 2/3
0; dc/dx = -

=-1; dd,/dx =

v'-

while for the optimum case at x =
u2

=

v"

1

1

Practical Considerations
The foregoing analysis indicates

that for maximum stability the ratios C2/CI and R,/R, should be as
large as possible consistent with a
given (frequency) relationship between them. In oscillators employing this type of feedback circuit;
condition for oscillation is
+ Rs/R2 + C2/C1 < A
(12)
where A is the gain in the auxiliary
amplifying circuit. Using the foregoing notation, this condition can
be expressed as
+ 1/u + l/v < A
(13)
Thus the minimum values of u
and y that can be employed are determined by the gain that is available from the amplifier.
1

Model "M" with No. A-22
wire Leaf Actuator for coin
operated machines. Length
and form of wire can be
made to suit job.

Standard Model "M" with
Pin Actuator. 1 ts44"X "44" z
Four M2' mounting
holes. Bakelite case. Pin

'/a".

Actuator either stainless

Standard Model "M" fitted
with No. A-18 Leaf Actuator
Bracket. Also furnished with
Roller Leaf. Code: A -18M.

steel or all baketite.

1

The ACRO Model "M" can be the answer to the designer's prayer
because it can be slipped in where no other switch will go. But
while it is tiny, it is truly a mighty midget-delivering long, dependable service with extreme accuracy. There is no knife blade
or bearing action. ACRO's exclusive rolling spring principle is the
key to its performance that sets it apart from all other miniature
switches. Millions of ACRO switches are in use on countless products
from coin operated machines to aircraft and military equipment.
Many variations can be furnished. Standard Model "M" Und. Labs.
Insp. 10 Amps 125 Volts A.C. Coin Model "M" Und. Labs. Insp.
3 Amps 125 Volts A.C. Circuits: Single pole, double throw, normally
open or normally closed.

R
C,

)I
1

C2

m2

Rz

No. 5L Leaf Actuator. e

No. 2M Roller Leaf Actuator.

FIG.

4-Typical oscillator circuit

to which

design can be applied

44°1'2*..
This original, basic ACRO enclosed

No. 48L Light pressure hinged leaf.

switch is furnished with various
types of actuators as shown at right.
Some have been tested to over two
hundred million actuations. Und.
Labs. Insp. 10 Amps 125 Volts A.C.,
5 Amps 250 Volts A.C.

Write for details and give

E2 > AEI

184

(14)

or
No. 63L Long travel, light pressure.

us

any problem you may have.

THE ACRO ELECTRIC
1316 SUPERIOR AVENUE

For example, in the cathode -coupled oscillator` shown in Fig. 4, the
condition for oscillation is

COMPANY

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

un

>A=gmlgnaRcRL

(15)

which means that
1

+

1/u

+

1/n <

gmig,,s2R c RL

(16)

where gml and g,a, are the mutual
conductances of the two triode sections under the operating conditions.
If the oscillator is to cover a
February,

1948-
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"Gosh! Will you look at this free booklet on G.A.&F.'s
Carbonyl Iron Powders! Look how it points out that no
other material can produce higher density and Q tuning
cores than grade HP powder. Just think how this simplifies and improves the antennae circuits of radio sets
using loop antennae!"

carbonyl iron powders
An Antara* Product of
General Aniline & Film Corporation

Clip this coupon-Mail it today!

FREE°

This easy -to -read booklet that can
real money for
save money
every radio engineer and electronics manufacturer!

-

-

Ask your core manufacturer-he's an authority
on the use of G.A.&F. Carbonyl Iron Powders.

Antara Products, Dept. 22
444 Madison Ave., New York 22,
Please send me a free copy of:
G. A.

&

N. Y.

F. Carbonyl Iron Powders

Polectron dielectrics

Name
Address

.8
ELECTRONICS
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TIM \

as a factor of

CONTROL inindustr
NEW ROCKFORD

4 -

FUNCTION MOLDING MACHINE

FOR THERMOSETTING PLASTICS

... timed by Cramer

range of frequencies, the ratio CI/Cl
must remain constant over the
band. This consistency can be accomplished by using a ganged tuning capacitor with, for example, C,
consisting of three sets of plates in
parallel and Cl the other set. Then
v'
0.33. Thus for optimum stability with this value of v', u' =
0.25. The condition for oscillation

-

becomes
gmlgm2RCRL > 8

(17)

For usual triodes, RC is approximately 500 ohms, and
is approximately 2,000 microhms, therefore
RL should be greater than 4,000

g

ohms.

met

Mounted

on push button panel

Cramer Time Delay Relay
determines amount of time delay between two operation
cycles.
.

Measuring, preforming, preheating, molding -'the four
functions of molding thermosetting plastics combined in
one machine! A development of the Rockford Machine
Tool Co., all movements are hydraulically powered, electrically controlled
automatically timed through the
complete operating cycle.
Cramer Time Delay Relays handle four vital timing applications on this unique Rockford Hi-Jector. Another
product where dependable control is essential to per.

formance

.

... timed

.

by Cramer.

(1) H. H. Scott, A New Type of Selective
Circuit and Some Applications, Proc.
I. R. E., p 226 Feb. 1938.
(2) F. E. Terman, R. P. Buss., W. R.
Hewlett, and F. C. Cahill, Some Applications of Negative Feedback with Particular
Reference to Laboratory Equipment, Proc.
I. R. E. p 649 Oct. 1989.
(3) F. E. Terman "Radio Engineers'
Handbook", McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York p 505 1943.
(4) Keats A. Pullen, The Cathode
Coupled Amplifier, Proc. I. lt. E., p 402
June 1946.

Differential Input Circuits
By E. E. SUCKLING
Physiology Department
Medical School, University of Otago
Dunedin, New Zealand

and other lowlevel amplifiers often use a differELECTROMEDICAL

Cramer Time Delay Re-

lays, mounted on control panel. Safety Timer
(1) determines time allowed after initiation of
timer. Preform
Dreheat
elay Timer (2) determines time delay before
preform plunger cylinder valve is energized.
Mold Plunger Timer (3)
determines time plunger
returns.

ential input circuit to prevent hum
and other interferences from entering the equipment. In addition, if
the potential to be amplified appears across two points both above
ground a balanced input circuit
may be necessary even though the
amplifier is single ended.
Balance to Unbalance Conversion

Specialists in TIME as a factor of CONTROL,
Cramer has developed a wide range of devices
for a great variety of commercial and industrial
duties. If the performance of your product depends on precision timing, consult Cramer.

e/ it.I

I

ConteAbtpok`
tt1E o,
3,
Box N°'
IC 048

186

Y

94C.

p,N
aAMER C MP Bonn

Wide use of the Toennies circuit'
for producing a differential effect
and for converting from balanced to
unbalanced circuits while retaining
inphase cancellation is due to the
ease with which this circuit is adjusted and the high rejection ratio
obtained with it. Rejection ratio is
measured by connecting the two
input terminals together and
measuring the amplifier sensitivity
to a signal between the grids and
the ground, and comparing that
value with the one obtained under
normal conditions (input signal between the two grids or between one
grid and ground). A 1,000 -fold
February,

1948-
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FROM MIDGET TO MAMMOTH

iorrosive
41-,

ss

sT>AlN

LAST LONGER!

SAVE MONEY!

Nuts, bolts, screws of all kinds, wash-

..

.
rivets, cotter pins, nails
ready to ship on order, in all standard sizes and analyses. Special products, to your specifications, made

ers,

FREE

Write for
CATALOG and Stock List

and delivered promptly.

yeti -Corrosive Metal

Products Co. Inc.

CASTLETON-ON- HUDSON
Write for catalog and stocklist.

ELECTRONICS

-

NEW YORK

Address Anti -Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc., 63 River Road, Castleton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
In Canada, Railway Power and Engineering, Inc., Ltd.
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THE ELECTRON ART

COMPLETE
I

GEIGER -MÜLLER LABORATORY
COUNTING RATE METER
MODEL
A

-

RM4

FIG. I-Conventional differential input cir
cuit has high rejection to unbalanced po

COMBINED COUNTING

tentials

RATE METER AND
COUNTER SET

Direct reading
counting rate meter with
FOUR full scale ranges
of 5,50, 500 and 5000
pulses per second.
Provision for connection of external
5 m. a. recording milliameter. Recorder circuit for
operation of impulse register (recording clock). Regulated
high voltage power supply for counter tube. Built-in loudspeaker for aural monitoring. Pulse equalizing and sharpening
stages. Operates with self -quenching OR non -self -quenching
counter tubes. Provision for connecting scaling circuit,
impulse register, oscilloscope, recording milliameter and
calibrating input signal. Price only $350 less counter tubes
and recording clock. For complete description send for
Bulletin No. 471.

HIGH SPEED GEIGER-MULLER
LABORARORY SET
MODEL LS64

CHECK THESE

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:
All of the newest circuits

-simplified and modernized-reliable and foolproof. Uses the famous
Higinbotham Scaling

Circuit-SCALE OF 64 (Used under license agreement with U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission). Build -in recorder clock of zero reset
type-counts up to 9999 before recycling. Regulated high voltage
power supply for counter tube, with front panel voltmeter. Suitable
for use with self-quenching or non -self -quenching counter tube. Bank
of neon indicator lamps for interpolation of count and indication of
proper scaler operation. Small, compact, light in weight-constructed
completely on one 13"x17" chassis with 8-34" rack type front panel.
PRICE ONLY $360.00 complete with tubes and built-in recording
clock. Send for Descriptive Bulletin No. 472.

1920 LINCOLN -LIBERTY BLDG.

PHILADELPHIA 7, PENNA.
MANUFACTURERS OF SI'ECIALIZEI) 'ELECTRONIC APPARATUS
188

reduction in sensitivity with the
grids tied together is easily obtained with a Toennies circuit, and
indicates that, if hum is present
equally on the two output leads, it
will be attenuated 60 db compared
with potentials between the two
grids. A common form of the
Toennies circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
In the circuit, R, is adjusted so
that the cathode potential is a few
volts positive relative to ground in
order that the tubes will operate
with normal bias. Potentiometer
R, is then adjusted so that the signal on the grid of V, from terminal
T, equals the signal between cathode
and grid (ground) impressed on
V, by the cathode follower V,. In
this way, cancellation of voltages
that are in phase at T, and T, is
obtained.
A disadvantage of this circuit is
that the cathodes are not at ground
potential. Because the differential
input is usually used at the beginning of a sensitive amplifier normally handling input signals of a millivolt or less, this disadvantage
precludes using alternating current
for heating the tubes; any hum
transferred from heaters to cathodes develops a voltage across R
which may be 50,000 ohms, and is
fed to the amplifier. The usual
arrangement is to heat the cathodes
from a storage battery.
Improved Circuits

Rearrangement of the circuit enables the cathodes to be connected
directly to ground, and thus permits a -c operation of the heaters.
Figure 2 shows one rearrangement
in which the ground is transferred
from the junction of the two batteries to the cathode. If this cirFebruary, 1948

-
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To meet requirements for weight- and space-saving rectifica-

tion in small radios, General Electric engineers have developed
this tiny selenium rectifier. Less than one inch square, its use
has resulted in important manufacturing economies, without
loss of efficiency.

This two -ton copper-oxide rectifier is one of the largest ever
made. Designed and engineered by General Electric, the
ten -foot -tall unit is rated at 80 kw. It will be used in an
electrochemical process, to supply constant unvarying flow of
electricity over a wide range of load.

za

N

... Specify General

Electric and Get
the Right Rectifier for Your Designs
Mite or Mammoth? Your needs probably fit somewhere in
between. But the important point is that we have a lot of
experience with all kinds and all types of rectifiers.
This means that when you come to us with a problem
involving rectification, we probably have already tackled a
and have
similar problem for some other manufacturer

-

come up with a successful solution.
Even if your application is entirely new, our engineers
have a background of experience that is invaluable in selecting the type and the design of rectifier that will give you the

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-

utmost in operating economy and output efficiency.
Because we make all three of the most commonly used
types of rectifiers, you can be sure of unbiased recommendations for the one that is best suited to your application.
Call on us for counsel when your next project is in the
planning stage. There is no obligation. Just ask a General
Electric representative to call, or write to Section A72-231,
Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric
Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

ELECTRIC
189
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(continued)

2-Rearranged circuit grounds the
cathodes so that a -c heater operation is
possible
FIG.

cuit is used, both batteries are
above a -c ground potential and.
must be shielded. But further rearrangement overcomes this difficulty.
In Fig. 3 resistors R, through R
have the same functions as in Fig.
1. Resistors R; and Ra form a highimpedance network that supplies
feedback from V2 to V, and also

Fishing reel gears must operate smoothly at a speed
of 3000 revolutions per minute or more,
when a cast is executed. These gears must also
withstand the strain of hauling in a fighting fish of
unpredictable size and strength, thus rendering a dual
purpose: speed and velvety smoothness in one
direction-strength and durability in the other.

maintains the grids negative for
correct operation. With the values
shown, the circuit gives a gain of
12 measured with the signal injected between one grid and
ground, and a rejection ratio for

Instruments and machines have individual gear
problems. For over a quarter of a century, Quaker
City Gear Works has solved thousands of them
and produced millions of gears of
every description up to 60" in diameter
for manufacturers in many diversified industries.
Aircraft controls, dental drills, electric clocks,
gauges, indicators, heat controls, machine tools,
radar, radios, washing machines and motion picture
projectors are but a few of the many conveniences
of modern progress which depend upon the
heartbeat of Quaker City Gears. Your gear problem
is our business, our large productive
capacity is at your service.
YOUR INQUIRIES

WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Outdoorsnnln Castomatte
many
The heart of the
is but one of
reel illustrated above by our engineers and
gear trains developed
equipped plant.
produced in our fully

quaker City Gear Works
TED
I

N

C

O
O

R

P

O

RR

A
A

T

E

D

1910 N. Front Street, Philadelphia 22, Pa.

FIG.

3-Feedback enables cathodes and

batteries

to be

grounded; typical values
are shown

potentials of 300.
The circuit is of considerable value
for electromedical equipment because it enables an a -c operated
amplifier to be used with a 45 -volt
bias battery as the only additional
voltage source required for differ50 -cycle in -phase

ential input.
(1) J. F. Toenuies,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SURVEY OF NEW TECHNIQUES

are basic product
At the
design determinants.
Elektrizitaets factory
Radium
(Wipperfurth, Germany) tungsten

METALS FOR TUBES

February,
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A

fier, Review of Scientific
9, 1938.
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UNITED AIR LINES Selects
New WILCOX VHF Receiver
For Ground Installations
New Fixed frequency Receiver
Offers New Performance Features
in the 118'w 136 Mc. Nand
Selectivity Permits 100 Kc. Adjacent
Channel Operation
No Interference from Spurious Frequency
Responses

Simplicity of Circuit Design Means Easy
Maintenance
New Noise Limiter Means Better Reception
Single Unit Construction Saves Space

Write Today for Complete
Information on Me
WILCOX 305A RECEIVER
THE NAME

W I LCOX

Communication

WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

-

Kansas City

1,

Missouri
191
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For Automatic Reset Timing

NEW PRODUCTS
(continued from

p 144)

alignment of f -m receivers in the
88-108 megacycle band. I -f signals
are available from 8.3 to 10.8 mc.
Sweep width is adjustable. Terminals are provided for obtaining oscilloscope deflection voltages.

Registration Control
RIPLEY CO., INC.,

Middletown, Conn.

registration control that corrects the positioning of wrapping
materials with colored index marks
A new

",y,,iannu'. o
ellorame

as fine as 0.015 inch can be used on
either transparent or translucent
materials. Operation rate is 750
per minute with correction on any
sequence of registration marks such
as every 5th or 10th. Standard tubes
and lamps are used.

hÏIP"

..,.,
;,,;.,,,

the SHIFT is to HAYDON!
An automatic shift mechanism has been built into the Haydon 1600
series synchronous motor and gear unit by Haydon engineers, making
possible immediate automatic resetting for devices such as time delay
relays, process timers, interval timers, etc. The magnetic pull of the
energized motor field is utilized to engage the gear train while the
timing operation is in progress. A counterbalance in the shift disengages the gear train from the motor when the motor field is de -energized. The drive shaft is then free to be reset to its starting position
by means of an external spring. Engaging and disengaging action
is

uniform in any position.

Available in speeds from 15 to 1/10 rpm.
Information on this exclusive shift feature, and complete
data on all Haydon synchronous motors and timers, is
available in the new 1948 Engineering Catalog.
If it's about time, request a demonstration of Haydon

Spiral Cone Speaker
STEPHENS MFG. CORP., 10416 National Blvd., Los Angeles 34, Calif.
The Tru-Sonic model P-52FR co spiral speaker has a frequency
range from 40 to 14,000 cycles. The
response is not flat but its characteristic has been accentuated at
certain frequencies for desired

products at your desk.
WRITE

HAYDON, 2402

ELM

STREET,

TORRINGTON,

CONN.

lk
MANUFACTURING

SUBSIDIARY

OF

YOUR PRODUCTS

TIME TO

GENERAL

INC.

CONNECTICUT

TORRINGTON
HARNESS

COMPANY,

TIME

INSTRUMENTS

CORPORATION

February,
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PLASTICON HIVOLT SUPPLIES
High Voltage - Low Current DC Power Supplies
for
Television-Radiation Counters-Photoflash Devices-Electrostatic Precipitators-Spectrographic Analysers, Oscilloscopes, Etc.
HiVolt Supplies are self-contained in hermetically
to transsealed metal containers. They are designed
DC.
current
low
voltage
high
to
form low voltage AC

HiVolt PS -1
Specifications:
Volts Input: 118 VAC, 60 cycles.
Volts Output: 2400 VDC (capacitor load)
Current Output: .006 Amps., half -wave DC.
Max. Watts Input: 15 watts.
Type of Filter: Not filtered.

Terminals: 8-32 screw and nuts.
bakelite washers;
Insulation: 118 VAC
2400 VDC-1 porcelain standoff;
2400 VDC-lug spotwelded to case.

-2

Container: Terne plate steel-gray lacquer finish.
Size: 33/e" x

3

3/16"

x 51/2".

Weight: 2.2 lbs.

List Price $18.95

F. O. B.

Chicago

designed to charge a parallel NOTE: The PS -1
wired bank of not more than 15 AOCOE22C3 Plasticon Energy Storage Capacitors
is

(48 mfd.).

HiVolt PS -2
Regulation and Ripple Curves

Specifications:
2Y00

Volts Input: 118 VAC, 60 cycles.
Volts Output: 2400 VDC, maximum.
Current Output: .005 Amps. DC. maximum.

:200

Max. Watts Input: 10 watts.
Type of Filter: R. C. Filter: 50,000 ohms, 2x.1 mfds.

Terminals: 8-32 screw and nut.
bakelite washers;
Insulators 118 VAC
2400 VDC-2 porcelain standoffs;
container neutral.
Container: Terne plate steel-gray lacquer finish.

-2

Size: 33/4"

x

3

3/16"

x

2

2t
arv!t
/V00

List Price $25.75

F. O. B.

is similar in

1%

Chicago

appearance to

the
except that all four terminals are on
the recessed top of the container.
PS -2

3x,

,800

51/2".

Weight: 2.5 lbs.

NOTE: The

vA
2000

,200

G7,

s

PS -1

;ondenser products (ompany
1175 NORTH BRANCH STREET
ELECTRON ICS

-

CHICAGO 21, ILLINOIS
195
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kÍôw to make

Nondirectional Antenna

neghborb

TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORP., Sherburne, N. Y. Taco type 624 foldeddipole is a horizontally polarized
antenna that is essentially nondirectional and is designed for television and f -m broadcast reception.
A 300 -ohm transmission line is
furnished.

out oe
&sthri1

(continued)

audio effects. Bulletin 109 describes
the speakers available in both 12 and 15 -inch cone diameters.

up1tere

..
When you're faced with shortages, need equipment parts,

-

or must ship finished products to meet contract dates use
the speed and handiness of Air Express and your worries
are over. Air Express is the fastest possible way to ship or
receive; cuts days off shipping time.
Air Express goes on all flights of the Scheduled Airlines
with air speeds up to 5 miles a minute. Special door-todoor service (no extra cost!) speeds up your shipments
still more. Use the speed of Air Express regularly. Rates
are surprisingly low.

-

Repeat Cycle Tillier
G. C. WILSON & Co., 2 N.

Passaic

Ave., Chatham, N. J.

A process
control timer operating from 115
volts, 60 cycles has independently
variable on and off intervals ranging from 0.1 second to 4.0 minutes.

specify Air Express-Worldi fastest Shipping Service
Low rates

-

special pick-up and delivery in principal t. . S. towns
and cities at no extra cost.
Moves on all flights of all Scheduled Airlines.
Air-rail between 22,000 off -airline offices.
Direct air service to and from scores of foreign countries.
True case history: Machine parts made in Camden were needed in
Chicago. 32-lb. package picked up 11 A.M. the 28th, delivered 5 P.m.
same day. 669 miles, Air Express charge only $6.88. Gave days
more time to complete the job. Other weights, any distance, similarly
inexpensive and fast. Just phone your local Air Express Division,
Railway Express Agency, for fast shipping action.

Wide variations in line voltage have
a negligible effect on timing intervals. Relay contacts up to doublepole double -throw each rated at 10
amperes can be provided.
Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities

Small Selenium Rectifiers
RICHARDSON-ALLEN CORP., 15 W.

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE
OF RAILWAY EXPRESS
AGENCY AND THE

SCHEDULED
196

AIRLINES OF

THE U.S.

20th St., New York 11, N. Y., announce two new small selenium variable platers designed for jewelry
manufacturers and laboratories.
Model D -513A is a 4 -amp, 6 -volt
rectifier, and D -514A is a 10 -amp,
February,
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ELECTRONICS

That's the
name to

remember in

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

There are values in the use of permanent magnetsincreased efficiencies and economies-that should be
investigated by many a manufacturer of electrical and
mechanical equipment. The past decade has seen great
strides in the scope and utility of permanent magnets,
and this progress is important to you.
Equally important are the extra values you'll find in
Arnold Permanent Magnets-the natural result of
specialization and leadership, and of complete quality
control in every production step from melting furnace
to final test. Call in an Arnold engineer to help with
your design and planning-write direct or to any
Allegheny Ludlum office.
W&D 1099

Subsidiary of
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION
147 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
Specialists and Leaders in the Design
Engineering and Manufacture of PERMANENT MAGNETS

ELECTRONICS

-February,
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NEW PRODUCTS

rectifier, both operating on
115 a -c single phase 60 cycle cur-

8 -volt

rent.

High -Frequency Tetrode
EITEL-MCCULLOUGH, INC., 189 San

Mateo Ave., San Bruno, Calif. Type
4-400A tetrode is radiation cooled in
a special socket and air duct. A
pair of the 400 -watt tubes operated

Now Electrical Impulse Recording is

oscillographs draw instant pictures of electrical
impulses. Eliminate delays and trouble when you want
accurate, permanent, ink -on -paper recordings.
Yes, Brush

Recordings of strains, pressures and countless electrical
phenomena can be made osier a frequency range of D.C. to
100 c.p.s. Today Brush Oscillographs are available in
Single, Double and Six Channel models. The magnetic Pen
Motor is available separately for incorporation into equipment such as, medical, geophysical and other highly
specialized designs. Whenever desired, recordings may be
stopped for notations on chart -paper.

conservatively will provide over a
kilowatt of output power at 4,000
plate volts on the 88 to 108 me f -m
band.

Electroplater
HANSON - VANWINKLE - MUNNING

Co., Matawan, N. J. A new process
D.C. Amplifier. Well

for improved electroplating that

adapted to the measurement of static
or dynamic phenomena such as tem-

reduces polishing costs involves a
periodic reverse plating cycle.
Equipment now available handles

Brush Model

BL -913

perature, light, pressures, strains, etc.

Write today for detailed bulletin
3405 Perkins Aveaue"' Cieeelonà 1As;t?k1s.D.SA.

THE

ltißiG4ffTtCC IN.00RDR15

3

Dix.

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS D(V.'

DUST8tAé INSTRUMENTS DIV.

CRYSTAL DtVISIQt!

'<

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

Canadian Representatives: A.

C.

Wickman Canada) Ltd.

P.

O. Box 9,

Station

N, Toronto 14

February,
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HEAT?

Bothered by

INVESTIGATE
G -E SILICONES

Bothered by heat-in your production
problems? Then you'll want to investigate General Electric silicones. Because
whether you are concerned with the
manufacture of airplanes or oven doors,
any
searchlights or diesel engines
product or process where heat presents
a problem ... General Electric silicones

...

have amazing heat-defying properties
that can probably prove useful to you.
For example, silicone rubber-an
amazing material which retains its elasticity at temperatures as high as 520 Fhas been found to be ideal for making
gaskets for jet airplane engines. Other
motors can benefit by the application of

silicone resin insulating varnish to windings. By using this varnish-capable of
withstanding a temperature of 355 Flonger life under extreme service conditions may be obtained.
If molding is your business you'll be
interested in General Electric silicone
oils and greases. Displaying the typical
silicone family traits, these products resist heat even at 575 F. This means you
may apply them to extremely hot molds
to prevent sticking of the binder and
molded piece. Silicone oils and greases
are real "efficiency experts" when it
comes to saving on broken parts and
speeding up production.

In the finishing field you'll find G -E
silicone resins which impart unusual
weather -resistance to paints and finishes.
Still another product of General Electric research is DRI-FILM water repellent materials. They have proved
exceptionally effective for treating glass,
ceramics, plastics, textiles, and paper.
WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT GENERAL

They have other
interesting characteristics and their uses
are many and varied. Perhaps they are
what you are looking for in your particular industry. We'll be glad to discuss
them with you. Chemical Department,
General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
ELECTRIC SILICONES?

*REG.

U. S. PAT. OFF.

l'lease address inquiries about G -E silicones to Resin and Insulation Materials
Division, Chemical Department,. General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

YOU'LL.

BE

HEARING

A

LOT

ABOUT

GENERAL

3 ELECTRI;C

SILICONES
ELECTRONICS-February, 1948
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NEW PRODUCTS

PRODUCT

NATIONAL RESEARCH

OF

GRADE

XXXP- 455

NEwI

HENOLITE
I

Rea U 5

P

up to fifty amperes with a range of
a fraction of a second to 25 seconds
for each portion of the time cycle.

Midget Crystal Socket
JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO., INC. 150
Exchange St., Malden 48, Mass. A

new midget crystal holder socket
type 33302 has been designed for

Obi

Laminated PLASTIC
í

'emaz;Jee

,1 O55
91tateeet

'
ecmft4 re

After 24 hrs.

Water
Immersion

Dry

106 cycles

Power Factor,104 cycles
Loss Factor,
106 cycles
Dielectric Constant
Resistance,megohms
insulation

.111

.111

4.21
Over

4.29
Over
1

1

Million

Million

965 volts/mil

24 hrs.
n thickDWater
1, WI
thick
Water Absorption /8
Strength

Rockwell

.026

.0258

0.50
l

.5%

use with the midget hermetically
sealed type CR7 crystal. Silverplated phosphor bronze contacts are
used, mounted in Steatite.
Pin
spacing is a half inch.

Feed Through Terminal
CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORP.,

445
Concord Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass.
New feed -through terminals are

Hardness

GRADE

the exceptional new
Phenolite Plastic with very high insulation
resistance both under wet and dry conditions, was specifically developed for Radio
and Television: variable condensors, selector switches, volume controls, terminal
strips, tube sockets, jack spacers, insulating
washers, resistor strips.
However, Grade XXXP-455 has wide
potential use in fabricated parts of every
description where high insulation resistance under humid conditions is required.
For full details call or write
XXXP-455,

available for i or -I -inch hole mounting, each type in two lengths. The
larger terminal illustrated will
withstand 8,000 volts, 60 cycles

Multichannel Transmitter
West
19th St., New York 11, N. Y. TeleRADIO RECEPTOR CO., INC., 251

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
WI LM

I

NGTON 99,

Offices

DELAWARE
i!

+n

Principal Cities
February, 1948
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ANNOUNCING
MICROWAVE
MIXERS

the first 13 volumes of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
RADIATION

DUN()

LABORATORY

SERIES

NOW AVAILABLE

These important books are the first available of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Radiation Laboratory Series.
The Series, containing in all 27 titles and index, was written
and edited principally by members of the Radiation Laboratory
maintained during the war for elecRADAR SYSTEM
tronic research. This outstanding
MICROWAVE MIXERS
ENGINEERING
addition to the literature of the field
Vol. 16. By R. V. POUND, Junior Fellow,
Vol. 1. Edited by L. N. RIDENOUR, Procovers
advances
in
radar
workSociety of Fellows, Harvard. 381 pages,
fessor of Physics, Univ. of Penn., 408
illus., $5.50
pages, over 300 illus., $7.50
makes these available to all fields
A specialized treatment of the microwave
This volume outlines general principles of
concerned
new
with the
electronicsportions of very high -frequency receivers,
radar systems, and discusses basic design
discussing various receiving systems and
communication, television, biological
considerations. It describes the components
of a radar set from the design engineer's
their relative merit. Design problems of
and physical sciences and the many
practical mixers are carefully described,
standpoint and outlines the problems enindustries in which electronics is becountered. Moving target indication and
showing how to maintain constant absolute
frequency of local oscillator and how to
radio transmission of data to remote indicacoming increasingly important.
tors are carefully explained, including destabilize constant frequency difference betailed examples of actual systems.
RADAR AIDS TO NAVIGATION

Vol. 2. Edited by John S. HALL, Assoc.
Professor of Astronomy and Physics, Amherst College. 389 pages, illus., $5.00

Describes the advantages and limitations
of the use of radar in navigation and pilotage. In addition to full treatment of airborne, shipborne, and landbased radar, this
book contains descriptions of many other
navigation devices which give a more comprehensive picture of the equipment in use.
It emphasizes the practical application of
modern aids for safety and accuracy in
navigation.

RADAR BEACONS
Vol. 3. Edited by ARTHUR ROBERTS, Assoc.
Professor of Physics, State Univ. of Iowa.
409 pages, illus., $6.00
This comprises a survey of the design and

latest developments in radar responder beacons and their use in navigation and identification. Information on practical aspects
-installation, operation, and maintenanceis included.
It describes various types of
beacons and interrogators and shows how
each is employed in communication navigation and positioning.

LORAN
Vol. 4. J. A. PIERCE, Research Fellow, Cruft
Laboratory, Harvard; A. A. McKENZIE,
Assoc. Editor, Electronics, and R. H.
WOODWARD, Research Fellow,
Cruft
Laboratory, Harvard. 468 pages, illus.,
$6.00
A complete account of the design and use
of the long-range pulse navigation system
known as Loran, both in Its original form

and as sky-wave synchronized Loran. Sections are included on radio propagation at
Loran frequencies and on methods for the
computation and preparation of Loran navigational charts.
PULSE GENERATORS
Vol. 5. G. N. GLASCOE, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; and J. V. LEVACQZ,
Johns Hopkins Univ., 737 pages, $9.00
The theoretical and practical aspects of the

generation of power pulses. Pulse powers
in the range of 100 watts to 20 megawatts
and pulse durations from .03 to 10 microseconds are considered, covering pulse formation, the effect of circuit parameters on
the pulse shape, pulse power, average power,
poker transfer, and circuit efficiency.

KLYSTRONS AND
MICROWAVE TRIODES
Vol. 7. Edited by D. R. HAMILTON, Princeton Univ.; J. K. KNIPP, Iowa State College; and J. B. H. KUPER, Brookhaven
National Laboratory. 534 pages, illus.,
$7.50
An authoritative discussion of low power

microwave triodes, klystrons, and their performance as local oscillators, signal generaIt
tors, and low -power transmitters.
explains fully the theory behind the use
of klystrons and triodes as mixers, amplifiers, oscillators, and frequency multipliers.
Two -cavity and reflex klystrons and planer
triodes are described.
ELECTRON ICS

-
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TECHNIQUE OF
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS
Vol. 11. Edited by C. G. MONTGOMERY,
Associate Professor of Physics, Yale
University. 937 pages, illus. $10.00
This book describes in detail the procedures
for measuring the properties of microwaves
and the circuits in which they are used. A

full description of the measurable quantities
of microwaves provides sound groundwork
for the later chapters which deal with
sources of power suitable for measuring purposes and the means for detecting energy
at microwave frequencies.
Methods for
measuring wave lengths, impedance, frequency, and attenuation are fully described.

MICROWAVE DUPLEXERS
Vol.

14. Edited by L. D. SMULLEN and
C. G. MONTGOMERY, Professor o Phys-

ics, Yale Univ.. 437 pages, illus., $6.50
An analysis of the problems of using a

single antenna for receiving and transmitting pulsed signals. It discusses lowlevel properties of TR and ATR tubes and
the methods for their design. The high-level
operation is explained in detail with a
description of the properties of the gases
used in the tubes. Circuits used for duplexing are fully covered.

CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS
Vol. 15. Edited by H. C. TORREY and C. A.
WHITMER, Rutgers Univ.
440 pages,
illus., $6.00

The characteristics and use of the silicon
and germanium point -contact rectifiers used
as microwave converters and for other circuit applications. Treatment of the theory
of semiconductors, of the semiconductor metal contact, of frequency conversion by
rectifiers, and of noise generation by crystals
is followed by engineering information on
the production and use of practical crystal
types.
Low-level detectors, high inverse
voltage crystals and crystals with negative
i -f
conductance are discussed in detail.

1SEE

THESE

tvveen

transmitter and local oscillator.

MICROWAVE RECEIVERS
Vol. 23. Edited by S. N. VAN VORHIS,
Assoc. Professor of Physics, Univ. of
Rochester.
611 pages, illus., $8.00

This book treats together all the elements
making up a wide -band receiver, describing
individual circuit types-the assembly, testing, and maintenance of microwave receivers.
It includes analyses of actual receivers which
contain examples of important circuit combinations.

THEORY OF
SERVOMECHANISMS

Vol. 25. Edited by H. M. JAMES, Purdue
Univ.; N. B. NICHOLS, Taylor Instrument Co.; and R. S. PHILLIPS, Univ. of
Southern Calif. 375 pages, il/us., $5.00
Outlines the standard theory of servomech-

anisms design, showing application of current techniques, and providing an introduction to a new technique. It covers frequency
response design considerations-transfer loci,
attenuation vs. log -frequency plots, and
phase -angle vs. log -frequency plots-and explains the later method which depends upon
minimization of rms error with which the
mechanism produces a desired result in the
presence of electrical noise and other disturbances.

COMPUTING MECHANISMS
AND LINKAGES
Vol. 27.
Edited by A.
pages, illus., $4.50

SVOBODA.

379

discussion of computing mechanisms and
a detailed study of bar linkages in computers. It includes a full account of novel
methods for the design of bar linkages
serving as generators of functions of one
and two independent variables, and describes
the design of bar linkage multipliers.
A

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., Inc., 330 W. 42d St., NYC 18
Send me the volumes of the Radiation Laboratory Series
indicated by the numbers I have encircled below for 10
examination on approval. In 10 days I will remit
McG AW-HÌL! days'
the price of the books I desire to keep plus a few cents

BOOKS
10 DAYS

FREE

postage, and return unwanted books postpaid.
paid on cash orders-Same return privilege.)
4
5
1
2
3
16
23
25
15
11
14

(Postage

7

27

Name
Address
City and State
Company
L-2-48
Position
(For Canadian price, write McGraw-Hill Co. of Canada Ltd..
12 Richmond St. E., Toronto 1.)
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APHS
H AT H AWAY
for EVERY purpose
General Purpose, 12 to
24 elements, for laboratory or field
use, quick -change transmission for
wide range of record speeds, automatic titling and numbering, automatic record -length control, tuning
fork time marker, galvanometer
attenuators, governor motor.
S8-B

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

pak multichannel
transmitting
equipment consists of two sizes of
functional power, r-f and modulator units or cells of 500 and 1,000
watts. R -f cells are available in
frequencies from 200 kc to 150 mc.
Special cells can be had for various
types of modulation, including homing beacon service.

Five -Watt Resistors
Flournoy
St., Chicago, Ill. The Brown Devil
line of resistors now includes a 5watt wire -wound series in resistance values from 1 to 10,000 ohms.
Standard tolerance is plus or minus
10 ohms. See Bulletin 132.
OHMITE MFG. Co., 4952

(Bulletin SP165)
pp

SO -C General Purpose,

24

to

elements, otherwise same as type S8 -B.

36
r

(Bulletin SP165)
pp

SO -D General Purpose, 12 to 24 elements, similar to type S8 -B except without
automatic controls.
(Bulletin SPI75)

S12 -A Small Portable, General Purpose, the smallest complete 12 -element oscillograph.
(Bulletin SPI67)

S6 -A Geophysical,

12

elements.

561

24

elements.

S

Oscillograph,
elements, ultra -simple, low

14-A Student's

to 12
in cost.
6

Geophysical,

Geiger Counter
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT LABOR-

West Erie St., Chicago
selfquenching Geiger
counter has a plateau of about 250
ATORIES, 223

10, Ill. A new

(Bulletin SP183)

515-A Portable Self -Powered, 6 elements, for use where very small size is
essential and power is not available.
(Bulletin SP193)
SC 16-A Cathode Ray, 6 elements,

very high frequency response and writing
speed, record speed to 6000 inches per
second.
(Bulletin SP194)

RS9-A Automatic Oscillograph, 12
elements, for switchboard or portable use,
for automatic recording of faults or staged
system testing, high-speed starting.

volts at a slope of 2 percent per
hundred volts. Threshold is between 850 and 950 volts and expected tube life is 108 counts.

(Bulletin SP196)

WHATEVER YOUR REQUIREMENTS MAY
BE THERE IS A

HATHAWAY OSCILLOGRAPH FOR YOU

WRITE FOR
TECHNICAL BULLETIN

INSTRUMENT COMPANY
CLARKSON
1315 SO.

STREET

DENVER 10. COLORADO
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F-S Receiver Terminal
HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN, LTD.,

February,
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50

Drumm St., San Francisco, Calif.
Type A-4601 dual diversity receiver
terminal permits an improvement
of 11 db in signal -noise ratio over
make -break systems, by virtue of
using the frequency -shift method
alone, and the gain of the dual diversity system over a single channel
make -break approximates 22 db improvement. High-speed keying is
also possible with no loss in selec1948-

ELECTRONICS

DEFLECTION COIL
SHELL CYLINDER

COSMALITE
COIL FORMS FOR..
PUNCHED

RECEIVERS

DEFLECTIO N
COIL CORE

A new and further step in the ever increasing use of these spirally laminated
paper base, Phenolic Tubes.

Perform-

ance based upon approximately seven
years of research.

Other Cosmalite Types
#96 COSMALITE for coil forms in all

standard broadcast receiving sets.
SLF COSMALITE for Permeability Tuners
SHELL

DE

*

Spirally wound kraft and fish paper

FLECTION COIL

TERMINAL RING

Coil Forms and Condenser Tubes.

RETAINING RING

Attractive prices.

Fast deliveries.

Inquiries given specialized attention.

DEFLECTION
SPACER

a.
CONTAINER
TieCLEVELAND
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
6201 BARBERTON AVE.

ÿ

p
N046
MAE©

Pa¿
O10Ni
ELECTRONICS

-

pEsiR

'Trade Mark Registered

All -Fibre Cans Combination Metal and Paper Cans
Spirally Wound Tubes and Cores for all Purposes

Plastic and Combination Paper and Plastic Items

d
PRODUCTION PLANTS

also al Plymouth,

PLA SI ICS DIVISIONS
SALES

OFFICES

IN

at Plymouth,

- Rum

We,

223, 1186

CANANA-Ils

Ogdensburg.

Wee, Ogdensburg,

N.

N. Y.

T, Chicago, III, Oetrnit, N rh., lamesburg, N I.
ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio

Braad.ay, N.Y.C., also 611 Nam St, Hartford, Conn.
Csataiaar Calada LIL, Prescott 011114.

Clutha
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PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS

BAACH-INTERNATIONAL
EIGHT HEAD

Toroidal and Sinusoidal

HOT -CUT
FLARE MACHINE

For u,e in computing and analyzing devices; generation of low frequency saw tooth and sine waves;
controls for radio and radar equipment; position indicators; servomechanisms; electro medical instruments, measuring devices-telemetering; gun fire control where
360° rotation, high precision and
low noise levels are essential.
The type RL14MS sinusoidal potentiometer is illustrated. It is
wound to a total resistance of
35,400 ohms and provides two voltages proportional to the sine and
cosine of the shaft angle. It will
generate a sine wave true within
±.6%. Overall dimensions are
4%" diameter x 411/32 long plus
shaft extension f/a" diameter x
11/4" long.

Automatic throughout.
C

Cuts off and flares in
one operation.

Production 1250 flares
per hour. For miniature flares, fluorescent starters, standard size lamps, fluorescent and
tubes.

radio

RANGE OF MACHINE
Glass tubing
27 to 45 gauge

Length of flares
5 mm.

to 80 mm.

Forms flares up to
47 mm. diam.

Dimensions

24"x24"x72" high

Write for Bulletin F-68

THE

a n be synchronized
with automatic Stern
machine.

Net weight. 960 lbs.
Gross weight
1450 lbs.

INTERNATIONAL MACHINE WORKS
Manufacturers of High Vacuum Pumps, Automatic Machinery for Incandescent Lamps,
Electronic Tubes since 1916.

GAMEWEII COMPANY

2027 - 46TH STREET

Newton Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts

NORTH BERGEN, N.

J.,

U. S. A.

Tel. UN ion 3-7412,
Cable Address "Intermach" North Bergen, N. J.

WASHERS
STANDARD AND
SPECIAL . . .
EVERY TYPE
EVERY MATERIAL

EVERY PURPOSE
A="

EVERY

FINISH
JK STABILIZED IF -17W

STAMPINGS

The IF -17W is one of three new filter crys-

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BLANKING
DRAWING
FORMING
EXTRUDING
Let us quote on your requirements. Illf 1810.
Over 22,000 Sets of Dies

IILMAInEE

tals, hermetically sealed which permit
operation from the Arctic to the Tropics.
They are silver plated and wire mounted
for higher Q, faster starting and elimination of sudden shift of peak frequency
character_stics of the old air -gap type.
Cut for low series resistance approx. 4,000
ohms. Spurious responses are none plus
or minus 10 kc. Type IF -17 has pins .050"
in dia. spaced 1/2" centers, type IF -17L has
pins .093" in dia. spaced 1/2" centers and
type IF -17W has the RMA, standard wire

lead pigtails.

Write For Illustrated Folder

WROUGHT WASHER
MANUFACTURING CO.
The World's Largest Producer

of Washers
7, WIS.

2118 S. BAY ST., MILWAUKEE

Thé JAMES KNIGHTS CO.
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS

rr
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ELECTRONICS

continued

NEW PRODUCTS

aer

tivity. Various types of recording
devices can be attached to the output of the receiving system.

Steel and Nonmagnetic Balls
NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEARINGS,
INC., Peterborough, N. H. A newly

developed line of precision grade
steel balls is available in sizes between 0.0394 and 0.0469 inch. They
are finished to a surface within 20

new General Electric distortion and noise
analyzer gives a convenient check on transmitter
operation. It provides a quick, visible indication
that your station is operating in accordance with
required standards. The YDA-1 is also entirely
suitable for use with the widely accepted FM and AM
General Electric Broadcast Station Monitors.
The YDA-1 accurately measures total harmonic
distortion and noise present on an audio frequency,
particularly that present in laboratory and broadcasting equipment.
The unit may also be used as a sensitive voltmeter.
Its sensitivity is of special advantage in measuring
low level audio signals.
THIS

DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS:
1, 3, 10, 30 and 100% full scale
Distortion range:
Frequency range:

Accuracy:

50 to 15,000 cycles per second in 5 ranges
5% of full scale plus 1/10% distortion

NOISE MEASUREMENTS:
Noise range:

-80 db referred to zero VU level
on 600 ohms)
30 to 30,000 cycles per second

0 to
(1

millionths of a perfect sphere. Also
available are small nonmagnetic and
noncorrosive ball bearings made
from beryllium copper hardened to
about 42 Rockwell C.

Temperature Probe
Pasadena, Calif. Type 4915 Autoflight
temperature probe simplifies data
reduction in test flights and guided
missiles by measuring total air ternperature,-ambient air temperature
plus all of the temperature rise owing to velocity. Full calibration
G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC.,

Frequency range:
Accuracy:

milliwatt

5% of full scale

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS:
Vacuum tube voltmeter for general purpose measurements. Dial is
calibrated from 0 to -80 db., referred to zero VU for measuring any
signal in the range 0.8 to 30 volts rme.

For complete information on the YDA-1, and other
precision equipments write: General Electric Company,
Electronics Department, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
New York.
165-I

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
205
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TOP NOTCH FOR
TOP FREQUENCIES

-lie

new

UNIVERSITY

PIPE COUPLINGS

TWEETER
ELECTRICALLY HEATED PRESSURE HEADS

CONTINLOU_-S FILM RECORDING CAMERAS

It With Any
Standard Cone

Use

AND EQUIPMENT FOR CATHODE RAY

Speaker
So

OSCILLOGRAPIIY, ETC.
We undertake the Design,
Development and Manufacture of
any type of Optical-Mechanical
-Electrical Instrument. Including Cameras for special purposes.

you

want high-fidelity? Then this
tweeter is for you. A simple bypass filter
permits quick connection to your present
cone speaker with only two wires. Extends the range of your existing cone
speaker to 15,000 cycles.
Available in
several types unmounted or in cabinet.
Prices from $20.00. For details address
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC.,
80 South Kensico Avenue, White Plains,
New York.

Avimo Limited, Taunton, England Telephone Taunton 3634

t iet
otA

,rg
Ma
estate
end

otters a
0
pbettot

THERE'S A

DRAKE

SOLDERING IRON
FOR

EVERY TYPE OF

ELECTRONIC

From that mighty mite
SEND BLUEPRINTS

AND SPECIFICATIONS%'

/

NO

OBLIGATION!

Check BAER FIBRE for accurate dimensioning, uniform
surface, mechanical and electrical qualities, and low cost
per piece. See how efficiently a BAER FIBRE terminal

board, bushing, gasket,

washer or other shape can
simultaneously solve your
electrical or mechanical problem...improve your product...
and save you money! BAER
FIBRE isprecision fabricated
to your specifications.

the Drake No. 400 to the highspeed production "honey"

the Drake No. 600-10 there
high quality Drake Soldering
"just right" for the job.
Drake Heat Controls and
Drake "Magic Cup" Stand
important soldering aids.

kodlt\e5

exte\lea ¡a9
o pP

'eue
exl,at¡\Ca9 a
S`oQ¡n9 mC, se°c1t`9 p°

Sho¡e,
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Sow¡n9

N.

S.

is a

Iron
the
are

SEE

LITERATURE ON REQUEST
iox

axe

WORK

YOUR RADIO

BAER

COMPANY

PARTS JOBBER

MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, N.

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL:
February,
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NEW PRODUCTS

Sha11crss
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-

0

data is available from the manufacturer.

Radiation Survey Meter
Oliver St., Boston, Mass. An improved version of
the Cutie Pie radiation meter recently declassified is now available
for hot laboratory work where radioactivity of the order of milli curies is handled. A thin window
at the end of the ionization chamber
TRACERLAB INC., 55

ACTUAL SIZE'+a,
ILLUSTRATION,.

Type

136
137
133
134

Maximum

Minimum

Watts

Resistance
per section
Ohms

Resistance
per section
Ohms

1/4"
1/4"

0.25

150,000

0.25

150,000

1-5/32" x 3/8"
1-1/4" x 3/8"

0.25

550,000

0.25

315,000

Sections

Size

13/32"
45/64"

x

x

AKRA-OHM PRECISION RESISTORS
for "miniaturization" programs

permits entry of beta particles with
energies less than 0.1 mev, or a
bakelite shield can be rotated to
eliminate passage of beta radiation.
Power is supplied from batteries
that can be replaced.

R -F Heating Tubes
MACHLETT

LABORATORIES,

INC.,

Springdale, Conn. Five new tubes
have been developed expressly for
r -f heating applications, but usable
in communications, in the power
range from 5 to 50 kw. One tube
is water coaled; the other four are
available in either water- or aircooled types. Of prime importance
is a new type of water jacket that
ELECTRONICS

-

These new Shallcross Akra-Ohm Wire Wound Precision Resistors have been designed to meet the needs of modern, miniature equipment. Standard tolerance is 1%
and closer tolerances can be furnished on
special order.
The units offer unusually high and accurate resistance values in small space and
are light enough to be suspended by their

own tinned copper leads, or may be secured
with mounting screw.
Other Shallcross Akra-Ohm Precision
Resistors include types, shapes, mounting
arrangements and ratings for every closetolerance requirement and are designed to
meet JAN specifications. Write for Bulle.
tin RG, giving complete precision resistor
data in convenient chart form.

Complete Service
measurement facilities
IN A SINGLE INSTRUMENT
The improved Shallcross 614-A Service meter covers a wide
range of measurements. These include d -c and a -c voltage,
capacitance, and d -c resistance. Also it can be used for
an
approximating an artificial load. Auxiliary scales provide
an
inductance range of 1 to 100; 1,000, 10,000 henries, andtwo
Only
megohms.
ohms
to
3
25
of
range
resistance
a -c
selfswitches are used for 25 ranges. The instrument is
contained, housed in a metal case with handle and weighs
only 121/2 lbs. Write for details.

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept.

E-28, Collingdale, Penna.
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Specify
testing . . . spotting
"bugs" of stress and strain
Basic

MYCALEX

the

MODEL 100VA

fosters bettered products and low :red costs in your new postwar
ines. All-Americans have uniform
]cceleration - deceleration, besides
zontrol at fixed cycles of vibration.
An inspection and research favorite.
Write for Catalog F.

LOW LOSS INSULATION

VERTICAL
ACTION

Where high mechanical and electrical specifications must be met.

600 to 3,300
vibrations per
minute
automatically

For Complete Catalog and

Specifying information on
MYCALEX 400, K, & 410
refer to pages 84-85 in the
1947 Mid -June
BUYERS'

GUIDE ISSUE

OF ELECTRONICS

10

to 55

cycles

per second,
automatic with automatic acceleration and deceleration.
10 to 60 cps. manually.

QUICK
DELIVERY!

insulating problems
MYCALEX CORPORATION OF
AMERICA

ALL AMERICAN
Tool & Manufacturing Co.
1014 Fullerton Ave., Chicago

zoPHR
Waxes,

27 years of leadership
in solving the most
exacting high frequency

Load capacity 100 lbs.; other
models 10 to 25 lbs. capacity.
8 models to choose from.

"Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents"

(14)

and Emulsions

Compounds

Plant and General Offices: Clifton, N. J.
Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N. Y.

`JONES
SHIELDED

TYPE

Materials for potting, dipping or impregnating all types of radio components or all
kinds of electrical units.
Tropicalized
fungus proofing waxes.
Waterproofing
finishes for wire jackets. Rubber finishes.
Inquiries and problems invited by our engineering and development laboratories.

PLUGS & SOCKETS
LOW LOSS PLUGS AND
SOCKETS FOR HIGH
FREQUENCY CONNECTIONS.
SUPPLIED IN 1 AND 2
CONTACT TYPES:
101 Series can

Zophar Mills, Inc. has been known for its dependable service and
uniformity of product since 1646.

ZOPHAR MILLS, Inc
ESTABLISHED 1846

117

26th

STREET,

BROOKLYN,

32

N. Y.

JONES MEANS
Proven QUALITY

5-101

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
2060

208

Cinch Mfg. Corp.

W. GEORGE

ST.

February,
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be fur-

nished with I/a', .290',
5 16', Ye" or I/2" ferrule for cable entrance.
Knurled
nut securely
fastens unit together.
Plugs have ceramic insulation and sockets have
bakelite. Quality construction. Fine finish.
Assembly meets Navy
specifications.
For full details and engineering data ask for
Jones Catalog No. 16.

CHICAGO

1948-

18, ILL.

ELECTRONICS

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

IF

YOU

USE

CUSTOM-BUILT

TRANSFORMERS

can be sealed or released with one
hand. The tubes are in general
more rugged than comparable communications types and can be provided with special length leads for

the customer's individual application.

Console Recorder
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP., 86-06 Van Wyck Blvd.,
Jamaica 1, N. Y. A new console

recorder in the medium-price field
is Unit 539 comparable to the larger

TAKE A LOOK AT
THIS BULLETIN
Here's help you can use in visualizing magnetic components to meet your special requirements. Timesaving forms make it easy to specify your needs. Write
for it today.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
Industrial and Commercia! Electronic Equipment,
Broadcast Equipment, Tubes and Accessories

Sales Offices:

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Washington, D.C.

Unit 523. Primarily designed for
studio work, the unit can be procured with a trunk for portable recording. The spiraling device and
microscope are not standard equipment with the portable gear.

(CLIP THIS TO YOUR LETTERHEAD)

Please Rush Our Copy
Your New Special -Purpose

TRANSFORMER BULLETIN
DL

Improved HRO

-K-301

A

NATIONAL Co., INC., Malden, Mass.

A familiar communications receiver
ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948
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EISLER
I

egKIM

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC

NA T¡pG

EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT
24 HEAD
RADIO TUBE
EXHAUSTING
MACHINE

en

ENAMELED

We Make

Complete
Equipment

MAGNET

For The

Manufacture

WIRE
A product, resulting from many years of
research in the field of fine wire manufacture, that meets the most rigid requirements of radio and ignition coils.

A new coating method gives a smooth,
permanently - adherent enameling, and
mercury -process tests guarantee perfect
uniformity. Great flexibility and tensile
strength assure perfect laying, even at
high winding speeds. If you want reAlso manufacturers of high
grade cotton and silk covered wires, cotton and silk
coverings over enamel coated wires, and all constructions of Litz wires. A variety
of coverings made to customers' specifications, or to
requirements determined by
our engineers. Complete design and engineering facilities are at your disposal;
details and quotations on
request.

Of Incandescent Lamps
Radio and
Electronic
Tubes

TRANSFORMERS OF ALL TYPES
For
LIGHTING
POWER
FURNACES
PHASE

CHANGING
DISTRIBUTION
ETC.

duction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values, or seek a uniform,
leakproof wire that will deliver extra
years of service, this Hudson Wire product is the answer.

Air, Oil

Or Water
Cooled

kpegi

Sizes

OF ALL TYPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES
SIZES 1/4 to 250 KVA

Butt Welders

- Gun Welders
Arc Welders
Neon Sign Units
Fluorescent Tube

HUDSON WIRE CO.

Manufacturing Equipment
CHAS. EISLER

ll9Yl
WINSTED

To 250 KVA

14

SPOT WELDERS

CONNECTICUT

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
751

So. 13th St.

(Near Avon Ave.), Newark 3. N. J.

At Vow Service
YOUR

WITH
TO HELP YOU

SHEET METAL
FABRICATION

REQUIREMENTS

SHEET 'METAL PRODUCTS-such

as:

INSTRUMENT PANELS,

RADIO' CÓM'

MUNICATION CASES

and

SURES, OSCILLATOR BOXES,

CHASSIS'

and CABINET ASSEMBLIES, RACKS and
SPARE

PARTS

BOXES,

WATERPROOF

CABINETS and BOXES, METAL STAMP-

FORMING and

INGS,

WELDING

of

FERROUS and NONFERROUS;METALS.

We can assure

-You

of excellent work-

manship and `prompt deliveries.' Send

your

us

blueprints and specifications. We

shall quote 'you

S.

immediately.

WALTER Co.

PRECISION SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
1400 ATLANTIC AVE.
BROOKLYN 16, NEW YORK
TEL. SLOCUM 6-7501
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STEATITE
CERAMIC

ENCLO-

Properties and Characteristics of Our
LAVITE 51-5 Steatite Ceramic Body

96.000 lbs per square Inch
Tensile Strength
7,200 lbs per square n h
Flexural Strength
10,500 Ib. per square Inch
Modulus of Rupture
20,000 lbs. per square Inch
Dielectric Strength
235 volts per mil
6 42
Dielectric Constant
Frequency of
7 90
Loss rooter
1 megacycle
4 46
Power Factor
2 664%
Bulk Specific Gravity
Density (from above gravity)..0.096 lbs. per cubic inch
7 0
Hardness (Mohr scale)
2 350°F.
Softening temperature
...8.13x10-6
Linear Coefficient of Expansion....
O 009%
Moisture Absorption (ASTM 0-116.42-A)
Design engineers and manufacturers in the radio,
electrical and electronic fields are finding in
Compressive Strength

LAVITE the precise qualities called for in their

..

high compressive and dielectric
specifications .
strength, low moisture absnr rinn and resistance
to rot, fumes. acids, and high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor of LAVITE plus its excellent
workability makes it ideal for all high frequency
applications.
We will gladly supply samples for Ieolliog.
D. M. STEWARD MFG.

COMPANY

Main Office 8 Works: Chattanooga, nenn.
Los Angeles
Needham, Mass.
Chicago
Philadelphia
New York

February, 1948
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NEW PRODUCTS

110115

EF
that has been repackaged and improved is now available under the
designation HRO-7. A new automatic adjustable-threshold noise
limiter has been included and miniature tubes have been employed to
insure a high order of oscillator
stability. Plug-in coils have been
arranged for easier changing and
calibration charts facilitate conversion of dial reading to frequency.

Mo4e

%PAIL%19119

U111,11E----?

by using these NEW RA,CON
SPEAKERS and HORN WIIITS

Right-

Hardening Control
CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE Co.,
Cincinnati 9, Ohio. The Flamatic

hardening machine is an electronically controlled device that can be

NEW RADIAL RE-ENTRANT SPEAKER,
excellent for all types of industrial sound installations, provides superlative and complete 360° speech
intelligibility by efficiently over-riding factory high
noise levels.
Frequency response 300-6000 cps.
Handling capacity 25 watts continuous, 35 w. peak.
Has mounting bracket. Size 12" wide by 12 s/e"
high.

used, for instance, to harden automotive ring gears at the rate of
250 per hour. Details are given in
publication M-1611.

Adjusting Transformer
GuLow CORP., 99 Park Place, New
York 7, N. Y. Several types of

correction
line -voltage
transformers are now available
manual

-

HORNS,
RE-ENTRANT
NEW SMALL
extremely efficient for factory inter-com and paging systems; for sound trucks, R. R. yards and all
other industrial installations where high noise levels
are prevalent. Watertight, corrosion -proof, easily
installed. Two new models-type RE -1 1/2, complete with Baby Unit, handles 25 watts, covers
300-6000 cps; type RE -12, complete with Dwarf
Unit, handles 10 watts, has freq. response of
400-800 cps.

Left

Right-NEW SPECIAL PM HORN UNIT, having
Alnico V magnet ring completely watertight, housed
Provides extremely
high efficiency reproduction with minimum input.
Handling capacity 35 watts continuous, 60 w. peak.
in a heavy aluminum spinning.

than 60 different type and size speakers and horn units that already comprise the BACON line-these new models have been added. There is a BACON speaker
and horn unit ideal for every conceivable sound system application. BACON has not
only the most complete line, but also has the most preferred line. For over 20 years leading Soundmen have recognized and specified them because of dependability, efficiency
To the more

and low-cost, and because the reproducers are trouble proof.
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BACON ELECTRIC CO., INC.
New York 3, N. Y.
19th St.,

BACON
February, 1948

Write for catalog describing
RACON'S
Speakers,
Inc.

Line
Units,

Horns,
of
Accessories,
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(continued)

with two indicating lamps that
show, without the aid of additional
meters, when the adjustment is
correct. One unit can be used to
insure output voltage of 115 volts
with input variations from 60 to
140 volts. Power ratings run from
100 to 5,000 volt-amperes.

Appliance Tester
1419 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Los Angeles 7, California.
The Model 60 is a compact, portable
HANLAN Co.,

Maybe We've Got the Combination
to Your Moulded Plastic Job
THERE'S

no "Open Sesame" to a new moulding problem.

It takes the same old patient hunt for the proper combi-

nation-in

every function from design and engineering
through mould-making, moulding, finishing and the rest.
But there's this bit of magic that still works. Knowing
these problems
having solved similar puzzles before
experienced moulders are liable to get there quicker.
And with methods that have been tried and proved.
So look a little deeper than the price tag on your
moulder's bid. Experience like ours
reputation like
ours
experienced personnel and a complete, self-integrated plant like ours-these things mean we'll quote
a fair price on a job you can depend on quality -wise,
cost -wise and delivery -wise.
We're interested in your business, if either compression,
transfer or plunger moulding will do the job. May we send
a sales engineer?

...

...

-a

-

Kurz -Kasch, Inc.
. Dayton

1425 S. Broadway

1,

Ohio

electric appliance tester, useful for
trouble shooting, checking open circuits, continuity, grounds and short
circuits.
It carries an a -c ammeter range of from 0 to 15 amps.
A high sensitivity neon tube is provided for making high resistance
tests, at which time test leads are
automatically disconnected.

D -C Amplification
MANNING, MAXWELL & MOORE, INC.,
Bridgeport 2, Conn., introduce their

Microsen Amplifier which measures
and amplifies power impulses as low
as 0.2 microvolts. Featured in the

t

BRANCH SALES OFFICES: New York, Lexington
2-6677
Chicago, Harrison 5473
Detroit,
Randolph 5214
Los Angeles, Prospect 7503
Dallas, Lakeside 1022
St. Louis, Rosedale
3542
Toronto, Canada, Adelaide 1377.
EXPORT OFFICES: 89 Broad Street, New York
City, Bowling Green 9-7751.

FOR OVER 31 YEARS PLANNERS AND MOULDERS IN PLASTICS
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instrument are an electromechanical balance which amplifies power
inputs, an isolated input circuit, a

feedback circuit, and a mechanical
zero adjustment,-all making for
high sensitivity and stability.

10-Kw F-M
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.,

Syracuse,

transmitter type BT -4-A employs a grounded -grid high -power amplifier with
two
newly -developed high -frequency triodes. The Phasitron modulator gives direct carrier-frequency control with a single crystal.
Frequency deviation of 75 kc is
possible with a multiplication of 432
N. Y.

A new 10 -kw f -m

TUNED -RIBBON Pickup model SA-79

(Actual Size-Special

STUDIO -aria not shown)

times. The complete transmitter is
178 inches long and 38 inches deep,
but is divided into units that will go
through a doorway 36 inches wide.

Folded Dipole
HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN, LTD.,

50

Drumm St., San Francisco, Calif.
A folded dipole that can be adjusted
in length to tune to any frequency
from 85 to 150 me is designed for

use with 300 -ohm ribbon transmission line. Parasitic elements for
construction of beam antennas are
also available.

Compact Motor Capacitors
New Bedford,
Mass., introduces a line of bracket mounted, armored, space -saving
motor -starting capacitors.
The
steel casing measures 21/16 in. in
diameter by 2i in. to 31 in long
depending on voltage and capacitance ratings. Standard ratings
are 110, 220, 330, 440 and 660 volts
AEROVOX

CORP.,

ELECTRON:CS

- February,

A

model for every

purpose

Jewel Stylus EASILY
REPLACED BY USER

ADMIRABLY this revolutionary NEW line by Audax
bears out the business maxim:-

"LOOK TO THE LEADER FOR LEADERSHIP"

-

'Because a "permanent -point"- be it diamond, sapphire or metal
will maintain its original shape for only a limited number of plays, after

which it progressively erodes the record grooves, the importance of being
able to replace it has always been of primary consideration. Heretofore
such replaceability entailed severe penalties in range, compliance and
point -pressure. Most of the TUNED-RIBBON models provide the all-

important replaceability without those penalties.
SPECIFICATIONS TUNED
SA-79
Vibratory Momentum-very low
Linear 50 cyc. to over 10 k.c.
Point Pressure-about 24 grams
Quick plug-in connectors
Genuine Sapphire StylusArm is aluminum, Special Studio
EASILY REPLACED BY USER
Design, Tangent -Tracking, ball Output-about -30 db
thrust and pivot -point bearings
Impedance-200 ohms to 500
in gimbal mounting-eliminatohms
ing side thrust and drag.
Technicians listening to the incomparable reproduction of TUNED-RIBBON have been startled at the realism
proving anew AUDAX right
to the slogan

...

:-

"The Standard by Which Others Are Judged and Valued"
Yes, Audax TUNED -RIBBON has put something into reproduced music that was not there
before
let YOUR ears be the final judge.

...

*SEND FOR COMPLIMENTARY PAMPHLET ON THIS VITAL SUBJECT

AUDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue

New York 18

CREATORS OF FINE ELECTRO -ACOUSTICAL. APPARATUS SINCE 1915

1948
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(continued)

a -c, and capacitances range from
to 8.5 µf.

1

Five -Gun Tube
E.
Mermaid Ave., Philadelphia 18, Pa.
Type 7Z5P7-A is a 5 -gun electrostatic focus and deflection cathode
ray tube for applications in which
electronic switching is either undesirable or impossible. As many as
five independent phenomena can be
registered upon the single screen.
The tube can be supplied with any
of the standard phosphors. Details
can be supplied by the manufacELECTRONIC TUBE CORP., 1200

-7-

Mime

We cam.

eta co&

turer

For thirty years coil winding has been our business.
We have the plant facilities
the modern machines .. the skilled operators . . the engineering
experience to produce the coils you need and to
do it economically.
.

.

We are particularly glad that now the wire situation has cleared and we are able to produce and
deliver coils promptly.
Send us your specifications
and we shall be glad to quote.

Video Frequency Monitor
GENERAL RADIO CO., 275

Massachu-

setts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Type 1175-B frequency monitor can
be used with the type 1176-A frequency meter for television video or
other single -channel a -m transmitters in the frequency range from
1,600 kc to 220 me for monitoring
to an accuracy of 0.001 percent. A

COTO -COIL CO., INC.
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917
65 Pavilion Ave., Providence 5, R. I.
West Coast Address:

P. O.

Box 674, Belmont, Calif.

February,
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NOW

-

A QUALITY
2 -KW INDUCTION
HEATING UNIT

NEW Electric Soldering
Makes
For Only

$650.

before a value like this new
bench model "Bombarder" or

Never
2 -KW

BETTER

`

Tool

Soldering EASIER

DANVERS 10, MASS.
MAKERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRIC SOLDERING TOOLS SCREW TIPPLUG TIP-PYGMY-MERCURY-ELECTRIC GLUE POTS-ELECTRIC SOLDERING
POTS AND OTHER ELECTRICAL HEATING DEVICES.

...

for
high frequency induction heater
saving time and money in surface hardening, brazing, soldering, annealing and
many other heat treating operations.

...

...

Easy to Operate
Simple
of
Economical
Standardization
Unit Makes This New Low Price

Possible
This

compact

induction

heater saves

space, yet performs with high efficiency.
Operates from 110 -volt line. Complete

with foot switch and one heating coil
made to customer's requirements. Send
samples of work wanted. We will advise time cycle required for your particular job. Cost, complete, only $650.
Immediate delivery from stock.

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters

Over 20 years of fabricating experience

peas
it0311

BAKELITE
SHEETS, RODS, TUBES.

BAKELITE AND FIBRE FABRICATED PARTS.

PUNCHING, DRILLING, MILLING
AND ENGRAVING

are made in the following range of
Power: 1-3-5-7 1/2-10-121/2- 15-18-25-40-60-

of frerange
quency up to 300 Megs. depending on
power required.

80-100-250-KW.-and

geeeedt*
Division of

"S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP CO.
107

Monroe St., Garfield, N. J.

Mail

Us Your Prints

ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO.,INC.
12

ELECTRONICS-February, 1948

or Samples for Quotations

VESTRY

ST.,

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
213
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low-pass filter eliminates the picture
line frequency and allows a maximum frequency deviation of plus or
minus 12 kc to be monitored.

NDUSTRIES

UHF Tube

This Sensational Picture IF & Sound IF Strip developed by
our engineering staff and enables you to build a 10"-12"
15" - 20" Direct View or Projection Type Receiver with
FM Sound Supplied with a 13 Channel RF Front End Unit

ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y. has developed type GL GENERAL

PICTURE IF & SOUND IF STRIP
PATENTS PENDING

Chassis
Size
41/2" x 13" x 5"

TOP

BOTTOM

VIEW

1.

VIEW

PICTURE IF STAGES
Five picture IF stages of am-

plification and second detector

2.

SOUND IF STAGES
Two IF stages with limiter and

3.

VIDEO STAGES
Two stages of Video with a fre-

discriminator

quency response

of 4.5

mc/s

4. ONE D.C. RESTORER
5. IF FREQUENCY

6. TUBES

5-616-Picture
1-616-Picture

F Amplifier

I

F Amplifier
Detector
1-6AU6-1st Video Amplifier
1-6K6gt-2nd Video Amplifier
I

5

1-6AU6-Limiter
1-6ÁL5-D.C. Restorer
1-6AL5-Discriminator
2-6BA6-Sound IF Amplifier

5648, a uhf tube for oscillator service and grounded -grid power amplifier applications up to 2,500 mc. It
has a cathode voltage of 6.3 volts.
When used as a grid -separation oscillator at 500 me its power output
is 25 watts.

Geiger Pulse Generator
EL-TRONICS, INC., 1920 Lincoln Lib-

erty Bldg., Broad

&

Chestnut, Phil-

Audio 21.25-Picture 25.75

Picture IF Band Width 4.5 mcjs
e All the Above Circuits and tubes are contained on I chassis.
Front End
Unit on separate chassis. Both Picture IF Cr Sound IF delivered completely
wired, tested, tubed, and matched ready for use.

FRONT END
The Front End covers channels
from 44 to 88 mc/s and 174 to

mc/s (13 channels). Matched
antenna input for 300 ohm line.
216

Tubes:

1-616 RF

Converter

PRICE

Amplifier 1-616
Oscillator

1-6J6

$119.50
DEALERS NET

Contact Us for your Local Distributor

ELEI/ SION

adelphia, Pa. Model GPG2 is a lowfrequency pulse generator made
especially for testing and calibrating Geiger counter apparatus. It
has a frequency range from 3 to
960 cycles and is completely a -c
operated.

Flow Meter
540 BUSHWICK AVE.
BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.

DUSTRIES
216

CHARLES

ENGELHARD

February,
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INC.,

East

Newark, N. J. A flow meter designed for measurement of aviation
gasoline illustrated has a linear
1948-
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Subscription Order

NEW

Please enter my new subscription

for THREE YEARS

of ELECTRONICS for $12.
(if you prefer

year of ELECTRONICS for $6 check here

I

Name:

[)
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Home Address:.

City:

Zone

State

Company Name:
Foreign Rates (I year) Canada $7, Latin America $10, Other $15
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A high initial demand
assured a most thoro job
of detailed engineering
and production tooling
The four range 247A portable radiation survey meter as a
result is a super -fine instrument offering unusual stability
and accuracy for the measurement of a wide range of
gamma radiation intensities.
scale that covers the range from 0
to 2,000 pounds per hour with the
same accuracy for small or large
flow rates. The electronic receiver
unit can be installed at any distance
from the transmitter unit (not
shown) .

Wheatstone Bridge
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS,

INC., 17

Pollock Ave., Jersey City 5, N. J.
A new line of Wheatstone bridges
complete with batteries and hardwood case have both Murray and

Model 247A
Gamma radiation
survey meter

Features:

...

..

.
(2) Unusual rugged cons truction
(3) Four ranges of gamma ray intensities: 2.5-25 - 250 - 2500
.
(4) Ionization chamber hermetically
milliroentgens per hour
sealed . . . (5) Meter and case water tight . . . (6) Zero check
.
.
(7) Battery and sensitivity check
for meter pointer
(9) Fur (8) Intensity ranges color coded for easy identification
nished in baked gray enamel . . . (10) Built to take any normal
abuse required of a field survey instrument.

(1) Portable and compact

...

Varley loop connections. Galvanometer sensitivity is one microampere per millimeter division.

Television Monitor
POLARAD ELECTRONIC CO., 9

Ferry

St., New York 7, N. Y. Television
picture and waveform monitor
model M102 comprises a high voltage supply, a kinescope and an oscilloscope, voltage calibrator for waveform monitor, horizontal and vertical bar generator, phaseable horizontal and vertical pulse cross, and
associated equipment. The unit is
ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948

Victoreen radiation measuring instruments also serve the entire
field of nuclear physics and associated sciences-for tracer determinations, portable Geiger counters for alpha, beta and gamma
measurements, instruments and chambers for personnel protection,
and high grade components including subminiature electrometer
and voltage regulator tubes, Geiger counter tubes and hi-megohm
resistors to add stability and dependability to the increasing problem of radiation measurement.

Department A
INSTRUMENT CO.
5806 HOUGH AVENUE
CLEVELAND 3. OHIO

THE VICTOREEN

217
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con tonucd'

WIDE RANGE

DISPLAYS

PASS

designed for general supervision
and investigation of composite
video signals at a studio or remote
point.

BAND

Continuous frequency coverage up through the
color television bands.

IN GOOD

Motor -Capacitor Housing
New Bedford, Mass.
announces availability of its heavyAEROVOX CORP.,

COMPANY

Federal Telecommunication Labora/ore/es.Inc

ïsaT
BELL TELEPHONE
G

144i nee

LABORATORIES

°

PO~t

BELMONT

THE

LATINEO.

gauge metal motor -capacity housing. It completely covers and protects capacitor and terminals requiring no auxiliary caps or brackets.

cOMPqNV
RADIO

CORPORATIO

MEGAWEEP
FEATURES:

CARRIER FREQUENCY so kilocycles to 500
30 megacyclestespectru
to
FREQUENCY SWEEP Fromthe
out
comple

megacycles and

30m.

Photoelectric Cell

up.

kilocycles, through -

AMERICAN

PRECISION WAVEMETER

SCIENTIFIC

Co.,

137

Marcy Place, New York 52, N. Y.
The Iris barrier-layer cell produces

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE ATTENUATOR
LOW AMPLITUDE MODULATION
WHILE SWEEPING Less than 0.1 DB per megacycle.

-

Self-contained, Regulated, Power Supply -117 Volt 60 Cycle operation-Size 9" x 17" x 11"
Weight 35 Pounds.
Price $395 F. O. B., Pinebrook, N. J.

Mfrs.

of

ponents

tronic

The MICR) -PULSER, The TOUCH -TIMER, Micro -Wave
and High -frequency Wavemeters, and other specialized

instruments.

z71 2l Sbgüll'Ing
23

218

comelec-

(eOo

j

MAPLE AVE., PINE BROOK, N. J. CALDWELL 6-3710
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Lighter, Stronger

COILS
PRECISION
BOBBINS
More wire can be wound to
magnetic
give
stronger
field; or less wire of larger
gauge to reduce resistance.
Bobbin cores are spirally
wound and heat treated
under compression for
greater strength with less
Insulation strips
weight.

e.4
.):,
'imm,
>'
te

¡.¡111e

are unnecessary, permitting
closer winding. Flanges are
designed in three types for
maximum winding area.
PRECISION makes DI FORMED PAPER tubes any
length, any ID of OD.

¡

WIKI fE FOR SAMPLES

zqRpHALLoy,,,,
414
I

k Rec

V.

5

9 PS

1

I

I

I

LPREcISION PAPER TUBE CO.
CHICAGO 47, ILL.
2041 W. CHARLESTON ST.,
PLANT NO. 2,79 CHAPEL ST., HARTFORD, CONN.

9upgtEM6

YOU CAN
BRUSHES

DO THINGS

You'll Solve

your most complex switching problems
with the Model MCM Master Midget
Lever Switch.

CONTACTS

in BRUSHES
for high current density minimum wear low contact drop
self -lubrilow electrical noise
cation

in CONTACTS
for low resistance
character

non -welding

GRAPHALLOY works where others won't!
Specify GRAPHALLOY with confidence.

*A special silver -impregnated graphite

GRAPHITE

METALLIZING

...

it gangs
enough contact arrange-

It's adaptable

Model MCM
Master Midget
Lever Switch

ments to handle nearly every
circuit change you can conceive.
It's compact... small enough to fit in the
tightest spots; extends only 2' inches
behind panel; weighs only 3% ounces
complete with twelve springs.
It's positive ... each detent action is fixed
by patented stainless steel inserts; full
throw in non -lock as well as in locking
action.
It's convenient ... has single -hole mounting; contact assemblies are detachable
for easy wiring.
It's dependable ... contacts handle 5 to 10
amperes at 115 volts a -c, depending on
load characteristics; tested at 2500 volts
a -c to ground.

ALTERNATE
ACTUATORS

Waterproof handle
for marine use.

Rotary actuator and
lever arm for mounting parallel to panel.

WRITE TODAY for detailed information about the Model MCM Switch

CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN

ELECTRON:CS

AVENUE, YONKERS'3, NEW YORK

-

February, 1948

COMPANY
GENERAL CONTROL Massachusetts
1202 Soldiers Field Rd., Boston 34,
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RESISTORS'
IS OUR BUSINESS
All Makes
All Ohmages
All Tolerances
Immediate Delivery

several hundred microamperes in
strong light. A circular supplied by
the manufacturer suggests various
uses including burglar alarms and
a color -matching device. List price
is $1.50.

R -F Amplifier
JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO., INC., 150
Exchange St., Malden 48, Mass.

The r -f amplifier illustrated uses a
type 829B tube and plug-in inductors to cover the amateur 2- to 20 meter bands or commercial frequencies. Adapted to either panel
or table mounting the unit has 75
watts power output.

;dig eeet édifet
ta deQesew, fueircitad49 ageKtd
a.r.d eceeruy cam od eedatona:

-

We would like to emphasis the fact that RESISTORS* IS OUR BUSINESS
and we really mean
it. The completeness of our stock
ready for immediate delivery-has led our many good customers
to think of us as 'Resistor Headquarters.'

-

-

Flexible Waveguide
We have so many resistors of all kinds in stock:
carbon insulated, including Allen-Bradley; wire
wound or vitreous enameled from 1/4 watt to 200
watts and from 1/2 to 20% tolerance color coded
per RMA and JAN.

-

If you need resistors, we suggest you wire, telephone or write us
stating your requirements
and find out for yourself about our prompt and
courteous service. As others have, you will find out
it is convenient and pleasant to do business with us.

-

-

`and Mica Capacitors.

AIRTRON, 650

Bloomingdale Road,

Pleasant Plains, Staten Island 9,
N. Y.
Flexible waveguide with
electrical properties equivalent to
rigid brass type and a constant power standing -wave -ratio throughout the flexing cycle is available in
all sizes.

Fire Detector
SusThe air-

CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC., 306
Foreign inquiries invited.
We export to all countries.

LEGRI

S

sex St., Harrison, N. J.

WRITE FOR

new price list

#4-81.

COMPANY, Inc.

846 Amsterdam Avenue
New York 25, N. Y.
Telephone: ACademy 2-0018

220
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fire detector illustrated
weighs 1 ounce and operates in a
normally open circuit. False alarms
can not develop under vibration because the contactor has small mass
and operates only with heat.

craft

Portable High Voltage
BETA ELECTRONICS Co., 1762

Third

Ave., New York 29, N. Y. Model
201 portable power supply operates
from socket power to provide from
0 to 80 kilovolts of d -c power at currents up to 300 microamperes. Output ripple at 30 kv is less than 2
percent. A current limiting resistor is included in the output circuit in case of flashover. Applications for the device are television
testing, cathode-ray oscillography,
and high -voltage insulation testing.

In these days of high labor costs it is of the utmost importance
to maintain peak efficiency in your production and maintenance
operations. Kester Cored Solders are dependable.

Continuous -Recording
Camera

Use Kester Rosin -Core solder for all electrical work. Its uniformity and pureness will increase the speed of all soldering
operations. Be sure with Kester.

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,
INC., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

Type 314 oscillograph-record camera is applicable to all standard 5 inch c -r oscillographs. The shutter
remains open for continuous -record
operation or can be opened momentarily for a stationary image. Film

Pure

t

t's
t,s

KESTER SOLDER

rm

geste'

COMPANY, 4204

WRIGHTWOOD AVENUE, CHICAGO

EASTERN PLANT: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS

-

39,

ILLINOIS

CANADIAN PLANT: BRANTFORD, CANADA
221
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speed being electronically controlled
and indicated on a calibrated dial,
is continuously variable from 1 inch
per minute to 5 feet per second.

Tubular Trimmer
ERIE RESISTOR CORP., 640 West 12
St., Erie, Pa. Types 531 and 532

ROTOBRIDGE
7iutamatíc

tubular trimmers have a low minimum capacitance in the range 1 to
8 micromicrofarads, power factor

?ec«ee %qzeceo't

PRODUCES BETTER

PROFITS
by `PINPOINTING' THE TROUBLE
TO SPEED PRODUCTION.

of 0.1 percent, and rated voltage of
350 volts d -c. Complete specifica-

Enable Quick Correction of
Rejects.

tions are available.

Save Time and Money all along

the production line.

Fuse Holders

Capacity for the biggest TV
chassis or the tiniest midget

LITTELFUSE INC., 4757 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago 40, Ill. The fuse hold-

radio.
Pre-tests sub-assemblies to insure final assembly operation.

USED BY MAJOR MANUFACTURERS*

-

ers illustrated are suitable for type
4AG and 3AG instrument fuses.
The improved extractor posts feature dead -front panel installation
and are further described in catalog 9.

HIGH SPEED INSPECTION
Checks a circuit per second. Up to 119
circuits can be checked for resistance to tolerances of 5%, 10% or
20% as required. Shorts, open circuits, incorrect wiring or resistance
values are detected and located accurately by circuit number.

-

QUICK JOB SET-UP
The Model 1010 Rotobridge takes only about
15 minutes to set up and so may be used with great advantage
on
either short or long production runs.

-

NO SKILL REQUIRED
An unskilled operator can make precise tests to
your highest engineering standards and specifications and merely
`ticket' the trouble by number for follow-up service.

Heavy -Duty Filters

PROVED PRODUCTION TOOL

Blvd., North Bergen, N. J., has

-

The result of
5 years of development work. Now used by

some of the major low-cost producers of television and radio receivers.
PRODUCTION EXECUTIVES AND ENGINEERS:
Ask for descriptive literature and (if you have
not already seen it) for a reprint of article

SOLAR

MFG.

CORP"

1445 Hudson

CML

PRODUCTION
PLUGS
noW available

duc,10n

general_

use. Ask
descri
Ptive bu/lerin.

Pro

for

entitled "Automatic Limit Bridge for Production
Testing" from the Jan. 1948 ELECTRONICS.
'Names on request.

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY, INC.
120 Greenwich Street

222

New York 6, N. Y.

Cable: COMUNILAB, New York
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New SUPERHET TUNER

"Adaptol"

has
numerous valuable applications
for MANUFACTURERS.
Efficient and Economical
by

is commie/.
"Adaptol" Superhet Tuner
conjunction with

Highly suitable for use in
Wire and Tane Iterorders. Has many ExperiTuner for Custom -Built
mental uses
Has many "con rer8101" uses.
Ita liar
('IR('t11T FEATURES: self-contained vomi
sujplt/ for 1100 r.t'. A.C. 30-00 cycles
Three tube circuit of conventional design.
using the latest niinint are and dual purpose
Oscillator-converter: I.F.-2nd deter
tutre.r.
Permeability tuned
.
tor: A.C. rectifier
Apuros .3 volt audio
.
drift -free I.F.'s
output across interval 3 m egohna internal
load resistor, on average B.C. signal with five
individually tracked
. Units
foot antenna
at FOUIT points through tuning range of
COMPACT: Approximately
510-171)0 lue
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

111r"x31/,"x3-3/4".

Write for priez, .and further details to:

ADAPTOL CO.
120 New

Dept.
Lots Ave.

E.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

High Quality

Metallic Rectifiers Since 1923

MAGNETIC
IRON CORES
/

m

modern plant plus a resourceful engineering staff and a quarter century of experience
A

TO
200

1

MEGACYCLES
Pioneer

and largest
Manufacturers of

DUMBELL
IRON CORES

Copper
Sulphide

ELECTRICAL
RECTIFIERS

FROM

1000C P S

H
H

Selenium

H
H

Let our engineers help design high quality coils to meet
the days exacting requirements.
Address all inquiries to

MAGNETIC CORE CORP.

142 South Highland Ave., Ossining, N.Y.

provide the "know-how" and facilities to serve
YOUR AC to DC power conversion requirements.
Manufacturers of selenium and copper sulphide rectifiers,
rectifier -transformer assemblies and AC -DC power supply
units for every requirement.
Consulting service available
without obligation

THE BENWOOD-LINZE CO.
Division of the Sperry Corporation

1815 Locust St.

St. Louis 3, Mo.

Long Distance Telephone CEntral 5830

Telephone, Ossining 222
ELECTRON:CS

-
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SPOTLIGHTING
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w

HI -VOLTAGE

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

made available the type EB series
of heavy-duty radio interference
filters for wiring circuits, screen
rooms and industrial electrical
equipment. The assemblies have a
noise elimination range of from 150
kc to 250 mc.

COILS

-and

SUPER coils for FM,
standard broadcast and
all -wave receivers

Carrier System
GENERAL TELEPHONE SERVICE CORP.,

80 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.
The GTC-411 is a simple short -haul

carrier system, adaptable for ringdown -toll, remote -community, or
subscriber service. Plug-in type
connections are used between its
five panels. The unit will soon be
available to the industry at a moderate cost.

Super Electrics' prime objective in
the design and manufacture of radio
coils is precision and performance.
illustrated television hi -voltage coil
supplies 10 watts hi -voltage r.f. power.

1-The

As a chain is no stronger than its

weakest component, users of Super
coils have continuously found them
to be the strongest, most durable of
their components
because crafts-

2-It

is suitable for incorporating into hi voltage r.f. power supplies with output
voltages obtainable between the limits
of 2,000 and 10,000 volts when operated

...

half -wave.

manship and technique, garnered
over sixteen years of manufacturing
experience, have proved them.

3-It

is also suitable for doubling or tripling to 20,000 or 30,000 volts.

4-These

coils can be designed to customer
specifications for higher voltages up to

We welcome the opportunity to
solve your coil problem.
USE OF THE FOLLOWING

420mmf

90,000.

5-Circuit

RMA STANDARD GANG

diagrams can be supplied.

365mmfRMA STANDARD GANG

SUPER ELECTRIC CO.
TUNING RANGE

535-

1.6-

TUNING

1620 k,

5.6 rut

5.619.25

555-

RANGE

,

1620 kt

2.06.0

m,

mmf

TUNING
RANGE

COMPONENTS

Indicated by dots

35

6.0-

88-

16.0 m,

112 m ,

Terminal Block
CURTIS DEVELOPMENT & MFG. CO.,.

North Crawford Ave., Chicago 24,
Type FTS feed -through terminal block has clearances for use in
circuits carrying up to 300 volts
and currents of 20 amperes. Any
1

Ill.

TELEVISION

OSCILLATOR COIL
LOOP ANTENNA

ANTENNA COIL

9"7=r1"1"117*`

RF INTERSTAGE
TRANSFORMER

BAND PASS ANTENNA
COIL (Double Tuned)

BAND PASS RF COIL

(Double Tuned)

In addition to the components described, SUPER will build to customer
specifications.

Brazing Turntable

5'uper

LEPEL HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, INC., 39 West 60th St., New

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1057 Summit Avenue

number of terminals can be furnished up to 16. A solder connection
is used on one side and a screw
terminal on the other.

Jersey City 7, N. J.

PRECISION COMPONENTS

York 23, N. Y. A new automatic
turntable for continuous soldering
of small parts uses cup receptacles.
to simplify positioning of parts as
they pass through the work or heat -

224
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NEW PRODUCTS
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DESIGNED TO MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT

ing coil. Speed of the table can be
varied from to 3 rpm.

Literature
Precipitation Static. Dayton Aircraft Products, Inc., 342 Xenia,
Dayton, Ohio, has just released an
8-page booklet telling about means
of reducing precipitation static in

aircraft radio.
Instrument Catalog. Roller -Smith
Div., Bethlehem, Pa. A large 5 section catalog describing the
complete line of meters, rotary
switches, relays, precision balances, and accessories is just off
the press.
Voltage Doubler Capacitor. Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South
Plainfield, N. J., has just issued a
data sheet NB -101 on the type T121 television voltage doubler capacitor.

Parts Catalog. Insuline Corp. of
America, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
ICA's new catalog N-48 has 52
pages and lists more than 2,000
radio and electronic components,
as well as several thousand stand-

(44 to 216 MC) by
ANAS

MASS PRODUCERS OF
SINCE THE STARTADCASTING

Be assured of maximum reception and trouble free operation with Brach FM & TV antennas. They are
recommended for their simplicity, ease of installation
and durability by service-men, installation engineers
and dealers. Brach features a complete line, engineered for maximum performance and to meet all
individual problems and requirements.

All antenna kits are complete, containing a five
foot steel mast, non -corrosive aluminum elements,
ample down -lead, all necessary hardware and the
Brach Universal Base Mount which permits a 360°
rotation of the mast to any position on any type of
building after the mount has been secured. Guy wires
are also included and give complete protection and
stability to the installation.
Brach antennas feature a low standing wave
ratio for peak reception and can be obtained to cover
all channels from 44 to 216 MC. Each type of antenna
has been tested to give a uniform pattern over the
frequency range specified.

DIPOLE

BRACH STRAIGHT
FOR FM
FOR TV

#334
#333

88-108 MC
44-88 MC

KitKit-

Accessory Reflector
For FM #334-R
Accessory Reflector
For TV #333-R

BRACH STRAIGHT DIPOLE
SHOWN WITH REFLECTOR

ATTENTION, USERS OF PRIVATE BRANDS
L. S. Brach Mfg. Corp., experienced in the development and manufacture of all types of receiving
antennas, offers engineering and mass production
facilities for the design and production of antennas
to individual specifications.

ard parts.

BRACH FOLDED

SEND FOR CATALOG SHEETS

FOR FM
FOR TV

DIPOLE

#335 88-108 MC
#337 44-88 MC

Accessory Reflector

Ward Leonard
Electric Co., 31 South St., Mount
Vernon, N. Y., has just issued bulletin 4451 telling about a new line
of solenoid -operated a -c contactors suitable for carrying currents up to 25 amperes.

Plastic Knobs. Rogan Brothers,
2500 W. Irving Park Blvd., Chicago 18, Iii. Plastic knobs, control
handles, instrument knobs, and
materials for their manufacture
are listed in a new illustrated catalog.
Dust and Fume Sampler. Mine
Safety Appliances Co., Braddock,
_ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1941

Kit-

For FM #335-R
Accessory Reflector KitFor TV #337-R

A -C Contactors.

BRACH
BRACH MULTI BAND
FOR FM 8 TV

(Accessory

#344-R

#344

174-216 MC
Reflector

44-108 MC
s

Illustrotdl

BRACH BROAD. BAND
FOR FM 8 TV #338

44-108 MC
174.716 MC

BRACH CROSS DIPOLE
FOR

FM

#346

UNIVERSAL
BASE MOUNT

83.108 MC

L. S. BRACH MFG. CORP.
200 CENTRAL AVE.,

NEWARK 4,

N. J.

ACCESSORIES
WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO ANTENNAS AND
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(continued)

Thomas and Meade Sts., Pittsburgh Pa. Bulletin CT -3 briefly
describes the catalog no. CT -14650
dust and fume sampler for use in
stacks or ducts at rates up to 3
cubic feet per minute.

Plastic Insulated Conductors.
Phalo Plastics Corp., 25 Foster
St., Worcester 8, Mass. A new 18 page catalog lists all kinds of
plastic insulated wire and cables,
cord sets and miscellaneous assemblies.

Artificial Atmospheres. Bowser
Inc., Terryville, Conn. Controlled
relative humidity, low pressure,
and temperature are available in
packaged form with simulation
units described in brochures recently issued.
Wire Recording. Lear Inc., 11916
West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 34,
Calif. Specifications and booklets
are available on the WR -105 wire
recorder.
Radioactivity Measuring Equipment. Tracerlab, Inc., 55 Oliver
St., Boston, Mass. Issue 7 of Trac erlog includes articles on radioactivity measuring equipment, radioassay techniques, radioactivity
reference sources, and radiochemical services.
Nos. 10035 and 10039
Multi -Scale Dials
pair of truly "Designed for Application"
controls. Large panel style dial has 12 to
ratio; size, 811" x 61/4". Small No. 10039 has
8 to
ratio; size, 4" x 31/4". Both are of compact mechanical design, easy to mount and
have totally self-contained mechanism, thus
eliminating back of panel interference. Provision for mounting and marking auxiliary
A

1

Time Switch. Sangamo Electric
Co., Springfield, Ill. Type S time
switch is described in bulletin
1050.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

Strain Gage Instruments. Anderson -Fluke
Engineering
Co.,
Springdale, Conn. Two new 24 channel strain gage instruments,
model 301 Strainmeter, and model
302, Bridge Balancer are reviewed
in a brochure available from the

manufacturer.
High Voltage Resistors. Resistance Products Co., 714 Race St.,
Harrisburg, Pa. Bulletin 2 is a
single sheet filled with information about the type B high voltage
resistor.
Tube Manual.
neering, RCA
son, N. J. will
Manual RC -15

in Phase

Instead of 2
By

adding an additional

half wave dipole to its
well-known beacon antenna, the Workshop has
stepped up the power
gain from 2.4 to 3
times that of the ordinary
coaxial dipole.

Other new design features
include a new molded
fiberglass housing for
greater strength, less
weight, and lower operating losses.

Highlights

Design

1.ow angle of radiation
concentrates energy on
the horizon.

Symmetrical design

makes azimuth pattern

circular.
Can be fed with various
types of transmission
Special fitting,
lines.
are available for special

applications.

1

controls, such as switches, potentiometers, etc.,
provided on the No. 10035. Standard finish,
either size, flat black art metal.

3 Half Waves

Commercial EngiTube Dept., Harrisend you a copy of
upon receipt of 35

Entirely enclosed in nonmetallic housing for
maximum weather protection.
Designed specifically for
152-162 mc. with a loss
SWR over the band.

Available for immediate
delivery through authorized distributors or your
equipment manufacturer.

-THE
WORKSHOP
ASSOCIATES
INCORPORATED

PAT: APP. FOR

Specialists in High -Frequency Antennas

66

NEEDHAM

Newton

Highlands

February,
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STREET
61,

Mass.

ELECTRONICS,

PROMPT DELIYfRY!

FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLINGS
REMOTELY

Stainless Steel

CONTROL
BAND SWITCHES
POTENTIOMETERS

MACHINE SCREWS

TUNING
CONDENSERS

and Rivets

NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSERS

RADIO WIRE
SHIELDING
SIMPLIFY YOUR DESIGN PROBLEMS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLINGS-Here is absolutely accurate and effortless remote control

at its

finest. Dependability built for trouble -free service. Send specifications For our recommendations and prices.

... nuts washers
...
pins ... Allmetal carries
the largest stock in the country of
SCREWS

.

.

.

stainless steel fasteners and screw
machine parts. We also have facilities for heading, tapping, drilling, reaming, slotting, turning.
stamping, broaching and center less grinding, making possible
prompt delivery of specials. We
work not only with stainless and
monel, but also with duralumin.
aluminum, brass, bronze, or any

other non-corrosive metal. All
parts produced to close tolerances.

RADIO WIRE SHIELDING-Flat
it more

wire construction with smooth inner and outer surfaces makes

rigid, easier to handle. Makes smoother bends and allows for quicker insertion of wires. Used

to shield audio, radio and video circuit components. Popular in discriminator and television circuits.

Sold in various diameters in mill lengths of over

10

feet or cut to exact lengths. Available in tinned

steel, copper and brass for easy soldering. ECONOMICAL.
ELI,

111MW1°
/y,1
* FLEXIBLE

ELLIOTT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

BINGHAMTON

218 PROSPECT AVENUE

SHAFTS FOR POWER TAKE - OFFS AND

HIGH PERFORMANCE

NEW YORK

REMOTE CONTROLS

*

Zelayd

Largest stock in nation of
Stainless Steel Fasteners

We also

carry: Cap

Screws,

Bolts, Washers, Nuts, Wood Screws,
Taper Pins, Cotter Pins. Pipe Fit-

tings and Valves, Socket Screws,
Wing Nuts, Thumb Screws, Self tapping Screws, etc.

Send for FREE CATALOG

ALLMETAL
SCREW PRODUCTS CO., INC.
33 Greene St., New

ELECTRONICS

-

York
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Sigma's specialty is the supplying of relays to meet unusually exacting
requirements. Such success as we enjoy is due as much to willingness to
study applications in detail as to basically good relay designs.
You are urged to take advantage of this in submitting your problem,
by stating particulars of purpose and function,permitting
us to see the relay as part
of a complete system.

I

q CC

Ye

rR1G f[/Tr\RgCy
v

COST

when
Yo
M Re4

specify

se
YS

Sigma Instruments,

INC.

RELAYS
62 Ceylon St., Boston 21, Mass.

LOW INPUT

HIGH SPEED

CLOSE TOLERANCE

LONG LIFE

AC

...

.

DC

...

.

POLAR
227
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

cents.

The familiar handbook,
just brought up to date is also
available from distributors and
stores. Tubes, circuits, R -C amplifiers, and a receiving tube classification chart are among the features.

with the New

DI -AC RO
BRAKE

ROK-LOK-new sensitive material clamp increases accuracy
DOUBLE-EDGED FORMING BLADE allows close reverse bends
NEW PRECISION STOPS accurately control angularity of bends

This versatile metal forming machine was developed
for use in model shops, experimental laboratories and production departments where it often replaces dies for all types of precision forming operations. Di -Acro Brakes will form a great variety of materials including
bronze, stainless steel, aluminum and bi -metals.
WRITE FOR CATALOG. New edition of 40 -page Di -Acro Catalog contains detailed information on all Di -Acro Brakes, Shears,
Benders, Notchers, Rod Parters, Punches and illustrates
how these precision machines can be used individually or
cooperatively for "DIE -LESS DUPLICATING".
M6

\:

1IWAU&
CISION

ESS

NINES

DUPLICP

sr

E DI -ACRO

is Pronounced

"Die-Ack-Ro"

0'l1 EIL-rRlU111

,

MFG.

cfill

321 8TH AVE., LAKE CITY, MINNESOTA

AWELL KNOWN NAME IN KAUIO I-OK OVER AQUARTER OFACENTURY

Test Speaker. Test -Craft Instrument Co., 42 Warren St., New York
7, N. Y. Send for an illustrated
circular on the new model TC -48
universal
combination
test
speaker.
Service Test Equipment. General
Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y. Catalog ESD-129 lists specifications
of nine instruments used for testing receivers and electronic equipment.

Resistors, Rheostats and Relays.
Ward Leonard Electric Co., 53 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill. Catalog D-30 covers all sorts of resistors and rheostats as well as a
stock line of relays for radio amateurs.
High -Frequency Dielectric. General Aniline & Film Corp., 444
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Electric Polectron Dielectrics is
the title of a 21 -page slick-paper
treatise on a new plastic material.
Radio Predictions. Superintendent
of Documents, Washington 25,
D. C. (send no stamps) has copies
of Circular C465 at 25 cents telling
how to use the monthly publication, `Basic Radio Propagation
Predictions-Three Months in Advance".
Audio Components. Audio Development Co., Minneapolis 7, Minn.
Catalog 46A covers transformers,
patch cords and plugs, filters,
jacks and jack panels in 15 pages.

Air Filter. Trion, Inc., 1000 Island
Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa. A data
file with illustrations is available
on a new electronic air filter now
available in several capacities.

2646
228
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GENEMOTO lt

Tape Recording. Magnephone Div.,
Amplifier Corp. of America, 398-7
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. A
series of tape recorders and accessory equipment for sound up to
12,500 cycles is pictured in eight
February,
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SYNTHETIC SAPPHIRE For Resistance

Tracing cloth

that defies
time

to All Commercial Chemicals
If corrosion resistance of small parts is important to
your product, it's worthwhile to consider LINDE synthetic sapphire. This new raw material resists chemical
attack and wear. It has high electrical resistancelow thermal conductivity.
I.
2.

Chemical Resistance .. All acids 3. Thermal Conductivity . . 0.015 (cal.
sec.-' cm-' deg. C. -t at 500 deg. C:)
1 l and nays (Ih noop) 1,525 to 2,00(1
7 5 to 10
4. Dielectric Constant

Half -boules, weighing
up to 150 carats

Send for Data Sheet No. 5 for all the specific properties of
this advantageous material-LINDE synthetic sapphire.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street
Rods, 0.065 -in.
to 0.125 -in. diameter

The ,,,rd

-'

Li nt ,-" it

tr,

RH-243

An adaptation of the famous RH -7 crystal unit, RH -7C ofa',
fers such advantages as:
Smaller Size (1" x 3/4" x 11/32", more than t/3 smaller

than RH -243)
Smaller Weight (Less than 1/4 the weight of RH -243)
Improved Accuracy (can be made to ±0.005% over d)
temperature range of - 55° C to+90° C).
0. Greater Frequency Range (3.15 me Fundamental and.
15-75 me Harmonic Mode, compared to RH-243's 3101)-

TRACING

10,000 kc.)

CLOTH

-

New York 17, N. Y.

SUCCESSOR TO

IMPERIAL

ELECTRONICS

II

Ir -mark of The Linde Air Products Company

The renown of Imperial as the finest in
Tracing Cloth goes back well over half a
century. Draftsmen all over the world prefer
it for the uniformity of its high transparency
and ink -taking surface and the superb quality
of its cloth foundation.
Imperial takes erasures readily, without
damage. It gives sharp contrasting prints of
even the finest lines. Drawings made on
Imperial over fifty years ago are still as
good as ever, neither brittle nor opaque.
If you like a duller surface, for clear, hard
pencil lines, try Imperial Pencil Tracing Cloth.
It is good for ink as well.

SOLD BY LEADING STATIONERY AND DRAWING MATERIAL DEALERS EVERYWHERE

I

Canada:
Dominion Oxygen Company, Limited, Toronto
In

True Hermetic Seal
The Greater Stability of Wire Mounting
Completely Interchangeable with RH-243

RV/ REEVES-HOFFMAN
CORPORATION

JH

SALES OFFICE: 215 EAST 91 STREET, NEW YORK 28,
PLANT: 321 CHERRY STREET, CARLISLE, PA.

N. Y.
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NEW PRODUCTS

HARVEY
has
TRANSCRIPTION
EQUIPMENT

GRAY
TRANSCRIPTION ARM
For your favorite cartridge, such as the new
GE Variable Reluctance and Pickering
120M. Assures optimum performance; gives

smoothest possible frequency response, reduces surface noise ratio, provides adjustable scale to conveniently regulate for ideal
performance of the particular pickup in

use. Net

$35.00

VIBROMASTER TYPE K
PROFESSIONAL ARM

(continued)

pages now available. Included is
information on an 8 -hour continuously playing model.

Insulation. Mitchell -Rand Insulation Co., Inc., 51 Murray St., New
York 7, N. Y. Just received is a
43 -page booklet describing the
company's many insulating products indexed from "air drying varnish no. 15" to "wire solder"
(sic!).

SP

-can whisper, too!
And that's important because
the primary purpose of any
loudspeaker is to convey intelligence and not just make a

-

loud noise. UNIVERSITY
loudspeakers
with the high-

Electrical Laminations. Thomas &
Skinner Steel Products Co., 1122
East 23rd St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Catalog 47 gives complete information on the company's stock
lamination dies, and additional
data on weights, characteristics,
and applications of electrical

A JOB -RATED SPEAKER
FOR EVERY APPLICATION!

Vibration Mounts. Hamilton Kent
Mfg. Co., Kent, Ohio. Rexon vibration mounts are illustrated and
their characteristics and specifications given in an 8 -page brochure.
Reluctance Or the New
Pickering 120M Cartridge
Resonance characteristic flat plus or minus
!'2 Db 40
to 1000 cycles (measured in
10 -cycle steps throughout resonant range).
Price, net less cartridge
$34.50

General

Electric Cartridge

$ 4.77

The Pickering Cartridge

gives professional quality to your home phonograph. It mounts in
practically any arm,
operates perfectly even
at 30 cps. with but 15
grams pressure; linear
response to over 10,000

Available with sapphire (S120M) at $15.00
net, or with diamond
(D120M) at $39.75.
cps.

Amplifier works with the
Model 120M Pickering
Cartridge, providing a
full 20 db of bass boost
for record compensation.
Complete with built-in
low-pass filter switch to
minimize needle scratch

$19.50 net.

NOTE: All prices are Net, F.O.B. N.Y.C.
and are subject to change without notice.

LOngacre 3.1800

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N. Y.
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MODEL LH REFLEX TRUMPET
is typical of types
available for every requirementvoice, music, paging and talk -back.

j
MODEL SAH DRIVER UNIT
One of several

high efficiency

models with continuous power capacities up to 25
watts. All uncon-

ditionally guaranteed for one year.

Corp., 37 West 65th St., New York

PAGING; CALL-BACK SPEAKERS

Bulletin 1022 contains
information on the model PR-400
series photoelectric control -amplifier used as a transducer between
phototube and machinery control.
23, N. Y.

Available

in

many

types and power
ranges. Compact

design, highest
efficiency.

SUPER POWER SOUND PROJECTOR

Many sizes-100,
150and 300watts
with ranges up to
15

miles. Finest

sound quality even

at full power.

EXPLOSION, SUBMERGENCE PROOF

on noisy records. Model

Te

Industrial Controls. Langevin Mfg.

Ceramics Data. American Lava
Corp., Chattanooga 5, Tenn., has
issued Bulletin No. 246 describing
the mechanical and electrical properties of Alsimag ceramics with
detailed charts and tables.

The Pickering Equalizer -

125H,

Nylon Strip. Polymer Corp., Reading, Pa. A folder has just been
printed that outlines some of the
applications of nylon rod and strip
and a process for coloring molded
nylon.

-

est conversion efficiency of any
speaker of comparable size
not only give maximum sound
output with minimum power
input, but reproduce every detail and inflection of the voice
at all levels from a whisper to
a shout.

steels.

for General Electric Variable

ÉKERS

X -Ray Diffraction Camera. North
American Philips Co., Inc., 100 E.
42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. A 4 page folder shows the construction

for

use in mines,

refineries, railroads, marine, etc.

Immune to live
steam, salt -spray,
or complete immersion.

and explains the application of the
new x-ray diffraction camera which
is especially adapted to fiber analysis.

Relay Data Sheets. Globe Electrical Mfg. Co., 11019 Buford Ave.,
Inglewood, Cal. Three loose-leaf

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS

INC.

80 SO. KENSICO AVE., WHITE PLAINS, N.

February,
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FOR PERSONALIZED
ATTENTION
TO YOUR
RESISTANCE WIRE
PROBLEMS

TABILITY
for
Accurate
Computing

Fairchild
Precision
Linear Potentiometer
in both the single -soluIn this integrating computer accurate resetability
eliminates
potentiometer
integrating
the
and
tion computer potentiometer

hunting and carry-over errors.
Fairchild's low -torque Linear Potentiometer-which

is a small precision
resistance or angle of rotation
selected
any
to
reset
be
instrument-can
single -turn potentiometer.
with an accuracy that is unsurpassed in any other
over a million cycles of operaThis precision performance is maintained
data adlong -life precious metal alloy contacts. For complete

CONSULT JELLIFF
When confronted with any resistance problem,
of
take advantage of the diversified experiences
Jelliff in selecting the proper alloys for your
specific applications.

tion with
Jamaica
dress: Dept. 'G', 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard,

For recommendations, literature, prices and
livery of Jelliff Quality Alloys get in touch with
our nearest sales representative or communicate
Write or
direct with Southport, Connecticut.
phone for Prompt Action.

1,

New York.

de-

/

JELLIFF SALES REPRESENTATIVES

CAMERA
AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

Phone: LIBERTY 1277
BOSTON, MASS.
White Sales Co., Room 502, 10 High St.
Phone: STATE 5292
CHICAGO, ILL.
William Maxwell Co., 107 N. Wacker Drive
Phone: MAIN
CLEVELAND, OHIO
A. J. Loeb Sales Co., 1836 Euclid Ave. So.

More than 14 years
of know-how and
experience in every

8585

Phone: TRINITY 7353
Perlmuth-Colman Associates, 942 Maple Ave.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Phone: GENEVA 3373
Volco Company, 622 McKnight Building

NEW YORK, N. Y. Phone: CALEDONIA 5.1776
R. B. Dana Company,

PYROFERRIC
IRON CORE

101 Park Ave.

Phone: KINGSLEY 5-1205
PHILA., PA.
S. K. MacDonald, 1531 Spruce St.
Phone: CEDAR
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Wm. M. Orr Co., 1228 Brighton Rd.

3000

Phone: MONROE 5392
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
J. R. Hanna, P. O. Box 93, Brighton Station
Phone:

SEATTLE, WASH.

SE

Pyroferric Iron Cores were first
made in 1933 and the experience
and know-how gained in each succeeding year are inherent in every
powdered iron product today produced by the Pyroferric Company,
including: a full line of standard

-0193

Perlmuth-Colman Associates, 704 Third Avenue
HULL, QUE., CANADA
Mica Co. of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 189

L

E

K T R

O M

E

RES,

S H

Powdered Iron Screw-Type
Cores of varying lengths, with
standard threads, as well as a complete line of powdered iron cores,
with and without inserts.
sized

z

The C. O. JELLIFF
MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT,-CONN.

Iron Cores to meet your specificainquiry to
your
address
tions,
For Powdered

PYROFEuniC Co.
City
621

y
WIRE

ELECTRONICS

-

CLOTH

S

T

R A

I

N

East 216 Street.

New York

67

E?
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

insert sheets thoroughly describe a
variety of circuit control and time
delay relays, giving applications,
specifications, contact combinations
and prices.

World-wide recognition for

this outstanding line of
electric soldering irons

-PLUG OR

SCREW TIPS

40 to 700 Watts

E

- specifiel

s/s" to 1$/a"

c

Tip Dia.

Follow the leaders and
you'll specify HEXACON!
They'll efficiently solve
your soldering problems
too! Write for literotute.

by the big names

for the TOUGH JOBS!

* MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL
* RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA

Here's the famous
HEXACON HATCHET TYPE

* STROMBERG-CARLSON
* WESTERN ELECTRIC
* WESTINGHOUSE
* EMERSON
* KAISER
* BENDIX

These irons feature better balance for reduced
operator fatigue. Efficiency is stepped up, and
quality of work is improved. The ideal
iron for inaccessible
and intricate jobs.

* SPERRY,
etc.

W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY

Crystal Bulletin. Premier Crystal Laboratories, Inc., 57-67 Park
Row, New York 7, N. Y. Extensive
technical data covering twelve
widely used crystal types are given
in a profusely illustrated bulletin,
No. 201. Information on ultrasonic
crystal blanks and helpful hints on
ordering are also given.
Sweeping Oscillator. Kay Electric Co., 34 Marshall St., Newark
2, N. J., has made available a reprint from ELECTRONICS on the
wideband sweeping oscillator, as
well as specification sheets on the
Megamatch, an instrument for displaying transmission -line mismatch over wide frequency range.

Liquid Control Devices. Magne switch Inc., 4259 South Western
Blvd., Chicago 9, Ill. A six -page
folder illustrates about a dozen
types of industrial liquid control
devices. All operate in any temperature at any pressure.
R-F Heating. Delapena & Son Ltd.,

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England. A description and specifications of apparatus for r-f heating
of dielectrics are given in an eight page pamphlet. Also pointed out
are the production benefits from its
use, the lower costs involved and
the method of operation.
For Sustained Accuracy and Full
Rated Power on Quick Starts
Ask any time machine maker-any electric
clock repair man-what motor outlasts all others,
and he'll say "SYNCHRON". In these tiny
motors, all pinions and shafts are of steel,
operating against polished brass gears-for
least possible wear. All bearings are genuine
Babbitt, lubricated by a sealed -in supply of oil
surrounding all moving parts (patented process).
SYNCHRON timing motors and time machines
are designed, patented, and built for dependable,
trouble -free service.
A new catalog containing engineering data
on SYNCHRON Motors, Timing Machines, and

Clock Movements will give you detailed information. Write for it.

HANSEN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

Princeton 10, INDIANA
Established

1907

-

a

Pioneer' in

Synchronous Motors

Low Current Tube. General ElecCo., Schenectady, N. Y. Pliotron
5674 is a six -electrode high -vacuum
dual anode with dual control grids
that can be used to measure current
of 5 x 10 ampere. See bulletin
ET -H33 for details.

tric

Regulated A -C Generator. Electric
Machinery Mfg. Co., 821 Second
Ave. S. E., Minneapolis 14, Minn.
Volume 8, no. 3a of the E -M Synchronizer describes, among other
items, a new packaged a -c generator with a built-in automatic
regulator for constant voltage
output.

Flexible Waveguides. Technical
Laboratories, Inc., 237 East Aurora St., Waterbury, Conn. BulFebruary,

1948-

ELECTRONICS

PRECISION FABRICATED

emet telephone tYpe refa

pa 231C3
A new Advance relay. Series 5200 and 6200 are similar to
series 5000 and 6000 but have single cortacts. This compact
relay is ruggedly made to withstand vibration. Operates on
110 to 2 watts of power. Thoughtful design, finest materials, and skilled craftsmanship make this the finest relay
of its type.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Pur-e silver contacts 1/8" to
Any contact combination SPST to 4PDT
1
to
Universal wound, varnished, vacuum impregnated coil
3/16"
to 150 volts DC
to 220 volts AC or
16000 ohms DC resistance
Pivot hinge with phosphor
Phosphor bronze blades and armature pin
bronze bearing (low friction)
Write for new catalog, issued May, 1947
1

1

QUALITY and SERVICE.

ifisfvonce,*lays

AT A PRICE

THAT'S RIGHT

ADVANCE

ELECTRIC

&

1260 West 2nd St., Los Angeles, California

Years of experience in fabricating
parts and products of plastics make
Sillcocks-Miller an ideal source for
developing practical and economical
answers to your individual needs.

RELAY

C

O

.

Phone Michigan 9331

7ha PARADE at 2ua/itq

These specialists in precision -fabrication can serve you in four ways: First,
in working out your own ideas. Second,
in developing new ideas for you. Third,
in counseling with you on the most
practical and economical methods of

fabrication. Fourth, in selecting the
plastic material best -suited to the job.
You couldn't select a more dependable
source for quality and service, at a
price that's right.
Write for illustrated booklet or phone
South Orange 2-6171 for quick action.

THE : SILLCOCKS-MILLER CO.
10 West Porter

Yolllol

tµISTS

Anw.. Yglw..d, IL 1
See Or..w R. I.

Address.

IN mowOVALITT.
POR

PARRICATID
INDUSTRIAL
T1CI.NICAL AND

PLASTICS

PRIt1IloN-MARS

COMrKCtAI.
vpy11tInS.ns

Specialists in

Difficult Designs

DINION COIL COMPANY, INC.

NEW

Y ORIK
233
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MOLDED

New DUMONT

.

-ll%t Dakt`ois'
;,

Noiseless in operation
Strong and durable
Good performance in

TYPE 65X
Actual Size
Other types available
values
in the lower

all climates

CAPACITOR
FOR
TELEVISION AND SHORT WAVE

At slight additional cost, resistors in the
Standard Range are supplied with each
resistor noise tested to the following
standard: "For the complete audio fre-

Resistors

White Molded
types of
about construction,
details
with Price
and gives
etc. A copy,
Write
request.
dimensions,
on
will be mailed
List
For

QIw

1000 ohms to 10 megohms
NOISE TESTED

BULLETIN
.
DETAILS
FULL
GIVES
of the different
illustrations

el 21

STANDARD RANGE
4505

RESISTOR
It shows

"ZERO -LOSS"

S. S.

quency range, resistor shall have less noise
than corresponds to a change of resistance
of
port in 1,000,000."
1

it-today

HIGH VALUES

.,f.

Wilir...INDUSTRIAL15

to 1,000,000 megohms

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG.

DIVISION

DEPT. R. 10 EAST 4051, ST., NEW YORK 16. N.
Fl[lllBlE

V.-

SOArTS
FLEAIBII SHAFT TOOLS
AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
SMALL CUTTING AND GRINDING TOOLS
SPECIAL FORMULA RUBBER.
MOLDED RESISTORS
PLASTIC SPECIAITIIS
CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING

Orre os fttrrrezCCltQ

;?.444

%rdcrat2taP

EXTREMELY HIGH

"Q"

ec

aervisene

...me' Gee

ceramic capacitors, where sharp
tuning such as short wave, television, F/M, and other critical
circuits where losses must be at
a minimum.

Use this

convenient coupon
RCA tube
reference data you need.

for obtaining the

/--

/

EXCELLENT POWER FACTOR
-.001 - .0029

RCA, Commercial Engineering,
Section BW-40, Harrison, N. J.
Send me the RCA publications checked below. I
am enclosing $
to cover cost of the books
for which there is a charge.
Name
Address
City

At last! A fixed condenser of
plastic film having extreme high
"Q". Ideal substitute for mica or

LEAKAGE RESISTANCE
'/s MILLION MEGOHMS

LONG LIFE DURATION
CAP. FROM .00005 to

Zone

E Quick -Reference Chart, Miniature

3

MFD.

VOLTAGES FROM 500 to 10000
VOLTS.

State
Tubes (Free). [A]

AC/DC up to 75

HB -3 Tube Handbook ($10.00)1.181
RC -15 Receiving Tube Manual (35 cents). [C]

C

Si in TUBES; 52 in METAL CANS

Receiving Tubes for AM, FM, and Television Broadcast (10 cents). [D]

E

E

Radiotron Designers Handbook ($1.25). [E]
Quick Selection Guide, Non -Receiving Types (Free). [F]
Power and Gas Tubes for Radio and Industry (10cents). [G]
Phototubes, Cathode -Ray and Special Types (10 cents). [H]
RCA Preferred Types List (Free). [I]
Headliners for Hams (Free). [1]
*Price applies to U.

S.

Write for literature
and prices to -day.
asa

and possessions only.

TORE DEPARTMENT

RADIO CORPORATION
NARRrfoN.

of AMERICA

N. J.

DUMONT
ELECTRIC
CORP.

MFR'S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

308 DYCKMAN

234

ST., NEW
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ELECTRONICS

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

letin F-1 issued by the organiza-

tion that succeeds the Metal Hose
Branch of the American Brass Co.,
in the manufacture of all types of
flexible waveguides, lists the various sorts now procurable.

NEW COMPLETE

RADIO
CATALOG

What is GCA? Bendix Radio Div.,
Baltimore 4, Md., has the answer
presented as a 16-page brochure.
Write direct for a free copy, attention John M. Sitton.

160 Value -Packed Pages of the
Latest and Best in RADIO.TELE-

VISION Electronic Equipment!

The Only Complete Up -to -the -Minute Catalog
of Radio Parts Sets Amplifiers -Testers
Ham Gear Kits e Immediate Shipment.

--

Data Sheets. Dow Corning Corp.,
Midland, Michigan. Preliminary
data sheets No. B-30-1 list on two
pages all of the materials necessary to ensure maximum service

Save on Values Like These!

life in motors rewound with Silicone insulation.

BATTERY
CHARGER

Servicing Meter. Bradshaw Instruments Co., 942 Kings Highway,
Brooklyn 23, N. Y. The Range Master model 10 servicing meter has a
number of uses that are covered in
the 4 -page leaflet that outlines its
measurement ranges.

RA -63-D
Heavy duty ruggedly

constructed
battery
charger that delivers
12-14 volts at 10-11
amps for rapid charge.
Trickle charge switch for 15
volts at
4 amps depending on condition of
battery. Heavy duty full wave selenium rectifier will charge two 6 volt batteries in series or
one or more 12 volt batteries in parallel. Ideal
for garages, filling stations or wherever 12 volt
power supplies are required. Operates from

-

February, 1948

Inverter

1

110 V 60 cycle AC.

Input 12 vole IJt', output 115 colts 60 cycle AC
at 150 watb. Ample power for mobile use of
AC sound systems or other devices requiring 60
cycle AC input. Vibrator type very efficient.
low battery drain. Precision built to exacting
specifications. Completely filtered for use with

Shpg wt. 60 lbs.

radio equipment.

$16.95

5B9561

$29.50

5139544

RCA WV -15A

DUMONT

Voltohmyst

Electronic
Switch and

Electronic voltmeter with
full wave diode probe for
reading peak to peak RF
voltages to frequencies of
250 MC. Push -pall DC
VTVM circuit is exceptionally stable and linear. Electronically controlled burnout proof DC
meter. With tubes, diode
probe, test leads and in
structions. For 105-115
V 50-60 cycles. Shpg wt. 18 lbs.

Sauare Wave
Generator
Model 185A. Permits
simultaneous observation of two or more
signals on screen of
signals over a range
wave
oscillograph. Square
Switching rate 10-2000
of 10 to 500 cps.
times/sec. Input resistance 100,000 ohms. Output resistance 50,000 ohms. For 110 V 40-60
cycles. Shpg wt. 17 lbs.

a...

Light Integration Device. Electronic Mechanical Products Co.,
13 N. Virginia Ave., Atlantic
City, N. J., has a four -page folder
telling what the Luxometer does
and how it is applied. The instrument measures the quantity of illumination being received by any
light-sensitive material regardless
of fluctuations at the source. It
can be used on cameras, remote
control units, and the like.

ELECTRONICS

-I F -"`"`

fia,

R-F Heating Course. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. A series of
slides, records, and review booklets comprising eight 2 -hour lecture units is announced. Metalworking applications, bonding of
wood, preheating of plastics, drying and curing of rubber and textiles, and thawing of food products
by dielectric heating are covered.
Cost of the kit for 20 class -members is $185.

Tube Wall Chart. Westinghouse
Electric Corp., 306 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Basic information on operation, types,
and applications of electron tubes
is presented in a new 25 by 36 -inch
wall chart. Price is $2.00.

-

-

$105.00

C21783

$125.00

C21772

DUMONT 5

inch

Model 214

Oscilloscope

Milliameter

Amplified sweep circuit
continuous range,
over
front 20 to 50,000 cycles.
Input impedance: hori-

1000 DC MA full

scale

deflection.
Shack lettering.
White scale. 396"
flange drilled Por
panel mounting.

e a e o
zontal 5 meg. vertical 1
meg. Deflection sensitiviRMS
ty: max. vertical and horizontal 0.65
volt/in. Input signal may be applied to vertical
plates directly or through amplifier. Horizontal
antolifler may be switched to either sweep circuit or external signal. For 115 V 50-60 cycle.

Shpg wt. 35 lbs.
C21774

5B4204

Concord Radio Corporation, Dept. G-28
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.
Yes, rush FREE COPY of the comprehensive

CONC ORID
R

A

D

O

C

O

R

P

O

R

A

T

I

O

ATLANTA 3
CHICAGO 7
265 Peachtree St.
901 W.lackson Blvd.
Downtown Chicago Branch: 229 W. Madison
Lafayette Radio Corp.

$127.50

new Concord Radio Catalog.

N

Name
I

I

Address
City

State
.1
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City and
Applicant

Miami
Southern Radio & Tele. Eqpt.
Miami Broadcasting Co.- A
Atlanta
Liberty Broadcasting

Call

WTVJ

5

ILLINOIS

Inc.- CP

WENR
WBKB

WGNA

higher voltage

rating.
3.

4.

5.

Steatite insulation. Large laminated
phosphor bronze rotor brushes.
Center rotor contacts on all dual
models.

7.

Latest JOHNSON Catalog

JOHNSON
ti `4wei
rrrNrrC [et

E. F.

JOHNSON CO.

e4d14

WASECA, MINN.

Co: CP

18.4

1.8
.8P
.4

9.4

1

1

14.44

3

4

WHAS-TV

7.6.

13

10-4

9.8

7...

13.6

7.2

9
5

MARYLAND

Co.- CP-0

WMAR
WBAL-TV

Hearst Radio, Inc.- CP
Radio -Television of Baltimore, Inc.- CP

WAAM

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.- CP
WBZ-T V
Yankee Network, Inc.- CP
WNAC-TV
Boston Metro. Tele. Co.- A -H
Empire Coil Co., Inc.- A -H
Massachusetts Broadcasting Corp.- A-H
New England Tele. Co., Inc.- A -H
New England Theatres, Inc.- A -H
Fall River
New England Tele. Co., Inc.- A
New Bedford
E. Anthony & Sons, Inc.- A
Waltham
Raytheon Mfg. Co.- CP
WRTB

4

17.1

2
11

32.8
31.85

13

17.1

17.2

20

32.7

14.3

7.13
32.7

17.1
14.26
32.1

17.7
7.51
16.7

4

7
9

9
9
13
13
s

o

MICHIGAN

Detroit
Evening News Aran.- CP-0
Fort Industry Co.- CP
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.- CP
United Detroit Theatres Corp.- A -H
WJR, The Goodwill Station, Inc.- A -H

W WJ-TV
WTVO

4
2
7
5

WDLT

5

MINNESOTA

Corp.- CP

Spacers that permit reassembly for
different capacity or voltage ratings.

For Complete Details Write for

291

10

CP
WOI-TV
KENTUCKY

Baltimore

Newark
Bremer Broadcasting Corp.- CP
Trenton
Trent Broadcasting Corp.- A

Both front and rear shaft extensions
permit ganging.

-

LOUISIANA
WRTV

St. Louis
Pulitzer Publ. Co.- CP-0

their construction.

21.8.4E

6

Heavy tie rods for frame strength
and rigidity. Brackets for top or
bottom mounting.

6. Occupy less panel space because of

5

IOWA

New Orleans
Maison Blanche Co.- CP

Minneapolis
Minn. Broadcasting
Saint Paul
KSTP, Inc.- CP

15

1.8

12
2

WTTV
WWHB

Louisville
Courier -Journal & Louisville Times
WAVE, Inc.- A

2. Rounded plates for

30

INDIANA

Ames
Iowa State College of Agr. & Mech. Arts

Type C and D -Dual and Single
Sturdily constructed-heavy aluminum plates .051 thick.

7
4

13

-

1.

V

WNBYC

Bloomington
Sarkes & Mary Tarzian
CP
Indianapolis
Wm. H. Block Co.- CP
WFBM, Inc.- A

FEATURES

0.788

1.57

GEORGIA

Inc.- CP
WON, Inc.- CP-O
Sun & Times Co.- A
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.- A
Johnson -Kennedy Radio Corp.- A

Type C and D JOHNSON condensers are available in 52 different sizes with a wide variety of
capacities and spacing.

4
5

National Broadcasting Co.,

A. S. Abell

Visual
Aural
Power in kw.

FLORIDA

Co.- CP

Corp.- A

Chicago
American Broadcasting Co.,
Balaban & Katz Corp.*

Even though JOHNSON condensers offer you many outstanding advantages, they cost less than
any other quality condenser.

Power in kw

Channel
No.

Letters

Albuquerque
Albuquerque Broadcasting

WTCN-TV

4

17.9

9.2

KSTP-T V

5

13-88

0.48

5

18.10

MISSOURI
KSD-TV

18.7

NEW JERSEY
WATV

13

8.3

17

NEW MEXICO

Co.- CP

BOB-TV

4.5

4

4.5

NEW YORK

Buffalo

WBEN, Inc.- CP
New York
American Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP
Bamberger Broadcasting Service.
CP
Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.*
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc.*

WBEN-TV
WJZ-TV
WOR-TV
WCBS-TV
WABD

Inc:

National Broadcasting Co., Inc.*
News Syndicate Co., Inc.- CP
Schenectady
General Electric Co.*
Cincinnati
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.- CP
Allen B. DuMont Laba., Inc.- A -H
Cleveland
Empire Coil Co.. Inc.- CP

236

WLTV
WRGB

4

15

T

16.25
30-25
1.72
1.81

9
2
b

4
11
4

CP14.25
18.3

8.25
24.5

1.67
0.723
9.45
5.75

8.17

40

21.3
9.125

CP18.25

OHIO
WLWT

4
2

23.5

19.5

WXEL

o

21

13
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AMPERITE

D. C.

PANEL
INSTRUMENTS

MICROPHONES

The ultimate in microphone
quality, the new Amperite Velocity has proven in actual practice to give the highest type of
reproduction in Broadcasting,
Recording, and Public Address.
The major disadvantage of pre-war

velocities has been eliminated-namely "boominess" on close talking.
Shout right into the new Amperite
the
Velocity or stand 2 feet away
quality of reproduction is always ex-

-

Studio Velocity
Models R8OH, RBOL
List $80.00

has always been the policy of this
organization to withhold any new product until it has been thoroughly "proof
tested." This was done in the case of
It

our line of D. C. PANEL INSTRUMENTS.
Now that they are available, you can
be sure that all phases of their design
and manufacture have been completely
tested in the field as well as in the

-

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
FOLDER

Address inquiry

attention Dept.

FIELD CHECKED
Our production for over one year has
been confined to small quantities which
could be carefully field checked for
performance while working in the
equipment of which they were a component.

561

$42.00

4 -PAGE

AMPERITE empany
E

Pbli Addees
freuMicrophone.
RBI -12
ModelsList

giving full information

and prices.

P. G. Dynamic
Models PGH,
List $32.00

laboratory.

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

Kontak Mikes
Model SKH, list $12.00
Model KIM, list $18.00
In Canada:
Atlas Radio Corp.
560 King St. W., Toronto

Large or Small

EXCELLENCE

OR
SQUARE, ROUND

a feeling of accomplishment
that we state our reject rate has never
exceeded 3%-this only on a very special application which involved high
sensitivity accompanying a very low
resistance requirement.

It is with

PAPER TUBES

USER APPROVAL
The accuracy of our statements may be
checked with our customers. At your

C4

request we will forward names of those
in your territory who are purchasing
these instruments and profiting by their
low cost.

0/

COIL WINDING
Inside Perimeters from .592" to 19"
With specialized experience and automatic

equipment, PARAMOUNT produces

a

wide range of spiral wound paper tubes
to meet every need ... from %' to 30' long,
from .592" to 19' inside perimeter, including many odd sizes of square and rectangular tubes. Used by leading manufacturers.
Hi-Dielectric, Hi-Strength. Kraft, Fish
Paper, Red Rope, or any combination,
wound on automatic machines. Tolerances
plus or minus .002'. Made to your specifications or engineered for YOU.

Send for our bulletin which
gives complete description and
price data.

r
ELECTRIC DESIGN

Paramo0
unt

and

MFG. CORP.
BURLINGTON, IOWA

-

cellent.
Harmonic distortion is less than 1 %
(Note: best studio diaphragm mike is
500% higher).
Practically no angle discrimination
1200 front and back. (Best studio
diaphragm microphones discrimination 800% higher.)
One Amperite Velocity Microphone
will pick up an entire symphony orchestra.
There is an Amperite Microphone for
every requirement.

...

"PROOF TESTED"

ELECTRONICS

-

PAPER TUBE CORP.

616 LAFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE 2, IND.
Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry

1
February, 1948
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Power in kw.

City- and
Applicant

Call
Letters

National Broadcasting Co., Inc.- CP
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.- CP-O
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc.- A -H
The WGAR Broadcasting Co.- A -H
United Broadcasting Co.- A -H
Columbus
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.- CP
Dayton
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.- CP
Toledo
Fort Industry Co.- CP

15.5

5

30

25

27.4

14.4

10

11.2

WITH

S I L - FOS

AND

EA SY_ FL O

8
8

WJAC-TV

WPEN-TV
WFIL-TV
WPTZ

WDTV

free-flowing property -factors which
metal joining costs way down.
GET FULL DETAILS

IN

BULLETINS 12-A AND 15

Write for them today.

HANDY

&

HARMAN

82 FUtTON.. ST., NEW. YORK 7, N.
b:1*en.. Coen . rA4.9e, III . Iº. n,a,,
». «º º ».ii7
.

r...:a..., º , rw..o. Cored*
Agent. in Principal Cities

Y.
Cd.

25

26.4

2.89
CP10.37

10.7

18.1

9.3
2.76

3
8
10
6

7.3

14.6

11

WJAR-TV

Dallas
KRLD Radio Corp.- CP
Lacy -Potter Tele. Broadcasting
Interstate Circuit, Inc.- A -H
Fort Worth
Carter Publications, Inc.- CP
Houston
W. Albert Lee

Salt Lake City
Intermountain Broadcasting

11

.50

.50

TENNESSEE
5
4

13.6

4

46

8

35

7.12

TEXAS
KRLD-TV
KBTV

Co.- CP

TBD
18.5

3

IiCPN

5

17.6

8.2

2

UTAH

Corp.- CP

KDYL-TV

2

13.2

6

12.16

6.4

5

18.95

9.79

3

16.1

VIRGINIA

Inc.- CP

WTVR

WASHINGTON

Radio Sales

FASTER -Because of the low working temperatures of SIL-FOS and
EASY-FLO and their exceptionally
also speed production and bring

10
6
3
12
12

Co.- CP

Corp.-

these two low -

-

7

4

-A

temperature silver brazing alloys,
provide every property essential to
both electrical and structural joints
-high conductivity-high strength
ductility equal to the parent
metals -corrosion resistance -low
working temperature, specially desirable when joining thin sections.

6.5

13

RHODE ISLAND

Richmond
Havens & Martin,

BETTER -because

6

-A -H

Memphis
Bluff City Broadcasting Co.- A
Memphis Publ. Co.- CP

Seattle

13

Inc.- A

Providence
The Outlet

IN ELECTRICAL WORK

5.25

3

WLWD

-A

METAL JOINING

9.6
9.1

KGWG

-

BETTER - FASTER

18.8
18.2

5

PENNSYLVANIA

Harold O. Bishop
WHP. Inc.- A -H
Johnstown
WJAC, Inc.- CP
Lancaster

EASY-FLO
ricated by

4

WLWL
WTVT

Philadelphia
Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co.- CP
The Phila. Inquirer
CP-0
Philco Television Broadcasting Corp.*
Daily News Tele. Co.- A -H
Penna. Broadcasting Co.- A -H
Pittsburgh
Allun B. DuMont Labs., Inc.- CP
Allegheny Broadcasting Corp.- A
Empire Coil Co., Inc.- A
Westinghouse Radio Stations. Inc.- A
Wilkes-Barre
Louis G. Baltimore
SWITCH

Aural

OREGON

Harrisburg

fabJAW assembly
brazing.

Visual

2
7
7

Oregonian Publ. Co.- CP

WGAL,

No.

WNBK
WEWS

Portland
of

systems
BUS BAR
COPPER
now constructed
are
all kinds
by SIL-FOS brazing.

Channel

Milwaukee
The Journal Co.

-

CP

KRSC-TV

WISCONSIN

CP-0

WTMJ-TV

17

Armstrong Medals Awarded by Radio Club
president of
radio station WQXR and one of the
founders of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, was presented on Dec.
5, 1947 with the Armstrong Medal
of the Radio Club of America, for
his outstanding contributions to the
arts of radio, television, and facsimile.
A similar medal was given posthumously to Charles S. Ballantine
for his development of radio direction finders in World War I, negative feedback and automatic volume
control circuits, mathematical theories of antenna radiation, new microphone calibration techniques, his
invention of the throat microphone
JOHN V. L. HOGAN,

238

John V. L. Hogan (right) receives Armstrong Medal from Alan Hazeltine, presi-

dent of the Radio Club of America
February, 1948
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HIGH FREQUENCY

Power
Measurement
IS SIMPLE

%e

with the

DIRECT Reading

Wattmeter
Phototubes are doing all sorts of important
speeding up proindustrial jobs, in all types of industries
pioneering and
Due
our
to
duction
saving time and labor.
well
especially
intensive research in this field, we are
equipped, not only to supply you with the phototubes you
need, but to advise you on how to use them efficiently.

...

...

Without obligation, send for our special
phototube brochure and any information
you need.

(Model

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO.
Geneva, Illinois

61)

103

for the first time...
e Here is a RUGGED DIRECT READING instrument for power
measurement of transmitters
to 2000
in the 30 to 500 mc,
watt group. Accuracy of a high
order, combined with ease of
operation plus new design features make the TERMALINE
an outstanding development.
1

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
mc to 500 mc,
FREQUENCY
reading directly in RF watts.
watt to 2000
POWER RANGE
watts, choice of dual or triple ranges
according to model.
VSWR
ohms.
IMPEDANCE-51.5
less than 1.1.

EN

GlNEERS

WHO

KNOW

DANO COILS

1111!11

For superior performance, for skilled workmanship, for tested dependability in

magnetic coil windings.
Form Wound
Paper Section

-30

-1

ON-CW-AM-FM sources.
ACCURACY-Within 5% of full scale
FOR USE

Acetate Bobbin

= _

__

c=

Every job made to your

Preferred
as a

1

eaaxlae
ELECTRONICS

-

%aa.rc.xeaarow

February, 1948

-

made

WASHERS

Write for Your Data Sheets Today
Dept. E
BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP.
Cleveland 14, Ohio
1800 E. 38th St.

/I[a trume.itatio« don

source of pre-

cision

1

BIRD
¡ ELECTRONIC

individual specifications

= = _

1

NEELY ENTERPRISES
7422 Melrose Blvd.
Hollywood 46, Cal.

Acetate Section
Bakelite Bobbin
Cotton Interweave

;1.24

E

Repeatability 1% for
absolute.
readings on any one instrument.
3 MODELS
to 80
Model 61-Small, portable,
watts.
to 500
Model 67-Bench type,
watts.
to 2000
Model 67C-Water-cooled
watts.

Represented on west coast by:

SpE0F`(

and

STAMPINGS
CUP WASHERS
for Binding Screws

manufactured to
your specifications

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.
1691

W. Lafayette Blvd.

Detroit

16,

Michigan
239
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Type M-114
Standard
craft Mounting
Rack for Elect r o n i c Equipment. Per speci-

Air

fication JAN -C172

VIBRATION and IMPACT
with special emphasis
on the field of electronics
.

We offer a complete line of highly engineered
Vibration and Impact isolators for commercial, in.
dustrial and military applications ... also an Engineering consulting service on special problems.

THE BARRY CORPORATION

Catalogue on Request

Formerly

L.

as standardized by the U. S. Army
Air Corps, and a host of other contributions to the arts of radio communication and radio broadcasting.

URSI-IRE Meeting
joint meeting of the
American Section, International
Scientific Radio Union, and the IRE
will be held in Washington May 3,
4, and 5, 1948. The program will,
as usual, be devoted to the more
fundamental and scientific aspects
of radio and electronics. The program of titles and abstracts will be
available in booklet form for distribution before the meeting. Anyone wishing to submit papers for
presentation at this meeting should
send in title and a 100 -word
abstract as soon as possible to Dr.
Newbern Smith, Secretary, American Section, URSI, the National
Bureau of Standards, Washington
THE ANNUAL

Control of

1 letter from you will give
us the opportunity to demonstrate bow we can help
you.

(continued)

25, D. C.

N. BARRY CO., INC.

177 SIDNEY STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Table of Air -Line Distances
air-line distances between cities in the United
States has been published by the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce to meet requirements of air navigation and radio
engineering problems. The table
was developed in response to an increasing demand for distances that
are accurately computed by methods
treating the earth as an ellipsoid
rather than a sphere. Distances are
listed from each of 492 cities to all
of the others and are accurate to
the nearest mile.
This U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey Special Publication No. 238,
entitled "Air -line Distances Between Cities in the United States",
is for sale by the Superintendent of
Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington 25,
D. C., at $1.75 per copy (buckram
bound).
AN EXTENSIVE TABLE of

New

...Improved

ATTENUATORS
by

TECH LABS

"New Times-New Modes", says old proverb.

These new

attenuators were born to meet new war -created demands.
They represent a new medium frame size: Type 800 (21/4"
dia.) and a larger size: Type 900 (3" dia.). The Type 800
is supplied as potentiometer, rheostat, ladder and T-pad up
to 20 steps. The larger size Type 900 is similarly furnished
with up to 45 steps. Write for new bulletin.

Fellowship in Electronics
AMONG

Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments

337 CENTRAL AVE.
240

JERSEY CITY

7,

N.J.

fellowships being offered

for the 1948-1949 academic year
by the National Research Council
are a number supported by Radio
Corporation of America, intended
to give special training and experiFebruary,

1948- ELECTRONICS
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(continued)

ence to young men and women who
have demonstrated marked ability
in the general field of electronics.
Preliminary experience may have
been either in the fields of electrical
engineering or physics. Although
the applicants need not have completed more than one year of graduate work, they should have demon-

USE G -E

MYCALEX INSULATION

os,:ÖpZOW

v`fiese
Pita
Insulation Advantages...

strated marked ability for graduate
work. These fellowships are open
only to United States citizens. The
fields of study to be undertaken are
in the sciences underlying the general science of electronics. Stipends range from $1,600 to $2,100
per annum. Appointments are for
one year, but renewable for a second
year and in exceptional cases for a
third year.
Further particulars concerning
these programs may be obtained
upon request from the National Re-

FIRM

BOND TO
METAL INSERTS

HIGH
MECHANICAL
STRENGTH

HIGH
ARC RESISTANCE

Specify G -E mycalex for high frequency insulation! This grey, stone -hard compound of
mica and special glass is moldable to your
design, with inserts. Also machinable in standard
sheets and rods. Write for details. Section AE -2,
Plastics Division, Chemical Department, General
Electric Co., 1 Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.

HIGH
DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH

search Council Fellowship Office,
National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D. C.

HIGH HEAT
RESISTANCE

GENERAL

Search Radar for N. Y. Area
(CPS 1) surveillance radar has been installed at Queens College, four miles
southeast of LaGuardia airport, as
an air traffic control aid. The equipment was furnished by the U. S.
Air Force, was installed by the Air
Transport Association and Airborne Instruments Laboratory, and
is operated by the CAA. It gives
sky coverage up to 40,000 feet within an elevation angle of 30 deg from
the horizontal, and has a reliable
range of 100 miles in all directions.
The radar pictures are combined
with appropriate maps of the area
by means of recently developed
video mapping techniques. The
combined picture is seen on a number of 12 -inch ppi scopes, some of
which can be adjusted as expanded
sector displays. The composite
picture is relayed to the Airways
Traffic Control Center of the CAA
at LaGuardia airport over a microwave radio circuit developed by
AIL.
MICROWAVE EARLY WARNING

ELECTRIC
CMS-GI

FOR LOW HUM ..
HIGH FIDELITY
SPECIFY

KENYON

TELESCOPIC SHIELDED HUMBUCKING TRANSFORMERS\

fidelity Kenyon telescoping shield transformers practically

For low hum and high

eliminate hum pick-up wherever high

quality sound applications are required.
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES

V.

...

Assures high gain with
minimum hum in high fidelity systems.
LOW HUM PICK-UP

...

Frequency response flat withdb from 30 to 20,000 cycles.
Degrees of hum reDIFFERENT HUM RATIOS
duction with P-200 series ranges from 50 db
made possible
to 90 db below input level
by unique humbuckling coil construction plus
multiple high efficiency electromagnetic shields.
QUALITY DESIGN . . . Electrostatic shielding
between windings.
HIGH FIDELITY

in

±

1

...

...

WIDE INPUT IMPEDENCE MATCHING RANGE.
EXCELLENT OVERALL PERFORMANCE

...

Rugged

construction, lightweight -mounts on either end.
in trouble shootIn design
SAVES TIME
in production.
ing
Our standard line will save you time and money.
Send for our catalog for complete technical data on

...

...

...

specific types.
For any iron cored component problems that are
off the beaten track, consult with our engineering
department. No obligation, of course.

New Heating Frequencies
As A REsuLT of the recent Atlantic
City Radio Administrative ConferELECTRONICS

-

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
840 BARRY STREET

NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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"WowarMeter"
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FCC has changed its rules
relating to industrial, scientific, and
medical service. Presently assigned
frequencies may be used until June
30, 1952, at which time all such
equipment must be operating on the
newly adopted international freence, the

quencies, as follows:
Tolerance
from
Newly
Center
Assigned
Center
Frequency
Frequency
Band
13,353.22-13,566.78 kc 13.560 kc ± 6.78 kc
26,957.28-27,282.72 kc 27,120 kc ±-162.72 kc
40,659.66-40,700.34 kc 40,680 kc 22 20.34 kc

Newly developed direct -reading instrument simplifies measurements of variations in speed of phonograph turntables,
wire recorders, motion picture projectors
and similar recording or reproducing
mechanisms.
The Furst Model 115-S "Wow -Meter" is
suitable for both laboratory and produc-

tion applications and eliminates complex

test set-ups.
The Model

115-R incorporates an

addi-

tional amplifier stage so that a directinking recorder may be connected for
qualitative analysis of speed variations.
Send for Bulletin 115.

Designers and Manufacturers of Specialized Electronic Equipment

FURST ELECTRONICS
806 W. North Ave., Chicago 22, Illinois

Report No. 2 f rant typical PARA -FLUX REPRODUCER users
18,720

SHELLAC RECORDS PLAYED CONTINU-

OUSLY WITH ONE PARA -FLUX REPRODUCER

...

WITHOUT EVEN THE POLISH RUBBED FROM THE

These allocations involve only
slight changes, the old center frequencies being 13,660 kc, 27,320 kc,
and 40,980 kc respectively.
The status of frequencies made
available by the Commission's
Order of Dec. 26, 1946 but not yet
incorporated into rules remains unchanged. The Atlantic City Radio
Regulations provide 915 mc, 2,450
mc, and 5,850 mc in all countries of
the Americas for this service.
In general, little or no modification is needed in equipment on
which the FCC has already issued
certificates of type approval, other
than installation of new crystals or
adjustment of selfexcited oscillators. Users are urged to make the
slight change in frequency at the
earliest possible date.
It is expected that a frequency in
the 6 -mc band will be made available in the future for diathermy
and industrial heating equipment.

DIAMOND POINT

Spot Sales, inc.

N. Y. C. REPORTS:

"As you know, we put }-our l'ara -flux tone arm and pick-up through quite
a severe test in our Store Broadcasting Operation. We are reproducing shellac
phonograph records as well as vinylite transcriptions continuously for about
twelve hours per day, six days per week. We use all of our phonograph records
on one turntable and all of our vinylite transcriptions on another turntable.
For four months we used your Para -flux pick-ups continuously and at the end
of that time we had them examined under a microscope and neither pick-up
showed any wear or distortion. We are using your turntable equipment, your
equalizing network and Para -flux tone arms and pick-ups and the quality of
our reproduction not only surprises but rather amazes everyone who hears it.
Your equipment has completely solved our problems and has given us the
most faithful service and quality of reproduction we have been able to find.
"I thought I would just drop you this note to let you know how excellently
your equipment is serving us."
Loren L. Watson
President

RADIO=ML'SIC Ct/RPOI1ATION
PU6TH
CBSTSQ
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NEW YORK

Research Positions Open
for Electronic Engineer and Physicist positions are
being accepted by U. S. Civil Service Examiners at each of the following research laboratories: U. S.
Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, Fort Trumbull, New London,
Conn. ; Naval Research Laboratory
Field Station, 470 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston 10, Mass.; Cambridge Field
Station, Watson Laboratories, Air
Materiel Command, 230 Albany
Street, Cambridge, Mass. The salaries for these positions range from
$3,397 to $8,179 a year.
For the Electronic Engineer and
Physicist positions, applicants must
have completed (a) a full 4-year
college course with major work in
physics, mathematics, or engineering science, or (b) at least 4 years
of progressive technical experience
APPLICATIONS

February,
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e
a

NEW! NEW! NEW!

CLARK CRYSTALS

e

An automaj>+ control
requiring no human

MOTRON

supervision

.

.

r

A RADICALLY DIFFERENT
NON -HUNTING, DEAD BEAT
SERVO

MECHANISM

What Motron Does:
versatile new instrument with
almost unlimited cost cutting applications in modern industry.
A

"The New Complete Line"
AMATEUR

AIRCRAFT

BROADCAST o INDUSTRIAL

MARINE

MOBILE

ULTRASONIC
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
Designed for Stability
Dependability, and Economy

CLARK CRYSTAL CO.
MARLBORO, MASS.

Motron provides a fast acting
torque of 30 to 75 inch pounds
which can automatically control
countless industrial processes. It
takes its input from any indicating device
capable of producing a torque of .0000? -.006
oz. in. (for example an electrical meter movement, pressure gauge, metal bellows, air vane,
Flow gauge, nylon or silk filament, magnetic
compass needles, thermostat, cam, etc.)

Let us analyze
your control problems

r

.

details will be sent promptly.
You are not obligated in any
way. Just write to:

a

few of many applications

.

.

Precise, quick acting, automatic control of:
Tension in wire, paper, thread
Web press registration
Air velocity
Oil blending

Changing power factor
Wire winding machinery
Flame cutting
Duplicating lathes

r

W.

An analysis of your specific
problem and complete engineering

ROBINETTE

C.

CO.

Department E-248
802 Fair Oaks Ave.
South Pasadena, Calif.

WRITE

MECANITRON

for maximum
efficiency in

TAPE PULLER

Model

Just

YY2

FREQUENCY
CONTROL
ILLUSTRATIONS

ACTUAL SIZE

SINGLE PLUG
...

precision -built, highly accurate
instrument for pulling tape or film at
constant, pre-set speeds ranging from
6 to 148 feet per minute. Guaranteed
accurate to within ± 1%.
There are hundreds of uses for the
Model YY2 Puller in communications,
a

sound laboratories and for a wide
variety of experimental purposes.
Write today for complete information.
TM

ECANITR0N

CORPORATION

8

Irvington Street

Boston
ELECTRONICS

-

1

6,

Mass.

LOCK -IN

CRYSTALS

VALPEY-VDO. Internal temperature can
be set to customers'
30° C and
C with
or

+
+

-1'

range from
Size

1

+

-40°

3/8"

x

1

specifications between
70° C and will hold
ambient temperature
C to internal setting.

1/8"

x

1

3/16" fits

prong socket.
Send specifications for prompt quotation.

standard

5

METAL CASED

HERMETICALLY SEALED
LICENSES NOW AVAILABLE
THE

CRYSTROL CO.

CRYSTAL FREQUENCY CONTROLS

CLIFFSIDE PARK 8, N. J.

Holliston, Massachusetts
Craftsmanship in Crystals Since 1931

J
243
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FOR FASTER SOLDERING,

2

NEW WELLER

SOLDERING GUNS
with

(continued)

in engineering or physics, or (c)

any time equivalent combination of
education and experience. In addition, applicants must have had from
1 to 4 years of progressive professional experience in the appropriate
field.
Graduate study may be substituted for experience up to a
maximum of 2 years of experience.
No written test is required.
Full information and Announcement 1-34 (47) application forms
may be secured from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington
25, D. C.

Transcontinental
Racon System
A CHAIN of 50 racon (radar beacon)
FLEXITIP--Loop

M1p

coop

to form

1011GIR

SOI

REACH--Gets

MUTE --Spotlights

the work

SECOND HEATING-Save, rime and po..er
5

DUAL HEAT --35% reserve

heat for chassis soldering

5107 Single heat

0207 Dual heat
100 watts
110 volts
60 cycles

The new Weller Soldering Guns with

Solderlite plus the fast 5 second heating
help make service work more profitable
for radio, television and appliance service men, electrical maintenance men,
electric motor rewinding and repair
shops automotive electrical service.
A useful and time -saving tool for laboratory workers, experimenters, hobbyists,
telephone installation and maintenance
men. S107 100 watts single heat, D207
100/135 watts dual heat.
See your radio parts distributor or
write for bulletin direct.

WELLERCO.

MANUFACTURING

806 Packer St., Easton, Pa.
244

stations providing transcontinental
radar navigation facilities for both
military and nonmilitary aircraft
will soon be in operation. Manned
jointly by the Navy, Air Force, and
Coast Guard, the racon highway
will extend down the East Coast,
across the transcontinental southern ferry route, and up the West
Coast. Already, all but one of the
22 stations assigned to the Navy
are running on a 24 -hour basis, and
three Coast Guard and two Air
stations are operating.
In using the racon system, pulses
transmitted from a radar -equipped
plane interrogate a ground station.
The racon replies with coded identification pulses. The range and bearing of these pulses, indicated on the
aircraft radar scope, show the location of the plane relative to the
ground station. By checking his
bearing and location, a pilot can
carry out his intended flight path
under any instrument flying conditions.

*A

chip off the old block. The
Greenohm Jr. is a handy, inexpensive, midget, ceramic -cased wire wound resistor for tight spots and
point-to-point wiring. Takes place
of cumbersome and costlier bracket mounted resistors.
Wire winding on fibre -glass core.
Axial bare pigtail leads clinched to
ends. Encased in green steatite
:ube filled and sealed with exclusive Greenohm inorganic cement.
Won't blister, crack or change

shape.
Type C7GJ measures 134" long by
5 ï 16" dia. 2" leads. 7 watts. Practically zero to 5000 ohms max.
Smaller Type C4GJ, 1" long by
5 16" dia. 4 watts. Up to 1000 ohms.

Infrared Communication
A NEWS

was dictated by a reporter to his office three-quarters of
a mile away in Chicago recently by
means of infrared beamcasting
equipment of a type developed by
Westinghouse lamp engineers during the war for secret two-way
ship -to-ship or ship -to -shore conversations. Amplified microphone output current modulates the infrared
light output of a special caesium vapor lamp mounted in a reflector.
A phototube in a similar reflector

Bulletin No. 110
with
complete
on
respecs,

STORY

quest.
sample.
quote.

Also

Let

us

ewrod eeére
CIAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.

285.1 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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FOR HIGH
THE FIRST TIME
IN A
SENSITIVITY
SELF-CONTAINED ALL AC OPERATED UNIT

50 MICROVOLTS TO 500 VOLTS
MODEL 47 VOLTMETER
An extremely sensitive amplifier type instrument that
serves simultaneously as

voltmeter
amplifier.

and

a

gain

high

Accuracy ±2% from 15
cycles to 30 kc.
-*-5% from 30

kc.

to

100 kc.

Input Impedance

1

meg-

ohm plus 15 uuf. shunt

capacity.

Amplifier

Infrared transmitting tube in reflector, used
in Chicago for transmitting a message
three-quarters of a mile without resort to
wires or radio

at the receiving point picks up the
modulated invisible beam and feeds
it to an amplifier and loudspeaker.
The message can be picked up only
from locations within the beam
spread, which is five miles across at
its widest point 10 miles away.

Telephone Recording is Legal

5

Gain

40000

Also MODEL 45
WIDE BAND
VOLTMETER
.0005 to 500 Volts
Cycles To 1600 kc.

A few of many uses:
Output indicator for

microphones

types
Low level phonograph pickups
Acceleratian and other vibration
ing pickups.
Sound level measurements.

of all
measur-

Gain and frequency measurements for all
types of audio equipment
measurements in photogDensitometric
raphy and film production.
Light flux measurements in conjunction

with photocells

Write for Complete Information

42-17A Douglaston Parkway
DOUGLASTON, L. I., N. Y.

Instrument Electronics

THE FCC on January 15, 1948
authorized use of recording devices
in connection with interstate and
foreign message toll telephone service, subject to an automatic tone
warning which will notify all parties so engaged that their telephone
conversation is being recorded.
The warning signal must be re-

peated at regular intervals during
the conversation.
The recording device must be of
the type which can be physically
connected to and disconnected from
the telephone line, or switched on
and off, thereby enabling subscribers to limit the use of the device to
the recording of interstate and
foreign telephone calls where such
use is prohibited in connection with
intrastate telephone s e r vice.
Further, the connecting equipment
shall be provided, installed, and
maintained by a company or other
organization responsible for furnishing telephone service.

HOPP

PLASTIC DIALS
Dials in plastic 'or -le radio, electronic, and electrical fields offer
you virtually linitlesz combinations of design, size, shape and
color treatment. Out Jots, windows and scales are precision made,
dimensionally stable, clearly and attractively printed .. sturdily
sereice.
made for long fe c
Tell us your need!, get our suggestions on design. Or, send
us your own samples er blueprints. We will quote you promptly.
.

I

GAUGES

DIAL WINDOWS
NAME PLATES

CHARTS

CALCULATORS
SCALES

PIONEERS

'10%3DÏ51

Radar Ignition of Flash Bulbs
Creates Fire Hazards
wire- or foil -filled flash
bulbs by radar beams can constitute
a definite fire hazard, according to
IGNITION of

ELECTRONICS

-
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HOPP PLASTICS
460

WEST

34th

STREET, NEW YORK 1, N.

Y.

a

division of

ESTABLISHED 1893

THE HOPP PRESS, Inc.

TEL.

BRYANT 9-1803
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I

COPPER OXIDE

RECTIFIERS

IDEAL FOR AUTOMATIC

CURRENT CONTROL

"Coprox" rectifiers may
be your answer to more

efficient current control.
Their varistor characteristics make them ideal
for automatic current
valving current, limiting
current blocking, as well
as current measurement.
Bradley rectifiers are
to give you
trouble -free service. Their
designed

electrical characteristics
remain stable indefinitely.
When operated within
normal rating, their life
is

unlim ted.
Send for curves show-

ing current, voltage, resistance and temperature

characteristics of Bradley
copper oxide rectifiers.

Illustrated literature,
available on request,
shows more models of

copper oxide rectifiers,
plus a line of selenium
rectifiers and photocells.
Write for "The Bradley

line."

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82

246

Meadow 514.N1

Hoven 10, Conn.

(continued)

tests recently completed by engineers of the Photographic Laboratory and Electronic Subdivision of
Air Materiel Command Headquarters at Wright Field.
More than 3,000 bulbs were exposed at distances of 80, 60, 40, and
20 yards to radio waves of various
frequencies. No bulbs were fired
at short-wave radio frequencies,
but all bulbs eventually succumbed
to high -frequency radar beams.
In making the tests, the bulbs
were exposed to a radar beam,
shaken and rotated slightly, and
repeatedly exposed. An average of
4.75 percent were ignited by each
single exposure to a standard radar
transmitter. Forty percent of the
bulbs were fired within the first 5
seconds of exposure at any given
distance or angle. Only 12 percent
were able to withstand exposure of
more than one minute before being
set off. The continued shaking and
realignment eventually caused all of
the bulbs to be ignited.
The research also revealed that
some bulbs burst spontaneously
when fired, and that even broken
bulbs could be ignited by the radar
beams. The latter were found to
burn with a slow, hot flame which
made the spreading of fire highly
possible.
This high susceptibility to radar
beams indicates that serious fire
danger exists when such bulbs are
exposed to airborne radar units or
powerful ground transmitters located close to glide paths, runways,
and taxi strips.
As a result of the tests special
precautions are being taken to provide adequate protection against
fire when flashlight bulbs are shipped or used in aircraft carrying
radar. Directives have been issued
to military installations ordering
that no such bulbs be stored within
100 yards of radar transmitters and
that individual bulbs or cartons of
them be shielded with metal when
it is necessary to place them within
the 100 -yard range for any period.
The only bulbs found to be naturally immune to radar were those
having no foil or wire filling. At
present such safe bulbs are only
available in small sizes and are not
in general use.
Plans for immunizing all bulbs
against radar ignition are now

THESE EXTRA SMALL
COIL FORMS FIT INTO
TIGHT PLACES

Graphs show frequency ranges
covered by the five standard
sizes of ISM and 153 Coils. Write
for full-size copies.

-

If small space is your problem
as in peaking coils in strip amplifiers,
chokes, R. F. coils, oscillator coils,
single -turned I. F. coils, etc.-you'll
find space -saving one of many advantages in CTC Slug Tuned Coil Forms.
Coil forms are of quality paper-

base phenolic, high frequency grade.
Mounting bushings and ring-type
terminals are brass, the bushings
cadmium plated and terminals silver
plated. Necessary mounting hardware is supplied.

-

DIMENSIONS

LSM
Extreme small size; only
27/32" high when mounted; coil
form, %" diameter; mounts in
single #18 hole; mounting bushing
has 8-32 thread.
LS3
Moderate small size; 1%'
high when mounted; coil form, 3A"
diameter; mounts in single % hole;
mounting has %-28 thread.

-

WINDINGS

CTC LSM and LS3 Coil Forms
are available unwound or in any of
five standard windings: 1, 5, 10, 30
and 60 megacycles. They are also
wound to specifications. (Standard
slug is high -frequency type.) CTC
will custom -engineer special coils of
practically any size and winding .. .
Let us talk over your requirements.

0,,ßi
Split

Turret

lugs

Fi

\%
Swager

Short
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Double -End

Terminal
Board
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POLARAD

For the finest lateral reproduction

the GRAY TRANSCRIPTION ARM
SYNCURONIZING GENERATOR
Model PT 101
Built-in 3" oscilloscope

with
sweeps

synchronized
for viewing
Timing and Video output pulse wave forms.
Synchronized Marker
system for checking
pulse width and rise
time.

Extreme stability insured by deriving all
pulses from the leading edge of master oscillator pulse.
Fast lock in action for
motion picture application.
Wide band delay line
for adjusting delays

without
I
i

Exhaustive study proves the impossibility of combining ideal
lateral and vertical mechanical requ.rements into one arm.
The Gray Transcription Arm, designed for finest lateral reprod : ction accommodates all modern cartridges-General Electric,
Pickering, etc.-has been adopted as standard equipment by
national rad o networks including CBS, ABC and numerous
independent radio stat-ons. Arm less cartridge $35.00.

Featherweight magnesium, frictionless motion, adjustable stylus
pressure, self - leveling
base.

Gray Equalizer For G.E. Cartridge

DIAMOND G.E. CARTRIDGES!
At last a permanent solution to
the quality pick-up problem. We

distorting

pulse wave forms.
Dispan construction to
facilitate servicing.
Dual output jacks.

can

now supply

a

Selected G.E.

Cartridge with finest quality Dia-

`OUTPUT SIGNALS:
Composite
RMA Video
Signal, Camera Blanking,
Video Blanking, Horizontal Camera Drive, Vertical Camera Drive, 5.0
volts peak to peak across

for mounting in the
Gray Transcription Arm. The practically unlimited life of the Diamond Stylus makes it an exceptionally economical investment at
$25.45 net to radio stations.
mond Stylus

L100 ohms terminations.

The Model PT -101 provides the entire complement of timing pulses for the complete operation
of all broadcast studio equipment and receivers.
SPECIFICATIONS: 525 line, interlaced, 60 fields,
30 frames, RMA Synchronizing pulses held to
tolerance spec, feed in the NRTPB report of 1945.
Power reguisements 115 volts 50/60 cps AC Line
voltage.

RADIO STATION USE. No. 601, 4 -position Equalizer (Flat, N.A.B., etc., etc.) expertly engineered for use with the G.E.
Variable Reluctance Cartridge. Matches
Icy,
pick-up to microphone channel. Adopted
by radio networks. Complete $42.50.
Imo,
FOR

RESEARCH

GRAY
ELMSFORD

& DEVELOPMENT

WESTCHESTER COUNTY

5

NEW

Ca,
YORK

TELEVISION
MONOSCOPE SIGNAL

COMPOUNDS

SOURCE

Model PT 102

Scientifically compounded for specific applications from waxes, resins.
asphalts, pitches, oils, and minerals. Available in wide range of melting
points and hardnesses. Special potting compounds are heat conducting and
crack resistant at extremely low temperatures. Recommendations, specific
data, and samples will be furnished on request.

Composite RMA Video
Signal.
Wide Band Video Amplifier, maximum 6.0
db. down at 10 mc.
Dual outputs for feeding two 75 or 100
ohms lines.
Black
Negative
or
Black Positive outputs.
Resolution
than 600 lines.

for

greater

Wiring
accessibility
for ease of maintenance.

Specifications:
Output: Composite
video signal, 3.0 volts
across 100 ohms line.
Input: Vertical and
Horizontal
Driving,
Camera

Blanking,

&

IMPREGNATING

SEALING

radio coils
transformer coils
Ignition coils
wire coverings
paper tubes and form.
porous ceramics

condensers

DIPPING

Radio Transformers

Coils
Transformers

Light Units

Condensers

Condensers

WRITE

,,,,,,,,,,,,,I

5MALI4

7,

N.

Y.

Television engineers and consultants to
the
nation's great television stations.
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SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

COITAL
FOR
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MYfrCAI4

Sr(`AMP IT* $

\
NEW YORK

3445 HOWARD STREET

QU DR1GA
TO

STREET,

Loading Coils

Kinescope

Synchroniz-

Model PT -102 produces a complete composite
video signal for testing television equipment from
the camera to the receiver. It is especially suitable for transmitting a test pattern during stand
by and warns up periods of a station.

FERRY

terminal,
light fixtures
POTTING
socket

BIWAX CORPORATION

ing pulses.
Power:
115
volt
50/60 cps AC line.

9

batteries
switch base terminals

YOUR

sPE,C1P1CATIONS

THE QUADRIGA MANUFACTURING CO.
Inc. 1894

"Naga Century

go.
22 IA West Grand Ave.
Chicago 10, Illinois
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TROUBLE -FREE

OPERATION

peey

under consideration by engineers
and photoflash bulb manufacturers.
In the meantime, engineers are
recommending precautionary measures against the fire menace.
BUSINESS NEWS

wartime manufacturers of radar and electronic parts
for Raytheon Mfg. Co. and others,
are expanding services in that field
and are now located at Route 17,
Paramus, N. J.
BUEHLER INC.,

NWL
CUSTOM-BUILT
TRANSFORMERS
AND ELECTRICAL COILS

Over 25 years experience in the manufacture
of specials at cost that

compares favorably
10VA to 300
KVA Dry -Type Only,
and EnBoth Open
cased, 1, 2, & 3 Phase 25
to 400 Cycles.
From

with

standard types.

Built-in quality proved
by years of actual use.
PROMPT DELIVERIES!

ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES,
INC. has added to its tube plant in

Passaic, N. J., for the purpose of
tripling production capacity of the
popular 12 -inch television tube.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORP. now occupies its new 78,000-

square -foot engineering and administration building on the plant
grounds at Newark, N. J.

NOTHELFER
WINDING LABORATORIES
9

ALBERMARLE AVE., TRENTON 3, N. J.

Weston's new engineering and adminis-

tration building

I`
I

¡,rV;

purchased two
acres of property incorporating
facilities for the development and
manufacture of several new products. The new address is Maple
Ave., Pine Brook, N. J.
KAY ELECTRIC Co.

,
pE lpl
i

UNION PACIFIC R. R. is

A.C. and D.C.

For multiple circuit switching and many

industrial and electronic control circuits
and systems.

minimum space.
. . . occupies
Rugged construction and precision -built

Compact

for dependable performance.
Adaptable to a wide variety of circuit
arrangements.
Also furnished with Octal Base and
hermetically sealed container.

Write for Bulletin No. 50-6

Series

LEEDS & NORTHRUP CO.,

63-

SURFACE MOUNTING type with removable dust cover. Solder terminals.
RELAYS

SIGNALS

CODE CALL

installing

two-way radio in its yard offices and
diesel switch engines in Los Angeles, Denver, Omaha, Salt Lake
City, Portland, and Pocatello. Twoway radio -equipped engines and cabooses are operating between Kansas City and Marysville, Kansas,
and fixed transmitters for communication with these trains are located
at five Kansas stations.

(appr. th size)

manufac-

turers of electrical measuring instruments and automatic controls,
has purchased an additional building in Germantown, Pa., one block
from its main plant.

SIGNAL E

IEE1tIG

& MFG. CO.

154 WEST 14th St., NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP., a

new firm equipped for research and
manufacture in the field of colori February,
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metric equipment, photoelectric
cells, and selenium rectifiers, has
opened a plant at 6809 Victoria
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

ALLE

BODINE ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, Ill., is now operating a new
plant to build the type U motor, a
split -phase motor for office machines, coin -operated phonographs,
circulating pumps, and other devices requiring fractional -horse-

HEX -SOCKET SET

power motor drive.

HOW LARGE IS A

BIG
COIL?

SOCKET

SCREWS

HEAD CAP SCREWS
This big recently

produced Barker
and Williamson coil

measures 24" in

New Bodine plant for midget motors

diameter.

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY LTD.,

NON -CORRODING "ALLENS"

Brentwood, Middlesex, England has
added 20,000 sq ft of floor space,
bringing the total to 150,000 sq ft.
A large proportion of this additional space will be devoted to a new
research laboratory.
Co., Bellwood,
Ill., transformer, ballast, and fuse
manufacturers, have bought the
Capacitron Co., Inc. of Chicago to
JEN'N'ERSON ELECTRIC

for applications where steel

is

subject to excessive moisture, enlarge and improve facilities for

chemical fumes or corrosive
vapors. Made of "18-8 Type"
Stainless, non -heat treated, non-

magnetic. Set screws: stock
sizes #6 to %" diameter; cap

screws: 48 to %". N.C. thread

only. Class
cision

3

fit; Allen pre-

fastenings... Order of

your local Allen Distributor,

or write us for samples and

literature.
THE ALLEN MFG.
HARTFORD

2,

COMPANY

CONNECTICUT,: U.S.A.

capacitor production.
PERSONNEL
DORMAN D. ISRAEL,

after

12

years

as vice-president in charge of en-

gineering and production at Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp.,
was elected executive vice-president
of the corporation.
LARRY S. COLE was appointed head
of the department of radio and electronics at Utah State Agricultural
College. He had taught at the college in that field since 1939.
LEE A. DUBRIDGE, president of the
California Institute of Technology,
received from the Research Corporation of New York their annual
award of $2,500 in recognition of
his scientific contributions in the
field of radar and his outstanding
administration of the MIT Radiation Laboratory during the war.
director of
Western Electric Co. and vice -presi FREDERICK R. LACK, a

We don't know, but we do know
that from less than 1/2 inch in diameter on up to a 2 -foot inductor like
the larger one shown here, the

organization of electronic specialists
at Barker and Williamson is set to
give your requirements prompt,
intelligent attention.
Engineering and production facilities at B&W are ample to take care
of a myriad of varying coil requirements big or little, a few at a time
or a production run!
Write Department EL -28 con-

-

cerning your requirements.

BARKER & WILLIAMSON,Inc.
237 Fairfield Ave.,Upper Darby, Pa.
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Is your problem

COUNTING
OR

CONTROLLING
one of these?

r

s

.

s

;

(continued)

dent in charge of the radio division,
received the Presidential Certificate
of Merit "for outstanding fidelity
and meritorious conduct in aid of
the war effort against the common
enemies of the United States and its
Allies in World War II."
W. LITTLE, chief of research
and electronic development at the
Maico Co., Inc. of Minneapolis,
manufacturers of audiometers and
hearing aids, has been elected vicepresident of the company.
GEORGE

a...eratw..
G!C...,
n

a

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS.
INTERVAL TIMERS.

QUANTITY

RADIATION SCALERS.
PREDETERMINED
COUNTERS, ETC.

o

®

80

G. W. Little

L. B.

Blaylock
,)zp4'

L. B. BLAYLOCK has been appointed

director of the Radio Division of
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.,
Clifton, N. J. He retired from the
Navy with the rank of Captain in
1941 after 27 years of extensive

LENGTH

Srw

41afietet.

to

`fl\'es

Navy communications and design
assignments.

TIME

J. LARSEN, for the last five
years a member of the technical
staff of the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University,
during which time he was actively
engaged in the development of the
radio proximity fuze, has been
granted a leave of absence to serve
as associate director of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New
PAUL

CAM
SEQUENCE

FREQUENCY

Mexico.

REVOLUTION
POTTER INSTRUMENT
COMPANY.

INC.

136-56

ROOSEVELT AVENUE,
FLUSHING,

-then COUNT on
POTTER

NEW

YORK.

a

High -Speed Predetermined

ELECTRONIC
COUNTER

P. J. Larsen

J. B. Dow

JENNINGS B. Dow, wartime Chief
of the Electronics Section of the
Bureau of Ships in Washington,
D. C. was recently elected to the
board of directors of Hazeltine
Corp.
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Pifai

strongest
Selenium
just 1 "x

1

SELETRON

Rectifier-

"x7/8". I'm

used for so many applications where high
output and compactness is

required."

AND EQUIPMENT

*

insert)

perfect
fit when the tube is
placed in the equipto obtain a

ment. f1E-15 (9 pin);
#15-13 (7 pin).

-

I

OUTPUT V

130 Cap. Load

12.5

OUTPUT AMPS

.100

250 (Fan-Cooled)

. PRODUCTS CO., INC.
147 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

Selenium Rectifiers!"
WRITE TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION.

Selenium Rectifiers.

1

Since 1922 in Radio

IGNORED!
CANNOT BE

11

Is/8" Lg, by 5/8 diam.

TOLERANCES:

Std.

3a/,

TRANSFORMERS - COILS
Any or all Types built to individual specifications

°Max. Res. 0015 Nich. 10,000 ohms

MAX RES:

BLA-5

WATTS

RESEARCH

'50,000 ohms

BODY SIZE: 15/e" Lg. by

TOLERANCES:

Res. 0015 Nich.

DESIGN

-

PRODUCTION

GOSLIN ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.

54" diam.

3%

Std.

-

Single Items or Quantity Production

MAX RES: 10,000 ohms (Manganin)

'Max.

NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

PRODUCT

MAX RES: 5,000 ohms (Monganin)

TYPE

and Electronics

A SUPERIOR
PRICE
sATlsfAcTORY
>AT A

'25,000 ohms

BODY SIZE:

DIVISION

SELETRON

RADIO RECEPTOR CO..Inc.
251 WEST 19th STREET

RESISTORS
WATTS

S-15

ADDRESS DEPT.

I-

WIRE WOUND

-3

Half-Wave
13.8

"Specify SELETRON

i

IN -RES -CO
TYPE ALA

3 Phase

130

today!

,STAREXPANSION

MAX RES:

CH1HA951e

5M1

Half-Wove

`SSELETRON

Scientifically designed
Precision mode
Immediate Delivery in Any Quantities

. .

CIRCUIT
MAX RMS
INPUT V

Now off the press!
Send for our new
bulletin

Star Miniature Tube
Straighteners (with
steel

J

CODE Ne.

Star Miniature Socket Wiring
Plugs for accurate alignment
of miniature socket contacts

Pin

stainless

rugged service in AC -DC
Selenium Rectifier for
conversion."
practically any application

Yes, both the Mite
and the Mighty agree

#1E-10 (7 pin).

//

And we can build any size
to your specifications.

MANUFACTURERS OF
MINIATURE TUBE RADIOS

during wiring. Precision cast
of zinc base alloy-pins of
stainless steel. fJE-9 (9 pin);

/

7ll ,
-

No need to quarrel,
¡"And I'm the largest, heavy'
whether large or small, duty SELETRON Selenium Rectifier
12"x10 -15/16"x5".
there's a SELETRON
They call on me for really

"1'm the smallest,

4/ds.
*

lete to'

".5aed i/Irie

2921 WEST OLIVE STREET

)S,000 ohms

Compact -

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

ATTENTION MANUFACTURERS

Accurate!

Our modern fabrication plant is equipped to
handle the precision fabrication of radio chassis,
transformer cases, stampings, boxes, and
specialties.

IN -RES -CO resistors
are precision built of
the finest materials obtainable.
All ratings are conservativeyour assurance of long dependable service. Write today on
company letterhead for completely illustrated catalog.

Progressive 8 compound dies
90 -ton maximum
No quantity too large
No amount too small

TOOL DEPT.
PRESS DEPT.

PROD. DEPT.

MODEL DEPT.

INSTRUMENT

FABRICATION & ASSEMBLY

RESISTORS CO.
1036 COMMERCE AVE.

UNION, NEW JERSEY

APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS
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JERRY L. WEISS
212-20 Semitico Ave.

Tel

Hoir,

5

0575

Queens Ví!loos.

I..

!

N. Y.
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Elements of
Acoustical Engineering

CUggEN T
CONVEA501:1N
WITH

ATR

QUALITPRO

UCS

r

BATTERY ELIMINATORS
For DEMONSTRATING and
TESTING

AUTO RADIOS

New Models . . Designed for Testing D.C. Electrical Apparatus on

Regular A.C. Lines. Equipped with
Full -Wave Dry Disc Type Rectifier,
Assuring Noiseless, Interference Free Operation and Extreme Long
Life and Reliability.
Eliminates Storage Batteries and
Battery Chargers.
Operates the Equipment at Maximum Efficiency.

Fully Automatic and Fool -Proof.
. Rated Output
Type 60 -ELIA
6.3 Volts at 6.5 Amperes.
Rated OutType 120C-ELIO .
put 6.3 Volts at 14 Amperes.

ATR
AUTO
RADIO
VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated Auto Radio Receivers.
Built with Precision Construction for
Longer Lasting Life. Prices are
app. 15% lower.

ATR
STANDARD
AND HEAVY
DUTY
INVERTERS

For Inverting D. C. to A. C.
Specially Designed for Operating
A.C. Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address Systems, and Radio
Test Equipment from D.C. Voltages
in Vehicles. Ships, Trains, Planes
and in D.C. Districts.
Write for New ATR Catalog-Today!
AMERICAN TELEVISION AND RADIO CO.
Duality Products Since
SAINT PAUL
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TUBULAR

By HARRY F. OLSON, Acoustical Research Director, RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N. J. D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1947,

PARTS

539 pages, $7.50.

INDUSTRY

very timely addition to the work of
the author. Many advances have
been made in acoustical engineering in the past few years, and a
knowledge of them is of importance
to those working in the field.
In preparing new and revising
existing material, the same principles were followed as in the first
edition. The author has attempted
to bring up to date and amplify each
chapter. A considerable amount of
material in the first edition is now
obsolete, and the book could have
been of more value if he had given
a new treatment of the up-to-date
status of the field.
Material included on film, disc,
and magnetic recording borders on
the field of applied theory. Probably, for this reason, it has been restricted in scope.
The author has included many
new valuable subjects in the revision, such as a complete list of
definitions on dynamical analogies,
more comprehensive charts on response of open, back, enclosed as
well as reflex ported cabinets, additional information on diaphragm
suspensions and voice coils, acoustical resistances of such materials as
silk cloth used in microphones and
loudspeakers, and a more thorough
study of noise as generated in a
sound pickup system.
The Acoustical Reciprocity Theorem of Helmholtz and Rayleigh is
discussed in connection with the
calibration of microphones. Free
field sound room measurement technique is outlined, along with data on
the absorption coefficient frequency
characteristic of a typical room. A
much needed discussion on the
measurements of the response of
phonograph records by the optical
method has been included. Essential information required for the
measurement of flow resistances is
given. Considerable amplification
is made in the chapter on dispersion
of sound. A brief treatment of

7HE

ELECTRONICS

THIS second edition of one of the
outstanding books in this field is a

ATR

"A

/AO/4i"

Some representative types of tubular parts, specifically those incorporating rolled edges, for which the
Electronics Division of Superior Tube
Company is justifiably the industry's
primary source.
I. Tube rolled on one end-.520" O.D. x
I.D. x 1.378" long, rolled to .600"
diameter used as an anode in television tube
gun structure. Superior Print ET-28, Part 3.

.500"

2. Tube rolled on both ends-.500" I.D. x
.010" wall x .590" long, rolled on both
ends to .590" diameter-used in rectifier
tubes. Superior Print ET -10, Part 1.

3. Tube with inverted roll on one end.520" O.D. x .500" I.D. x 1.850" long
.. cylinder for use in television tube gun
tructures. Superior Print ET -36, Part 1.
4. Expanded and rolled end
I.D. x

tube-.500"

.012" wall x 2.600" long, after

expanding one end to .760" diameter,
and rolling same end to .915"-used as
focusing electrode in television tube gun
structure. Superior Print ET -9, Part 1.

Rolled tubes in any form are products of the precision manufacturing
techniques of the Electronics Division
-for further information you are
invited to write for Booklet ETP.

vo`

1,/

TUBE

/

oo

ór
MPX`

COMPANY

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

2500 GERMANTOWN AVENUE
NORRISTOWN. PENNSYLVANIA
February, 1948
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SAVE MONEY...USE

Designed for

FEDERAL

YOUR APPLICATION

SHORT RUN STAMPINGS

PANADAPTOR

Whenever you need
accurate high quality
stampings from almost
any material, specify
FEDERAL stampings.
You are sure to be
pleased, and you will
save money too!

Whether your application of spectrum an-

time on design changes
or important experi-

mental work. Helps
you make faster deliveries on special
orders.

SEND FOR FREE
BULLETIN TODAY

spectrum scanning, there is a standard model Panadaptor to simplify and speed up your ¡ob.
Standardized input frequencies enable operation with most receivers.

MFG. COMPANY

&

3216 Wash. Ave. N., Minneapolis 12, Minn.

COME
and

See

MODEL SA -6 TYPES

MODEL SA -3 TYPES
T-50

T-100

T-200

T-1000

T-1000

T-6000

T-1000

T-10000

T-20000

Maximum Scanning Width

50KC

100KC

200KC

1MC

1MC

6MC

1MC

10MC

20MC

Input Center Frequency

455KC

455KC

455KC

5.25MC

10.2MC

30MC

5.25MC

30MC

30MC

Resolution at Maximum
Scanning Width

2.5KC

3.4KC

4.4KC

11KC

11KC

25KC

11KC

75KC

91KC

Resolution at 20% of
Maximum Scanning Width

1.9KC

2.7KC

4KC

9KC

7.5KC

22KC

7.5KC

65KC

75KC

Towe4tigate these
APPLICATIONS OF PANADAPTOR

*Frequency Monitoring

*Oscillator performance
analysis

FEDERAL
TOOL

of signals

closely adjacent in frequency or extra broad

FASTER DELIVERIES

SAVE YOU TIME!
Speedy shipments
save you valuable

resolution

alysis requires high

*FM and AM studies
NOW for recommendations, detailed
specifications, prices and delivery time.
WRITE

IANO RAMI
RRDIOM

CORP

\

Cable Address
92 Gold St.
PANORAMIC, NEW YORK
New York 7, N.Y.
Exclusive Canadian Representative: Canadian Marconi, Ltd.

RATED TOPS BY EXPERTS
The COLLINS Custom Built

hM/AM Tuner

This tuner has received wide acclaim throughout
the country as the best medium for reception of FM
and AM broadcasts. Many extra, personal accessories may be ordered with the tuner to make
it exactly what you want. Its 17 tube circuits employ Armstrong FM, full complement of vacuum
tubes, self-contained power supply and latest circuit developments.
Write for full information
about this marvelous product.

COLLINS AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., INC.
WESTFIELD, N. J.

126 PARK ST.,

Telephone: Westfield 2-4390
167 electronic exhibits

at the
RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
of the
1948 I.R.E. National

Convention
March 22-25, 1948, at
Grand Central Palace, New York

and hear
over 100 technical research and engineering application papers on "electronics, the new frontier"

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1

East 79th St.

SMALL PARTS
Filaments, anodes, supports, springs, etc
for electronic tubes. Small wire and flat
metal formed parts to your prints for your
assemblies. Double pointed pins. Wire
straightened and cut diameter up to L
inch. Any length up to 12 feet.
LUXON fishing tackle accessories.
Inquiries will receive prompt attention

ART WIRE AND
STAMPING CO.
227 High St.

Newark 2, N.

J.

New York 21, N. Y.
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MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION
Model 59
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(continued)

polycylindrical surfaces as used for
sound reinforcing and broadcasting as well as recording studios is
presented. An expansion of the
chapter on speech, music, and hearing includes new data and a discussion on the frequency range preference for live speech and music and
for reproduced speech and music.
Two new chapters, on underwater
sound and on supersonics and ultrasonics, have been added. There is
a wide variety of material covered
in the general field of acoustical
engineering and its allied subject.
As such, this is an excellent reference particularly for the designers
of microphones, loudspeakers, and
underwater signaling devices as
well as for those who are interested
in dynamical analogies and the general problems of speech, music, and
hearing,-JOHN K. HILLIARD, Chief
Engineer, Altec Lansing Corp.,
Hollywood, Calif.

APPLICATIO
ENGINEERE
"PRECISION"
Circuit Tester
20,000

Ohms per Volt

1

Elements of Radio Servicing
By WILLIAM MARCUS and ALEX LEVY.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
New York, 1947, 475 pages, $3.60.
THIS book is a welcome and much

MEGACYCLE
METER
Radio's newest, multi -purpose instrument consisting of a grid -dip oscillator connected to its
power supply by a flexible cord.

Check these applications:
For determining the resonant frequency of
tuned circuits, antennas, transmission
lines, by-pass condensers, chokes, coils.
For measuring capacitance, inductance,
Q, mutual inductance.
For preliminary tracking and alignment
of receivers.
As an auxiliary signal generator; modulated or unmodulated.
For antenna tuning and transmitter neutralizing, power off.
For locating parasitic circuits and spurious
resonances.
As a low sensitivity receiver for signal
tracing.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Standard Signal Generators
Pulse Generators
FM Signal Generators

Square Wave Generators
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
UHF Radio Noise & Field

Strength Meters
Capacity Bridges
Megohm Meters
Phase Sequence Indicators
Television and FM Test

Equipment

SPECIFICATIONS:
Power Unit: 5ye" wide ;
60/e" high; 71/2' deep.
Oscillator Unit: 33A"

diameter; 2" deep.

FREQUENCY:
2.2 mc. to 400 mc.;
seven plug-in coils.

MODULATION:
CW or 120 cycles; e
external.
POWER SUPPLY:
110-120 volts, 50-60
cycles; 20 watts.

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON

©

NEW JERSEY

needed addition to the literature
dealing with radio in general and
home receivers in particular. While
many fine books have been written
to explain radio theory, there are
very few that give any information
of a practical nature concerning
trouble shooting and repair techniques. The authors of this book
have bridged this gap in the literature by telling the reader exactly
what to do, why, and when to do it.
It is assumed that the reader has
already acquired an elementary
knowledge of basic radio theory.
And to present a maximum of useful information, the scope of the
book has been purposely restricted
to the most widely used receiverthe superheterodyne. A circuit,
typical of modern receiver design,
has been selected and the discussions of basic service procedures
for each of the various sections
(power supply, audio, i -f, etc.) are
centered on this model receiver, one
or more chapters being devoted to
each section of the receiver.
The book opens with a discussion
of service procedures and suitable
test equipment, three chapters being devoted to signal generators as
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Compact, laboratory styled, high sensitivity test
set ' Application Engineered" for production,
test, laboratory, school and service -maintenance phases of modern radio -electronics-

communications.

20,000 Ohms per Volt D.C.
-1000 Ohms per Volt A.C.
VOLTAGE RANGES:

0.3-12-60-300-1200-

6000 A.C. & D.C.

CURRENT RANGES:

0-120 microamps. 01.2-12-120 MA. 0-1.2
-12 Amps. D.C.
RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-6000-600K-6 Meg
-60 Megohms.
DECIBEL RANGES:
From -26 to + 70DB.
Complete with batteries
$38.75
and test lends

PLUS superior physical features:

** 45/e"
wide angle meter.
Heavy duty molded bakelite instrument
case size
7i/e x 3".
** Heavy
gauge, anodized aluminum panel.
Rotary Range and Function Selection.
** Recessed
6000 volt safety jacks.
Only two pin jacks for all standard
ranges.
51/2 x

Ask

to see this and other "Precision" Application Engineered instruments, on display at leading radio parts distributors.
Write for new, complete 1948 catalog, including details of the Precision Electronamic
tube testing circuit.

PRECISION

APPARATUS CO., Inc.
92-27 Horace Harding Blvd.
Elmhurst 10, N. Y.
Export Division, 458 Broadway, New York City,
U. S. A. Cables, MORHANEX
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KENYON
TRANSFORMERS
Engineers specify
Kenyon
Transformers for dependable
performance. Famous for conservative ratings and rugged
construction, Kenyon transformers are preferred for long,
trouble -free service in quality
equipment.
TERMINAL carries a complete
stock of Kenyon transformers
and chokes for power and

minimum
size,

JOHNSON Type

H Con-

densers are designed especially for aircraft trans
mitters. Simple and rugged
in construction, JOHNSON
Type H Condensers easily

L

withstand heavy vibration.

STEATITE end plates pre-

TYPE H
vent any possibility of
"short circuit loops" and JOHNSON CONDENSERS
permit panel mounting
with both rotor and stator insulated
Excellent for police equipment airline
from ground. Capacities and spacings
ground equipment, amateur equipment,
are provided for low and medium power
test equipment. VHF and others.
stages. Aluminum plates are .020"
They're small in size-great in perthick. End plates are 11/2" square.
formance!

audio requirements.
Catalog on request.

RADIO

Combining

weight with small

CORPORATION

For Further Details Write
For Latest JOHNSON Catalog

Distributors of Electronic Equipment
85 CORTLANDT ST.

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
Phone: WOrth 2-4415
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Vulcanized Fibre
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RADIO
ELECTRONIC -SUPPLIES

Water-, oil-, and chemical -resisting sheets of high dielectric strength.
Supplied in black and natural color. Standard sheets approximately
49 x 49 inches. Thicknesses from .010 to 9 inches. Rods and tubes.
Remarkably uniform, high-grade, hard fibre in sheets 56 z 90
if desired. Also in

inches to save waste in cutting. Smaller sheets
standard -size rods.

FABRICATED PARTS

TAYLOR INSULATION

SILENT GEAR STOCK

We're ready whenever you are. Send blueprints.

TAYLOR FIBRE -COMPANY
Pacific Coast Plant: La Verne- California

Norristown, Pennsylvania

Offices in Principal Cities

DEPENDABILITY

KNOW-HOW

Serving the Trade Since

1925
lee es!
H. L. DALIS, Inc.
Distributors of
RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
17 Union Square
New York. N. Y.

-

"Where
Professional
Radiomen
Study"

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
An Accredited Technical Institute
16th and Park Rd., N. W.

\..

Dept. E-1

Washington 10, D. C.
Home Study and Residence
Courses in Practical Radio Electronics and Television.
Approved for Veteran Training.

Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112.3.4-5-6.7
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Stop Organic Attack
and Moisture

Infiltration -

FUNGICIDAL

COATINGS
INSL-X CODE

APPLICATION

27 -SA

OVERALL VARNISH
OVERALL LACQUER

28 -0B -SA

25X-0B -SA
SN -15-0B -SA
95 -OB

WAX SOLUTION
OVER-ALL VARNISH

1-1-T

WAX CONCENTRATE

SN -3-T

FABRIC TREATMENT

HOOKUP WIRE

FUNGICIDAL CODES: A-Phenyl Mercuric Salicylate, T-Phenyl Mercuric Stearate,
PA-Pentachlorophettol, SA-Solicylanilide, OB-Phenyl Mercuric Ortho Benzoic
Suloh im ide

A COATING FOR EVERY
APPLICATION ... COMPONENTS,
WIRING, CHASSIS, PANELS!

4
Close

With
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INSL-X fungicidal coatings absolutely inhibit
organic attack; prevent moisture infiltration.
Years of research and improvement have made
these products the finest available for protecting electronic equipment, wiring and components against the deteriorating effects of
moisture, mildew and corrosion.
INSL-X coatings are available in many types,
each of which offers the maximum protection
for a specific group of requirements-impregnation, surface coating, high dielectric strength,
low loss characteristics, etc. All of the coatings are easy to apply, biologically effective,
non-toxic to humans and non -corrosive. Chemical and thermal stabilities are excellent and
insure long term protection in every application. INSL-X fungicidal coatings meet rigid
government specifications.

Write for complete specifications and application
data on all INSL-X insulating coatings and con-'
pounds-fungicidal and regular; no obligation.,

THE INSL-X COMPANY
MANUFACTURING

WATER

ENGINEERS

OF

STREET

INSULATING

AND

INC.

PROTECTIVE ELECTRICAL

OSSINING

DAN 1. CONNOR
INSL-X
833 Real Estate Trust Bldg.
AGENTS
Philadelphia 7, Penna.
HOLLIDAY HATHAWAY
DEAN THOMAS
SALES CO.
728 Main Street
238 Main Street
Buffalo 2, N. Y.
Cambridge 42, Mass.
C. E. WHITE
R. A. STEMM
Bulkley Building
21 E. Van Buren St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago 5, III.
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FUNGICIDAL

COATINGS

NEW YORK

B. TALYOR
107 William Street
New York, N. Y.

P. O. Box 1191
Austin 6, Texas

H. C. SWEET CO.
3729 Fenkell Ave.
Detroit 21, Mich.

O. BIEDERMANN CO.
1514 University Towet
Montreal, Canada

B.

VAN GROOS
1406 South Grand Ave.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
1. C.

L.

C.

R.

SALES CO.

ANDERSON CO.
4th St. Building
Tulsa 3, Oklahoma

C.

B.
10 E.

(continued)

the authors seem to prefer the signal substitution method of locating
trouble. Then follows a thorough
discussion which includes quick
check procedures, normal test data,
commonly encountered variations
from the model circuit, information
concerning the functioning of each
part, and practical data concerning
the procurement and installation of
suitable replacement parts for each
basic section of the model receiver.
A summary and comprehensive list
of questions designed to test the
reader's grasp of the subject discussed closes each chapter.
There are certain basic procedures and circuits, however, that are
conspicuous by their absence from
this book. As an example, no attempt is made to explain how an
ohmmeter or a voltmeter may be
used to locate open, shorted, or
grounded components in complex
circuits. Neither is there any practical information on how to work
without a circuit diagram, or how
to use such a diagram to locate a
given resistor, capacitor, or other
component in the actual receiver
chassis. Step-by-step procedures of
this sort are invaluable to the beginner.
There is a definite need for more
photographs. In the example given
above, a photograph of the underside of a receiver chassis, together
with its circuit diagram and a
clear-cut explanation telling how to
locate parts, would add greatly to
the value of this book. Unfortunate
also is the lack of any discussion of
the voltage -doubler circuits commonly encountered in transformer less receivers, and the unexpectedly
brief section on receiver alignment.
with no mention of a cathode-ray
oscilloscope.

There are other points that make
the book less than ideal but they are
of too minor a nature to detract
from the total value of the book.
The authors are to be complimented
for bringing professional servicing
techniques into the prominence they
deserve now that radio has come of
age.-RAY SCHAAF, National Radio
Institute, Washington, D. C.
In 1917, the Marconi Company ex-

perimented with spark transmitters.
on 60 to 70 mc and in 1920 a rotating radio beacon in Great Britain
used a frequency of 50 mc.
February,
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ELECTRON TUBE

MACHINERY
OF ALL TYPES
STANDARD
AND SPECIAL
DESIGN

A. Buy GARDINER!

Q. Need Solder?

Use Federated
Solder the easy way-no fuss, no muss.
the flux is
Gardiner Brand ROSIN CORE SOLDER . .
Comes in
in the solder. For corrosion -free electrical work.
oll commercial sizes and quantities.
.

We specialize in
Equipment and Methods
for the manufacture of
RADIO TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FLUORESCENT LAMPS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
NEON TUBES
CELLS

PHOTO

X-RAY TUBES
GLASS

PRODUCTS

Production or Laboratory Basis
METALS

AMERICAN

AND

SMELTING

DIVISION

Kahle ENGINEERING CO.

COMPANY

REFINING

1309 SEVENTH STREET
NORTH BERGEN, N. J., U.

WHITING, INDIANA (CHICAGO)
WE manufacture a complete line of equipment
SPOT WELDERS, electric from tk to 50 KVA
AC ARC
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
WELDERS
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment
from 100 to
FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT
400 Amps
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS SLICING and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners
COLLEGE GLASS WORKING units for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
Newark, New Jersey
731 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)

:
`,..

rENt
-

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Custom Built
for Your Job
BUCK ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
Freehold, N. J.
37 Marcy St.

XE5

i

BRAZING & WELDING
L. B. ALLEN

CO.INt. Chicago

Bryn Mawr Ave.

for
Checking

OF

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Quality and accuracy in our fabrication of Tungsten 6 Molybdenum Ribbons have characterized our service to
the Electronic industry.
A development of

Transmitters

from 100 Kc to 175 Mc.
within 0.01 per cent

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Bradenton, Fla., U.

S.

A.

"SPEEDEX"

FINE RIBBONS

31,111.

MICROMETER
FREQUENCY
METER

Stripping
Problems with

SODERING

.1.-

6571

glAH.

CROSS

Beekman St., New York

Co.

7, N.

Y.

"AS IT MAKES"
"Speedex" Wire Stripper complete
with 7 interchangeable blades for stripping any
size wire from No. 8 to No. 30 will be the handiest
tool in the shop. Strips 800 to 1000 wires per
hour-cuts wires too. Just press the handle and
the job is done. For use with solid or stranded
wires. Write today for catalog of 3,000 electronic products.
The famous

GENERALCEMENTMFG.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
*tee!r.>.

ENAMELED

Model
#100

ELECTRO ENGINEERING WORKS

High speed

OAKLAND

11.

high sensitivity

on request.

KARTRON Huntington Beach, Calif.

...

to check
Make it a HABIT
this page-EACH ISSUE
other
THIS CONTACTS SECTION supplements
advertising in this issue with these additional
anncunoements of products and services essential
to efficient and economical operation in the field
ELECTRONICS
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ROUND
RHEOSTATS

NEW

CALIFORNIA

SHORTED TURN INDICATOR
Coil
The Kartron Shorted Turn and Open Circuit
Checker-new Model 101-indicates single shorted
turns of #44 wire regardless of total number of
turns.
Jack provides for Audio indicator to supplement
rugged
Exceptionally
Non -shocking.
meter.
vacuum tube circuit. Prompt deliveries. Circular

.

VITREOUS

High Voltage Filament and Plate
Transformers for Electronic Projects
6011 COLLEGE AVENUE

CO.

5

Prom pt Deliveries Specializing in

of

A.

Solve Wire

'14410"

Ve

S.

Our EXCELSIOR* Battery Power Cables are
specifically designed for Radio, Electrical
and Electronic equipments operated from
batteries. Twist -lock connector on one end,
choice of eyelet and spade terminals or
battery clips on other end. Lengths 4' and
up. 25 amps. capacity. ATTRACTIVELY
PRICED.

SPRING -HINGED
CONTACT ARM

WRITE FOR CATALOG

TROY ELECTRONICS LABS.
TROY, N. Y.

*Trade Mark

8-Head

FOR SALE

Stem and Electrode

Making Machine
2-3 weeks delivery

For complete details contact:

HAYDU BROTHERS, Manufacturers

ISTOR

1
`

REX RHEOSTAT CO.

Plainfield, New Jersey
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Consulting

-

Patents

-

Design

-

Development

-

Measurements

in

Radio, Audio, Industrial Electronic Applications

THE BARRY CORPORATION
Specialists in the Control of
VIBRATION
IMPACT

NOISE

Engineering Development
Manufacturing
179 Sidney

Street
Cambridge, Mass.
Telephones: ELIot 0861-0140

A. JOHN MICHEL

The Real Value
of placing your unusual problem in the
hands of a competent consultant is that it
eliminates the elements of chance and uncertainty from the problem and provides real
facts upon which to base decisions.

Registered Patent Attorney

15

SPECIALIZING IN ELECTRONICS
United States and Foreign Patent Matters
Park Bow, New York 7. N.Y. Tel. CO -7-9034

Consulting Engineer

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Product & Mfg. Development

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer & Physicist

Specializing in Measurements & Testing
& Techniques - Electrical - Electronic - Magnetic.
188 West 4th St.
New York 14. N. Y.
Chelsea 2-4208

ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL
One Continental Hill
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Glen Cove 1922

High Frequency Heating
Industrial Electronics
Applied Physics and Mathematics
549 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 6, Ill.
State 8021

H. RUSSELL BROWNELL
Instruments

STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer

I.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Design-Development-Models
Complete Laboratory and Shop Facilities
Kenosha, Wis.

Telephone 2-4213

75

ELECTRO IMPULSE

LABORATORY
Consulting Physicists

Radio Interference and Noise Meters: Interference
Suppression Methods for Ignition Systems and
Electrical Devices.
P.O. Box 250
Red Bank, New Jersey
Red Bank 6-4247

Radio and Electronic Consulting and
Designing.
1008 W. Seventh St.
Los Angeles
DRexel 8323
California

GERST & CO.

Electronics. Radio Communications
Chicago

6,

Chemistry

-

Metallurgy

Hartford 3, Connecticut
Telephone 7-9535

Electric and Mechanical Engineering Problems
Instruments and Control Devices
Electronics
Specialists in Colorimetry, Spectrophotometry and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities
202 Darby Road
Lianerch, Pa.
Phone Hilltop 6910

GEORGE J. MAKI

ARTHUR J. SANIAL

Radiotelegraph Consultant
PRINTER - TELEMETER - MORSE
SYSTEMS - APPARATUS
Moraga. California

WINFIELD SCOTT McCACHREN
AND ASSOCIATES

Consulting Radio Engineers

Consulting Engineer
Loudspeaker Design; Development; lift. Processes.
High Quality Audio Systems, Announcing Systems.
Test and Measuring Equipment Design.
168-14 32 Ave. Flushing 9-3574 Flushing, N. Y.

A.

F.

SMUCKLER & CO.
Electronic Engineers

Electronic Product Manufacturing

Contractors to United States Government
338-346 East 23rd St.
New York 10, N. Y.
Gli amercy 5-8151

MEASUREMENT ENGINEERING

YARDENY ENGINEERING CO.

Consultants on Special Equipment for
measurements and production tests, communications and audio systems.
Ill.

Consulting Physicist

TEI.FVISION SPECIALISTS
Philadelphia:
809B Windemere Ave.
410 Bond Building
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Washington, D. C.
Sunset 2537-W
District 6923

LIMITED

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Specialista In
Electrical Product Design
El. Machinery Apparatus & Applications
EL Appliances, Hi -Frequencies Apparatus
205 W. Wacker Dr.

-

E. Pearl Street

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph. D.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Cathode ray recorders custom built to your own
specifications. Prompt delivery.
Specialists in psychological and biological instrumentation and industrial problems.
Literature available on request.
899 Boylston St.,
Phones: Copley 0055
Boston 15, Mass.
Copley 0056

E.

Television, pulse Techniques. Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks.
Industrial Applications
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES
3308 -14th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.

LERU LABORATORIES, INC.

ELECTRODYNE CO.

PAUL

Consulting Engineer

Electronics - Electricity

Design and Development of Electronic Equipment for industrial and scientific purposes
Special experience in microwaves, spectrum analyzers, photo -electric circuits, test equipment. etc.
360 Bleecker Street
New York 14
WAtkins 9-4194

Electronics Mechanics Optics

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
CO. of CALIFORNIA

ALBERT PREISMAN

JORDAN KUNIK
Registered Patent Attorney

Mechanics

6309 -13 -27th Ave.

-

Toro

°óßi. ARNPRIOR, ONT.

2235Addington Ave.

eal tQu

Remote Controls (Wires and Wireless)
Automatic Devices
Electronic
Electrical
Mechanical
Consultation
Designing Manufacturing
Licensing
105 Chambers Street
New York, N. Y.
Worth 2-3534. 3535

"By reason of special training, wide experience and tested ability, coupled with professional integrity, the consulting engineer brings to his client detached engineering and economic advice that rise
above local limitations and encompasses the availability of all modern developments in the fields where
he practices as an expert. His services, which do not replace but supplement and broaden those of regularly employed personnel, are justified on the ground that he saves his client more than he costs him."
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

EXPERIENCED SENIOR ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC MISSILE CONTROL

ENGINEERS
The Crosley Division, AVCO Manufacturing Corporation is rapidly expanding its
television department and has excellent
openings for a few qualified engineers and
technicians. Modern laboratory and other
engineering facilities provide ideal working conditions. Forty -hour week, insurance and hospitalization plan, and pension plan. Opportunities unlimited. Salary
based on experience and ability.
ENGINEER, SENIOR-College graduate.
At least two years' experience in product
development of television receivers. Thorough knowledge of circuit design and
analysis.
ENGINEER, SENIOR-College graduate.

Navy project for Guidance and Control of Missiles requires Senior Engineers for responsible positions in analysis, development and test of radar equipment, electro -mechanical
servomechanisms, electronic timing and control circuits, and other associated equipment.
Bachelor's Degree in Electrical Engineering or Physics required, with Master's Degree
or equivalent study of Mathematics, Electronics and Applied Physics desirable. Salary
to $7500.00 depending upon qualifications.
Write or phone Mr. C. D. Porrine, Jr., Chief Electronics Engineer

PILOTLESS PLANE DIVISION
Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation
FARMINGDALE
LONG ISLAND
Fdle 1410

At least four years' experience in high

frequency circuit development. Experience
in television, R.F. circuits and frequency
modulation desirable.
ENGINEER, JUNIOR-College graduate
with experience in product development of
television and radio receivers. Experience
in the development or maintenance of
radar or similar equipment helpful.
TECHNICIAN, SENIOR-College degree
or equivalent. Some experience in high
frequency circuits, particularly television
R.F. circuits. Be familiar with test procedures. Will train to a limited degree.
In replying give age, experience, education, and salary requirements, addressing
replies to
Crosley Division
AVCO Manufacturing Corporation
1329 Arlington St.
Cincinnati 25, Ohio
attention Director of Research and Engineering.
REPLIES (Box No.): Address to office
NEW YORK: 330 W. 42nd St.
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St.

nearest you
(38)
(11)
(4)

POSITIONS VACANT
CARRIER
COMMUNICATIONS
Engineers
wanted by carrier telephone and telegraph
equipment manufacturer. West Coast Laboratory and Eastern field sales engineering and
service positions available. Engineering training and experience in telephone plant practice
including wire or radio carrier systems desirable. Write advising full details to Lenkurt
Electric Co., San Carlos, California.
B.S., E.E., Television development and construction of laboratory samples. Small research dept., large manufacturing concern.
Permanent. P-3363, Electronics.
SELLING OPPORTUNITY OFFERED
WANTED: SALES Representatives for wire
wound resistors and r. f. chokes. Unusual
opportunity for those having volume contacts.
RW-3480, Electronics.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
SALARIED POSITIONS $3,500 and up. If you
are considering a new connection communicate with the undersigned. We offer the original personal employment service (38 years
recognized standing and reputation). The procedure, of highest ethical standards, is individualized to your personal requirements and
develops overtures without initiative on your
part. For identity covered and present position protected. Particulars on request. R. W.
Bixby Inc., 278 Dun Bldg., Buffalo 2, N. Y.
EXECUTIVES $3,000 - $25,000. This reliable
service, established 1927, is geared to needs
of high grade men who seek a change of connection under conditions assuring, if employed, full protection to present position.
Send name and address only for details. Personal consultation invited. Jira Thayer, Jennings, Dept. E, 241 Orange St., New Haven,
Conn.

(12

INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS
Wanted For Pilotless Aircraft, and
Guided Missile Development

Must be graduate Engineers with design and development experience
in one or more of the following: Miniature or Sub -Miniature circuits
and assemblies, Sensing and End -Instruments, FM, AM, and Pulse
Transmitters. Organizing & Supervising ability required. Employment
on west coast.

Write complete detail of Education, Experience and Salary expected.
P-3336, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St. New York 18, N. Y.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
prepare technical manuscripts covering certain
operations of the Los Alamos Laboratory. Applicant must have B.S. Degree in Mechanical Engineering and considerable experience In engineering
and technical writing.
Interested persons may
write directly to
EMPLOYMENT DIRECTOR
To

P.O. Box

1663,

Los

Alamos, New Mexico.

SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS
Wanted for research and advanoed development
work In the fields of microwaves, radar olroults,
gyroscope systems and general Electronic', Ialentifio or Engineering degrees required. Salary eensmensurate with experience and ability. Inquiries
should be directed to Mgr. -Eng. Personnel.
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Buffalo 5, N. Y.

ENGINEER

WANTED
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TEACHERS
I. Assistant Professor, Communications Specialist,
5

2.

yrs. experience.

Instructor, recent graduate, degree from a communications course, I yr. Industrial experience.
LOCATION: New York City.

330

P-3440, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York

18, N. Y.

SENIOR-Fine opportunity with

a large mid -west-

Must have a minimum et
three years' experience In loud -speaker design and
materials used In manufacturing. College education
In electronics or equivalent. In replying state age,
education, experience, and salary requirements.
P-3427, Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111,
ern radio corporation.

WANTED

FOR SALE

CONDENSER ENGINEER

Electronic Manufacturing Plant

Capable of taking full charge electrolytic
production and design. Chicago Company.
Excellent salary.
P-3490, Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

Laminated Plastics Tubes

BRITISH MANUFACTURERS OFFER
Substantial and regular supplies In round and rectangular sections. Some additional capacity available for processed tubes but principally for plain
tubes in lengths up to 40'. Enquiries are Invited
from actual users who purchase for their own
account.
LANGLEY LONDON LIMITED
161 Borough High Street. London, S.E. I, England

Transformers -Amplifiers -assembly.
Real bargain for quick sale.
330

BO -3525, Electronics
West 42nd Street, New York

18, N. Y.

Attention Manufacturers

& Distributors
Available to Rated Manufacturers and Distributors,
mailing list of 1617 Radio and Electronlo Parts
Equipment Jobbers In United States. This list was
compiled In October, 1947. from Active Aecounts
Receivables Ledger of 11 Manufacturers. Results
guaranteed. Price $35. Open account to rated
firms.
M-3516, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18. N. Y.

POSITION WANTED

FOR SALE

COLLEGE GRADUATE, former Naval officer,
'32, FCC phone license since 1934. Wartime
experience in learn and radar maintenance,
operation, and instruction. Desire position as
sales engineer or instructor. Presently employed. PW-3156. Electronics.

"Thermatron" High Frequency Heater

SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED
FIELD SERVICE Representation: Mfgs. desiring to establish field service station in
Pacific Northwest are invited to contact Hawthorne Electronics, 712 Southeast Hawthorne
Blvd., Portland 14, Oregon Ve -5585.

WANTED

15

KW output with working frequendee up

to 6000 Kilocycles. Unit used in research.
Practically new. Full description on re-

quest.

F. H. LEVEY

930 Washington Ave.,

CO., INC.
Phila. 47, Penna.

WANTED

WANTED

Substantial Quantities Nearly All Types Selsyn Motors
60 and 400 Cycle AC Control

ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in
the field served by Electronics can be quickly
located through bringing it to the attention of
thousands of men whose interest is assured
because this is the business paper they read

Advise nameplate data, quantity and price. Samples must be approved before purchase.
CARLSON LABORATORIES Mountain View, N. J.
P. O. Box 692
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Multiple Range
Continuous Indicating

PORTABLE CHRONOMETRIC

TACHOMETER

PORTABLE TACHOMETER

$2450

$2450

2/3 Actual Size

JAEGER WATCH CO.

MODEL $k43A-6

CAN BE USED FOR SPEEDS UP TO 20,000 A.P.M.
CAN BE USED FOR LINEAL SPEED MEASUREMENTS
TO 10,000 F.P.M.

IDEALLY SUITED FOR TESTING THE SPEEDS OF
MOTORS, PARTICULARLY OF FRACTIONAL HORSE
POWER, GENERATORS. TURBINES, CENTRIFUGALS. FANS, ETC.
VERY SMALL TORQUE-Requires Practically no Power

to Drive.

UNEQUALLED READABILITY 2" OPEN FACE DIALEACH DIVISION ON LARGE DIAL EQUALS 10 R.P.M.:
EACH DIVISION ON SMALL DIAL EQUALS 1,000
R.P.M.
GREATEST ACCURACY
Meets Navy Specifications
Guaranteed to be within 3¢ of 1%.
RESULTS OF TEST READING REMAIN ON DIAL
UNTIL NEXT TEST IS TAKEN.
PUSH BUTTON FOR AUTOMATIC RESETTING.
COMPLETE WITH THE FOLLOWING ACCESSORIES:
1-LARGE POINTED RUBBER TIP
1-LARGE HOLLOW RUBBER TIP
1-0" CIRCUMFERENCE WHEEL TIP
1-OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1-TEMPERATURE CORRECTION CHART.
The combination of the above features will give accurately,
within a few seconds, by direct reading, the R.P.M. of
shafts or the lineal speeds of surfaces without any accessories or timing of any kind. Each unit cornes complete
x 1%". NET
in a red velvet lined carrying case 5" x
LIST PRICE $75.00-SURPLUS-NEW-GUARANTEED.

-

-

3"

YOUR COST $24.50 FOB, NEW YORK

wuwwrNaiw,,,mrm911111

This unit is of the centrifugal mechanical type and is designed to
show instantaneously and continuously the speed or change in
speed of any revolving shaft or surface. No stop watch or other
mechanism required.
Three Ranges in R.P.M. and Three Ranges in F.P.M.
300- 1,200
LOW RANGE
(Each Division Equals 10 R.P.M.)
1 000- 4.000
MEDIUM RANGE
(Each Division Equals 20 R.P.M.)
3 000-12,000
HIGH RANGE
(Each Division Equals 1.90 R.P.M.)
LARGE OPEN DIAL 4" DIAMETER.
RUGGEDLY CONSTRUCTED For Heavy Duty Service.
Require No
BALL BEARING AND OILIESS BEARINGS
Lubrication Whatsoever.
Fits Neatly Into Palm of Hand.
READILY PORTABLE
GEAR SHIFT FOR SELECTING LOW, Medium and High Ranges.
Meets Navy Specifications 18-T-22,
GREATEST ACCURACY
Type B. Class A.
COMPLETE WITH THE FOLLOWING ACCESSORIES:

-

-

-

1-STEEL TIP
1-CONICAL RUBBER TIP Metal Mounted
1-RUBBER LINED Metal Cone Tip
1-PERIPHERAL RUBBER WHEEL 1 Ft.
l-EXTENSION ROD

in Circumference
1-SMALL SIZE CONVEX RUBBER TIP, Metal Mounted
1-OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
MADE BY JONES MOTROLA, STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT.
Comes Complete in Blue Velvet Lined Carrying Case: 71A," L x
4" Ii x 5" W. LIST PRICE 875.00-SURPLUS-NEW-GUARANTEED.

YOUR COST $24.50 FOB, NEW YORK

All items are Surplus -New -Guaranteed. C. O.D.'s not s ent unless accompanied by 25% Deposit. Orders accepted
from rated concerns, public institutions, etc., on open a ccount. We carry a complete line of surplus new meters suitable for every requirement, such as portable, panel, s witchboard, recording instruments, laboratory standards, etc.
Over 50,000 Meters in Stock. We also stock various s urplus components, tubes, parts, and accessories and can supply
large quantities for manufacturers, exporters, etc. Send for free circular Manufacturers, Exporters, Dealers-we invite
your inquiries.

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
338 Canal Street

Worth 4 -8217

New York

13,

February,
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CODE TRAINING SET AN/GSC-T1

PORTABLE CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

Weston Model 461 Type 4 (see illustration). This
Amperes
unit can be used with any precision 5 meter
to
A.C. Meter to extend the ranges of the
50. 100, 200, 250. 500 or 1000 Amperes A.C.
Accuracy within 54 of 1%: Normal 50Secondary
Ampere
Capacity = 15 Va; Binding Posts for250, 500
and
tap; Inserted primary for 100, 200, to 2500 volts.
1000 Amperes: Insulated for use up
NY
fob,
NET
$35.00
List Price $98.00

SPECIAL METERS

-

-

Dual Range covers frequency
Frequency Meter
ranges from 48 to 52 cycles and 58-62 cyclesJ.B.T. 30-F-Dual element, Vibrating Reed
$5.95
type-115 V-3%", rd fl metal case
Voltage Polarity Phase Rotation Tester-Triplett
337 AVP-Checks 115, 220 and 440 line voltagewirlocates open circuits, blown fuses, damaged
ing, etc. Indicates whether A.C. or D.C. and
to deterpolarity of D.C.-Checks phase rotation
of
mine direction of rotation of motors, operationand
controls, etc.-Consists of a 3" square meter
a small polarized vane movement in a small
bandy sized case-Complete with 36" leads with
test prods
DB Meter-W.H. RC-35-minus 10, plus 6 ODB$4.50
1.897 V. 6 MW -600 ohms -3" square

Made by T. R. McElroy, Boston
Operates off 6, 12. 24 or 110 V D.C. or 110 V
or 230 Volt, 60 cycle
code
An excellent unit for schools or clubs for traintraining. This unit is designed for group each
ing of telegraph code to students whereby text
student sends a message from any prepared
to the instructor. It provides a visual signal
through a blinker or an audible signal through
a monitoring speaker. Has volume control, variable frequency oscillator, a phone Sack for a

monitoring headset, pitch and tone control.
rotary switch for selecting the operating voltage
and power supply.
Complete with spare fuses, power cord and battery
adapter; 10 Telegraph Keys with 10' line each,
1 #6x5 tube and 2#6A06 tubes.
Complete in chest 1034" a 17" L x 13%" HNet wt. 49 lbs.
Can be used anywhere-batteries A.C. or D.C.
lifetime of Service! $NET
Durable-Good for
fob, NY

CONSTANT VOLTAGE STABILIZER

Kit

15 Roll

CODE PRACTICE TAPE

D. C. MICROAMMETERS
100-0-100 microampere-zero center-approximately
950 ohms resistance-W.E.-3%', rd fi bake case
$6.50
-concentric style

A. C. VOLTMETERS
V (100

MA)-W.H., NA -35-33, rd

fl bake

150 V (10

MA)-W.H., NA -35-3W, rd

II bakes

15

case

case

150

$3.95

331-J.P.-with external resist
V- Triplett
connection to increase range to 300

V.

series
dual range
(multiply reading by 2) to make acase
$5.50
rd fl bake
150-300 Voltmeter

-31'.

RADIO FREQUENCY AMMETERS
$3.95
A-Weston 507-2%'. rd fl bake case
$5.50
A-W.H. NT -35-33Y, rd fl bake case
case
fi
bake
$7.50
rd
425-3W,
A ß.F.-Weston

2.5
3
1

20
80
1

D. C. MILLIAMMETERS
$3.25
MA-GE DO -53-3' eq fi bake case
$3.25
MA-GE DO -41 334' rd fl bake case
MA-Triplett 0321-3W. rd fi bake case-with
$3.95

circuit diagram

D. C. VOLTMETERS

Volt-G.E. DW-41-black sr, no Caption-sc
$2.50
cal 0-15-234", rd fl bake case
1.5 KV-W.H. N%-35-with 1000 ohms per volteat pros wire wound resistor & mug clips $7.25
rd fl bake case
15

tt5htlaoately

code
e telegraph signalltatodigned
to eaf ch
students.
TG 10
This kit can be used in conjunction with the
Beyer or
Automatic Keyer. the McElroy G-813
wide
ft.
of
400
W
roll
has
Each
units.
similar
inked tape on 16 MM film reel which is used to
transmit the recorded signals through a Keyer
to code practice tables or headsets.
Prepared to operate in speed sequence for the beginspeed
ning students up until they become highcharacoperators. Provides the most simple code complex
ters at beginners speeds, to the most operator.
message characters for the high speed
proEach reel lasts approximately one hour which code
vides a total operating time of 15 hours of
A

for

General Electric Cat. # G 80162 Type
# CG 30162.
INPUT from 103 to 127 vo)!t at 57 to 63
c.o.s.
116. 120 &
OUTPUT voltage taps for 130. under
con125 volts. Output voltage
vary more than
stant load will not
when the
± 1% at normal frequency
input varies from 103 to 227 volta.
CAPACITY 850 Volt Amperes 7.7 amperes
at .93 Power Factor. 16%" W x 1034"
DIMENSIONS 3014" H xbake
enamel steel
D. Enclosed ln a gray
case. (illus. with cover removed) Ship.
wt. 330 lbs. Net wt. 280 lbe.
$59.50
NET fob, N. Y.

message.
Made by T. R. McElroy Co. of Boston at a Govt.
complete
set
Cost
ng 83i" wi 9%" hh with
box 15"
detachable cover.

de

lo48.15.

Brand Newl-In original packing!
Shipping wt. 19 lbs.
Note:
Sold in sets only
Single rolls not
available.

NET

fob, N. Y.

$15.00

otherwise. All prices FOB, N. Y.All items are Guaranteed and are Surplus New unless specified
on open account. Net 30 days
concerns
rated
from
required on C.O.D: s. Orders accepted

25% deposit

SWITCHBOARD
MARITIME Worth
York
4-8217

338 Canal Street
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INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT SPECIALS
DELCO DUAL BLOWER

NEW, STANDARD BRAND TUBES
TYPE

SPECIAL

415.95

b-

AC or DC hi speed blower made
John Oster.
Rated at 5000
AMP
made for continuous duty -11/2'RPM
overall diameter
blower output
blower Intake
$5.95
6 v.

-I'

-i.8

-I%'

$1.95

amps...

v. peak 8

R4/ 1294

174

IH5
IN5GT
ILNS
185
185

2C22
2C26A
2C44

1.95

ribPerfect for bias application
Use your DC relays from an

3E29

.89
2.95

311507

1.I9

$.89 or

5

for $4.00

Pair in Series for 110 v. AC.
Type I-51/" long, 3" dia. -50 v. AC.
50

cy.--4 lbs.

.98

$ 9.95 pr

Type I1-61/" long, 414" dia. -115 Y.
AC. 50 cy. 11 oz
12.95 pr

SYNCHRO-DIFFERENTIAL

-

Model #1943
C78249 -CAL -11280
Bendix Aviation 115 v.-60 cy
6" length to end of shaft x 41/4"
diameter
5 9.95

899

30

98

Input
0-18
0-18

0-18

Output

.89

6E18

.98

6C4
6C5

.64

6C21

12.95

From.

From

V.A.C.

0-18 V.A.C.

n

Input

0-36

0-14 V.D.C.
14 VDC.
0A.C.0-14

0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 Y.A.C.

14

00-14

V.D.C.
V.D.C.

DC.

0-14 V.D.C.

Output

V.PrOnt

0-38 A.C.
.C.
0-38 V.A.C.
0-38 V.A.C.

0-38 V.A.C.
0-120 V.A.C.
0-120 V.A.C.

pu

6

Current) Price

0-28 V.1 ).C..
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-100 V.D.C.
0-100 V.D.C.

5

AMP

.4 95

10 AMP
15 AMP

7.95
10.95

AMP
AMP

16.95
19.95

Current

Price

25
30

7.95
13.95

AMP
AMP
2 AMP
5 AMP

19.95
25.95

16
20

14.95
19.95

Full Wave Center Tap

O-4Input
Ó V.Á.C.

t

O-35ÓV.D.C.

C6ÓÓ

$5.95

F5
F6

Prom
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
018 V.A.C.
0-1* V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.

Input
0-8From
V.A.C.

Half Wave Types
Output
Current
From
0-7 V.D.C.
3 AMP
0-7 V.D.C.
5 AMr
0-7 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.
0-7 Y.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.

Output
From

..C.
0-14
0-36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.P.C.
0-86 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-80 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
0-38 V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
USE with capacitor to obtain
twine rated output.

Price

AMP
AMP
AMP
25 AMP

82.25
2.95
4.95
6.95
8.95
10.95

Current

Price

10
15
20

AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP
20 AMP
25 AMP

$2.95
4.95
7.95

any voltage

uDT

3
5
10
15

10.95
13.95
16.95

All Prices f.o.b. N. Y. C.

.78

39/44
45
46

71A

F8

6/5

617

6K6
6K7
6K8

751
76

1.50

78
79

.88

80

.89

82

.69
.79

84

1.98
1.25

6Q7G
6R7

68A7

.75

83V

11723

A
205B

.89
1.10
2.65
4.50

.88
.98
.90
.85

211

2508
250TH

12.95

.89

304TH

9.85

215A
217C

6807

.63
.69
.79

681707
68K7

30471
307A
371A

34.50
1.15

.49
.75

958A

.75
.75
.75

991

.50

1006

.39

1614
1616
1619

2.95
.98

1625
1851

1.25

.75

83. I

.90
3.95
.49

8012

4.95
4.95

801

1.495

1

8020
9001

1.15

9002

.98

90030

90050

.69

HY750
HY615

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

120

3.50
1.95

V700

2.95
6.90
75

8

r.95
2.95
2.25
3.45
2.95
3.95
4.50
7.95

.29 eo. or 2 for .50
RELAYS
KR -4 -Allied-115 v. AC-DPDT-B.O. type.52.50
KR -10-Allied #KS5910-115 v. AV 10 amp con1.98
tacts TPDT
KR -11 -Allied # KS5910-115 v. AC 4 PDT 10 A.

2.50
AC
relays on
3.95
A. cont
KR-13-Kurman Elect. #X1400 D.C. overload re4.95
lay with AC reset coil 115 v. AC SPDT
KR -15 -Sperry -Thermo Time Delay ADJ 15.45
3.50
Sec. 115 v. AC 60 cy SPDT
ÌI5 v. AC
Amp. ConKR -21 -Wheelock
2.25
tacts DPDT-B3 x 4
KR-22-G.E. #CR2790E105-115 v. AC or 230 AC
4.95
Heavy Duty DPDT

contact

KR-12-Struther Dunn -115

AMERTRAN VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(TRANSTAT)

KR-24-Adlake

Mercury

-2

-5

Sig:

Time

Delay

Relay-

# 1040.80 normally opened .3 to 5 sec 115 v.
8.95
AC
KR -26-0.E. Instantaneous over current relay
24.95
Type PBC 3 amps at 115 v

-

G. E. INTERLOCK SWITCH

-

HI -voltage is lethal -protect yourself and family
this switch automatically shuts oft Hi -volt. circuits while adjustments are being made-low pressure
current capacity positive
OQ
action. Silver plated contacts. Pr....

$

-hi

XTALS
supply power xtala of any frequency
ground to .02 tolerance in any type of holder for
any surplus or standard transmitters or test equipment as well as any receiver IF frequency. Prices
on request -write to our engineering department.
We

can

-3

ROTARY SWITCH
deck 9 position
non -shortening ceramic wafers. Each..

$1 25
P

marvelous

KVA single phase
weight 20

buy-First come

24.95

METERS
4.0-IOOMA Model 301 Weston 3'/2"....53.95
10.0-I amp DC -Model 301 Weston 31/2". 3.95
14.0.150 MA NX 35 Westinghouse 31/2'.. 3.95
19.0.800MA Weston Model 301 MA
3.35
33.0 -IMA -MD -3001 K.McCllntock3'/= 3.95
13-0-8 R.F. amp-425AM-Weston 31/2' 4.95
MV 8-0-4 K.V. DC -Roller Smith 31/2'
2.95
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MR

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP.
160

v.

one mount SPDT & EPBT 10

.99

first served

-

1.49

F

-a

COIL FORM

14.95

.50

$4.95
P

mmf with 20,000 V.

peak

Made of very high grade ceramic
grooved for easy winding, can be used
for a multitude of purposes-size 21/2
long x 1.5/16 wide

.75
.75
.75

1.49

17.4 amps. maximum output 2
115 v. 50 to 60 cy. 90 to 130 v.

lbs.

55

.98

$0.454

UG12/U
83-IAP
UG-28U

41

1.75

20.69

3API

$2.98

1.95

954
955
956
957

designed to work with volt
to 5000 volts. WIII handle 5

amps, made by General Electric-don't
change the final when switching bande
Just plug in condenser -size
IN, x 1'/2

2.25

884
923

AMPHENOL COAX CONNECTORS
83-17

50 mmf,
ages up

1.20

MAIL ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $5.00

83- I R

PLUG-IN VACUUM CAPACITOR

2.
3.75

872 AA
874

3BP1
5CP1
3.75 5FP7
6.25 7BP7
3.00 7BP4

83.1SPN

$2.98

3.00

VR90
VR105
1.25 VR150
3.00 Z225
7.50 9
3.95 2AP1

.791.50

6SC7
6SF5

1.75
2.252.25

3.75

1.89 7240

I7Z6GT

121

-full

50.00

RK72

3.00

is a natural for reading
current, neutralizing your

checking your beam, or
wherever a good R.F. Thermocouple Meter is needed
scale
-.750 ma. Complete with thermocouple General Electric type
DW-52-2' round
A steal at

3.95
5.25

.98 0Z4
.75 RK60

180TS
117L7
I

813
814
815
826

1.105

.98

final,

6.90
8.95
4.49
2.25

812812H

.98

77

1.25
1.26

616
6L6G
6L7
6N7

.89

Here

ant,

1.95

.64

.75

METER SPECIAL

5.95

5514
7193

.69
.69
2.95

75

1.25

2050

1.89

TUBE PULLER

Niagara solves your miniature tube breakage
problem with this new sensational invention.
Tubes may now be easily extracted or placed
into those hard -to -reach places, without the fear
of breakage or burning of hands.
This new
invention Incorporates a heat resistant rubber cap
with aluminum body and handy thumb -operated
plunger release. Be sure to get yours today.
Money back guarantee.
Only 88c

1.50

810

90

50L6GT
7017

1.40
8.95

Met

3.75

.69
.89
.59

41

.89

6G6
H6
6J4

1..75
10

.69
.99
.69

47
50B5

? 25

1.50

38

1.25
1.10
1.10
69

NO

Input

.75

.98

37

1.35
.51

68117

Mils,

.98
.75
.75

1.10

76

6Q5

5 AMP
10 AMP

4

35W4
35Z3
3525

1.29
.89

6F6G
6F7

ALL APPLICATIONS
Full Wave Bridge Types

1.35

28E17

.75

6F4

FOR

24G

1.50

32L7
.99
.99 35LBGT
35Y4

6B6G

6
6

1..25
10

.99
99

6 D6

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

4R7
5E
23D4
23D6

.99

7.50

803
805
807

1.10 845
1.10 860
1.25 861

25A6GT
25L6GT
2525
2526

.69

524
6ÁB7/ 1853
6AC7
AG5
6AG7
6A K5
6A L5
6AQ5
6AT6
6AU6

9. 95

.99
.89
.89 829B
.79
.89 832A
1.10 833A
.79 836
.9
837
.79 838
.98 841

447
67

1.98

5Y4G

Synchronous Type

1.65
4.95

1.25

2SQ7GT
2SR7
2X3
4A7

5W43

SELSYN MOTORS

715B

89
.50
775
75
8Ó0A/B
.89 802/RK25

.89
.69

2SK7
2SL7
2SN7GT

1.15

5Ú4
5V4G

.88

7i3Á

.89 811

2S17

7.95

5R4GY

759

1.10

28H7

10
43C35

..98
99

1.89
.10 809

28G7

.49
.98

495

.75

2ÁH7

215
2K8
2SA7GT

.84

D6/1299

19.95

OY

2BA6

20.00
4.95

3.00

4Ì7A
446
03AA

1.25
1.39
1.50

2A T6

2.25
20.00

3E122

Input up to 300 V at 40 Rectifier
ma output.

1

7F7L7GT

1.88

31324

''/'mounting space

7C4
7C5

213E6

2É22

FULL WAVE SELENIUM RECTIFIER
a

7ÁÉ7

1.75

3B4
7

Y

6X4

2.68

21851
2X2

-

6760

.59

2C4Ó

3

6V6GT

MINIATURE

PRICE

37IB

6SS7
6U5

.98
1.29
1.10
.99
1.10
1.92
1.10
1.10
1.39

2E3Ó
2132
2J33

Sport) RF Vacuum switch used
an antenna switch in the ART
13

-9200

H40

I

TYPE

.69.88

Q7GT
6SR7

10
I

PRICE

6S17

.98106

Blows 200 CFM; 110 Volt AC,
60 Cycles; overall length 1024' overall width 8V4';
each blower
opening 2' in diameter; Intake opening
2%'In
diamettyer. Unit has DELCO
sealed in motor reets1r1idealounit for coolinguilarge tubestor0exhhaaust
for laboratory use -also perfect for Photo
Darkroom application.

NEW BANTAM BLOWER

TYPE

.98
1.10
4.50

11324

Immediate Delivery

Blower

PRICE

A3
1A7GT
I

GREENWICH

STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.
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FOR THE FINEST IN TELEVISION SEE NIAGARA FIRST
TELESCOPING ANTENNA MAST

ALL CHANNEL
R. F. UNIT

Engineered for Television and FM. Increases Sig
nal Strength. Reduces Interference & Improves
Reception In Remote Areas. This unit Is made of
beam gauge steel and Telescopes frem 6 feet to
35 feet simply and euily.

IN BUILDING
YOUR OWN CUSTOMMADE TELEVISION

FOR USE

Features

RECEIVER -ANY
SIZE or TYPE

ALL ANGLE foot bracket for use on
flat or peaked roof to 90 degrees.
All necessary parts such u screw eyes, bolts,
double galvanized guy wires (368 ft.) cut to
length.
NUT -LOCK guy wire
New
clamps (vibration proof).
GRIP.717E tube clamp, eye
bolts serving a TWO -FOLD
purpose Interlocking tube seotion that are overlapped 6
inches for rigidity and an ideal
staggered method for attaching
guy wires to mast.
All Parts Protected From
A new

Weather.

Priced at only

-a

real honey

Kit-Thousands

7'

MKS

of

satisfied

$372.95
$289.50
$159.50

i

INCLUDES:
Oscillator Tank Coil. I Antenna Coll, 6 RF

Tuning Coils, all mounted on Switch Assembly
Plate: 5 Video IF Coils, Shielded. Permeability
Shielded Discriminator Cell; 3 Video
Tuned:
Peaking Coils, and Instruction Manual containing Circuit Diagram for 20 Tube Seven Ineh
Picture Tube Set, together with detailed Assembly instructions,g end Parts list.
1

i

1

18-.25 mfd-4000 volt DC
ER25AD-dual 25 mmf per sect. variable

CB

$ 1.98
1.09
2.95

5

3.95
4.95

OAP4
10BP4

E P4

18.95

10 F P4

This Coil Kit obtains a four megacycle band width for the picture circuit from 22 to 26 Mc.
The coils for the audio section are designed to secure high fidelity F.M. sound at 21.25 Mc.
All transformers are permeability tuned for high gain and utmost stability.
to 6.
Coils included in Kit:
Antenna Coil -Channels I to 6, I Oscillator Coll Channels
Converter Transformer, 4 Video IF Transformers with traps for sound and adjacent chan120 uh
180 uh Peaking Coil,
nel, I Sound IF Transformer. I Sound Discriminator,
Peaking Coll, I 36 uh Peaking Coil.
.
.
.
.
1

S

volt

9.95

plete television hi. & lo. volt. trans. in
filled unit -will handle
12.95
any television tube
TCH 2 -Scope transformer 1750 v. @ 4 ma
and matching fil. trans. 6.3 v. @ .8 a.,
7.95

ma

1.95

.59

LC

-all
-all

i

leu 'witch

MASTER OSCILLATOR MI -19427-B

This unit was built for R.C.A. Add a final -becomes a complete transmitter with signal shifter.
Perfect for Television sweep circuits for field or station use or wherever 300 v. must be maintained under varying load conditionsCOM PLETE (less tubes)

$225.00

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Output Frequency
Output Level, Buffer -Amplifier
Modulation Frequency
Frequency Deviation (maximum)

50.69
1.09
.20
.35

with switch
Trimmers-singlo 3-30 mmf
dual 5-50 mmf
High voltage wire -50 ft. roll

Power

Complete Line of Television
Components in Stock
Write for Free Listing

TUBE COMPLEMENT
Electron -Coupled Oscillator
Buffer -Amplifier
Tone Generator
Regulated Power Supply

Dimensions
Weight

}

-February,

-*

150 cycles

500 cycles
200 watts

2 RCA -305 -GT
I RCA -807
RCA -811B7, I RCA -6F8
2 RCA -5114-R, 5 RCA -6Y6 -G
-VR
-150 30
RCA -1852, 2 RCA

I

66

9/10 in.; Width, 22 In.; Depth,

171/a In.
275 pounds
Frequency Change

0 0005 per
10 per cent
Line voltage change,
0.0007 per
Temperature change, per degree Fahrenheit
per cent over the range of
Relative humidity change of
30 to 95 at a dry bulb temperature of 110 degrees F 0.0003 per
Drift from cold start, first reading taken within I
minute after applying Power:
Frequency deviation at the end of the first hour
a negative drift of 100-400 cycles (measured at 7
1

$20.00

1948

Height,

±

5TP4 PROJECTION TUBE

ELECTRONICS

±

I

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA

Perfectly operating condition but with very slight
Ideal for engineers, experimenters,
Imperfection.
Inventors, or school Instructors. Regular price of

All Prices f.o.b. N. Y. C.

650 cycles

Consumption

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

these tubes is $65.00Special Bargain

2 to 20 megacycles
Sufficient to drive an RCA -807

116 230 volts, 50/60 eyelet
Power Supply
005 ampere d -e
Oscillator Filament Current
6 3 volts a -o
Amplifier and Tons Generator Filament Voltage

1.00
.45

Peaking coil

$8.95

Complete

MISCELLANEOUS
sizes
sizes

1

1

one compact oil

Pots
Pots

$48.50

Priced at Only

1

-III.

@ 150

12AP4
15AP4
20AP4

19.40

NEW TELEVISION COIL KIT

0.39

4200 v. @ 9 ma lo. volt. 640 v. @ 200
ma
6.4 v. @ 5 a., 5.4 v. @ 3 a.,
5.1 v. @ 3 a., 2.5 v. @ 1.75 a. -com-

1.75 a
2.5 v.
HF 16 -Filter choke 10 by
2-25 ma R.F. choke

21.60
54.00

7DP4 (RCA Replacement)
5TP4 Projection
7GP4

50.00
29.95
42.20
60.00
110.00
270.00

1

TRANSFORMERS
transformer-2500 v. @ .4 a.,

Electric-0303184-h1.

5BP1
5BP4

1

.12

Octal socket

$29.95

LIMITED QUANTITY

2.04

condenser

SOCK ETS
prong Isolant scope socket

pounds-

to 9 mc.
Power required is 105/125 v., 50/60 cycles a.c. at 35 watts. With this new unit one can
visually align FM and TV receivers quickly and perfectly with simple but complete Instructions supplied for FM and TV servicing.
.
.
.
.

CONDENSERS
mfd-3500 volt DC
CF 45
CF 48-.05 mfd-2500 volt DC

2.5 v. @ 1.75 a., 6.3 v. @ .6 a

$31.95

SCOOP! ANOTHER NIAGARA FIRST

NIAGARA COMPONENTS

TS.5-Western

expected that these additional 6

McMudrdo Silver Co., Model 909 FM and Television Sweep Signal Generator with a frequency range of 2 mc. thru 226 mcs. with true electronic FM sweep variable from 40 ko.

$23.50

TS.6-Scope

is not

HI & Low Voltage Rectifier Power Supply Model C F T-20169 formerly used with the
DAQ Direction Finder. This power supply contains 2500 v. at 3 mils-325 v. at 100 mils.
Also contains a sweep amplifier, voltage regulated. 110V 60 Cy Primary.
Power Supply can be used to power a television receiver or perfect power supply for
an Oscilloscope, or General Lab. use.
Unit Is mounted in a cabinet with all controls
including pilot lights & switches on front panel. Wt. approx. 40

7

it possible
these
The design
ENa within
obtain
TIRE service range of ANY
Television Station. Complete....

II

It

channels will be required for several yearn

CATHODE RAY

RAY -ELECTRON COIL KIT
I

cost.

POWER! POWER! POWER!

TRANSVISION TELEVISION KITS
Kit -Complete with FM Radio.
all tubes, antenna, etc
12' Kit-Complete with all tubes

4i/

$32.25

YOUR TELEVISION
HEADQUARTERS
15'

This all -channel R.F. unit Is factory pre -wired and tuned for 7
channels' (covers all channels In
lower and higher bands in any
single area operating presently or
In the future). Average sensi.
tivity 20 microvolts; has R.F.
stage before oscillator: complete
with 3 tubes; 1-6AK5, 1-6AK6, I -6C4: Input Impedance 300 ohms, balhigh, 63/e' wide.
anced to ground. Size 91/4' deep.
NOTE: No single area is scheduled for more than 7 channels. However.
6 more channels can be added to this unit, if desired, at nominal factory

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP.
160 GREENWICH

STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

cent
cent

cent

mc)
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SPECIALIZED ELECTRONIC
Material -High Quality -Low Price -Immediate Shipment
FILAMENT
Filament
Pri.

Sec.

Volts

117 v.

50-60 cycles

Sec.

Volta

Current

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0
5.0

.7A
.8A
.8A
.6A
3A
3A
3A

5.0

Overall dimensions 5"x5"x41"
117

6.5
6.5
5.0
2.5

50-60 cycles

Overall Dimensions 3-7/8x4}x5"

Tapped Sec. 3.5
to 6.8
in 5 steps

117

Overall Dimensions 1}x1lx2"

Price

MAGNETRON
FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER
Insulated for 7,500 volts pri.
115 volts 60 cycles
Sec. -6.3 Volte Qa 1 ampere
Sec.-2.5 Volts @ 1.75 amperes
G. E. type K35 -J51

Overall Dimensions 5}x4}x4
$1.95

1.45

.1A

.75

Primary

Secondary
6.7 volts CT
6.7 volts
5.0 volts
8.3 volts

Price $ .15
Leather Case-Suitable for carrying small tools or test equipment. Made of reinforced genuine leather. Complete with
carrying handle and snap lock. Overall dimensions
71/4" x 4" x41/2"
Price $1.75
Volt Meter -Westinghouse 2" type. Range 0-30 Volts.
Price $1.65

TELEVISION PICTURE TUBE
MW 22-2 used on G. E. television sets. Has a 9"
screen. Characteristics MW 22-2 Heater Volts 6.3, Heater
Current
amps, Fluorescent Screen -White -Medium
persistence, Anode 2 Volts -5000 Max., Anode Volt
250 Max., These are brand new GE types.

G. E. type

-.6

1

-

LOW price of $13.95

Thermoswitch-Sperry #650023 Consists of: Microswitch,
flat wound 30 ohm heating element, heat expansion element, operating control. Overall dimensions 15/8" x 5Y2"
x

1/4"
Price $ .95
Inverter -Input
Volts DC Output -110 Volts 120
cycles, Electrically and Mechanically shielded Housed in
a metal case 41" x 43/4" x 5Y2"
Price $1.45
Oil Filled tubular capacitor. .25 Mfg -2500 Volts D.C.
1

7.5
7.5
6.0
3.0

G.E. capacitor

-Input

Volts 18 4.5 amps -output Volts
450.06 amps Includes 5 cam driven contacts and gear
box manufactured by Redmond
Price $2.95
Varistor-Western Electric type D98836
Price $ .15
Hand Reamer-Carbon Steel -Straight Flute Pratt & Whitney size 442 List #411
Price $ .25
Thermostat-Klixon type F63-1.3 M5 Heavy Contact
normally closed-opens near freezing temperature.

G. E.

Price $1.25

amps
amps
amps
amps
Price $2.95
G. E. Individually shielded sections
Primary
Secondary
115 volts.
6.3 volts
.3 amps
60 cycles
6.3 volts
.3 amps
8.3 volts
.3 amps
Overall dimensions 3"x2rx31"
Price $1.95

Specials
DC Dynamotor

117

G. E. Heavy Duty type
115 volts,
60 cycles

8A
.6A
3A
1.75A

PLATE
TRANSFORMERS

-24

Price $ 35
Oil filled capacitor with mounting bracket 2 MFD 600 Volts
DC
45
Jones Plug & Socket -small 10 pin #556874 and #556875
Price per pair 35
Jones Barrier Strip Dual 4 terminal contacts
19
Voltage Regulator-Volts input 21.30 load amps 5 -Reg.
Volts 18.25 type B. Includes 50 ohm 20 Watt adjustable
resistor
$1.25

850 C. T.
Overall dimensions 5x5x4j

250 MA.

117
800 C. T.
Overall dimensions 51x5x5

200 MA.

Price $3.95

Price $2.95

Primary 115 Volts. 80 cycles
Secondary 900 Volts C.T.-380 MA Price $3.95
Primary 115 Volts 60 cycles .014 KVA
Secondary-2 Tapped windings each 300 volts
center tapped
Overall dimensions 31"x21"x2}"
Price $2.45

.4-.4

D/C Housed in

2"x6"x1/2"

a

Mfd. 500 Volts A/C -1000 Volts
Metal Container-overall dimensions

35
Ceramicon Trimmers (Erie) NPO 1.5-7 MMF
10
Selenium Rectifier I.T.T. $FF4 Full wave Bridge type 108
Volts AC 200 MA
$1.25

High Fidelity Input Transformers
Ferranti #4794 Balanced winding, shielded type. Description
-Turns ratio step-up 2/1 primary inductance 133
Henrys ±
DB 60-9000 cycles. Can be used to match
any single or push-pull plates to any single or push-pull
grids -overall dimensions 21/4" x 3" x 21/2".. Price $1.75
1

400 Cycle Transformers
Brand New, Surplus, Standard Manufacturers.
Filament-Primary 115 Volts 400 cycles, Secondary 6.3
Volts 2.5 amps, overall dimensions 2" Sq. x 2.5".
Price $ .75
Scope Transformers-Primary -115 Volts 400 cycles, Secondary 3300 Volts 5 MA 2.5 Volts 1.75 amps, overall
dimensions 4" x 5" x 5"
Price $ .75

TRANSFORMERS
Primary=220 Volts 50-60 cycles, Secondaries=500 volts
C. T. 65 MA 5.0 Volts 2 Amps. 6.3-12.6 Volts 2 Amps.
Price $1.95

Primary=117 Volts 60 cycles, Secondaries=600 Volts 200
MA 6.3 Volts 10 Amps 5.0 Volts 3 Amps... Price $4.95
Primary=117 Volts 60 cycles, Secondaries=700 Volts 120
MA 6.3 Volts 4 Amps 5.0 Volts 2 Amps
Price $3.95

Magnet Wire
Enameled and hard Formvar. In
lowing sizes: 34, 36, 37, 38,

1/4

to 1/2 lb. spools in folPrice per spool $ .35

40..

2000 Volt D.C. Television
Power Supply
Completely wired and tested. NOT SURPLUS. Will deliver
better than 2000 volts filtered D.C. at
milliampere.
Will operate directly from 115 Volt AC line. Complete
with tubes at the unbelievably low price
$7.95
1

EDIlE ELECTRONIC INC.

135 LIBERTY ST.
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RELAYS
Clare SPST normally open miniature type #A-20545 45 ohms, 6
Volts D.C.

Precision Resistors
$

Clare #A-30262 D.P.D.T. 3300
ohms, 20,900 Turns

95
95

RBM Telephone Type #556-881
D.P.D.T. 14,000 ohms Double

95

contacts

95

95

circuit; coil 10 volts DC

contacts 50/20 amps 115 vlots
AC

.85

G.E. #D106F3, coil 180 ohm, 24
volts DC Double Pole, Double

throw

65

Allied #B012D 180 ohm coil, 20
volts DC 4 Pole double Throw..

105.8
125
130
147.5
220.4
366.6
414.3
750

1000

85

.65

ohms
"
"

-3

4.4
4.35
13.52
20
30
70

RBM Telephone Type #556-884
D.P.S.T.-one open, one closed.
Dual windings. 180 ohms each
winding. Double contacts

-1

4500
8000
95000

.95

RBM Telephone Type #556-883
4 Pole S.T. normally open. Dual
windings 180 ohms each winding. Double contacts

Oak Rotary type 8-28 volts DC 3
single break, 3 make
break
and make

WW-1
Resistance

WW

RBM Telephone Type #556-882
D.P.D.T. plus SPST normally
open. Dual windings -180 ohms
each winding. Double contacts.

G.E. 2

Tolerance 1% or better-$.35 each

2200
2230
2500
4000
5000
7500
10000
14460
15000
17000
17300
20000

ohms

20520
26500
40000
41808
46000
54500
66000
92000
109000
120000

WW
a

ohms
if

WW -5

1500
4000
100000
125000
268000
700000
750000
800000

a

u

a

100

WW -13

44

100
40000

Nationally Advertised

Precision Resistors

it

Tolerance 3% or better-$.25
WW ---3
6.0
10.0
235
10.2
4000
4000
4300
84000
12000
250000
33000
290000
WW
WW
1.0
84000
3.94
220000

-4

1.123 ohms
1.563
4.3
5.1

a

-7

megohm

1

it

12.0
13.333
14
20
22
23.29
33.22
53.32
53.96
208
988
1200
4000
11000
20000
30000
82000
400000

WW
ohms

-4

a
ü
a

-5

Nationally Advertised

a
a

a

Precision Resistors
Tolerance 5% or better-$.19
WW -3
WW -4
30
35

«

40
50
70
100

a

110
2500

600000

250000

WW -13
15000
22000
100000
110000

Allied #73860, miniature type
26 volts Double Pole, Double
throw, isolantite spacer

-

Clare #814680 -Miniature, 300
ohms, 24 volts DC Four Pole
two throws

contact

Clare #818062-2 Pole single
throw. Miniature type. Resistance 140 ohms. Will operate
from 10 volts DC or 20 Volts AC

95

.95

.95

TIME DELAY RELAY
Thermal vacuum type
S. P. S. T. 100 ohm coil
24 Volts AC/DC
90 second delay

ED

LI

135 LIBERTY ST.

ELECTRONICS

-

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

surplus priced for quick sale.

surplus priced for quick sale.

$1.95
.35
.45
.45

RK60
23D4
VR78
HY114B
394A
705A
954

2.95
1.95
.45
.45
.25
.40
.35
.45
.50
.55
1.95

957
1629
9002
9003
9006

3624
3625
.95

E

TUBES

.95

Leach #1054, coil 260 ohms, 24
volts DC Heavy contacts, two
pole
single throw + Holding

RCA Vacuum Relay, Relay contacts will break 3000 volts and
carry 10 amperes Solenoid resistance 200 ohms, 24 volts DC
-Excellent as R.F. antenna relay

TUBES

RK72

RK73

$.45

ELC5B

.95

1632

.45

33

.45

46

.55

30

.45

VR90
724B
12SN7
12K8
6X5
1626
VR65
7193

.45
.19
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45
.45

ELECTRONIC INC.
BArclay-7-4763

NEW YORK

6,

N. Y.
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SURPLUS BARGAINS!
WESTON MODEL 271

TRANSTATS-3 K. V. A.

Type RH Input: 115

Output: 116
V. Max. Amps: 26 A.
V 10%.

Made as a line voltage corrector 10% of
input voltage, or can
be connected to give
plis 20% or minus
20% of input. Can
be
to
used as an isolated
aleo be reconnected
secondary. Intype stepdown with variable
Volte at 30 Ampe.
0-36
Output:
V.
115
put:
No Knob.
$18.00
A Real Buy at.
(same type, but .25 KVA. Input: 103-126 V.
.

Output:

.

.

115 V.-2.17 A.)

10 for

Price $6.50

STEPDOWN TRANSFORMER
Made by General Electric.

Heavy duty stepdown
transformer, with considerable overdesign. Ideal
for rectifier applications,
low voltage heating, general laboratory use, etc.
Open frame type.
llapu$i 115 Volts-60 Cycles
Output: 15 Volts (at full load)
Capacity: 180 V.A.
Size: 304" x 31/2" x 4".
Your Cost $3.75

PORTABLE
A.C. AMMETER
WESTON #528
Double range ammeter.
0-3 Amps and 0-15

Amps. Two of the very
useful ranges for your
Lab. or shop. Complete
in genuine leather case
with test leads.

$12.25

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave Bridge
Approximate Rating

Input Mat. Max.
18 V.

10B1CV1
1OB2CV1
4B3CV2
5B2AV1
5B2AV5
11BA6AM1
9D081211

Amps.
.5
.5
.5

14 V.

36 V.
48 V.
36 V.
36 V.
120 V.
150 V.

28
38
28
28
100
115

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

1

8
1

.6
.6

1.6

Price

.98
1.50
2.75
4.25
11.75
11.95
14.50
$

G. E. PYRANOL CAPACITORS

Cap.
Mfd.
10
4
1
1

.25

Volts
D.C.
1000
1000
1000
500
1000

Height Weight
5-7'8 x 1-3/4 x
5-7'8 it 2-3/4 x
x
3-5/7 x 2
x 1-1/4'x
2'
1-1/2

x

1'

x

Length Price

3-7'8'

1-1 /4"

1-1/16'

l-1'16'
3/4'

$1.85
.85
.50
.25
.25

G.E. H. V. PYRANOL CAPACITORS
.001 Mfd.-50 K.V. DC.-53y"x7%"x4" $12.50
Insulators 4" Dia. x 7" High.
$9.85
.1 Mfd-25 K.V. DC.-13"x7"x4"

All meters
lite

case

10

-9.2

$7.95
0-150

Microamps-2" rd. G.E.-DW51

Whse NX33. Res: 500 Ohms.
Your Cost

or

$3.75

RECTIFIER TUBES
6

Amp. (Tungar type) for battery chargers,
rectifiers, etc.

$1.50

Your Cost

(minimum order of 10 tubes)

are white scale flush bakeunless otherwise specified.

(special scale)

Ma 2" Weston 606
Ma 2" Sun 1AP525-5
Ma 3" Weston 301
Ma 2" Weston 506 with metal case
Ma 2" Delu.r S-210
0-25 Ma 2" G.E. DW41
0-30 Ma 2" G.E. DW41
0-100 Ma 2" sq. Simpson 127
0-100 Ma 3" Weston 301
0-500 Ma 2" G.E. DB41
0-1 Ma 3" sq. Westhe RX-35
(Scale: 1.5 KV)
0-1 Ma G.E. DO -41 -Black Scale
3"
(Scale: 3 EV)
0-1 Ma G.E. D053-3"
0-15 Ma 3" Westhse NX-35
0-1
0-2
0-2
0-3
0-5

-

WARD LEONARD
9.2 Amps
ohms
Amps (Not
tapered). 14" Die.
Complete with handle and lege for rear
of panel mounting.
Your Cost .$5.95

$100.00

0-1 Ma 2" G.E. DW41

Input: 115 V. (with 8 taps in primary).
Output: from 16 to 10.6 V. (in 8 steps).
Capacity: 1.25 KVA-Sec. Amps: 100.
Size: 13"x10"x6". Approx. Weight: 30 Lbs.
Open Frame Construction.
$12.50
Your Cost
10 for
$100.00

Output

HEAVY DUTY
RHEOSTAT

A.C. VOLT -AMMETER SET
Westinghouse RA -37-4" Sq. 0-300 Volts AC
Scale: 300/600 Volts A.C.
With Potential Transformer for 600 Volt
$10.00
Range
Westinghouse RA -37-4" Sq. 0-5 Amps AC.
Scale: 75/150 Amps A.C.
With Donut Current Transformer for
Double Range 75/150 to 5
$10.00
Price, for ALL 4 PIECES
$17.50

WESTON MODEL 269
FAN SHAPED METER

D.C. AMPS & MILLS

HEAVY DUTY STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMERS

Federal
Type f

METER
Westinghouse elapsed
time meter. Type RH 35; 120 Volts, 60 Cycles.
Six counter unite, the
sixth counter indicates
1/10th hour steps.
Your Cost ..$4.95

D. C. MICROAMPS
0-100 Microamps, res. 100 Ohms
3" Rd. Westinghouse NX/35

Quantity prices available

Your Prise

TOTAL HOUR

Large Fan Shaped Microammeter
Another of the famous Weston fan
Very
shaped line.
large scale 6.8" long.
These meters were
made by Weston to
General Radio specifications, with special mirrored scale
and knife edge pointer. Accuracy 1%.
0-600 Microamps
170 M.V.
Coil Res: 250 Ohms
Your Price
$12.50

$2.95
3.75
2.25
4.95
1.85
1.95

2.95
2.95
2.95
4.95
3.25
4.25
3.85
4.75

(scale: 15/150/300)

2.95
3.75
5.50
2.50
4.50
4.50

280 -Precision Type
0-300 A. 3" Roller -Smith
(fl. bake. Type TD -50 MV)

5.95
4.95

0-30 Ma 3" Weston 301 (Metal)
0-1 A. 3" sq. Weston 301
0-10 A. 3" sq. Triplett
0-10 A. 3" Simpson ít25
30-0-30 A. 3" Simpson 25
0-30/120/600 Ma Weston Portable -Model

(with ext. shunt)
2.25
(without shunt)
8.50
0-300 A. 4" Weston 71643
(fl. metal -black Seale-ext. Shunt)
5.50
0-300 A. 4" same as above
(without shunt)
0-300 A. same as above

0-15 V. 2" Westhse BX-33

2.75

0-15 V. 2" Simpson it125
0-20 V. 2" Weston 506
(1000 Ohms per Volt)
0-15 V. 3" Westhse. NX-35
0-40 V. 2" Weston 506
0-150 V. Weston 301

2.95
2.95

0-150 V. 3" G.E. DO -41
0-150 V. 4" Weston 643

4.75
6.75

(Black scale -metal case)
(Black scale -flush -metal)

(metal case)

0-150 3" G.E. AO -41
0-150 V. 3" Simpson 55
0-75 V. 4" Weston 642

(Surface Metal Case)

0-300 V. 4" sq. Triplett
(431A 300/600 V. scale)

ceptionally long scale for
size of instrument. Acwithin
1%.
curacy
Scale length -4".
Spade pointer. Here Is
a good movement for
special purpose instruments. Comes with
blank scale with arc drawn in. Ready for
plotting calibration points. Can be used to
make up any range of volts, amps, MA., etc.
Full scale deflection -5 M.A. -40 M.V.
List $29.83
Your Cost $8.95
10 for $75.00
H. V. Plate & Fil. TRANSFORMER
Westghse Encased Oil Filled
Plate: Pri-108-122V. 60 Cy. Sec-15 KV @
.020 A, 18 KV @ .016 A. Fil: Pri-105/116/125
Sec -2.5 V @ 6 A Overall Dimen: 13%"W x
141/a"L x 7" D. Weight: Approx 60 lbs.
$22.50
Price
POWER TRANSFORMER
Pri-440/220 V 60 Cy Sec -125/115/105 V
Rating .8 KVA RCA Open construction,
Bracket mounted, pri & sec terminal boards.
Overall dimensions: 57("H x 7%"W x 8" D.
Mounting dimensions: 6TR"x57 ". Price $12.50

VOLT-OHM-

-

MILLIAMMETER
Made by Triumph Mfg.

$2.95
3.75
2.95
4.50
5.95
6.75
3.25

Co.

to Signal Corps Specs-Test
Set 1-77-H.

Ranges:

Volts DC -0-30/300/1500
Volts AC -0-15/150
Ohms -0-1000
0-300,000
M.A., DC -0-150

3.95
2.95
4.50

A.C. VOLTS
0-10 V. 2" G.E. AW-42
0-10 V. 3" G.E. AO -41
0-150 V. 2" Simpson 155

lar fan shaped line. Ex-

CKt inLá,'

D.C. VOLTS
(Black scale)

One of the Weston popu-

Equipped with snap -on car"x
rying handle-size
3%"x2%". Your Price $8.50

A.C. AMPS

0-1.5 A. 2" Weston 507 (RF)
0-2 A. 3' Westhse RT -35 (RF)
0-3 A 3" Westhse NA -35

(scale:

120 A.)

$3.50
3.95
3.95

0-30 A. 3" Triplett (metal)
0-5 A. 4" Weston 642 (surf.)

2.85
7.95

0-5 A.

2.95

(surface -metal)
4" sq. Triplett 431A
(scale: 150/300)

All meters are white
lite case

unless

scale flush brake otherwise specified.

POWERTRON Electrical Equipment Co.
119 LAFAYETTE STREET

Phone: WOrth 4-8610

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
February, 1948
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"TA

NEW GUARANTEED

ELECTRONIC PARTS

That's A Buy

CHOKES

15.29hy/150ma Swinging Cased
$2.95
12by/30ma$2.95; 12hy/500ma/95ohm
9.95
15hy/400 ma or 20hy/300ma/15KVins
7.95
3hy/40ma/3for$1; 0.5hy/100ma
4for
.98
3hy/400ma/15KV $2.75; Shy/200ma
2for 2.89
Shy/150ma new UTC Cracked Bklte

T'Bd....
HEINEMAN CIRCUIT BREAKERS

.89

10ma, 2, 3, 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 40 &

50, 80, 100AMP NEW EACH.
1.25
DUAL 10Amp $2.95; KLIXON 60Amp
.89
SQUARE D 25Amp BKR&TOGGLE SW
.69
VIBROPLEX KEY NEW
5.75
WIRE AN insltd #10Std flexible 1000ft
12.95
WIRE AN insltd #18Std flexible 1000ft
4.50
WIRE 3Cond Tel or Mike flexible 100ft
1.95
BENDIX GYROSERVO UNIT NEW
2.95
FOXBORO GRAPHIC RECORDER 115V/60cys 39.95
12A6
12A117

I2K8

12SA7
12SG7
125117
12SK7
12SL7
12SN7
12SR7
12SQ7

28D7
35L6
3525
$.89 50L6
.98 30
.59 80

1E70

1L4

1P50

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

....
....
....

.60 0C3/VR105

2A5

2V313
-

3B7/1291..
3D6/1299..
394
53140Y
5T4

.90

1.49 3B24
.69 304Th
.98 307A

5U40

5W4
5Y3G

.44
.98
.70
.98
.98
.58
.97
.98
.98
.59
.88

5V40
5Z3
5Z4
6AB7
6AC7

6AG5

6A07

6AJ5
8AK5
6AL5

6840
6C5
6C6

6C80

.63
.98
.69
.88
.69

6D4

6D6
6E5
61/6/1613

..
605/6H5..
674
625

....

6J6

...
...

....
....

717A
723
725
803
804

6K7
6K8
6L6G
6L6/1822
6L7

814
815
826

829B/3E29

.58 872A

677

.84 884
.61 922

.79 931A
1.19 959
.

6N7/1635.

6SA7GT ..
88C7 ....
6V6GT ...
6X5
6Y6GT ...
7C5

703.4.

836
1.20 837
1.20 845
.90 860
.79 861
.48 864
1.98 865
.63 868

697
8F8

686G

450TH
450TL
WL531
5D21
6AR6

....
...
....
...

1.29 805
.81 807
.20 808
.69 811
.73 813

6B8G
6C4

606

.29 1622/6L6M

1.02 1624
.84 1625
.58 1635
.82 1641

.87
.79
.98
.75
.75
.75
.70
.62
.52
.64
.74
.39
.74
.74
.59

2050
2051
8005

1.95

2.00
3.95
.30
.40
.30
.30

8013

8020
9001

9002
9003
9004
9006
2AP1

....
....
....

1.24 955
.97 956
1.08 957
.59 958A
.84 10Y
.89 15E
.87 1613
.87 1616

1.00 1619

C l'AB

....
....
...

....
....
....
....
3.25 5HP1
18.00 7BP7/1813
29.95 9JP1 ....
18.00 12DP7 ...
19.00 2221 ....
1.28 2732 ....
3.95 2255 ....
.89 2K29
..
.74 5CP1
3.75 5FP7

2.95
2.95
9.00
8.95
4.95

1.24
.69
.15
.98
.89
.89
.88

3.15

8012

3AP1
.49 0D3/VR150
3BPI
.89 211
3FP7
.61 250TH
13.95 3GP1
.79 2C26
.39 3JP12
.79 2C34/RK34 .49 5AP1
.90 2C40/446A
.88 5BP1

2X2
3A4

....

VT127/

100TS ..
2E22

.30
1.95
2.90
1.95
1.90

2.90

2.60
2.95
2.90
2.95
4.50
12.75
16.95
18.00

VARIAC

0-150VAC/860W

$14.95

BC456poSCR274
MODULATOR
*LN
less
tubes ,
1.69
BC453poSCR274 RCVR 190-550KC *LN
6.95
BC454/3-6mc's RCVR with tubes *LN
4.50
BC455/6-9me's RCVR with tubes *LN
4.50
BC457.458-459 X MTTER&tubes *LN each
5.95
BC778poSCR578 GIBSON GIRL COMPLETE 19.95

BC1206 RCVR 200-400KC *LN
BC733 RCVR 335me's less tubes *LN

CK1005

..
.

4.50
9.95
38.00
18.95
12.95
3.95
18.00
9.95
2.70
6.95
12.95

SCR211 FREQUENCY METER *LN
SCR522 less tubes $9.95; with tubes LN
BC191/BC375 & One TU & TUBES
BC212 INTERPHONE & TUBES & DYN *LN
SCR62S MINE DETECTOR *LN
RADIO COMPASS RCVR less Tubes
COILS/BC191&375/TU5, 7, 8, 9, 10 *LN
APS13 RCVR-XMTTER less tubes *LN
RT-APN-1 ALTIMETER less Tubes *LN
R89/ARN5 HF RCVR less tubes *LN
IFF RCVR & DYNMTR less tubes *LN
KITE (NYLON BOX) po GIBSON GIRL
BALLOON 4ft with Hydrogen Generator
VOLTAGE REGULATOR 95-135V input

LN..,

3.95
1.95
3.95

115V/60watt/.58Amp/.5%Rgltn
VR195-220Vin/220V/500watt/.5 % R
VR Same with Transi output 110V/1000Watt

10.95
29.95
39.95

28Vir/300V/260ma&150V/10ma/14V/5A.
Dyn 28Vin/250V/60ma9$e@
Two for
Dyn 12&24Vin275V/110ma&12V/3A/PM...
Dyn 6Vin/240V/110ma or
12.24Vin/500V/50ma

3.85
1.80
1.95

Dynmtr

GE/SYNCHREPEATER/115V/60cy

PAIR

3.49
18.00

AY1&5/24Vin/60-400cy
3.95
Type5/115V/60cy
PAIR 18.00
Type II /Sync Repeater/115V60cy
PAIR 18.00

AMPLIFIER

CO ARTI3
CONVERSION
includes
Amplifier, tubes,

parts, diagrams,

data for rewiring
ARTI3 Amplifier
INCREASE
MODULATION
SPECIAL $8.25

115 or 230V/10Amp/2KW TRANSF

115 or 230V/8Amp/1.8KW AUTOTRAN
93, 103, 112, 117 or 230V/1.6KW
115 or 230V/50.60cy/.78KW/3.4A
110 or 220 or 220 or 440V/190Watt

$19.95
14.95

14.95
4.95
4.50
5.50
5.95

2.5V/1.75Á&4V/6A/20KV CASED
2.5V/1.75A&6.3V/2A/20KV GE Cased
10V/8A,12KV or 2x5V/8A/12KV
5V/115A $7.95; 2.5VCT/10A&5V/3A/HV.. 4.95
30V/4A $3.25; 6.3V/1A&6.3V/.3A/HV.... 3.95
7.5V/12A/HV $4.95; 4x6.3V/4A&3x5V/4A. 4.50
10VCT/IOA/220Vin or
5VCT/10A/110Vin/HV
4.95
5VCT/20A/220Vin or
2.5VCT/20A/110Vin/HV
5.95
10VCT/10A&12VCT/.7A&3x6.3V/1A&2x6.3V/2a

6.3V/3A&5V/4A&5V/8A HV insltd
6.3V/3A&7.5V/6.5A $4.25; 2.5V/3A/20KV
3x5V/3A&2.5V/1.75A&6.4V/12A&6.4V/10A
7500V or 15000V'Doubler rect/35ma
10800VCr or 21600V'Doubler rect/95ma
3000V/10ma$4.50; 4000V/10ma
S000V/10ma$6.95;

7.95
5.50
4.95
4.50
15.95
19.95
5.50

2x2.5V/2A&6.3V/6A/

HV
3.95
14or2OV/12A/220V or 7 or 10V/12A/110V 4.95
1320V/15ma&375VCT/110ma&5V/3A &
2.5V/3.25A&6.3V/2.75A CSD HVins
8.95
2800VCT/650ma Cased THORDARSON
14.95
620VCT&I.400VnoCT/250ma$4.95@ ...2 for 8.95
1350VCT/150ma,6.3V/5Á,5V/2A,UTC
695
$2 Min. order FOB N.Y.C. Add Postage all orders
and 25% deposit. WOrth 2-7230. Send for catalog.
Specialists in International Export, School, College
& Industrial trade.
Money Back Guarantee.

84000

.5
7
1.3
1.75

February, 1948

51000%.
150000*

2
3
4

4.35
5

5.025
7

7.5
7.8
7.9

17

20
25
26
30
37
40
45

45.1
49
50
55

56.7
60
71.4

101

700

107

2400

733

2463

113.1
120

121.2
125
150
160
165
170

182.4
209.4
200
220
230

235
240

245.4

250
260
280
286
289
299
300
310
320
340
400

418.8
428.9
440
452
478
480

487
500
520
MO

750
800
806
900
910
917
1000
1030
1056
1100
1110
1150
1155
1182
1175
1225
1250
1260
1322
1350
1355
1495
1500
1510
1518
1800
1640
1646
1850
1670
1712
1800
0813
1830
1865
1900
1910
2000

81.4
89.8
580
ABOVE SIZES EACH 45c
O.lmeg
.16875
.25meg
.1
.175
.254
.12
.185
.265
.13
.201
.268
.135
.22
.294
:14
.229
.314
;14
.24
.33
.147
.245
.3335
.15
.25
.3533
ABOVE SIZES EACH 60c

lMeg

2

4

2.855
4.23
4.5
3
3.673
ABOVE. SIZES EACH 90c
1.2
1.579
1.8

1.69
1.95
2.49
8.95
.98

1.98
1.89
1.69
1.98

1R9.)
220000*

2485
2490
2500
2580
2600
2035
2700

2850
2880
2900

3000
3100
3290
3384
3500
3730
4000
4300
4440
4444
4500
4720

2850
4885
4900
5000
5100
5210
5270
5500
5730
6000
6200

6300
6500
7000
7500

7700

TEN

4meg
402
422
458
478
5
57
575

8500

9000

9445
9710

10,000
10.500
12.000
14,480
14,600
15,000
17,000
18.000
19,000
19,500
20,000
20,520
21,500
22,000
23,000
24,000
25.000
25,400
29,900
30,000
33.000
35,000
37.000
40.000
50,000
54,500
60,000
65,000
68,000
75,000
80,000
84,000
90,000
91.000
95,000
FOR $3.00
.62
.854
.7

.75
.7613
.8
.9
.95
6
.990
TEN FOR $5.00
5
11.5
9.05
12.83
10

20

TEN FOR $6.95

XTAL POWER OSC's "AT" CUT TESTED FINISHED BLANKS EACH 35e, FOUR for $1; TEN
for $2 CRYSTAL HOLDERS
XTAL SOCKET HFins/3PINS/39e
3for $1.00
XTAL SOCKET V2" spacing forl/XTAL 104
12for 1.00
XTAL SOCKET 1/2" spacing for2/Xtals
15x@
8for 1.00
XTAL SOCKET 1/2orl"spacing/4Xtalsl5t@
10for 1.00
XTAL HOLDERS CR1 30x@
4for 1.00
XTAL HOLDERS F7243/35í@
4for 1.20
XTAL HOLDERS Sprang OVEN TYPE & XTAL 9.95
200KC/DC-15A XTAL STANDARD
3.95
GR 566A/WAVEMTR 0.5to150mc's
29.95
RM53 REMOTE CONTROL & manual....2for 3.00
EE5 Telephone Ringer & Intercom Used *LN.
5.49
RM29 INTERCOM & RINGER NEW...2FOR 13.95
EE65 TEST SET & TELEPH RINGER
19.95

Dept 2E, Six Church Street, New York 6. N. Y.. U.S.A.
CORNER CHURCH & LIBERTY STS., ROOM
200

4.95

250000f
950000}
1155
ABOVE SIZES 30e each seetd
10 for $1.98
.116
90
600
7950
2080
.42
100
612
2142
8000
.425
105
640
2300
8250

74
75
80

TRANSFORMERS
115V /60cycs INPUT

43005%
%'

%`

245000

10.38
12
14.5

FILTER-C'DEC

....

2V/BB54/30AH/$1.79@

2000

30000

8
10

PEAK CLIPPER
& LOW PASS

PRICE
$3.00
5.95
2.95
1.29
3.95

1

ALL STANDARD MAKES

5.00

AUDIO

CURRENT

PRECISION RESISTORS
for METERS
BRIDGES, AMPLIFIERS

for

2.95
2.95
2.50
4.95
5.95
5.95
3.95
3.95
14.95

2.49 872/211 ®
.49
.29 803/304TL ® .90
.29 813
® .44
.49 829/832.. @ .25
.29 807
@ .24
.39 705/715 ..W .69
.30 Maglnal .W .49
1.39 Diheptal .W .69
.89 2X2/11V
@ .30
2.00 MAZDA P.L.
.18 44
.04

0-76VAC
0-108VAC
0-180VAC
0-252VAC

8

2

OUTPUT

0-28VDC
1.1Amp
0-28VDC
BAmp
0-21VDC
2Amp*
0-45VDC
220MA
0-32VDC
2Amp*
0-43VDC
2 Amp*
0-75VDC
150MA
0-90VDC
1.2Amp
0-90VDC
1.13Amp
0-120VDC
2.4Amp
FULL WAVE C.T.
0-12VDC
600MA
0-38VDC
2Amp*
0-90VDC
220MA
0-150VDC
150MA
0-210VDC
150MA

0-18VAC

8.95
3.95
7.95

.30

1.00 SOCKETS FOR
1.50 ACORN
.75
6 for...
1.00
1.39 866
.. @ .24

INPUT
0-36VAC
0-36VAC
0-50VAC
0-54VAC
0-56VAC
0-75VAC
0-90VAC
0-108VAC
0-108VAC
0-128VAC

AUTOSYN Type5/50V/60cy/Two for 115Vop
AUTOSYN SYNC DIFFERENTIAL 50V/60cy.
AUTOSYN SYNC DIFFERENTIAL 110V/60cy
SELSYN GE/DC/24V/TYPETJ17 @$2.95

1.50

7.95 201(672 .
5.95 289881 .
2.20 C8J
1.45 2RA15 ...
2.90 CE215 ...
1.10 2RA6
...
..
2.25 CE206
3.70 FG104 ...
2.49 FG105 ... 16.95
2.95
9.00 11324
.60 11127
.
2.95
1.00 4E29.257B. 8.80

SELENIUM & COP-OX* RECTIFIERS
FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPE

795

output

631P1/8N4 3.75

1.25 TUNGAR
1.95
TUBES
1.95 1996986

used

2.95

10for 15.95

-

200C

*LN

COIL

RANGE 1000WITH TUBES &
115Vor8OVAC
60to2600cys
$195.00

&

4.95

lOfor 10.00
ACID 1250SPG/Pint 59e, QT 95e, GAL 95oz 2.95
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 3" TUBES & PWR SUP 15.95

ELECTRONICS

GR

AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN
AUTOSYN

2.25

2V/BB206W/26AH/$1.25@

THAT'S A BUY

SPECIAL

2.25

3for 2.00
1N21,23,26 CRYSTAL DIODES NEW
3for2.00
1N34 CRYSTAL DIODE @$1.25; 2for$2.25
lOfor 10.00

"TAB"

COMPLETE

SUPPLY

SELSYN

MICROSWITCH SP 2for394e
TEN FOR $1.49
MICROSWITCH SPDT 350@
TEN FOR
3.00
MICROSWITCH LEAF OR ROLLER TWO FOR..1.39
MICROSWITCH PLUNGER TYPE TWO FOR..1.39
RELAY TIME DELAY 115V/10Amp AC&DC.
1.49
VICTOREEN Hmtclly sealed Vacuum 1/41/1%
resistors .83,1,1.5,2,3,3.75meg each $1
TEN FOR 7.50
THERMISTOR WE D168391/79í@....3for 2.00
THERMISTOR WE BEAD D170396/79í@

STORAGE BAT

RCVR

NEW

POWER

2.00
2.25

MICROWAVE parte. TUBES, KLYSTRONS,
MAGNETRONS, "TAB" OTD TESTED TUBES
except blown filaments & breakage.

STORAGE BATTERY

R54-APR4UHF
2200me's

412

"STAB"

THAT'S

A BUY
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VACUUM CONTACT RELAYS

SPERTI

For application in all types of high
speed switching devices. Long service
life, high operating speeds, large current and voltage handling capacity.
uniform and constant operating characteristics under adverse atmospheric
conditions. Hermetically -sealed mercury -wetted contacts in gas-filled
glass envelope. Free from moisture,
dirt, corrosion and atmospheric pressure.

VACUUM SWITCH
Art 13
Transmitter

Used in

Sporti

appliThis switch has many
et
cations such as switching aninterrupting high voltages,
high
circuit switching atswitchpower supply
altitudes, power
altitudes,a
ing for high voltage vacuum
keying
tubes and high-speed
to
operations at any voltage 5upamto
up
current
or
10,000,
peres, frequency up to 30 Mc.

Vacuum

firn

W. E.
D-168479
Relay

Price $9.75

Price $1.75

Switch

MOTOR GENERATORS
Brand new. Built byof
specifications
K.V.A. output 1.250
K.W. output 1.
P F .80
Volts input 115 D.C.
Amps input 14

Allis Chalmers to rigid
the U. S. Navy.
R.P.M. 3600
Cont. Duty Ph. Single

PEAK -TO -PEAK V.T.V.M.
A portable instrument designed to measure peak to -peak voltages of recurrent waves, Darticulariy
of the type normally found in radar video circuits.
It is especially Intended for use in setting the
levels of video and synchronizing voltages In radar
equipment where the relationships between these
voltages are important to the operation of asso-

Cycles 60

Volts output 120 A.C.
Amps output 10.4
Compound
Centrifugal
accumulative A.C. and D.C. Frequencyftve
adjustcovered.
Splashproof
starter.
ç5 s
able to load, plus

13'.
Length 26'; width 12-%'; height
fields.

Price $87.50
Identical Machine, but 230 volts
D.C. input, $125.00
Set of Replacement Spare Parts for

ciated equipment.
Designed by Radiation Labs. M.I.T.
U. S. Navy.

Either Machine $29.50

Price $49.50

SO -1 ANTENNA ROTATOR
antenna rotating
U. S. Navy type SO -1 radar beam
antennas or
mechanism. Ideal for rotating
mtcroswitches built
microwave dishes. Cam andreversal
of direction
for
automatic
into housing
and gear
of rotation at 0° and 380°.of 2Motor
R.P.M. Many
train provide rotation speed
stations
microwave
and
broadcasting
amateurs,
110
using this rotator. New. complete with
now
volt A.C. power PUPPly.

for the

Type TS -48717

HIGH PRECISION
100 Kc. CRYSTALS

Price $89.00

G. E. AMPLIDYNES
Single Phase.
Input: 110 volts, 60 cycles.
Output: 250 volts, 0.8 amps.

Price $89.50

RADAR EQUIPMENT

for model
Major components and spare parts
completed sD e radar set
S.G.
on P. T. Boats,
s

d

Overall size 69" high, 29" wide, 19" deep.
Beautiful dark -grey wrinkled finish.

ALTIMETERS
Type AN/APN-1.

Complete.

New.

$49.50

Pri

MODEL 167 BYC. W. TRANSMITTER

MAGNETIC COMPASSES
Kollsman type B 16.

New.

Price $9.75

POSITION TRANSMITTERS
G.E. Type T1-9-PDN.

Price $1.25

ELAPSED TIME METERS
Cramer ItT21H, 334' Bakelite Case.

Price 3.95

FREQUENCY METERS
J.B.T. Model 30-FX 46-64 cycles, 3%' Bakelite
case.
Price $3.95

400 CYCLE INVERTERS
Pioneer Type 12123-1-A.
Input: 24 volts D.C., 12 Amps.
Output: 115 volts, 0.5 Amps.. 400 cycle. 3 ph.

Price $37.50

Built by Federal Tel. & TeL for marine service.
Beautiful design and construction throughout.
Complete and ready to operate except for Dower
supply. Large space and terminal strip for latter
provided in bottom compartment of cabinet.
Features:
200 Watts C.W. output from

FIELD TELEPHONES

Price $14.50 each

500 WATT DYNAMOTORS
Type CAJO-211444
13
Input 105-130 Volts D.C., 6 amps. Output
or 26 Volts D.C. (28 V. at 20 amps. in series
for
or 13 V. at 40 amps. in parallel) Designedwith
radio use, fully R.F. filtered, complete
separate line switch, spares, etc.
Brand new in original crates,
Price $59.50

All prices quoted are

fob Tuckahoe,
N.
(About 20 miles N.
of N. Y. C.)

5

WAVERLY PLACE

to

16

mes.,

Watts C.W. output from 16 to 24 mcs.,
(Conservative Commercial ratings)

150

Choice of

10

crystal positions or V.F.O.

High stability V.F.O. with micrometer dial.

Tube Lineup: 76 V.F.O., 616 but. amp., 616
doub., 6L6 daub. trip., parallel 813's.
All

Pi

Type E E 8 with handset, generator, ringer, etc.
In sturdy canvas portable cases. Operate on two
flashlight cells. These are brand new in original
cartons. Made by Stromberg -Carlson Co.

2

important circuits metered.
match antenna tuning network.

Built

in

(Photo slightly less than actual size)

Exceptional Frequency Stability ± 15
-50° to +80°c. (.0015)

cycles from

Calibrated at
30°c. Brand New, Mounted in Sealed
10G Vibration Test.
Cases as Shown.

Price $3.95

keying relay and key.

R.F. deck hinged to swing out; both sides of
cabinet hinged for servicing.

(No C.O.D.'s. Please include 25c
for postage and handling.)

Built in filament trans. for all tubes.

Brand new, export packed and including 10
mounted xtals, 2 sets of tubes. transmit-receive
switch, demountable operating shelf, spares including wire, cable, fuses, insulators, hardware,
etc.

Price $187.50

SYNCHROS (Selsyns, Antosyns, etc.)
G.E. types 2J5FB1, 27551 Ford Inst. types 5SDG
Bendix types 1-1. 11-2, X. CAL 18300 Electrolux
type XXI Diehl type 1V, 78414 Navy ordnance
types 5F, 5G, 5CT, 2DG, 1G, 1CT, and many
other types in stock.

All merchandise guar-

ELECTRONICRAFT,
3-0044
PHONE-TUCKAHOE

INC

Immediate
delivery subject to
e.
alivery lsubjec
prior

TUCKAHOE 7, NEW YORK
February,
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Cutler
CM ANTENNA WITH DISH 14%".
Feed horizontal and vertical scan with 28 V
ComDC drive motor and drive mechanism.
plete. New
$65.00
Relay System Parabolic reflectors apprx. range 2000
to 6000 Mc. Dimensions 4. -5' x 3'. New $85.00

24" dish, complete with drive

New
Used

and seism motors.

$90.00
$45.00
Horn, Rectangular -to square -to circular RF
assembly ending in horn, radiating circularly
polarized beam. Waveguide input, Complete with
flange
$35.00
Parabolic Peel. Radiation pattern approx. 25 deg.
in horizontal, 33 deg. in vertical planes
$20.00
Cone Antenna, AS 125 APR,
1000-3200 mc. Stub - supported. with type "N" con10 Cm

nector (as shown)...$4.50
AN/TPS-3 Parabolic reflec-

tor, approx. 10 ft. diem.
Extremely lightweight construction, New, in portable
carrying case
$35.00
BC 1056-A. Demodulator, used with indicator control rack on SCR 584-A. With tubes
$35.00

140-600mc Directional Antenna

140-310mc cone and 300-600me cone, each consisting
of 2 end fed half wave conical sections with enclosed matching stub for reactance changes with

changing frequency.
New; complete with mast, guys, cables, carrying
chest
$49.50

Cm McNally

cavity.

Silver
Plated. Type SG ....$3 00 Ea.
Sand Load (Dummy Antenna)
wave guide section with cooling
fins, app. 23" high
$28.00
Rigid Coax Directional Coupler
CU-90/UP 20 DB drop, has

short right angle, about 8"35.50
Flexible Coaxial Connector, rigid
coax to rigid coax %' diam.$2.50
10 CM Dipole and Reflector with
type "N" Fitting
$2.75
Waveguíde to flexible coax coupler
(RG 18 U), with flange. Gold
plated. Ape 10" high
517.50
Crystal Mixer. "8" Band. Complete with Type "N" fitting and
1N22 crystal
$3.85
Rigid coax slotted section CU-60/AP
$5.00
Stub -supported rigid coax, gold plated, 5' lengths.
Per 5' length
$5.00
10

Cm waveguide.

5'9" choke to cover.

Per section
Per

set

MOTORS
28

@

350 Ma.

Output 1000 VDC @
350 Ma. Starting relay, filter. etc..54.95
Mfrs:
write for
quantity, prices and
discounts on above
item.
BD 77KM, Power
supply for BC 191,
Input: 14V DC.
Output 1000 VDC
New,

with spare fuse links, etc
$5.95
PE 101C. Input: 13/26 VDC @ 12.6/6.3 A. Output: 400 VDC @ 135 Ma., 800 VDC @ 20 Ma.
(9VAC @ 1.12 A.)
M
$3.40
PE 86 N. Input: 28 VDC. Output: 250 VDC @ 60
Ma. Westinghouse w/Filter

Without Filter

Rotary Coupler choke input; round guide output
$5.25
S -Curve Wave Guide 8" long cover to choke
Wave Guide 2.5' long, silver plate, 180 deg $2.50
bend
choke to cover
$5.95
Duplexer Section using 1B24
$10.00
3 CM Wavemeter Maguire 1528TF%-24GA
$15.00
3 CM stabilizer cavity, tunable transmission type.
Model 1551 (TEX 11 GA)
$20.00
3 CM waveguide, 11/" x /". 15 Ft. lengths available. Per Ft
Thermistor mount in wave guide with tunable$1.50
terminations
$8.00
Tuner/attenuator, W.E. guide, gold plated
TR/ATR section with wavemeter iris flange $3.75
4.00
CG/APS-3, waveguide section.
10" choke
to
cover
Right angle elbow. 5%" choke to cover, $1.75
21"
radius. E plane
H plane
$5.50
'Twist, 90 deg. 6" choke to cover
5.00

1.25 Centimeter

Wave Guide Section 1" cover to cover
T Section choke to cover
Mitred Elbow cover to cover
Mitred Elbow and "S" sections choke to cover
Flexible Section 1" long choke to choke
Tunable Cavity with Coax input and output

Connectors
"N", Male

UG 21/U, Type
TIG 86/U. Gold Plated

Thermistors
$.95 Ea.

(Western
Electric)

(Western
Electric)

D-167176
D-170225
D-182356

ELECTRONICS

D-167332 Bead
D-170396 Bead
D-163392 Button

-

February, 1948

$2.00
4.50

U% 6899:

v.
v.

5 v.

Hy @ 150 Ma
Hy @ 300 Ma

$1.5
$3.25
Hy @ 800 Ma. 7.5 ohms
$8.9
Dual choke, 2 Hy @ 100 ma
$ .90
Dual choke, 7 Hy @ 75 Ma, 11 Hy @ 60 Ma S1.50
8.5 h. @ 150 ma
$1.5
25 h. @ 65 ma
$1.10

24 -VOLT FILAMENT TRANS-

Size: 41,4" x 41/2" x 514"

$2.75

3BP1
5BP1

5.65
5.85

872A

5BP4

$1.251 3FP7
$1.20 5FP7
$1.60 51P2

$1.20
$1.75
$4.00

RECTIFIER TUBES
$1.00

705A

CERAMICON CAPACITORS
(Erie, Centralab) $7,50/100

mmf
mmf
mmf
8.5 mint
11 mmf
15 mmf
48 mmf
50 mmf
60 mmf

3
5
4

+5%

+ 5±5%
+ 5 mmf
mmf

+5%
+2 5 mmf
+2%
±20%
±5%

COMMUNICATIONS
E.

LIBERTY ST.

250 mmf
500 mmf
1000 mmf

-1-5%

+2%
+5%
+3%

-

-.4-15 -30%
±5%

Silver -Mica BUTTON CAPACITORS
(Erie, Centralab) $9,50/100

+2.5 mmf
±2.5 mmf
±10%

OIL CONDENSERS

.25 mf @ 20000 VDC Aerovox
1.5 mf @ 6000 VDC Aerovox

$17.50
$12.50
$60.00

MICA

40.00

.08 mf @ 1500 VDC, Sprague MX60
.03 mf @ 2000 VDC, CD 551A-50
.045 mf @ 2000 VDC, Sangamo, G1
.00015 mf @ 20 KV, Aerovox 1970-404

$11.50
$12.75
$12.75
$25.00
$25,00
520.00
PL 1417.

mf @ 20 KV, Sangamo G3
mf @ 15 KV, Sangamo
Isolating Capacitor. Cornell-Dubilier
106-110 mmf @ 10 KV AC (peak). Each....$3.50
NI, RS.: Send your requirements for bathtubs,
Micas, hardware, resistors, & connectors.

$1.25

EQUIPMENT CO.
NEW YORK CITY 7, N. Y.

Telephone DIGBY-9-4124

100 mmf
115 mmf
120 mmf
240 mmf

185 mmf
175 mmf
500 mmf

Mail orders promptly filled. All prices: F. O. B. New York City
Send Money Order or Check. Rated firms send P. O. Shipping charges only sent C.O.D.
Send for our latest microwave flyer, also our complete parts catalog.

131

$58.00
$25.00
10 CM.
$25.00
$17.50

CM, RF Package. Consists of: SO Xmtr.receiver using 2127 magnetron oscillator, 250 KW
peak Input, 707-B receiver -mixer
$150.00
Modulator-motor-alternater unit for above... 75.00
Receiver rectifier power unit for above
$25.00
Rotating antenna using dipole feed and parabolic
reflector. New less hood
$75.00
Used
$45.00
RT39APG15 Transmitter -receiver, Lighthouse tube
oscillator. .5 KW. App. 2700 Mc. operation.
With lighthouse and TR tubes
$100.00

.0001
002

CATHODE RAY TUBES

3.00

$3.50
$3.00
$6.00

for 2132

2138 with magnet
2155 with magnet

mf @ 25 KV
.5 mf @ 25 KV

FORMERS
amps.

15.00
Magnet

1

(All primaries 117 volts, 60 cycles)
#2Z17: Output: 24 volts @ 3 amp.
$1.50
#517: Output: 24 volts @ 5 amp, or 12 volts @
3

$15.00
15.00
$15 00

2127

$7.50

CHOKES

CM). ..$15.00

SPECIALS

Power xf:or. Pri: 117v. 60 cy.
Sec: 330-0-330 v. @ 85 ma.
5v @ 2 amp. 8.3 v. @ .3
amp., 6.3 v. @ 7.5 amp.$1.95
Power Pair: %fmr 470 v.c.t.
@ 60 ma. 6.3 v. @ 1.65, 5v.
@ 2 amp. PLUS a 6hy 50
ma. choke. Both for only
$1.75
Filament Transformers
(RAYTHEON)
(All primaries 117v., 80 cy.)
#5126: 5v. @ 3 amp., 5v. @
3 amp., 5v. @ 6 amp (All
center tapped)
et @ 1.2 amp
1,3525
@ 6 amp. 6.3 V. @ 1.5 amp
1.40
@ 5.5 amp. 5 v. @ 5.5 amp. 29,000

tran

(10

2121A
2126

10

.

0
1

2122

3131

volt test
$24.50
Doughnut SI. x-fmr: Input: 117 v, 60 cy. Outpu
2/WOGS. 5.1 v. @ 5 amp. 15000 volt insulation.
Electrostatic shielding.
7" x 5" x 7,4".
Ame 6

MICROWAVE TUBES (Magnetrons)

Magnet for 3131....$8.00
W.E. 700-A (L band)
$45.00
W.E. 720 -BY (S band) 1000 KW
$25.00
0K 59, QK 60. Q K 62, tunable, packaged magnetrons, 10 cm. Each
$45.00
Klystron, 2K25-723 AB
$3.50

TRANSFORMERS

#5100: 6.3
#5085: 6.3

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT

Consista of: One
guide experimental kit.
direct -reading wavemeter, amp 2800-3400 me.
(cavity type); One dummy load w/crystal probe.
One line stretcher full wave; two wave guide to
RG 18/U coax couples; two ' sections w/flanges.
Complete
$250.00
10 CM
ECHO BOX, complete with micrometer
adjust cavity & resonance indicator. Type TS
238/GP. With calibration chart
$105.00
Micrometer
10 CM W A V E M ET E R. Model "SL".
adjust cavity with microammeter resonance indicator. Includes 115 VAC operation converter section. In grey metal carrying case, complete with
cables & spares. Made by Western Electric $135.00
W.E. 1138 A. Signal generator, 2700-2900 Me.
range. Lighthouse tube oscillator with attenuator
& output meter.
115 VAC input, reg. Pwr. supply. With circuit diagram
$50.00
Wave

INVERTERS

Centimeter

Wave Guide Section 2.5' long, silver plated with
choke flange
$5.75
Wave Guide 90 deg. bend E Plane 18" long 54.00
Wave Guide 90 deg. bend E Plane with 20DB directional coupler
$4.75
Wave Guide 18" long "S" Curve
$2.00
Rotary joint wave guide in/out choke to choke.$6.00

Varistors
$.95 Ea.

1.60

Input: 28 v.d.c. @ 38 amp. Output: 80 volts at 500 volt -amps. 800 cycle.
Leland Electric. New, complete, with enclosed relay, filter, instruction book
512.50
PE 218. Input: 25-28 v.d.c. @ 92 amp Output: 115 volts, 1500 volt -amps, 380-500 cycle.
Leland Electric. New
$15.00
PE 206-A.

lie" rotary coax, rotary Joint
Magnetron coupling to ,fi" rigid coax
7/e" rigid coax, Rt. angle bend 15" long, overall.$2.00

3

$1.95

PC 77, Input: 12 VDC. Output 275 VDC @ 110
Ma. 500 VDC @ 50 Ma
$3.25
DAG 33 A. Input: 18 VDC @ 3.2 A. Output: 450
VDC @ 80 Ma
$2.45
DM 33 A. Input: 28 VDC @ 7 A. Output: 540
VDC @ 250 MA. Power supply for modulator
for SCR 274 N
$3.99
Dyn. Model 23350. Input 27 VDC @ 1.75 A. Output: 285 VDC @ 75 Ma
$1.79
DM -21. In 14VDC 3.3A Out 235VDC 90 ma with
filter
$2.59
DM -25: In 12VDC 2.3A Out 250VDC 50 ma $2.49
DM -34 In 14VDC 2.8A Out 220VDC 80 ma $2.49
DM -42.: In 14VDC. Out 515/1030 VDC 215/260
ma and 2/8VDC
$3.95
BD -77 Input 19VDC output 1000V 350ma DC 55.95
PE 55. Input: 12 vdc @ 25 amp. Output: 500 vdc
400 ma. (slightly used, excellent condit)on).$4.95
MP I0G. Power supply using 2 dynamotors, Input: 24-28 vdc. Output: 1000 vdc @ 400 ma.
New, complete with enclosed starting relays,
filters, etc. Bendix
$20.00
MK II dynamotor.
Input: 12 vdc @ 9.4 amp.
Output: 275 vdc @ 110 ma, 500 vdc @ 50 ma.
New.
complete with
connecting cable and
plugs
$4.75

$12.00
$45.00
$8.00
$4.00

of 4 sections

DC.

V

All Standard Name Items
K 2731
GE
Repetition Rate: 835 PPS, Prl. Imp: 50 Ohms.
Sec. Imp: 450 Ohms, Pulse Width: 1 Microeee. Pri.
Input: 9.5 KV. PK. Sec. Output: 28 KV. PK.
Peak Output: 800 KW., Millar: 2.75 Amp -519.50
Type K2450A. Will receive 13 KV, 4 micro -second
pulse on pri., secondary delivers 14 KV Peak
$15.00
power out 100 KW GE
HI Volt. Magnetron Input transformer W.E. # D$12.00
166173 with cooling fins
KV.
Sec.
16
microsecond
U 4298E-Pri. 4 KV. 1
16 amps. Fíl. prt. 115v. 400 Cycle Raytheon.$15.00
HI Volt input pulse Transformer W.E. #D189271
$9.95
Pulse: Input, line to magnetron K2748Á
$12.00
Utah Pulse or Blocking Oscillator Transformer:
Freq. limits 790-810 cy-3 windings turns ration
$ 75
1:1 :1. Dimensions 1 13/16 x 155 x 19/32

#

(

MICROWAVE PLUMBING
10 Centimeter
10

TRANSFORMERS

PE 73 CM, Power
supply for BC 375

input;

INDUSTRIAL
PULSE

DYNA-

3

Dipole for above
$5.00
TDY "lam" Radar rotating antenna, 10 cm. 30 deg.
beam. 115 V AC drive. New
$100.00
SO Surface Search Radar rotating antenna, 10 cm.

mrn,#catkas"

'

AIRCRAFT

AMATEUR

MOTOR DRIVEN
SWITCH. Switch
operates at 1800 rpm,
using internal 24
VDC motor. Switch
is DPDT, and was
originally designed for
automatic switching
of VAGI radar antennae
$2.00
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Industrials
Schools - Labs

PEAR ELECTRONICS CO.

Finest of surplus
at a fraction of cost

DAVEN AUDIO FREQUENCY
METER Model 837E

MEGOHM METER

AMERTRAN
TRANSTAT

Industrial Instruments Model L2AU 110/220 volts
Direct reading
cycle Input.
megohms on 4' meter. Can be
extended to 500000 megohms
60

110/220 volts 60 cycle Input.
Output variable plus or minus
10% of 115 volts at 8.5 amps.
Also can be connected to give
different voltage combinations.
Brand new
only $22.50

from 0-100000

with external supply. Sloping
hardwood cabinet 15'x8"x10".
Brand new with tubes plus
running spare parts including
value
extra tubes.
Great
only
$69.95

AMERTRAN VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Direct reading from 0-30 KC In 4 separate ranges
6' Weston Model 271 Fan Meter. Built -In
voltage regulated power supply operates from 115
volts 60 cycles, has high input Impedance.
With
pick-up can be used to determine frequency In
vibration tester. With suitable mixer can check
deviation of R.F. carrier from standard. Mounts
on 83/4"x19" rack panel.
Complete with tubes.
Slightly used but perfect. Only
$59.50

130/230 volts 50/60 cycles input.

from 0-260 volts.

1.3

new

Output variable
KVA, single phase Like

on

$29.50

SPERTI

G.E.

RF

VACUUM SWITCH
9200 volts peak, 8 amps. Used as
antenna switch In Collins ART 13.
BRAND new
$1.95

GENERAL RADIO TYPE LR
FREQUENCY METER
AND INTERPOLATION OSCILLATOR
to 30.000 KC. input
condition

160

2mfd 600
4m1d

600

V.

110

60

20 mfd 600
2 mfd 1000
4 mfd 1000
2 mfd 1500
mfd 2000
I

vdc..
vda..
vdc..
vdc..
vdc..

I

cycles, excellent
$575.00

FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIER

mid 7500 vdc.. 1.95
.1/.1 mfd 7500 vdc 2.45
.01/.01 12 KV dc 5.70
.005/.01 12 KV dc 5.5C
.65 mfd 12500 vdc 12.95
75/.35 mid (dual)
14.95
8/16 KV dc
.1

1.85

.75
.85
1.25
1.15

IS
tiny

motor

only

12

2"
2"
2"
2"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
4"

$1.95

scale)
Westinghouse 0-50 amps. A.C
Westinghouse 0-2 ma D.C.
Westinghouse 0-20 ma D.C.
G.E. 0-15 ma D.C. (square)
Westinghouse 0-150 volts A.C
G.E. 0-200 microamps (volt -scale)
G.E. Running Time Meter
G.E. 1-0-1 ma D.C. (Blank scale)

cylinder Hercules Gas driven engine. Output 110
volts 60 cycles, voltage regulated, 5KW-6.3KVA at
80% Pwr. Ftr. Single phase, complete with running spare parts, meter panel, battery, tools,
remote cable, etc.
Weight 1200 lbs. Export Packed. Excellent for
emergency power. Brand new
$575.00

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALS
2.11 mmf. Butterfly with ball bearings
G.E. S.P.D.T. Relay 10000 ohm coil
Heineman Circuit Breaker 5 amp. 110V. A.C
G.E. Solenoid W/Microswitches 24 V. D.C
Ohmite 25 ohm 25 watt Rheostat
Microswitch 10 amp. (interlock)

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
Standard Make

10000-16000-20000.30000 ohms
watt type DI, 100.150-2500.3000-45005300-7500-18000.40000 ohms

20 ea.

ea.

1000-1500.2500.2700-5000-7500

24

1% PRECISION RESISTORSStandard Make

2000.2500.5000.8500.10000 ohms
50000.95000 ohms
100000.750000-1 meg

ea.

e

39 sa.'
40 ea
89 ea:

.)

AMERTRAN STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMER
KVA. 50 cycles. 3 phase. Primary 208 volte.
Delta secondary 106-144 volts In 31/2 volt steps.
101/4x181/2x10 5/16.
Brand new
$59.50
712

$

.59
.5£
.89
.69
.39
.59
.95

C.H. Bat Handle Switch-D.P.S.T. 1/2 H.P
Bendix Synchro Motor I15V. A.C. 400 cycle 1.95
19.50
Weston 663 Analyzer
29.50
Weston 665 Analyzer
.95
Veeder Root Counter
.49
Single Plate to P.P. Input 3:1 ratio trans

ea.

30

5

4

watt type AA, 20-25.50.200-470-2500.
15

WE 4.3 henry 620 ma. 40 ohms
N.Y.T. 8 henry 160 ma. 140 ohms D.0
C.T.C. 1.5 henry 250 ma. 72 ohms
R.C.A. 50 henry 680 amps. high voltage
Fed. Tel 6 henry 1.8 amps. high volt

770

POWER PLANT (PE 197)

-

1980.2000-4000 ohms
watt type DG, 50-70.100-150.300-750-

.69
.98
.95

measuring
drift
and
width of F.M. Has electronic switch for observing 2 frequencies simultaneously. Unit contain,
Tube complement:
an accurate 100KC crystal.
(I) 5CPI (3) 6SL7 (14) 6SN7 (6) 6H6 (1) 6S17.
Complete with tubes and 10OKC crystal. Marvelous
$24.95
buy at

4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
6.95
7.95
3.95

20

.69
1.05

stocks on hand.
Please send requests for quotes.

Tremendous

discounts.
quantity
Special
Prices f.o.b. N. Y. 20% with
order unless rated, balance COD.
Minimum order $3.00.

$4.95

1.39
.60
19.50

29.50

R.C.A. POWER TRANSFORMER
V.C.T. 100 ma., 6.3 volts -2.5 amp.
volts

into Panadaptor
with marker pips at 100
KC - 20KC - 2 KC., for

B.C. 325-B-Phene-CW. 110V 60V cycle Input-400
watts output CW. Crystal and Variable Frequency Control
Has Blower Motor, Crystal
Oven,
Transtat, Modulation Oscilloscope, II
Panel Meters, etc. Perfect condition ....5575.00

watt type AB, 25-40.84.400-470-1325-

1

CHOKE BARGAINS

verted

TRANSMITTER

10

construction.
Isolantite
insulation.
Base 8' x
101/2'. Brand new...57.95

.4f

Makes an ideal basis for
5^ scope. Also can be con-

3.95

OH

.25
.29
.18
.37
.44
.49

APN 4, 5" SCOPE INDICATOR
(25 tubes)

2.49
thereto)
3.49
Weston 150-0-150 microamps.
Model 506 (Sperry scale)
3.49
McClintoch 0-50 microamps.
(square)
7.50
Weston type 507 0-120 Ma RF
4.95
Gruen 0-1 MA Basic (0-3V Scale)
2.95
W. E. 500-0-500 microamps. (Blank

4000 ohms

15

$

mfd 450 w.v. can C.D
mfd 450 w.v. can C.D
20x20 mfd 450 w.v. can Aerovox
80 mfd 200 w.v. can W.E
200 mfd 200 w.v. can W.E
1000 mfd 25 w.v. can Aerovox

METERS (brand new)

0-5 ma (amp scale)
0-1.2 (0-100 scale)
0-1 amp R.F. (internal

tubular C.D
tubular Aerovox
tubular C.D
tubular C.D
w.v. tubular C.D
w.v. tubular C.D

10
16

FEDERAL TELEGRAPH

5

mfd 450

500 mfd

lys

inches square.
Basic movement
ma. Ideal as "S" meter for
BC348, etc. Only
$3.95 ea.

GE
GE
GE

volts.
leled

(Cornell Dubilier, Aerovox, W. E. only)

25 mfd 25 w.v.
50 mfd 50 w.v.
4 mfd 150 w.v.
8 mid 450 w.v.

0-I
2"
2"
2"

110/220 volt 60 cycle coil.
D.P.D.T. rated at 5000
Heavy duty paralcontacts.
Sturdy

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER
BARGAINS

LIMITED
GE

HIGH WATTAGE ANTENNA
RELAY

36 volts input. 28 volts output at 6.1
Brand new
$7.95

amps.

SET

6' x 10" (including
X
cover not shown). Has
Weston 0.150 volt A.C.
meter 60 cycle, 2 switching circuits.
Complete
with line and test cables.
A bargain at only $3.95.

Full wave.

mfd 5000 vdc.. 4.50

-1-114

S.C. TEST
In portable wood case 6'

500-600 volts A.C. plus 6.3
volts. Changes very simple
with cable and 9006 but
less 2API
$4.95
2.5C
2API C.R T

WHERE SPACE
This

SCOPE

tions with each scope. Rectifier built in. Need only

OIL CONDENSERS
CD, GE, Aerovox, etc.
vde....$ .39
3 mfd 3000 vdc..$3.9;
vdc.... .59
I
mfd 4000 vdc.. 3.75

3/3 mfd 600 vdo.. .79
4/4/4 mfd 600 mite .95
14 mfd 600 vdo.. 1.35

2"

This compact unit only 4'/,
x4"x63/4". Ideal for modulation Indicator, etc. Has
focus, intensity and reticle
Uses
brilliance controls.
2API C.R.T. and 9006 rectifier. We supply instruc-

-2

amps.

-3V

x

4'

x 41/2'

$2.75

AMERTRAN STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMER
220-110 100 watts, shielded

$2.49

MIDGET VARIABLE BARGAINS
Hammarlund
Hammarlund
Hammarlund
Hammarlund
Hammarlund
Bud MC 913

MC 250S 250 mmf
MC 320S 320 mmf

.69
.79
.39
.29

$

APC 100 100 mmf
APC 50 50 mmf
HFD 30X Dual 30 mmf.
Dual 35 mmf. D.S

D.S...

1.10
1.25

LINK

BC

195-215

Built in 110 volt 60 cycle power
Complete with tubes and crystal.

supply.

438 FREQUENCY METER

mes.

Slightly used.

Limited quantity

$9.95

TRANSMITTING VARIABLES
Cardwell XDI60 XD. Split stator. 160 mmf./
$7.95
section .125 spacing
Hammarlund MTC 150 to 150 mmf. .07 spacing (easy to split)

1.49

HANDY LAB KITS
25
50

25
25
15

Popular silver micas
Popular pigtail micas
Popular ceramlcons
Wlrewound resistors 5 to 30 watt
Bathtub condensers

$1.95

2.39
1.50

2.50
1.95

HIGH VOLTAGE MICAS
S .49
C.D. .002 2500 W.V. 5000 V.T. type 9
.69
C.D. .002 3500 W.V. 7500 V.T. type 9
.69
Micamold .005 2500 W.V. type 4
7.95
Solar .005 10 KV. D.C. II amp. 3000 K.C
5.95
C.D. .006 6 KV. D.C. 20 amp. 400 K.0
2.50
18000
K.C
D.C.
20
amp.
C.D. .004 3KV.
1.95
Sprague .08 1500V. D.C. 20 amp. 3000 K.C
1.75
R.C.A. .02 2000V. D.C. 10 amp. 300 K.0
1.50
Sangamo (F21.) .015 2000V. D.0
1.00
C.D. (6H) .0013 5000V. D.0
C.D. (6H) .005 5000V. D.C. II ame.. 1000 K.C. 2.50
.39
R.C.A. .0002 2500 W.V. 5000 V.T

U.H.F. COAX. CONNECTORS
U G I2

U-831 R-831 J -U

G21 U-831 A

P-831 S P

.39 ea.

Large stocks of Coax. and A/N connectors.

ELECTRONICS CO.
Phone: Cortlandt 7-6443 188 PEAK
Washington St., New York 7, N.Y.

DEPARTMENT EA
SEND FOR BULLETIN

February,
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qjD

TRANSFORMERS
110 V. 60 CYC.
6.3 VOLTS CT. @ 1 AM
8 VOLTS CT. @ 1 AMP

VIBRATORS

P....98E

6 VOLTS

2 VOLTS

GENERAL RADIO 566A WAVEMETER

up
up
up
up
up
up
up
up

up

up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

SOLA

$39.50

18v A.C.
18v A.C.
18v A.C.
18v A.C.
18v A.C.
36v A.C.
36v A.C.
38v A.C.
38v A.C.
54v A.C.
115v A.C.
115v A.C.
115v A.C.

lmfd.

2mfd.
4mfd.
8mfd.
lOmfd.

lbmfd.

20mfd.
24mfd.
.25mfd.
.Smfd.

lmfd.

SPECIAL

All Ratings, D.C.
2mfd.
600v..$0.35
600v.. .35
3mfd.
600v.. .60
4mfd.
600v.. 1.10
15mfd.
600v.. 1.15
.lmfd.
1000v.. .60
.25mfd.
1000v.. .70
.Smfd.
1000v.. .95 .05mfd.
1000v.. 1.95
lmfd.
1000v.. 2.10 .25mfd.
1000v.. 2.25
.Smfd.
1000v.. 2.95
lmfd.
1500v.. 6.95
12mfd.
2000v.. 1.05
2mfd.
2000v.. 1.15
.lmfd.
2000v.. .95
lmfd.
2 mfd. 3000 v.,

.84
3.00
2.95
3E29.... 2.95
3GP1.... 3.95
5BP4.... 4.95
SCP1.... 3.95
11.95
SJP1
SLP1.... 8.95
SR4GY.. .98
.41
5Y3
6AB7.... .99
6AC7.... .99

....

BAGS....

99

8AG7.... .99
6AJ5.... .99
6AK5.... .90
821L5.... .99
8ÁR6.... 1.29
6B4G.... 1.29

$4.45

6C4
ßC5
6D4

.69
.49
.99

.89
8E6G.... .59
1.50
634
.55
635
.89
636
1.23
6L6
8L7
.98
1.02
ßN7
8SH7.... .59
6SL7.... .89
85N7.... .69
6SR7.... .89
.81
7A4
7F7
1.25
7L7
1.59
6F6

2.93
.99
1.95

BC -314 RECEIVER

l0Y
12X3....
15E

30

.s29
7J

35T/TG..

VR90....

$39.50

801

802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810

8.95
9.95
4.95
14.95
.95
2.95
1.50

886
954

.75

956
967
958
859

.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.69

811
812

813
814
815
82g -A -B
832
g33Á
838

g37......
83g
861

886

872A....
S84

955......

8001
8003

3.50
75

1.49
1.98

5.95
1.95
3.15
8.95
4.45
3.95
3.00
2.25
39.50
1 .75
2.50
3.95
69.50
.75
2.50
.98
.98

.98
.75

1.25
75T
7.95
250TH, .. 14.95
257B.... 6.49
304TH... 9.95
211

$5.95
39.95
7.95
3.95
7.95
721A.
4.35
726/AC .. 7.50

1.50

.98
1.50

VR105... .75
VR150... 75
100TH... 7.95
100TS... 3.00

TRANSMITTER
Operates from 200 ko-12.5 me complete with
all tubes, dynamotor, six tuning units and one
antenna tuning unit.

Inspected

371B....
450TH...
703A....
705A....
715B....

1005
1616
1619
1620
1622
1624
1625

HK24G .. 1.75

28D7....

BC -375-E

Like New

1.98

TUBES (Brand New)

Used but in perfect condition. Two stages RF,
separate local and beat oscillators. For 12 volt DC operation but easily converted to
110 -volt AC. Frequency range 150-1500 KC,
continuous in 6 bands. This unit is ideal as
an airport or marine low frequency receiver,

specially priced at

$1.49

2X2
3AP1
3BP1

1626

.75

1.65

4.95
1.98
1.15
.98
.98
.98
.98
.98

2x2hv ®

3A

...

@ 5A

$9.95
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
8.50

8.50
7.50
7.95

8.95
1.98
5.95

4.49
4.95
9.95
7.95
4.95
7.50

4.95

4.95
3.98
3.95
2.49

5.95
7.50

3.49

3.49

4.95
1.98

.98
3.50
3.50
3.95
6.95

4.95
3.49
7.95
14.95
17.50
2.95
1.49

FILTER CHOKES

9.95

8016

9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

lily

.75
.75
6.49
3.75

ma.

9A

1.98
1.98
.90

4.95

850251A

@ 10
@ 15
@ 15

5v CT @ 16A
5v CT A 80A
5v 0 115A
5v ® 190A
2%v @ 2A; 5v @ 3A

2.95

8005
8011

1654
9001

® 10 ma.;

ma
ma
® 10 ma
® 4 ma.; 6.3v 0 3A
® 4 ma.; 6.3v @.6A; 2jSv (d 1.75A
® 4 ma.; 700v CT ® 150 ma.; 6.3v @ 9A
1600v íG 2 ma.; 6.3v ® 6A; 2¡v ® 1.75A
1500v @ 7 ma.; 2Xv ® I.75A
550-0-550 @ 150 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 2z8.3v 0
5A C.T
525-0-525v ® 60 ma.; 925v ® 10 ma.; 2x5v ®
3A; 6.3v @ 3.6A; 8.3v @ 2A; 6.3v @ 1A
525v @ 35 ma.; 5v @ 35 ma.; 2%v ® 1.75A
520-0-520v @ 120 ma.; 5v 02A; 6.3v CT @5A
500 0 500v @ 25 ma.; 262-0-262v @ 55 ma.;
6.3v ® lA; 2x5v 0 2A
500-0-500v @ 100 ma.; 5v CT ® 3A
442-0-442v @ 1000 ma
400-230-0-230-400v @ 250 ma.; 3x5v @ 3A;
6.3v 0 5A; 6.3v @ 3A; 6.3v 0 lA
400-0-400v 0 200 ma.; 5v @ 3A
400-315-0-100-315v 0 200 ma.; 2.5v 0 2A;
6.3v 0 1A; 5v ® 3A; 8.3v 0 9A
350-0-350v Or 150 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 6.3v 0 6A;
78v 0 lA
350-0-350v @ 45 ma.; 675v 0 5 ma.; 2hv @
2A; 2x6.3v (n) lA; 6.3v 0 23,¡A
350-0-350v 0 80 ma.; 6.3v «.6A; 6.3v 0
3.75A; 2x5v @ 3A
350-0-350v 0 120 ma.; 5v CT ® 3A; 6.3v
CT (d} 4.7A
350-0-350v 0 70 ma.; 400v 0 10 ma.; 65v
6.3v 0 6A; 6.3v 0 4A; 5v ® 2A
350-0-350v 0 150 ma.; 5v 0 3A; 6.3v 0
7.5A; 6.3v 0 3A
340-0-340v 0 300 ma.; 1540v 0 5 ma
325-0-325v 0 120 ma.; 10v 0 5A; 5v® 7A
300-0-300v 0 65 ma.; 2x5v ® 2A; 8.3v 0
2XA; 6.3v 0 lA
250-0-250v 0 100 ma.; 2x6.3v ® 4A; 6.3v®
5A; 6.3v 0 lA
200 0 200v A 140 ma ; 6.3v @ 4A; 5v ® 2A
120-0-120v 0 50 ma
24v @ 6A
6.3v 0 10A; 6.3v 0 lA
6.3v 0 lA; 2 ¡v @ 2A
6.3v 0 21 ¡A; 6.3v 0 2A; 235v ® 2A
6.3vCT 0 .25A; 6.3v 0 3A; 5v ® 12A; 6.3v

for CATHODE RAY TUBES

Shield
5" Shield
3"

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS
2x3500 mfd.-25WVDC
$3.45

also a very excellent BC receiver. Complete with tubes,

3710v
2500v
2500v
2150v
2100v
1750v
1700v
1800v

PERMALLOY SHIELDS

2000v..$1.75
2000v.. 2.75
2000v.. 3.75
2000v.. 4.95
2500v.. 1.25
2500v.. 1.45
2500v.. 1.75
3000v.. 1.95
3000v.. 2.25
3000v.. 2.65
3000v.. 2.85
3000v.. 3.50
3000v.. 6.95
4000v.. 5.95
5000v.. 4.95
7000v.. 2.95

mfd.-30WVDC
1000 mfd.-15WVDC
2000 mfd.-50WVDC

TRANSFORMERS -115 V 60 CYC.
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION

$29.95

grand New

Army-Navy
1N21....5 .39
2AP1.... 2.25
2C40.... 1.19
2D21.... .89
2V3G.... 1.25

4'000

$12.95

Brand New

Rated 260 V. A.

up to 12v D.C.
1 Amp. $1.95
up to 12v D.C.
5 Amp. 4.45
up to 12v D.C. 10 Amp. 7.45
up to 12v D.C. 15 Amp. 9.95
up to 12v D.C. 30 Amp. 14.95
up to 28v D.C.
1 Amp. 3.45
up to 28v D.C.
5 Amp. 7.45
up to 28v D.C. 10 Amp. 12.45
up to 28v D.C. 15 Amp.18.95
up to 36v D.C. .25 Amp. .98
up to 100v D.C. .25 Amp. 2.95
up to 100v D.C. .6 Amp. 6.95
up to 100v D.C.
5 Amp.19.95

OIL CONDENSERS:

2mfd.
4mfd.
Smfd.
10mfd.

:

Pri.: 190 to 260v 60 cyc.
Bea: 115 volts ® 1.74 amps.

G. E.: AEROVOX, CD., ETC.

lmfd.

EA.

ment Landing System covering the frequency range 332 to 335 mc; complete
with the following tubes 7-6AJ5, 112SR7, 2-12SN7, 1-28D7, and including
three crystals 6497KC, 6522K

Constant Voltage
Transformer

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave Bridge Type
INPUT
OUTPUT

PRONG
PRONG

GLIDE PATH RECEIVER R-89/ARN-5
Glide Path Receiver used in the Instru-

.5 me to 150 me

Plug In Coils, Reg. Price.. $89.50
Brand New
5

-4
-7

INSULATION
hy @ 400ma..$4.95 4 by @ 600ma...$5.55
8 hy @ 300ma... 3.95 10 hy @ 250ma.. 2.49
8/30 hy @ 250ma 3.50 10 hy @ 200ma.. 1.08
25 hy @ 160ma.. 3.49 10/20 @ 85ma... 1.59
12 hy @ 150ma.. 2.25 15 by @ 126ma.. 1.49
12 hy @ 100ma.. 1.39 15 hy @ 100ma.. 1.39
30 hy @ 70ma... 1.39 3 hy O 50ma....
.29
20 by O 30ma... 1.49 30 hy Dual O
120 by Dual O
20ma
1.49
1.39 200 by @ 12ma
17ma
1.39
.1 hy @ 5 amps.. 8.95
H

I -VOLTAGE

10

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled.
All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send money order or check.
Shipping charges sent C.O.D.

Minimum order $5.00.

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc.
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.

63 DEY STREET
ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948

IATTENTION!

-

-LABS

INDUSTRIALS -LABS

HOOLAMATEURS
SCHOOLS
-AMATEURS

Let us quote on components
and equipment that you require. We have too many Items
to be listed on this page. Place
your name on our mailing list
now for new catalog.
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RELIANCE SPECIALS
ONLY

COAX
3

3000 to
5000 ft

$27.50
per m

$6 pair

52 ohm.

8/U

RG

c

per foot
500-2500 ft.

5500 to
10,000 ft

115v,60cy-31/4" dia x4l/2"body

$22.50

Used in pairs for remote control.

Look at these sensational buys in brand-new,
unused, top-quality radio parts and electronic
equipment. You've never seen big buys like these
before! And that's only the beginning. These
values are but a few of the hundreds and hundreds of items Mid -America has in stock right
now. \\'rite for free catalog. You'll save money!

New Standard Brand TUBES
at World's Lowest Prices!

SELSYN #C78248

per m

IRS

Over 10,000

ft. $20 per
IFF

BC

ONLY

m

X'MITTER

$1

150 to 200 Mcs

1072A

115 v, 60 cy

Maple Chest

2x2/879
3Q4
3Q5GT
5Y3GT
6AG5
6116

616

ea.

6SA7
6SA7GT

DIFFERENTIAL #C78249
Used between two #C78248 as dampener.
Can be converted to a 3600 RPM MOTOR in

POWER SUPPLY gives:
0-5000 VDC (variac control) 312 VDC,
700 VDC, 6.3 vac. Also contains:
11 tubes (6J5, 826, 6SN7, 5U4G, etc.)
0-5 KV meter, Blower, Condensers, and

many other useful parta too numerous
to list. Of course, at this price it is used.
Shp. Wt. 245 lbs.

10

minutes conversion sheet supplied.

18 KV 15 mg

21/ x @

can be varied
separately

mfd
.1-.1 mfd
2 mfd
4 mfd
.1 mfd
4 mfd
.2 mfd
4 mfd
.2

Sealed in Oil

APPROX. 70
OF LIST PRICE

PYRANOL CAPACITORS
10,000 V.D.C.

$2.95
1.85
4.65
3.25
1.70
2.65

V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
750 V.A.C. 2200 V.D.C..40
2.00
2,000 V.D.C.
7,000
4,000
3,000
3,000
2,600

ALLEN SET SCREWS & WRENCHES
4-40x34,
4-40x%, 4-40x3/16,
2-56x1/16,
6-32x3/16, 8-32x%, 3-32x3/16
6-32x%,

Wrenches-2c
Serews-$1.50 per C.
BALL BEARING 3/16" hole x %"OD ..25e
BALL BEARING 1/4" hole x %" O.D. ..35e
GEAR REDUCTION UNIT -16% to 1 ratio.
Aluminum housing 534" x 2%" plus extensions for couplings & base flange x

.1
4
3

mfd
mfd
mfd
mfd

1

1.76

1.00
.90

1,000 V.D.C.
1,000 V.D.C.
600
600
600
600
330

14
10 mfd
4. mfd

mfd
mfd

1.70
V.D.C.
V.D.C. (Solar) 1.35
.70
V.D.C.
.29
V.D.C.
.39
V.A.C.

-

Push button, normally
MICRO -SWITCH
10 for $4.00
open circuit, 45e
OSCILLATOR UNIT -from T B.K. Transmitter. 2000 to 18,000 KCS Temperature controlled heavy duty blower included.

21"x1634"x25"

$40.00

$15,000 TBK X'MITTER, 2-18Mcs.
New-Sacrifice

CHROMALUX HEATER 116v,
curved 20"x134"

750

Brand

$375

watt

$5.00

614"

4.5 MD. CONTROLS 10 AMP!
C. P. Clare 11,300 ohm relay with two
$2.75
SPDT Micro Sw.
THERMAL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
5A-45c
3A-35c
2A -30e
15A -85e
6A-55o

VIBROTEST Resistance Tester Associated Research, Inc. #204 0-200 Meg ohms (1000V potential, 0-2000 ohms AC
$37.50
& DC volts 160, 300 & 600
Self Contained #6 bat

PRECISION Wire Wound SHALLCROSS 1% RESISTORS
400
8600
150,000
100,000 1
1
Megohm
270
8000
40,000
70,000

700,000
600,000
622,000
470,000
250,000
180,000
160.000
126,000

66,000
66,000
50,000
30,000
20,000
18,000

T

30,000
25,000
20,000
17,000

40c

1Ó,ÓÓ00

W

A
T

7500
6600
5000
4000
2500
1500

260

W.

210
180
125

T

A

1%

T

30c

RELIANCEI{'Iercnandiain,
PHI.
PIIII.A.. PA.

Arch St. Cor. Croskey, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Telephone RI ttenhouse 6-4927

1

Watt

650
(company
MINIMUM
$3 ORDER

www.americanradiohistory.com

3BPI
5CP1

3021A
15E

150

11723
954
955
1613
1619

79c
39c
39c
25c
13c

HY615
803A
803
807

1625
1632
1633

..25c
..25c
.25c
25c

$1.95
79c
79c
79c
99c
$3.75
90c

$1.95
49c

830B
1005
1960
VR90

31.00
79c

VR150....

DACO Tube

.....79c

Tester

Tests performance, leakage and shorts in ALL
receiving tubes. even

Invented. Durable conn is fully shielded; dust proof case, high -visibility meter, illuminated
chart; no books or charts to be misplaced. Simple, fast operation with positive contact slide switches; tests EVERY tube element. 110 volt AC.
16W x 14W.
$ '1955
LL9
M:\-2193...

PORTABLE DACO TUBE TESTER

Same construction and operating features as
counter model. Enclosed in sturdy case with durable black leatherette covering.
$3'150
12?,' x 12bá'. MA -2194

Inexpensive phono amplifier and recordchanger
with "big set" features.
Positive -action Crescent
changer handles 10" and 12'
records without jamming; finger-tip
reject button. Lightweight counter -balanced
pickup arm with Shure crystal and lifetime float.
ing sapphire needle. 78 RPM constant -speed
motor. 5" PM speaker and high -quality
amplifier
complete with tubes.
$2395
Base measures 1555' x 1255" x 6'. MA2I
Base with motor, turntable and
/1
$1495
record changer. MA -2192

r

I

15" HIGH-FIDELITY
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Husk). 25 -watt eh nacmc speaker
for use where perfect reproduction is desired. Ideal for both
indoor and outdoor installations.
12.500 ohm field, 16 ohm voice

coil. Regular $10.00

$1895

FM and HAM ANTENNA
AN -104-B. 4 -wave at 100-156 MC; formerly used
with SCR -522, 274-N. ARC -5. A pair make an
excellent broad -band dipole for FM reception.
Coaxial connector in base. Very sturdy: use anywhere.

390
.7

MA -2153

FREE CATALOG

-

Order now -right from this ad! Send 25% deposit
we ship C.O.D. for balance plus postage. Write, too,
for Mid -America's big, complete catalog that lists
hundreds and hundreds of hard -to -get items-ALL
AT UNBEATABLE LOW PRICES! Atail cyders and
catalog requests to store address -Dept. G-28

MID*AMERICA CO. Inc.

Nef

STORE
S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

2412

February,
272

19c
19c
49c
51.00
$1.75
$1.00
$1.95

RK34/2C34.
HY1148

list. MA -2190

UTAH PULSE Transformer #9280 Hypersi
Core -Makes blocking oscillator with
75e
pulses 1 microsecond wide

4lc

sub -miniature and
acorn, PLUS provision
for tubes that may be

+

STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS
$12.50
440/220 to 230/115, 600VA
$11.75
440/220 to 105/115/125, 800VA
$17.00
440/220 to 230/116 1.15 KVA

31c

65c
47c

'

o`ea

41c

9002
9003
9006
1E36
1H20
2C26

50A5
5085

of

115v,60cy

.

BEAUTIFUL
NEW

A

tat

....,..45c

1624.......

59c
59c
59c

built in rectifier socket

$30

CAY
30741-A

5

351.6GT
35W4 ....

.. ...59c

_

724

HI VOLT DUAL X'FMR

12S07GT
12SR7
28D7

47c
45c

6V6G7 G.
6X5GT
7C4
7E5

12C8
12SA7GT
12SG7
12SK7
12SQ7

...45c

6SQ7... ..

7Y4

All This for ONLY.. $2250
AIRCRAFT GALLEY HIT from B-29. Con
tains 2 %-gal, food warmers with stainless
lids. Operating on either 115 V 60 cy. or
24 V D.C.; grill and chrome plated soup
warmer 24 V D.C.; salt and pepper shakers;
sugar dispenser; A.C. & D.C. line cords and
$15.00
canvas cover.

6SH7
6SK7GT

47c
49c
47c
49c
47c
47c
47c
69c
79c
47c

12AT6

47c
47c
59c
59c
39c
72c
69e
43c
69c
49c
59c
47c
47c
34c
47c

1A5GT
1H5GT
IN5GT

WAREHOUSE

2301 S. ARCHER AYE.
CHICAGO 16, ILL.
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New
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS UNITS
TYPE AN/FRC-1 (export packed)
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
Designed for portability, Model AN/FRC-1 Radio
Transmitter and Receiver operates from either 90-120 volt or
200-230 volt 50/60 cycle a -c power sources, correct transformer
primary being selected by means of a tapped switch upon initial
installation of the equipment. When used with an adequate
antenna and ground, the equipment comprises a complete radio
installation for airport traffic control. Where advantageous,
provision has been made for semi -remote control of the transmitter and receiver at an operating position which may be reGENERAL.

moved from the main equipment by a distance up to 70 feet.

Transmitting and receiving components are contained within a
medium-sized cabinet fabricated from sheet steel finished in
light gray wrinkle. The cabinet houses four decks, and incorporates roller devices similar to those used in filing cabinets,
enabling each of the decks to be withdrawn separately. These
decks contain. the power supply, the modulator, the superheterodyne receiver and the transmitter respectively. For general size, view of components and cabinet arrangement, refer
to Figure 1. Nfodel AN/FRC-1 Radio Transmitter and Receiver
covers

a

frequency range of from

1

.5 mc to 12.5 mc.

MRT-/50
TRANSMITTER
UNIT

MRC-/50
MRR-150
RECEIVER UNIT

CAB/NET

MRM-150
MODULATOR UNIT

MRP-/50
POWER SUPPLY UNIT

The trans-

mitter requires five bands for this coverage. The receiver covers
the frequency range in four bands.

Cabinet-MRP 150 Power
Unit-MRR-150 Receiver
Unit-MRT-150 Transmitter Unit-MRU-150 Remote Control
Unit-SAI-202-1 20 ft. Interconnecting Cable-SAI-202-2 50
LIST OF COMPONENTS. MRC-150
Supply Unit-MRM-150 Modulator

MRU 150

REMOTE
CONTROL

PLUG PL

-55

SA1-202-2

50 FT

4320 KEY

PL 68

/

4

/700 -UC

POWER. Power requirements for Model AN/FRC-1 Radio Transmitter and Receiver under full load will approximate 800 watts.
The minimum power requirement for adequate airport traffic
control will be 500 watts. This power represents the maximum
required, or the minimum permissible, for the operation of all
equipment comprising Model AN/FRC-1 Transmitter and ReNormally, when working into a suitable antenna, the
ceiver.
r -f power output with full power input will exceed 250 watts.
MODES OF TRANSMISSION. Model AN/FRC-1 Radio Transmitter and Receiver, through MRM-150 Modulator Unit and MRT150 Transmitter Unit, permits three types of emission: (1) C.W.,
(2) M.C.W., (3) Phone. A function selector switch on the front

panel of the modulator deck provides
emission.

5,11-

201-1

PLUG

ft. Interconnecting Cable-Speedex #320 Transmitting KeyUniversal # 1700 UC Single Button, Press -to -Talk Microphone.

for this selection of

MODES OF RECEPTION. A toggle switch on the front of MRR150 Receiver Unit provides AVC (Automatic Volume Control)
for radio telephone reception or BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator)

M/C

for heterodyning during the reception of telegraph signals.

Also available 150 Army Units, Type SCR -284-A, Brand New in Export Cases
Contact us for price information. All units subject to prior sale

FRENCH -VAN BREEMS, Inc.

630 FIFTH AVENUE

ELECTRONICS

-

February, 1948

CABLE

ADDRESS,

FRERVAM,

N.

NEW YORK 20, N. Y., U.
Y.

S.

A.
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FOR

ALL APPLICATIONS

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES
Input

Output

From
0-18 V.A.C.

From
0.14
0-14
0.14
0-14
0-14
0.14
0.14
0-14

0-18 V.A.C.

0.18 V.A.C.

0-I8 V.A.C.
0-18 V.A.C.
0.18 V.A.C.
0-16 V.A.C.
0-I8 V.A.C.
Input

From
0-36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
0-36 V.A.C.
0.36 V.A.C.
From
0.120 V.A.C.
0-120 V.A.C.

Current

AMP. $2.49
AMP. 3.49
AMP. 4.95
AMP. 7.95
15 AMP.
10.95
20 AMP. 13.95
25 AMP. 16.95
30 AMP. 19.95

V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.

I

3

5
IO

Output

Current

From
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0.28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
0-28 V.D.C.
From
0.100 V.D.C.
0.100 V.D.C.

Pric

AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
20 AMP.

$4.95

AMP.
AMP.

14.95
19.9

2

3

b .9

5
10
15

13.957

2
5

5.95
19.9
25.9

Input

From
0-18
0-18
0-18
0.18
0.18
0.18

9.0.9 V.A.C.

Output
0.450 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.

Current Price
600 Mils $5.95
22

Amps. 9.95

Current

Output

From

V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.
0-7 V.D.C.

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.
V.A.C.

Input

Utah,
Pries

AMP. $2.25
AMP. 2.95
AMP. 4.95
6.95
15 AMP.
20 AMP.
8.95
25 AMP. 10.95
3
5

10

Price

Current

Output

From
0-36
0.36
0.36
0-36
0-36
0.36

From
3 AMP.
V.A.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
5 AMP.
0.14 V.D.C.
V.A.C.
10 AMP.
V.A.C.
0.14 V.D.C.
15 AMP.
0.14 V.D.C.
V.A.C.
20 AMP.
V.A.C.
0-14 V.D.C.
25 AMP.
0-14 V.D.C.
V.A.C.
'Use with capacitor to obtain any voltage up to
rated output.

FULL WAVE CENTER TAP
Input

400-0.400 V.A.C.

Bendix Radio Compass Receivers
MN26A
5000 Blocking Oscillator Transformers
50

HALF WAVE TYPES*

Price

$2.95
4.95
7.95
10.95
13.95
16.95

twice

CAPACITORS
MED.. IS V.D.0
2000 MFD., 15 V.D.0

$0.98

1000

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

1.69

191 Greenwich St., Dept. 3
Phone: BEEKMAN 3-7385

MICROWAVE
Surplus test equipment and misc. components for microwave frequencies. We
have waveguide sections, crystal holders,
matched loads, attenuators, wavemeters,
directional couplers, rotating joints, antennas, bends, twists, flex. waveguides,
duplexer sections, coax. to waveguide
adapters, sand loads, tube mounts, wave guide coons., coaxial corms., and other
components. Also: Signal generators, receivers, scopes, pulse trans., tubes, magnetrons, complete radar systems, etc.

SEND FOR COMPLETE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT CO.
Offices and Showroom now located at

397 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
VERONA, NEW JERSEY

windings

3

50,000 ceramic feed thru capacitors,
threaded, 50 mmfd, 1000 v dc
20,000 disc type ceramic feed thru capacitors, 300 mmfd, 500 v
10;000 UG 21/U type N connectors
20,000 UG 27 U type N. right angle

adapters
Amphenol 83.1AP right angle
adapters
4000 UHF Coaxial connectors, male, for
small cable, similar to PL259
16,000

6000 coax connectors, S0239 or 831R
6000 Cannon PL 81, 5 pin female con-

nectors
Transformers, 110 v 60 cps, 500 v at
5 amps, and 500 v at 5 amps
1000 lengths of aluminum alloy conduit,
flexible shielded with tinned copper
braid. ID 1/2". 88" long male and female couplings
1600 lengths of stranded aluminum flexible shielding, ID 3/4", 7 ft. long
7000 feet of stranded aluminum flexible
shield conduit, ID 34"
1000 meters, 0-350 volt, 1000 ohms/volt,
31/2" round Westinghouse NX-35
150 Dynamotors DM43,
24
v in,
515/1030/2/8 y at 250/280 ma out
2000 Sprague Vitamin Q Capacitors,
25

t would be Impossible to give s complete listing of al our rectifier types. Our engineering staff is at Your nerv ce to help you work out the application of selenium rectifi re to your speelfio problems. Write us for quotation
or further Information on capacitors and transformers o be used In conjunction with selenium rectifiers.
25% REQUIRED ON ALL C.O.D.'s-ADD 10% FOR PARCEL POST

OPAD GREEN COMPANY

FOR SALE

.075 mfd, .075 mfd, 8000 WVDC

SURPLUS

ELECTRO IMPULSE

25-WATT
SPEAKERS

LABORATORY
P. O. Box

250

With Jensen Driver Unit &
UTC Line-Matching Transformer

At last: a synchronous
Alnico Field reversible D.C.
motor which will run over
ONE WEEK on a 6 volt
flashlight battery. Geared
down to ys rev. per minute.
Mounted with two G.E.
Switchettes and a relay.
holder and extra
Fuse
fuse, two Bristol wrenches
to change timing cams, two
220 ohm resistors furnished

Brand New Army Surplus 25 -Watt Rentrant speaker with 13' dia. horn, 20' long,
and 9 -pound Jensen Driver Unit. UTC Line Matching Transformer with connector terminals for 250, 500, 1000 and 2500 ohms Input. Voice -coil assembly has large metallle
diaphragm. Speaker is fitted with mounting
swivel, lock -nut and sleeve for attachment
to standard pipe stand. This Is one of the
most wanted surplus items. Our first shipment
sold out in a few days. Our final shipment
has Just arrived. Ail speakers are brand new,
A sensain original factory-sealed cartons.
tional bargain.

to run on 12 or 24 volts.
Only 500 available.

$21.60 net.
Standard Crate of Two Speakers $40.85

In Single Lots

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF
MANY OTHER SURPLUS ITEMS
OFFENBACH & REIMUS CO
327 Ellie St., San Francisco 9, Calít.

TEST INSTRUMENTS

-

AT NEW LOW REDUCED PRICES!!
BUY NOW and SAVE! !
SIMPSON 230. Volt-ohm-milliammeter, with teat
leads. Formerly $24.75.... REDUCED TO $19.45
SIMPSON 240. The famed "Hammeter". With test
leads. Formerly $26.50.... REDUCED TO $21.31
SIMPSON 260. New Model! 20,000 ohms per volt.
Top value! Thousands sold! Our net price $38.17
SIMPSON 260 -RT. With new roll front cover.
Outstanding new design. Our net price $42.87

Operates en Flashlight batteries, speed
depending on the voltage. Fairly strop
on 6 volts, full power and speed on 27
volts. Designed to be used In bombsights,
automatic pilots, etc. 250
C
RPM.

A

Model 260

McMurdo-Sllver

HAYDON SYNCHRONOUS TIMING
MOTOR
to operate switches, etc.
can be had either 1 Rev.
per hour or 1 Rev. per
minute at this
SPECIAL

INSULATION TESTER
and MEGOHMMETER

909

FM/TV

Signal Generator
2-228 Mc.
ONLY $48.501

SCENIC

Model 865A. 29 measurement ranges: 1 megohm to
10,000 megohms at 500 volta; capacity from 2.5 mmfd.
to 2000 mfd.: AC -DC V.T.V.M.: signal and output
voltages. Only 2 left! SPECIAL CLOSEOUT PRICE
967.50.

-

RADIO

Model 240

FREE!

Dept.

Msy other

Neon voltage teeter

EST.

1923

& ELECTRONICS COMPANY
53 Park Place

E

$3ai
J 85

PRICE

with each order.

Please Send 25% Deposit with C.O.D. Orders

tei e 00

bargain at

RCP
BRAND NEW!

Red Bank, N. J.

New York 7, N. Y.
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speeds available

BLAN

EST.

1923

Experimenters and Inventors Supplies

64 Dey St., New York 7, N. Y.
February,
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Navy Ordnance Synchros
Types 5G, 5HCT, 5DG, 6DG, 6G, 7DG,
1CT, 1G, 5HSF, 5SG, etc.
Autosyns-Pioneer Types Ay-14, AY -20,
AY -54, etc.
Synchros-Army Ordnance Type IV Dwg.
C-78414 115 V. 60 cp. generator; Type
XXI Repeater for 115 V. 60 cy., etc.

D.C. Motor -Delco 5069466

Alnico field. 27.5 V. 10,000 rpm. 1" a l' x 2". Use
as motor or as tachometer generator. Stock

58A-65.

Price $1.95
each net

-

4

Phase Shift Capacitor
stator, single rotor-provides continuous 0 to 360° phase shift. Mfgr.
P. J. Nielsen Co. (See circuit June '47
Eng. Ed. Radio News).
Stock

#SA -114.

Price $4.75 each net

Tachometer Generator-

Servo Motors
Types CK-2,
CK-5
and
10047-2-A, etc. for 400 cycles. Kollsman Type 776-01 for 400 cycles. Diehl
Types FP -25.3, FPE-25-12 and ZP105-8 for 60 cycles.
Timing Motor-Haydon 1 rpm.
Synchronous, 115 V. 60 cy. 2.2 watts

Pioneer

Stock #SA -133

Price $2.85 each net

Microwave

Antenna-

AS-217A/APG 15B. 12
Cm dipole and 13 Inch
parabola housed inweatherproof
Radome
16'
diam. 24 V. DC spinner
motor for conic scan.
Stock SSA -95. Shipping
wt. 70 lbs.

Price $9.50 each net
Remote Position
Indicating System -

Type J-36, 2 V. per 100 rpm.
Suitable up to 5000 rpm. Output
linear to 1%. Stock #SA -130.
Price $8.75 each net

E. A. D.

Sinusoidal PotentiometerNavy Type CFW-631539. 32,000 ohms.
Provides sinusoidally and cosinusoidally varying output voltages from DC
source. Used for P. P. I. deflection
circuits. Stock #SA -124.
Price $7.50 each net

(112

DC Selsyn SystemG.E. Position Transmitter Type 8TJ9 and
8DJ11 Indicator. For 24 V. DC operation.
Indicator dial calibrated for
flap position. 360° dial easily added.
Stock #SA -129
Price $9.50 per system
Radio Compass LoopLP-21-LM. Stock #SA -99.
Price $9.50 each net

Constant Speed DC

V. 60 cycles. 5 inch indicator with 0 to 360
dial. Heavy duty transmitter. Stock SSA -115.
6 -12

Price $9.95 per system

SERv0-TEK PRODUCTS CO

All Items
New & Guaranteed.

Motor-

G. E. 5BA25MJ424. 24 V. DC @ 4.2
amps. 7100 rpm. RC noise filter.
Stock #SA -100
Price $8.50 each net
Selsyn-Kollsman 775-01. Operates from
6-12 V. 60 cycles or 26 V. 400 cycles.
Use as transmitter or indicator. Stock
#SA -57. Price $3.75 each net

INCORPORATED

Open account shipments
to rated concerns,
others may order C.O.D.

Surplus Division

ARmory 4-2677

247 CROOKS AVE.

CLIFTON, N.

15,000 NEW STORAGE BATTERIES

J.

NEW INSULATION TEST SET

PORTABLE TYPE

Plastic and Hard Rubber Containers

waterproof, lead acid type terminals, 6 volts, 15 amp. hrs., 3 cells, 2 volts
each, 11 amps. for 10 hrs., size 41" width by 41" length by 5j" height, manufactured by Willard and Gould, packed in wood boxes of 9, 12, and 18 each.
At $1.50 each, f.o.b. Allentown, subject to prior sale.
Sample orders upon request.

?ret,Z

PHONE

3-7497

s0414

214-222 HAMILTON

- - --

Range 0-1000 Megohm, 500 volts D.C.

-

Brakes
Shears
NEW and Used
Folders
Punches
Forming Rolls
DI -Acro, Pexto, Niagara 8 Whitney Equipment.
R. D. BROOKS CO., INC.
Han. 5226
Atlantic Ave.. Boston. Mass.

REMOTE CONTROL

CABLE

2 SI6. 6 #20 gauge tinned, stranded rubber Insulated copper conductors. Weather, water and
ratproof. Heavy braided shield yz" O.D. Excellent
for remote control and Intercom. systems. $100.00/
M ft.
Write for sample.

ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES
6639 S. Aberdeen St.

3-7498

ALLENTOWN, PA.

STREET

SHEET METAL MACHINERY

361

PHONE

Chicago 21, Illinois

Special Values

Panel & Portable Meters
D. C. Microammeters:
50-100-200-500 microamps. High
Resistance Voltmeters Vacuum
Thermo -Couple Meters 31/2" &
41/2" Round & Rectangular
Multirange Portables:

readings from

10

microamps. full scale

Precision Electrical Instrument Co.
Grand Street
New York 13, N. Y.

True OHMMETER indication by cross -coil,
ratio meter. Heavy duty Generator with
centrifugal voltage regulator. Molded bakelite
case. External guard circuit. Indicator and
generator powered by Separate Alnico permanent magnets. Generator model self powered
-no batteries or other power source required.
Meets U. S. Government Spec. Navy Type G
and Army Signal Corps Type 1 -4S -B. Direct
reading-no ratios to set-no switches to
turn. All resistors are wire wound.

These instrumente are brand new, come
complete with carrying cases, test leads,

instruction books.

146

ONLY

RECORDGRAPH
Recorder and playback Amertype "Commando"
Model A Recordgraph carrying case 110V AC 60
Cycles eight hour recording on vinylite tape. Original purchase price $850. Make reasonable offer.

PILOT MARINE CORP.,

29 Broadway, New York City

HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION
HEATERS
Lepel-7.5 Kw.

gap type, water-cooled.
Ecco -5.5, 6.5, 8, 12 Kva. gap type and 35 Kra.
tube type, water-cooled.
"Bombardera" are slightly used, condition excellent. Prices reasonable.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.

65-67

E.

8th St.

$65.

F. O. B.

N. Y C.

RADIO HAM SHACK, Inc.
63 DEY ST.,

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.
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BRAND

NEW

EQUIPDiENT

TWO NEW HIGHS
IN VALUE
a splendid, lowpriced, self-contained table model
Frequency Modulated Radio Receiver

Kit Model FM -7,

Available for Immediate Delivery

Kit

Pioneer Torque Units Types 12606 -I -A and 126127-1-A.
Pioneer Torque Unit Amplifiers Type 12073-1-A.
Pioneer Autosyn Motors Types AY1, AY5, AY6, AY10, AY14, AY20, AY21, AY27,
AY30, AYC8 and AY101D.
Pioneer Autosyn Indicators Type 5907-17. Dial -graduated 0 to 2600.
Pioneer Two -Phase Servo Motor 400 cycle Low -Inertia Types CK1, CK2 and CK5.
Inverters, Pioneer, Holtzer Cabot, Wincharger and General Electric. All types.
400c cycle.
Diehl Low -Inertia Two-Phase Motors CDA211052, 75 volts, 60 cycle.
Eastern Air Devices Permanent Magnet D.C. Generator Type J36A. 10 to 5000
RPM. .02 volts per revolution.
Delco Permanent Magnet Field Motors Types 5069370, 5069466, 5069600 and
5969230.
Synchro Generators Size 5G.
Control Transformers Type 1CT.
Pioneer Remote Indicating Magnesyn Compasses.
Kollsman Remote Indicating Compasses.
Write for Our Complete Listing!

Complete with tubes,
speaker and beautiful
Bakelite cabinet. The
FM -7 has a frequency
response of 86-110 MC,
can also be used as a
TUNER with a high
quality amplifier. A
phonojack is provided

in the
chassis

Kit Model

201 W. 16 St.,

New York City

11

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
GENERAL RADIO: 100Q, 583A, 619E, 726A,
732B, 805C
FERRIS: 18B, 18C, 18D, 32A, 33A
MEASUREMENTS: 62, 71, 78E, 84

BOONTON: 110A, 150A
HEWLETT-PACKARD: 205A, 205AG, 320A
INDUSTRIAL INST.: RN -1
RCA: 155A, 306A, 170A
L & N: PRECISION RESISTANCES
RUBICON: 3402 GALVANOMETERS
SYLVANIA: P-4 SYNCHROSCOPES
WESTERN ELECTRIC: REG. PWR. SUP.
UN. CINE.: SCOPE SWEEP CAL.

Many others, 20-50% discount.
list. All equipment guaranteed.
a
prior sole, f.o.b. N. Y. C.

Send for
Subject to

THE NATIONAL INSTRUMENT CO.

COAXIAL FITTINGS

ea. 40e
UG 85U plug & socket (pictured)
ea. 40c
UG 21U plug & UG 22U socket
UG 901 U. UG 881U -85c, U G2551 U 40e
S0239 -35c, PL259-35e, Hoods -8c. PL259A-35c

HAROLD H. POWELL

Phila. 4, Pa.

3512 Spring Garden St.

FOR SALE

2 COMPLETE RADAR UNITS

Far Rockaway, N. Y.

Just say:

MIDGET AUTOSYNS
Indicator Types AY1 & AY5
Surplus, New Condition
$3.00 Pair, Postpaid
W. C. NEWMAN
1728

Wichita 3, Kansas

Hood

Delivery
vs.

Delay
difference between

ELECTRONICS,

Houston, Texas

120 Cedar Street, New York 6, N. Y.

whenever you need products or
services not advertised in a particular issue of this magazine.

ELLIOTT A. JOHNSON
P.O. Box 2175

RADIO KITS COMPANY

KNOWING where

Still in original packing cases

New and unused

Kc. Price of kit less
tubes
$10.95

"Information,
please"
Each issue is only part of the complete service we are organized and
glad to render to reader and advertiser, alike. We want you to
consider Electronics your primary
source of information in this field.

NAVY TYPE SF -1

the

by a detailed illustrated
instruction sheet. Many other kit models
catalog
E.
Write
for
available.
.
Now ready! New educational pamphlet
complete and simplified diagrams and in50c
models
our
structions on all

SURPLUS

1155 Neilson Ave.,

S-5

uses

All kits accompanied

SURPLUS TEST EQUIPMENT

VILLAGE RADIO EQUIPMENT
COMPANY

S-5

accepted
universally
superheterodyne cirthe
containing
cuit
following tubes: 12SA7, 12SK7, 12S07.
50L6, 35Z5 and tunes
from 550 Kc. to 1600

Flushing, L. I.. N. T.

(800-1200 MC.); 155A Scopes
Weston: 772 Analyzers NEW; Sens. D. C.
Relays
Clough-Brengle: 230A NEW
Quantities Limited. Discount. FOB N. Y.
Want RCA Sweep Generators 709B; also
Boonton Q meters.

with

double throw
switch for feeding signal to either the radio speaker or to the phonojack.
An additional jack for connecting extra loud speaker
is included. The R.F. section of kit is pretuned at
factory. This kit uses 2 I.F. stages, 1 limiter and 1
discriminator. Miniature tubes used throughout.
Price of Model FM -7 complete as described $29.95

Model

Telephone Flushing 7-8718

General Radio: 583A; 670F; 732B; 805A;
805C; 619E. Special lot of 722D, eleven
583A, as is, $400.
Ferris: 18B; 18C; 18D; 33A
Measurements: 84; 62; 71
Marion: MFM-1 Fluxmeter NEW
Boonton: QX Checkers IIOA; 150A
RCA: M1 18720 Microwave Signal Gen.

the
double

pole,

INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES

40-37 172nd Street

of

rear

330 West 42nd St., New York

to find some specific
material, part or instrument may be the

DELIVERY and DELAY. If the advertisements in this issue do
not cover your requirements, write

ELECTRONICS
February,
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Laboratory
Equipment

Industrial Power Supply Equipment
TRANSFORMERS

9500 megacycles, cali

brated.
Wavemeter TS 69/AP, 350-

1000 megacycles, cali-

brated.
X Band Power Load, TS 108/
AP complete with case and
accessories $10.00.
Radar Transmitter -Receiver,
2400-2700 megacycles, very
compact, 10 volts 60 cps,
1

RESISTORS
R-123 16000 ohm wire wound resistors,
200 watts
$90
R-148 5000 ohm wire wound resistors,
200 watts
$ 90
R-153 1000 ohm wire wound resistors,
200

watts

$ 90

RELAYS-CONTACTORS
RC -110 I.T.E. Magnetic contactor. Cat.
#KJ4206. 115 V. 60 cyc. coll. Single
pole 115 A. 600 V. with barriers, Adj

Signal Generator, for portions
of S band, pulse modulation,
variable duration and delay,
calibrated output, power
meter for internal and external metering.
Signal Generator, X band,
pulse modulation, variable
duration and delay, calibrated output.
Signal Generators for the range
of 1000-2000 megacycles,
1000-3000 megacycles and
2000-3700 megacycles, calibrated output, pulse modu-

lation, variable, duration
and delay.
Signal Generator, Ferris 1813
microvolter, 20-150 megacycles, metered output, 400
cycle modulation.
R.F. Attenuator, DC to 1000
megacycles 20 DB., 6, type
N connector. Can be connected in series to give
multiples of 20 DB attenuation.
Wavemeter TS 33/AP, 8600-

in)

T-103 (above) Voltage regulator transtat. Max KVA output 11.5, 50/60 eye.
0-115

V.

100

amps

or 230 V. 50 amps
$75.00
Net Wt. 134#

(left) Plate
Transformer. Amer tran. Primary 116 V.
60 cyc. 10.4 KVA.
Secondary 17600 V.
.520 Ma. 35 KVA
$65.00
test
T-101

Net Wt. 5004t

Filament
Transformers.
American T ran s
T-102

former

-

Co.

Type

WS .050 KVA. 50/60
Single phase,
cyc.
12
35 KVA test.
KV D. C. operating.
Primary 115 V, Sec-

ondary 5 V, 10 amps
with integral standoff insulator a n d
socket for #371, 872
etc. rectifier tubes..
$12.50
Net Wt. 15%#
T-104

Voltage

Regulator T r a n -

stat

115 V. 60 cyc.
Max. KVA .25, single phase, voltage
range 103-126 volts

max. amps 2.17 for
filament voltage
control
$9.50
Net Wt. 15#

CAPACITORS
G.E. Capacitor Cat. #14F59 or West-

inghouse Inerteen Capacitor. Inerteen
1
mfg. 25000 V. D. C
$36.00
net Wt. 65#
C-132 Aerovox, 10 mfd. 600 volt. D.C.

new $175.00.
General Radio Precision Wave meter, type 724A, range 16
kc to 50 megacycles, 0.25%
accuracy, V.T.V.M. resonance indicator, complete
with accessories and carrying case, new $200.00.

149

Audio Signal Generator, 2020,000 cps, R C tuned,
Hickok model 198, good
working order, $45.00.
Fluxmeter TS 15/ AP, 1000 to
1000 gauss, new $50.00.

P-100 High Voltage D.C. Power Supply
Unit. Primary 115 V. 60 eye. Output
0-15000 V, A.C. or D.C. @ .6 amps....

Oil filled

$1.00

CHOKE COIL
R-706 Amertran Disc Type. Line volts
C., Ripple frequency 120,
ohms, resistance .20 D.C. amps at
henrys 48% ripple, .52- amps D.C.
$42.00
at 25 henrys 48% ripple
Net Wt. 280#

15000 V. D.
900

time delay and remote contact control
trip
$10.95
Net Wt. 471h#
RC -117 Westinghouse Time Delay, current relay. Type SC -M. .2 to 1 amp
A.C. or D.0
$12.95
Net Wt. 3#
RC -112 Allen-Bradley, Cat. #810. Magnetic overload relay. 6.3-18.1 amps.
600 v. max
$7.95
Net Wt. 2%#
RC -111 Allen-Bradley. 116 V. 60 cyc.
coil. D.P.S.T. Contactor 15 amps $4.95
Net Wt. 11/4#
RC -105 Monitor Controller Co. Magnetic Contactor. 115 V. 60 eye. coil,
100 amp. 600 V. Double Pole with
barriers. 150 A. & 30 A. Renewable
fuses
$8.95
Net Wt. 32#
RC -115 R. W. Cramer Co. Time Delay
Relay. Type TD2 120S. 1 min. interval, 115 V. 60 eye. Synchronous motor
driven. Contact rating 10 amp. 115
$4.95
V. Single Pole
TUBES
TU -147 #371A or 371B High Voltage.
High vacuum rectifier tubes (used).

Filament guaranteed
T-147 New

$1.50
$5.95

METERS

Cramer Co. Running
Type RT2H, 116 V. 60
Flush mounting. 9999.9 hrs
$5.95
M-111 Weston Model 476, 0.130 V. A.C.
voltmeter. Flush type, calibrated for
$4.95
steel panel mounting
M-140AB Weston Model 476 Full scale
A.C. Ammeter, 3 amp.
Calibrated
0.120 V. flush mounting, with Weston
40/1 current trans
$8.50
M-146 Weston Model 476 Filament voltage indicator, 0-130 V. Movement with
116 V. mark, flush mounting, calibrated
for steel panel
$3.95
M-143AB Weston Kilovoltmeter, Model
301, 20 KV. 1000 ohms per volt. Flush
type calibrated for steel panel mounting, with 20 meg. 20 KV. Weston resistor. Complete with clips and stand$18.00
off insulators
M-142 Weston Model 301 D.C. Milliammeter, 0-800 MA. Flush type. Calibrated
for steel panel mounting
$4.45
MOTOR AND BLOWER
MB -156 Motor blower units. Direct connected, 4" inlet, 4" exhaust, 1/20 H.P.,
115 V. 60 cyc., 1750 R.P.M. Capacitor
start. Mfg. by Champion Blower Co.
Cat. #0 -CE
$21.50
Net Wt. 39%#
M-144-5 R. W.

Time Meter.
cyc.

HEATERS
H-149 Chromolox Strip Heaters, 300 W.
$1.00
115 V. (1/4"xl%"x12")

-

ELECTRICAL INTERLOCKS
E-114A Cory -Yale Interlock #B986
$1.95
Single
E-1148 Cory -Yale Interlock #B -1536
Dual
$2.95

SURGE PROTECTORS
S-109 Sundt Surge, Protectors #5134
with #5130 tube, 125 V. D.0
$1.25

POWER SUPPLY UNIT

$200.00

Net Wt. 2040#

IMPULSE
LABORATORY

ELECTRO

RED

P. O. Box 250
BANK, NEW JERSEY
Red Bank 6-4247

!ELECTRON ICS

-

All merchandise guaranteed in "as new" condition. Add approximately 20% to net weights
for estimated shipping weights. Terms are 30% with order, balance C.O.D. All prices are
f.o.b. Los Angeles Warehouse. Write for additional detailed information on any of the
above items and for special quantity discounts.

1527

E.

Seventh St.

February, 1948

EPCO

Los Angeles 21,

Calif.
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Since the war, K -TRAN has revolutionized
I. F. Transformer design. Because of its

that produced K -IRAN has been proven
by nearly two years of actual production
usage. Engineers who immediately recognized the advantages of K -IRAN have had
their judgment confirmed. Production people who have used them are K -IRAN

superior performance, its flexibility and
adaptability, its low cost both to purchase
and to use, K -IRAN has become the standard specification of most receiver designers.

enthusiasts.

Such superiority in a new product always

Conditions may have prevented your specification or use of K -IRAN in 1947. Perhaps
you have been disappointed by K -IRAN
substitutes. For complete satisfaction use
the original and only K -IRAN. Remember

stimulates imitation. Many manufacturers
have produced "K -TRAN substitutes"- but
none have all the "K -IRAN features". Only
a K -TRAN is a K -TRAN!

-Only a

The soundness of the brand new thinking

K -IRAN is a K -IRAN.
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PHOTO ELECTRIC
CELLS

Unmounted Cells
The shapes of Luxtron photocells vary
from circles to squares,
with every in-between
shape desired. Their
sizes range from very
small to the largest
required.
In addition to the unmounted cells shown
here, Bradley also offers cells in a variety
of standard mountings,
including plug-in and
pigtail types.
For direct conversion of light into electric energy, specify
Bradley's photocells.

They are rugged,

lightweight and true to -rating.

Illustrated literature,
available on request,
shows more models of

Bradley photocells, plus
a line of copper oxide
and selenium rectifiers.
Write for "The Bradley
Line."
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BRADLEY
FOR PRODUCT

INFORMATION

Refer to the 1947-48 Issue of
ELECTRONICS BUYERS' GUIDE
ELECTRONICS

-
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Equipment

RADIOS
Performance equivalent
to larger I.F.'s.

3/4x3/4x2" high
We are in full production on
When inquiring,
this item.

please designate type of
radio considered.
Orders accepted for

PROMPT

DELIVERY

Precision manufacturers of all
types of IF and RF coils.

chokes,

and

transformers.

ESSEX
ELECTRONICS
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey
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PREMIER CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED

MINI-SIGNAL

GENERATOR

Extreme versatility is combined
with laboratory precision in the
7 Crystal new Premier Model
Controlled Mini -Signal Gener1

1

ator.
The ultimate in accuracy is provided
by the new Premier Model 117 Mini Signal Generator. Its micrometer adjustment enables the user to zero -beat
the crystal with standard frequency
transmissions of WWV, and affords
the utmost in precision in setting up
frequency markers throughout the en-

tire radio spectrum.
the Premier Mini -Signal Generator
in BROADCAST STATIONS

259
259
259
259

SPECIAL SERVICES
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

for all types of

ON THIS
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
EMPLOYMENT
Positions Vacant

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale
WANTED

Get All The Facts
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with AIRCRAFT and AIRPORT equipment
in the LABORATORY

in MANUFACTURING RADIO EQUIPMENT
for AMATEUR operations
in SERVICE WORK
for general FIELD use

...

The Premier Model 117 Mini -Signal
Generator is versatile-can be used for
A -M, F -M, television. Frequencies
range from 100 kc. to 12 mc. with
harmonic operation above 12 mc. up
into the VHF region. Standard crystal: 100 kc., precision finished to
±.005%. Crystals for other frequencies to specifications.

-

Packed With Facts
This four -page

-

technical bulletin
is full of detailed

engineering data
and specifications
on the new Premier
Mini -Signal Generator: circuit diagrams, construction
details, operating instructions, exclusive features that make it more valuable and versatile for myriad uses.
Write for Bulletin 117.

PREMIER CRYSTAL LABORATORIES, INC.
60 PARK ROW

February,
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NEW YORK

7, N, Y.

1948- ELECTRONICS

CommerciaiGrade Components

The past decade has shown tremendous strides in the
adaptation of electronics to the industrial field. The new UTC
Commercial Grade Series of transformers was developed to meet
the requirement of this field as well as that of the
discriminating amateur and public address man.
CG units are conservatively designed with low temperature
rise and good insulation factors to assure dependability in
continuous service. All coil structures are vacuum
impregnated, and cases are poured with special sealing
compounds to assure stability under adverse climatic conditions.

The mechanical construction is rugged. Audio units and power
units up to 300 V.A. are housed in heavy drawn steel cases with
rugged lugs on moisture-proof bakelite, arranged for chassis mounting.
Large power and audio components employ cast aluminum shells for
minimum weight, and support the lamination in vertical position to occupy
minimum chassis space. CG units are finished in light grey enamel and result in
unusual professional appearance on equipment in which they are used.

The CG line includes audio components for all applications ranging from low level...
hembucking ... multiple alloy shielded input transformers to 600 watt Varimatch
modulation transformers. Power and filament components range up to those
required for a 3,000 volt 1 Amp. plate supply.
For full details on this new line, write for catalogue PS -408.

1
150 VARICK STREET
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST

/l

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

40th STREET, NEW YORK 16,
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These new RCA Special Red Tubes
are specifically designed for
dustrial and commercial app cati ns
using small -type tubes but having
rigid requirements for reliability and
long tube life.
As contrasted with their receiving tube counterparts, RCA Special Red
Tubes feature vastly improved life,
stability, uniformity, and resistance
to vibration and impact. Their unique
structural design makes them capable
of withstanding shocks of 100 g for
extended periods. Rigid processing

C
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hours w en They are operated w thin
their specified ratings. Extreme care
in manufacturing combined with pre cision designs account for their unusually close electrical tolerances.
RCA Application Engineers will
be pleased to cooperate with you in
adapting RCA Special Red Tubes to
your equipment. Write RCA, Commercial Engineering, Section BR40,
Harrison, New Jersey.
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RECEIVING -TYPE COUNTERPARTS
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THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA

6SL7GT

5691

(0.6 A. heater)
5692
5693

.

.

.

.

(0.3 A. heater)
6SN7GT
6SJ7

RCA Special Red Tubes can be used as replacements for their counterparts in equipment where

long life, rigid construction, extreme uniformity,
and exceptional stability are needed.

AtA

SEND FOR FREE

BULLETIN-Booklet

SRT-1001 provides
complete data on

*.:.
zit"ad

RCA Special Red
Tubes. For your
copy write to RCA,

Commercial
Engineering, Section
BR40, Harrison, N. J.
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TUBE DEPARTMENT
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RADIO CORPORATION
NARR/SON N.J.
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